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PREFACE.

The present volume is a further instalment of a number

of Essays which have accumulated in a rather leisurely

way since the publication of the first series of Studia

Bihlica in 1885. It is hoped that a third volume may
follow shortly. It will be seen that, as in the first series,

the Essays are not aU of the same character. Some are a

survey of work already done
;

others break more or less

new ground. If some of the points discussed appear

minute and technical, this will not, we think, need any

justification to those who are accustomed to historical

inquiry. It is just these minuter points which often

furnish the clue for wider investigations, and so either

change the face of familiar history or enable us to pene-

trate into regions hitherto unexplored. Neither do we
feel much called upon to justify the attaching to some of

the Essays both in this and the coming volume of a

perhaps unusual number of Appendices and notes not

always by the same hand as the Essay to which they

belong. We hope that they will be taken as evidence

(i) of a desire to keep pace with the ever-growing body
of knowledge, and (2) of the spirit of co-operation in which

the work has been done. In view of this spirit and of the

increasing number of students who are turning their at-

tention seriously to Theology, it is not likely that there

would be any dearth of materials for future volumes if the

t
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I.

THE AUTHOESHIP AND THE TITLES OF

THE PSALMS ACCOEDING TO EAELY
JEWISH AUTHOEITIES.

[Ad. Neubauer.]

Whatever dates may be assigned to the various books of

the Old Testament, there can be no doubt that the nari'ative

parts of it contain many old reminiscences, and if so, we may
take it for granted that the Hebrews from the earliest time

of their settlement in the promised land made use of musical

instruments, and consequently of some kind of singing. We
do not intend to lay great stress upon the passage

^ in which

a writer seeks to trace the invention of musical instruments

to Tubal-Cain. But music was generally used in cases of

rejoicing, private as well as public. Isaiah exclaimed^ :

' And

the harp and the lute, the tabret and the pipe, and wine are

in their feasts ;

'

and in another passage we read ^
:

' The

mirth of tabrets ceaseth, the noise of them that rejoice endeth,

the joy of the harp ceaseth.' An earlier prophet says*: 'that

sing idle songs to the sound of the viol
;

that devise for

themselves instruments of music, like David.' Here we see

that the early prophet of the kingdom of the Ten Tribes

ascribes to David ^ the highest perfection in using musical

instruments
;
this statement probably gave rise to the idea

that the great king was the unlimited author of the Psalms.

One of the great losses with the destruction of the first

Temple is said to be, that ' the elders have ceased from the

^ Gen. iv. 21. ^ Is. v. 12. ^
Is. xxiv. 8.

* Amos vi. 5.

^ Unless the name has here some mythological reference, e.g. Dod,
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2 The Authorship and the Titles of the Psalms

gate. The young men from their music ^.' On the other

hand, one of the delig-hts of the author of Ecclesiastes (a work

without doubt written after the return from the captivity) was,

as he says^ :
' I gat me men singers and women singers.' Of

course the use of musical instruments was not confined to the

Hebrews only. It is mentioned by a prophet, writing during

the exile, in connection with the Babylonians, when he says of

their proud king^ :
•

Thy pomp is brought down to hell, and

the noise of thy viols.' In the book of Daniel* also musical

instruments are mentioned on the occasion of public per-

formances in Babylon :
* To you it is commanded, O peoples,

nations, and languages, that at what time ye hear the sound

of the comet, flute, harp, sackbut, psaltery, dulcimer, and all

kinds of music, ye will fall down and worship the golden

image.' For public occasions with the Hebrews, we may
refer to the consecration of Solomon as the successor of DaAdd,

where it is said °
: 'And all the people came up after him, and

the people piped with pipes, and rejoiced with great joy.'

And when Jehoshaphat returned from a successful war against

the Moabites and the Ammonites, we find, at least in the

Chronicles, the following statement ^
:

' And they came to

Jerusalem with psalteries and harps and trumpets unto the

house of the Lord.' The prophets recited their visions under

the influence of music '^, and this art was also employed to

cure depression of spirit^. It would seem that in the earliest

period the performances of music, together with dances, were

given mostly by women, such as was the case with Miryam ^,

the daughter of Jephthah^", and the women who came to

greet David^^ The same was the case in Phoenicia ^^^ ^s well

as in Greece and Italy". Perhaps the earliest prophecies were

spoken by women, as might be concluded from the names of

' Lam. V. 14.
2 Eccl. ii. 8. » igaiah xiv. n.

« Dan. iii. 5, 15.
»

i Kings i. 40.
« 2 Chron. xx. 28.

'
I Sam. X. 5; 2 Kings iii. 15.

«
i Sam. xvi. 16.

» Exod. XV. 20. "
Judg. xi. 34.

»
1 Sam. xviii. 6.

" Isaiah xxiii. 16.

"
Winer, Bihl. EealwSrterhuch, art.

' Musik.'



according to early yewish Authorities. 3

Miryam, of Deborah, and in later times of Huldah, whose

influence must have been great, even at the time when the

new book of the Law was found ^.

Whether musical instruments were employed in the service

of the first Temple, we have no authentic evidence. The

chronicler ^ informs us that David introduced a regular service

in the Temple, in w^hich the various classes of the Levites

took part with different instruments at the occasion of the

various sacrifices^. But the statements of the author of Chro-

nicles, writing about 300 b. c, are scarcely an authority for

the period earlier than that of the Temple built by Zerubbabel.

However, with the spirit of conservatism amongst the Jews,

it would not be too hazardous to suppose that the service

of the Temple of Zerubbabel was in a certain respect modelled

on that used in the Temple of Solomon. If it were certain

that the word 'song' (i^tJ^),
in the words of the 137th Psalm,

'

Sing us one of the songs of Zion,' means a Psalm, which is

possible and even probable, since many of the Psalms are

headed by the word '

song,' one might conclude that the

captives were required to sing, accompanied with the harp,

one of the Psalms used in the Temple of Zion. To speak

with certainty concerning the litm-gies in the Temple, it can

only be said that Talmudic traditions mention a number of

Psalms which were recited during the service of the Herodian

Temple. It is true that these traditions were collected after

the destruction of this Temple, nevertheless a great part of

them were preserved orally from doctors who witnessed the

service of the Temple ; moreover, these traditions contain also

information concerning other parts of the Temple service

besides the use of the Psalms, information which agrees

with the data of Josephus, who wrote as an eye-witness, and

therefore the Talmudic traditions may be taken as authentic.

Adding to these arguments the conservatism proper to the

^ 2 Kings xxii. 14 ; Cheyne, Jeremiah, his lAfe and Times, p. 52.
'

I Chron. xvi. 4 ;
xxv. i .

* 2 Chron. v. 12; vii. 6; xxix, 25 ;
xxx. 21

; xxxv. 15.

B 2



4 The Authorship and the Titles of the Psalms

Jewish, nation, one may conclude that in the pre-Herodian

Temple Psalms were already sung with an accompaniment of

music ^. Josephus indeed speaks
^ of the Levite viJiv(aboC,

and according to the Talmud the singing of the Levites

formed a vital part of the various services. Thus it is said

in the Mishnah ^
:

* The moment they gave to the priest the

wine of outpouring, the Segan^ stood in the corner (near the

priest) with two flags in his hands
;
two priests, standing near

the table where the fat was lying, with two silver trumpets

in their hands, were blowing a loud alarm with the trum-

pets^. They then drew near to Ben Arza^, one on each side.

When the priest bowed down to pour out the wine, the Segan

gave a sign with the flags, Ben Arza beat with the cymbal,

and the Levites recited the song. When they came to the

end of the song (Psalm) the priests blew the trumpet, and

the people fell upon their faces. This was done for each

pause during the service of the daily sacrifice.' The next

Mishnah enumerates the Psalms used during the week in

the Temple, viz. Sundays, Ps. xxiv
; Mondays, xlviii

;
Tues-

days, Ixxxii
; Wednesdays, xciv

; Thursdays, Ixxxi
; Fridays,

xciii
; and on the Sabbath, xcii. Indeed the Greek trans-

lation of the Psalms has in the superscriptions most of these

indications of the days'^ ;
the Hebrew text has only the one

for the Sabbath, viz. Ps. xcii. Whether the other superscriptions

were omitted purposely, as Dr. Graetz thinks ^, or whether the

omissions are the work of a careless copyist, must be left an

open question. W^e believe the last to be the case, for no

reason whatever can be given for an intentional omission,

unless we accept an hypothesis which will be found later on^.

In another Mishnah "^^
it is said on the occasion of the feast of

*
Graetz, Kritischer Commentar zu den Psalmen (1882), p. 53.

» Ant. XX. ix. 6. » Thamid vii. 3.
* The locum (en ens.

* 1. 6. various tunes of the trumpets.
* One of the most skilful musicians.
' Viz. 48 (47) ; 94 (93) ; 93 (92) ; 91 (90).

«
Loc. cit. (note i), p. 89.

» See p. 5.
i» Sukkah v. 4.



according to early yewish Authorities. 5

Waterpouiing^ : 'The pious and men of good deeds ^ were

dancing" before the spectators, holding torches in their

hands and reciting songs and praises. The Levites, with

harps, nabla, cymbals, trumpets, and other instruments, were

without number on the fifteen steps which lead from the hall

of Israel to the hall of the women, reciting songs.' Again, for

the service of the Paschal lamb, it is said in the Mishnah^

that ' batches of men one after another followed with their

sacrifice, and before going out they recited the Hallel Psalms

(cxiii to cxvii).' In another Mishnah* the minimum and

maximum of the sounds of trumpets and of instruments

used for the service of the sacrifices are given. Similar

instructions are given in other Mishnahs^. Single Psalms

were used on new-moon days^, on the feast of Dedication'^,

and even for the occasion when Jerusalem was enlarged^.

One might have expected to find superscriptions mentioning

these various occasions, but they were probably omitted be-

cause all the Levites knew the Psalms which were used
;

however, in some copies they may have stood for teaching

purposes, and such a copy the Greek translators may have

had before them in a foreign country, where the service was

not so well known as in Palestine, and more especially in

Jerusalem. Unfortunately our Massoretic text is made from

copies which had not all superscriptions, as far as I can judge

from the earliest Jewish translators and commentators.

Other headings have reference undoubtedly to instruments

used for accompanying the singers, many of which are difficult

to explain. A certain number of headings give a kind of

historical introduction to show on what occasion the Psalms

in question were composed. Such are Psalms iii, vii
(?), xviii,

^ John vii. 37.
* The meaning of the words msyn •©:« is not certain.

' Pesahim v. 7.
* Erakhin ii. 3.

' Rosh hash-Shanah iv. 1,9.
* B. T. Sukkah, fol. 54 b. Pss. civ and cv according to Masekheth Sopherim

xvii. 1 1 (Dr. J. MuUer's note, 40, p. 247),
'' Ps. xxxi according to Mas. Sopherim xviii. 2, which is most likely meant

by the heading of this Psalm.
*
Graetz, Psalmen etc., p. 60.



6 The Authorship and the Titles of the Psalms

xli, lii, Ivi, Ivii, lix, Ix, Ixiii, and cxlii. How far back the

headings date it is not our object to investigate here. They
are certainly added by the compiler, and before the Greek

translation, which is much later than that of the Pentateuch.

These translators, however, were not then acquainted with the

exact meaning of them.

But before proceeding to the exposition of the titles, as

given by Rabbinical and Karaitical authors, it will perhaps be

worth while to state their opinion concerning the authorship

of the Psalms.

We possess no early Midrash on the Psalms
;
the Midrash

Tilim is the earliest, of the end of the tenth century i, and

even there we find nothing concerning the authorship of the

book of the Psalms. The earliest passage concerning it is the

famous one in the Babylonian Talmud'^, relating to the order

of the Old Testament and to the authors of the various books.

Here it is said that David wrote Tilim with the help^ of ten

elders, viz. Adam, Melchizedek, Abraham, Moses, Heman,

Jeduthun, Asaph, and the three sons of Korah. On the

question made why Ethan is not mentioned, Rab (who lived

in the third century) replied that Ethan was identical with

Abraham
;
this is explained by Agadical analogy. Another

question was asked to the effect that Moses and Heman are

identical according to the Agadah ; Rab, however, stated the

contrary.

In the Midrash on the Canticles* we find the following

statement :

' Ten men said the Psalms, viz. Adam, Abraham,

Moses, David, Solomo, to these five all agree. For the other

five, Rab says, Asaph, Heman, and Jeduthun, the three sons

of Korah (who make one author), and Ezra. R. Johanan

said, Asaph, Heman, and Jeduthun (who make one), the

'
Zunz, Die gotfesdienstlichen Vortriige, p. 266 sqq. A new critical edition

is expected from the skilful hand of Herr S. Buber.
* Baba Bathra, fol. 14 b.

* The exact meaning of 't "sr is not certain here. See below, p. 2 8.

*
iv. 4. Belongs probably to the end of the ninth century. Zunz, G. V.

(note 1), p. 64.



according to early Jewish A uthorities. 7

three sons of Korah, and Ezra. Elsewhere we find the opinion

of Rab attributed to Jobanan and vice versa^, wbich is of no

importance for our purpose. R. Hoona, in the name of R.

Aha, speaks as follows :

'

Although ten men said Tilim, they

were not reported in their names, but only in David's name.

This resembles the case of a band of singers who intended to

address hymns to a king, and to whom the king answered,
" You are all sweet, all pious men, all worthy to sing hymns
before me, but this man will sing them for you, because his

voice is so sweet." Thus, when these ten pious men sought

to recite Tilim, God said,
" You are sweet, pious, and worthy

to say hymns before me, but David will recite them for you

all, for his voice is sweeter, as it is said. And the sweet

psalmist of Israel^."
'

Concerning the postscript of Psalm Ixxii,
' The prayers of

David the son of Jesse are ended,' R. Meir (who lived in the

second century) says
^

:

' All songs and praises found in the

book of Tilim were said by David, as it is written,
" Then

ended the prayers of David." Do not read ^b'2
"
ended," but

^?N~/3 4 "
all these

"
are the prayers of David.'

That David said some Psalms, or all of them, by the Holy

Spirit, is not distinctly stated in the Talmudic literature, so

far as we know, but it may be taken as implied in the con-

tinuation of the passage just mentioned, which is as follows ^
:

' R. Eliezer (who lived at the end of the first century) said,

David said all the Psalms on his own account
;
R. Joshuah

said, on the account of the congregation ; the wise men, i.e.

the majority of the school, made a compromise, saying, some of

them are said on account of himself, and others on account of

the congregation, viz. those Psalms in which the singular

form is employed David said on account of himself, and

where the plural form is to be found he said on account of

* See the Commentary with the title of Mathnoth Kehunah.
* 2 Sam. xxiii. i.

^ B. T. Pesahim, fol. 117 a.

*

Perhaps ^^Vt, the s disappearing in the pronunciation.
' B. T. Pesahim, fol. 117 a.



8 The Authorship and the Titles of the Psalms

the congregation ;
when the words nV3 and |i:3 occur, the

Psalm refers to the future
;

h'^yiTQ means recited by an inter-

preter ;
nioro ^n^ means that the Holy Spirit was resting

upon him when he said the song ;
in? "^lOfO means that

David first said the Psalm and then the Holy Spirit rested

upon him ^.' The Holy Spirit is explained by the word r\l^yi}.

The gospels also imply the belief that the iioth Psalm was

said by David in the Holy Spirit ^. We shall find that

medijBval Jewish commentators in agreement with the rabbis

attribute the Psalms to David speaking under the influence

of the Holy Spirit.

For completeness sake we shall just state that in the

same Talmudic passage ten classes of Psalms are spoken

of. They are introduced, it is there said, with ten ex-

pressions, rm\ prj, b^3ir», nior», n^t^, nK>x, n^an, ni^nn, T^vn\r\,

and n''17?n. This last is the most important, because these

Psalms contain both song and prose. Let us state at once

that no real help is to be derived in the interpretations

of the titles of the Psalms from Talmudic and Midrashic

sources
;

these contain nothing but Agadic or legendary

explanations, which are quite arbitrary, and we shall see the

same method followed in the Syriac translation ^ of the

Psalms. The Talmudic doctors were not exegetes in a strict

sense. They torture a scripture text for casuistical deduc-

• tions, but they are much more reckless and unphilological

in their Agadic expositions, which may be compared to a

kind of sermon. One of the eompletest collections of their

interpretation of the Psalms in general is the Yalqoot of

Makhir ben Abba Mari, probably of the fourteenth century,

which embodies all the sayings of the two Talmuds and

the Midrashim concerning the Psalms. It exists in a

' With later commentators the order of these two words makes no difference.

See, for instance, Yephet to Ps. Ixxxviii and Ibn Ezra to Ps. xlviii.

* Matt. xxii. 43, where the words t^) 'A7«o> are omitted but found in

Mark xii. 36, In Luke xx. 42, as well as in Acts ii. 34, the Holy Spirit does

not occur at all. Was it because it was a pure Judaic belief?
' See p. 9.
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lo The Authorship and the Titles of the Psalms

Greek ^ in the fourth century. It is certainly not based upon
a Syriac translation as the Targum of Proverbs is. Samuel

ben Meir (twelfth century)^ erroneously attributes the

Targums on the Hagiographa to R, Joseph (died 325 A. d.).

Anyhow the Targum on the Psalms represents Jewish in-

tei'pretation, and we give it with an English translation.

Between this Targum and the commentary of R. Saadyah
^

Gaon (died 940) there is a blank. That there were earlier

commentaries than Saadyah's may be seen from his con-

temporary Karaitic author, Salmon son of Yeroham, who

gives interpretations of predecessors besides Saadyah, but

without mentioning their names *. So does Yepheth ^. No
doubt many quotations in these authors may be taken from

lexicons ^. But Abraham ibn Ezra quotes opinions of

Jeshuah
"', who is earlier, if not much earlier, than Saadyah ^.

Indeed with the Karaites exegesis in its strict sense begins,

and we know that Benjamin of Nehawend (beginning of

the ninth century) wrote commentaries on Biblical books ^,

but they are all lost at present. Thus we must take as

the earliest commentary we possess that of Saadyah, of

which we give the translation of the titles according to

the MS. in the Bodleian Library i*'. It seems that there

were two editions of this commentary, a shorter and a longer,

or a first and a second ", of which the Bodleian MS. con-

tains the shorter, to judge from the Munich MS., which

comprises two prefaces, a longer and a shorter, as well as

a longer commentary on the first three Psalms ^^. The shorter

has nothing on the titles or authorship of the Psalms ;

this is to be found in the longer preface, of which we give

^ He has onp for God, KiJptos, Ps. liii.
«
Zunz, G. V., p. 65.

*
Strictly S'adyah. See Catal. Oxf., No. 1438.

* See p. 39.
» See p. 40.

• See p. 34.
^
Pb. lixxviii. See p. 54.

' See Aug. der Pet. Bill., p. 7.
»
Ibidem, p. 6.

" Catal. Oxf., No. 104.
" See Catalogue of Hebrew MSS. in the Bodleian Libranj, No. 28.
" See Dr. J. Cohn's essay with the title of Saadias Einleitung zu seinem

Pmlmencovimeniar in the Magazin fiir die Wissenschaft dee Judenthums,
viii. pp. 1-19 and 61-91.
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a translation according to the Munich MS.^ That this

preface is indeed by Saadyah has not only been proved

from the agreement with his philosophic-theological book ^,

but his Karaitic contemporary Salmon actually quotes a

passage agreeing with it, and refutes Saadyah's opinion con-

tained in it ^.

After having remarked that God leads man to perfection

by five forms of speech, viz. by similitude, question, nar-

ration, commandment and prohibition, humble request and

prayer, and that all these forms are contained in the Psalms,

Saadyah says that David prepared the building of the Temple

by his son, and began by entrusting the Levites with a per-

manent charge for the speedy continuation of the building.

This is what is meant by the word nV307 (i Chron. xxiii.

4), and also by Dnnti'nn (i Chron. ix.
'>,'^.

At that time

God revealed to him this book, which we call the book of

praise, because it contains special songs, to be executed by

special men, in a fixed place, accompanied by special in-

struments and with fixed melodies, as I shall explain with

the aid of God. This revelation was made to David, the

father of the kings and a prophet, in consequence of his

great merit, as it is said ^,
' I have found David my servant ;

with my holy oil have I anointed him,' to the end of the

chapter. The divine inspiration of David began thus at

the time of his anointing, as it is said ^,
' And the Spirit

of the Lord came upon David from that day forward.' This

explains why so many of the titles of the Psalms refer to

the period of his election as king, partly before he began

to reign, and partly after that event. Thus as the wanderings

of the Israelites are fully described*' with all their vicissitudes,

in order to show how the Almighty bestows help on the

^ A copy of this preface was put at our disposal by Dr. J. Cohn, for which

we express to him our best thanks. For the collation of the text with the

MS. we are indebted to Dr. J. Perles.

* See Dr. S. H. Margulies' essay, Saadia Al-FajUmVs Arahische Psahnen-

uhersetzung (Breslau, 1884), p. i.

3 See p. 18.
* Ps. Ixxxix. 21 (ao).

^ i Sam. xvi. 13.

^ Kum. xxxiii to end.
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one side, and punishes on the other, so in the Psalms all

this is written down to be read always and everywhere for

the benefit of mankind.
* As to the use of the Psalms in the service of the Temple,

we can put these in five classes, which may refer to the

whole book as well as to parts of it. But at all events

a divine voice revealed the whole book to David, and in

accordance with that they are called by every one " the songs

of David." So it is said ^,

"
to praise and to give thanks,

according" to the commandment of David the man of God,

ward over against ward," and in another passage
^

it is said,

" to thank the Lord, because his mercy endureih for ever,

with the Psalms of David in the hand." And it is moreover

expressly said ^,
"
for so had David the man of God com-

manded." Some are of opinion that others besides David,

for instance, Asaph, Heman, Jeduthun, and Ethan, also re-

ceived revelations of the contents of Psalms, or wrote Psalms

themselves. But this can scarcely be the ease, for many
of the titles of the Psalms have two names, for instance,

xxxix, Ixxvii, Ixxxviii, but God does not usually charge two

prophets with one and the same message, except in the case

of Moses and Aaron, for the Lord spake with Moses face

to face *, and Moses is in the position of an angel who hears

the words of God and communicates them to the prophet.

Thus the connection of the name of Jeduthun with that

of David in some of the titles implies that David com-

municated the revelation to him, and he had the supervision

of the singing. The same is the ease with other names

in the titles. "To Moses ^" means that the singing was

entrusted to the children of Moses, who were at the king's

court, and "
to Solomon ^ " means that events which happened

under Solomon were revealed to David.'

'According to the above-given exposition of the book, it is

called
" Book of Praise-songs," because the Levites made use

^ Neh. xii. 24,
^ 2 Chron. vii. 6.

' 2 Chron. viii. 14.
* Exod. xxxiii. 11. * Ps. xc.

' Ps. Ixxii,
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of them for the Temple service, with the following five

arrangements :
—

* 1st. Each Psalm was sung in the Temple by a certain ward

of the Levites exclusively, but others could simply read it^.

Such are Asaph and his companions, Heman, Jeduthun, the

sons of Korah and Moses, Ben^, and the descendants of Obed

Edom, who are meant by the word nTian ^.

' 2nd. Certain Psalms had to be recited with a particular

melody, which is mentioned in the superscriptions. Thus the

word n3''J3
* means one melody, and ni3''J3

^ for Psalms which

were recited in various melodies, nipyon i''K^
^ means with a

loud voice (comp. i Chron. xv. 32, and the word npy in i Sam.

V. 12 and Jerem. xiv. 2). Others which have in the super-

scription the word nio?!?
"^ are sung with a deep and sweet

melody (comp. 2 Kings iii. 15), requiring a skilful singer.

The Psalms headed "to Asaph, Ethan, and Heman" were

accompanied by a cymbal (comp. i Chron. xvi. 5 and xv. 19).

Those Psalms headed n?no 7y
^ are accompanied by a drum

(comp. ^ino), whilst those with p^ and ni»^y
^ are accompanied

by a lyre (comp. i Chron. xv. 20). An elegiacal style of

recitation is intended by the heading of n''3"'DtJ'n ^y ^'^, and

those which were recited by the family of Obed Edom. And

in this case they were accompanied by a harp (comp. i Chron.

XV. 21). Possibly other melodies and instruments were used

for the recitation of Psalms, which are not distinctly men-

tioned. Anyhow, when a musical instrument is mentioned

for a Psalm no other could be substituted for it. At all events,

music and song were employed only in the service in the

Temple, not in the case of Psalm-reading at home or in the

synagogues.
'

4th ^^. Certain Psalms or verses were reserved for particular

1 We do not translate literally.
^ Ps. ix. i.

^ Pb. viii. i.

* Ps. Ixi. I.
" Ps. iv. I.

* Pss. cxx-cxxxiv. '' Ps. ix. I.

» Ps. liii. 1.
9 Ps. ix. I.

" Ps. vi. i.

^ No. 3, which should contain the manner of reciting the Psalms, ig

not in the MS. Possibly No. 2 implies a third class. See Dr. Cohn's article

(above, p. lo, note 1 2), p. 66.
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occasions. Some were recited at the morning sacrifice, others

at that of the evening (comp. i Chron. xvi. 37). Psalm xcii is

fixed for the sabbath and Ps. c for festival days ^. From the

contexts of some Psalms it would be possible to discover

the occasions of their recitation, but they are not distinctly

stated.

'

5th. Certain Psalms were sung only at fixed places, viz.

at the four cardinal points, the Levites being divided into

twenty-four sections, six of which were for each cai'dinal point

(comp. I Chron. xxvi. 14-17). The regular use of the Psalms

was confined to the Temple of Jerusalem, and accompanied by
melodies (comp. Isaiah xxxviii. 20). The exiles therefore,

when asked to sing some of the praise-songs, saying,
"
Sing

us one of the songs of Zion," refused by saying,
" How shall we

sing the Lord's song in a strange land?
" As to the reading

of the book of the Psalms, it may be done entirely with the

firm conviction and the certain belief that they were designed

to advance the salvation and the welfare of men. For if the

book be in the first instance a book of praise-songs, its final

aim will be to promote the commandments, as I have already

said^. . . . Whoever reads this book may firmly believe

that its whole contents, in whatever way expressed, consist

of an announcement of God, by whom the book was re-

vealed ....
' I have to speak here about the sequence of the Psalms,

which are not strictly in historical order. We find Psalm iii

headed,
" when he fled from Absalom his son

;

"
li,

" when

Nathan the prophet came unto him, after he had gone in to

Bath-sheba
;

"
Iii,

" when Doeg the Edomite came and told

Saul, and said unto him, David is come to the house of

Ahimelech
;

"
liv,

" when the Ziphim came and said to Saul,

Doth not David hide himself with us ?
" From the book of

Samuel it is, however, evident that the incident of Doeg
comes first, then follows that of the Ziphim, then that of the

desert of Judah and the Philistines in Gath, whilst that of

* See above, p. 5.
" Tlie text is interrupted at this point.
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Nathan and Absalom happened last. Consequently the

Psalms are not arranged according to historical tradition.

I have said that certain Psalms were sung in certain places,

east, west, south, and north, in the Temple ;
it is therefore

possible that the Psalms as we have them are arranged

according to this local service. Another solution maij be that,

as I have said, certain Psalms were fixed for the sabbath,

others for the feast days and new-moon days, perhaps also

varying for each month itself, they may then be arranged

according to the order of these days. Perhaps they are

arranged according to the six sections of the Levites, each of

which had other Psalms to sing, or to the classes of singers,

the sons of Korah, Asaph, etc. Thus the Psalms which are

not provided with a superscription may refer likewise to a

section of the Levites. The definite solution of the order of

the Psalms remains therefore an open question.'

The following is the full text of the substance given. above,

pp. 12 to 14
^

(MS. Munich, Hebr. I23 ff. 7 ^ to 9 «) :
—

Wv p -nv^DH p\n sJ_jj ^ pMj J^ Uj .m^j'ij ^n ^ cjlll

J^V*^ .^xniy jl pinn ^^ nnp •'jn ^^ t^jJl V)l.s:-»^j
^nidk^ p

n^an ^^y^\^ .i-^U- mp ijn ^^ ^ ^^„jJl nnp p mp '•jnJ
U^jjijt*

.^U-^^_^
HB'o p nry^^N p n'-nnn ^J3 Jy ^ Q\n^Nn b^^n hc'd^

^^ ^\% p naj; [p ^trip] p jh^nJ Jyj in^xJ sil^ (^JJl iidtoJIj

J-j c?jJI w.U^^j pnn^ iJjij pnn^ Jl c-^j.>.,:.Vlj .uU^^j n-i» >3a

d^ p!? n^o i'v nviD^ Jy p J\ yj ... ;

Vl^
.in'-^j pniT' *jn *-^

inn^T n^JK^DH Dn^nx Dn»yi iJyiS'
d^dnt '•nm

j^^j ^^^jX-Al
^1^ 'J3

^ We give the Arabic in the form which Saadyah most likely used in his

writing.
2 MS. follows orf. s i^s_ pn^jNi.
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j^ »Jl pJ^ U Jjij ii,l }omJ Vj fiD« Jy J>^ u^ 01'^^ "^^^yJ

^ T\M^yi
i^y>^

nwja Jlc uyLxXJI ^ »-il_^ ^^^i L« ^j J^^j^,

n"l3''3JJ »;jLa
Lo _^j «-iixi^ ^X;^ u^^. J^. ^ ^-^ -^^b cr^

L. ^j xjojj^ ^^. Jyj U L^j ?'i^\j>\)X ^^^^j nirjj
^"i(

L^j .nn^jy n^^iJ'n^ nnwi .no^DCi'n n^yn nyie> ^yni Jyb il J_^

Jyb 8_*i L^JLo A.*i-^>J1 OJlS L« »Ji»
(J-^^ *L^^ "-^^-^ J>^ '-'

uJJ*
« iLJl »^ "in^ijNJ «^U-o Jlc Jys^ ^^\^ ^vS n^Khv

.|a:on paa hm^ .pan ^^5 ^np nnyi JyS^uy^'^1; ij\.l"i\ ^ji-*^.
L^-^

-y-i U^cjJL^i ^^ Jifi
»-*i PlDSJ *jl^ U^y^j^l ^^ tjlS^Ui

in^xJ ^jlS^U UjI
dUji"^ .y^D^j^D D^n^j^Di pidni a^»^n nn ^

Ui .y^oB'n^ nB>m D^ni^VDn jn^Ni sjon |ont cnnitJ^ni JjiS" j»\iJj

nnan D''»''n nm ^ -p:. U^:>_jjJ1 vjj^ _j-^ niol'y jl pJ »iyLc

8iyL£ jl
n^j^ttc'n hv i,^^ J *-Ji a-aX'1 ooLS^Uj .n^on^Di^'i i^s^ryi

in^nriD^ D^mn nm ^y -^ U5^ ^^^ J^ j^ ^nan nnx nniyb

J\^^ ^fi\ ^L, ij^„ ^^1 ^j^.^ .Dnx nniyi in^ap»i in^JS^^Ni

» MS. 'ipi.
« MS. NTHD. » MS. nibr. « MS. n'DD.

' MS. »D3. * MS. oVcbM. '' MS. Tisn2«.
' MS. vwnn.

* See p. 13, note ii.
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J-^A c>5j ^ in J ^j L»
jjij j^jJb TJonn nSy ^Jlc JUj jj^

La

b 'n^ r\^^ ^^ .sljjJl ^^b^ JLc JUj ivnn ^n ^N^njh Jl \iy^i

^\ Jlc^ .^_^1 ^jb^ Jic JliL> ^Nnc'^ ""n^N 'n inn J\ p^n
sift, i^yyb yi^ ii.)l.s:-»^j PIDN ^Jl

^1 |iy3Jj ^oolS^Uil
^^.]/Ul

,i»vi Di> nmi? ^^l^n pisn ^oai? nncij vnxh sidn!' 'n nni jnx ^jsi?

mini mn ^ip3 Jj-s^
i-oU.

^s^ y^ T\y\rh "ii»to xj^lc Ju: ^_
J

L^jLotj ^.>v-el:-o l.^.Xsri ^1 i:yLsjl
Ijjb

^j^5sj ^jl |jiL»jj
.iain |iDn

D^SK'^ DHN nniyh in^D^cj'b nnnro i^nian ^s''i J^UjI ^juaJl ^y

U-J AJ,lj ujr^ ^1^ ^^2 J-** f .n3^B> "Wf oy nnyoi? nonh

Q^^i^n rrsVfh Jlsj
U^-* -^ US^cu-* oL^ jsj,"^! ^^ x^j.^ jXi

nii^jjJl dJlS^ /n nn n^N^D ijy nv3^ JjiS^i^jjJb ^^:;[^^ %^ (jjJl

J5^n''E^>Jl dJJ^ /n n^a ^y li^^n ^n^ b }jjj ^ni:^3Jl Jj^^^-jJilb A:,^n^

^-j-}-«J l^^ij ^1 *b"^l
l^L*. 1523 Juki ^jl Os-JLc Uj jj-J^iiJl jJLo

^Jl3

by 'n n^{j> n^trj T^ V^ P^^ "'^^^ ^^^ ^"^""^ '"if^^tJ^ irbhni n^K' nm
LjjUj si! JJujUj ixli iiUS

_l;-B.JLi iil^l J.-^.^-»l ^Js. Lelj
,"1DJ nlO^N

LfH^ls _r^ »
J^-aJj

^

»-o^ LaJ! ^ . . >..xl\ tw>b:j »Jl (c^j ^botJl --X.o\

: n^Ji lift ^^ ^jU-JajJl ^^j^"^! Ua i^lJJUl

We see that Saadyah believes all the Psalms to be by-

David, who handed them over to Asaph and other Levites ;

»MS.N3N3. 2MS. a:ji.
^ MS. m"?!?'.

*
lUegible in the MS.

VOL. II. C
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and the titles, when not stating some historical fact or the

time for singing the Psalm, refer to instruments. Next

comes his Karaitic contemporary, Salmon ben Yeroham^

whose Arabic commentary on the Psalms is to be found in

the Imperial Library of St. Petersburg 2. We shall find the

Karaites referring the contents of the Psalms mostly to the

present exile ;
in general they are much less clear in their

style and meaning than the Rabbanites. Salmon believes

that David is not the only author of the Psalms, but that there

were prophecies communicated to others named in the super-

scriptions. The following extract in English will be sufficient

for our purpose :
—

Salmon ben Yeroham explains the title D"*?!! from the root

iri and D''^n^n, which means 'height,' because the book of

the Psalms contains all superior matter contained in the Law.

.... Salmon contradicts Saadyah's saying that the Psalms

were not used as prayers outside Jerusalem and the Temple,

showing that David himself recited Psalms outside Jerusalem,

and before the town was built, as for instance Ixiii, lix, and

cxlii, and even outside the Holy Land. The argument which

Saadyah advances from Ps. cxxxvii, says Salmon, is not con-

clusive, because the exiles only objected to sing the Psalms

accompanied with their harps, as was the custom in the

Temple. Salmon also objects to Saadyah's opinion that HK'D?,

Ps. xc, means ' to the children of Moses,' and nD7K'7, Ixxii,

means '

concerning Salomon.' Salmon takes these headings

in the literal sense.

D^^n ikil y^ t—fiJ^j^ 6Si\ j^c
»^....B>j

Tihr\ «jli ^^\ UU

^ . . minJl
^_^ ^ U-« »^ -^ jjjj ^^Aail ift^^l i.a>jjJl (^^'

' See Aui der Petersburger BihliotHeh, p. 10.

' First Firkowitsch collection, No. 555.
" Fol. 27 a. .

« MS. rjiyv "jan,
3 MS. Nbyv.
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|o\ni pjON^ Jl5 L. u-.,...-^ ntJ>o ^33^ jo^ nB>o^ n^an Ll^ (sJUj^

D>n!>K noi'ij'i'
sJj^, no^K' Jl s^j...

-.11
^jI^l^JI Ulj .*^5/^j pnn^i

'-w '-I0 JU : noijE^ JLc 8^ nn Jl ^jl ^j UjI sJU ti^s*^

^..^i ^>».)
J ^j^i JjJ ^;;-«

ijuj.
^Jlc oJr^l U Dni'T' p pOPD

c-Jl-j
sIa sjj-o n^^y nB>D t-JL- jJ ^"loJ

ocjI^ (^"i
sjlc JiiJ ijl

jj\ L^..^.:>^ (ti^^ ^r^-JI
iJuk ^ ^j^s^ D''N''n3JI

^^^*j»-
^^

s-JU: apy *^^ U JLcj ^NnEJ>^J i-jiLo jL*"^! ^jl US^^^^bLj ^^^>^,^iL«

j;U-j u^ isJli
,j-« *-j,L» min^i . , . piNn . . . vji!? 3py^ Nip^i

^.^LJl

J

We must next mention the lexicographer David ben Abra-

ham ^, a Karaite contemporary of Salmon. He is also the

author of a commentary on the Psalms, but at present lost.

We give among the expositions some extracts from his

dictionary written in Arabic, taken from the MS. in the

Bodleian Library*.

Yepheth ben Eli (Ali) follows next
; he is also a Karaite,

who lived towards the end of the tenth century, and wrote a

commentary on the Psalms in Arabic, of which MSS. exist in

the Paris ^ and St. Petersburg Libraries ; our extracts are made

from the Paris MS. The preface, with the commentary on the

first two Psalms, and the translation of the rest, were pub-

lished with a Latin translation by the Abbe Barges ^. We
shall here give a free translation of his introductions.

Yepheth also does not attribute all the Psalms to David,

He says at the beginning of ch. i :
—

'

It is necessary to state how many authors there are in

the Psalms. We have found three : ist, those attributed to

one person, whose name is given at the beginning of the

1 MS. nobN. » MS. Dn3N3.
' See Journ. Asiaiique, 1861, ii. p. 465, and 1862, i. p. 47 sqq.
*

Catal., No. 1451.
*

Catal., Nos. 286-291.
• Libri Psalmorum David, etc., Paris, 1861, and Specimen, etc., Rabb.

Yapheth . . ., Paris, 1846.
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Psalm
; they are the following : David, Solomon, Asaph,

Jeduthun, who is identical no doubt with Ethan, and Moses.

2nd, those attributed to a family, of which the names are not

given, such as the sons of Korah. They are, according to

some, Assir, Elkanah, and Eliasaph, who lived in the time of

Moses
; according to others, they signify Heman alone, as in

the passage, the children of Dan, Hushim^
;
we believe,

however, that the sons of Korah signify many persons who

lived at various periods, as we shall explain on the 42nd
Psalm. 3rd, Psalms without names of authors at all, forty-

six in number, viz. i, ii, x, xxxiii, xliii, Ixxi, xci-c, cii, civ,

cvi, cvii, the Hallel Psalms cxi-cxviii, ten of the gradual

Psalms, cxxxiv^, cxxxvi, cxxxvii, cxlvi to the end. These

do not include the 119th Psalm, which makes one, and two

headed by nV307, but without a name, viz. Ixvi and Ixvii,

which latter is a part of the former. Out of the forty-six

Psalms, we consider five as completing the preceding ones
;

Ps. X, namely, completes ix (which, as we shall show, follows

the order of the alphabet) ;
Ps. xxxiii belongs to xxxii

;

Ps. xliii to xlii, Ps. Ixxi and civ belong to the preceding

Psalms. The collector has disconnected them, for reasons

which we shall explain in their proper place. Amongst
these forty-six Psalms ten may be ascribed to the author

mentioned in the preceding Psalms, viz. xci-c, to Moses.

The last Hallelujah Psalms are connected with David, being
associated with cxlv. Those headed by nV3D7 there is no

reason for not ascribing to David. The rest of the anony-
mous forty-six Psalms need not be ascribed to one author or

to one epoch ; it is more probable that they were composed
at various times and by members of a family, and hence they

are not ascribed to one author. The singers said the Psalms

standing, whilst the Holy Spirit rested upon them, with the

same number, the same order, and the same melody. Now
those Psalms which are not provided with a name, and have

no connection with the preceding one, are attributed by some

^ Gen. xlvi. 23.
^
Evidently an error for cxxxv.
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to Adam, by others to Moses, and by the best commentators

to David, except the ten which belong to Moses. But as

none of these can produce decisive arguments for their

opinion, we do not think it is worth while to discuss them

and to refute them.'

Yepheth then divides the Psalms into the following

1st. Psalms relating to the creation and things created,

such as civ, cvi, and verses of others.

2nd. Psalms of God's benefits towards Israel and other

nations, such as in Psalms civ. 27, 30, cxlv. 9, 15 ; towards

Israel especially, xliv, Ixxviii, Ixxx. i.

3rd. Psalms describing the signs and miracles in Egypt, in

the desert, and in the Holy Land, such as xliv. 3, xlv, xlix,

Ixvi, Ixviii, Ixxii, Ixxvi, Ixxx. 8, 9, xcv, ci, cv, cviii, and all the

Hallelujah Psalms, and those of degree, as well as Psalm cxliv.

4th. Psalms referring to the rebellion against God by the

early Israelites. Such are Psalms xxxi. 11, xxxii. 5, xl. 13, 19,

Ixxviii, cviii.

5th. Psalms relating to punishment and calamities, xliii,

xliv, Ixxviii, Ixxix.

6th. The return of the exiles, xxxii, cxix.

7th. Asking for the right direction concerning the law, cxix.

8th. Prayer for deliverance from the enemy, iii.

9th. Prayer for the fulfilment of God's promises, xiii. 4.

loth. Prayer that all the inhabitants of the earth may be

converted to the true religion, xlv, xlvii.

nth. Prayer for general peace, xlvi. 10, Ixvii. 5.

lath. The faith of the nations in Israel and the Messiah,

Ixxii. 8.

These twelve parts should be used as daily prayers morning
and evening.

Yepheth gives then an explanation of various expressions

in the Psalms referring to the meaning of prayers, such as

niDT, niTin, p3n, and so on, a subject which lies out of the sphere
of our essay.
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At the beginning of the third Psalm, Yepheth, like David

Qamhi two centuries afterwards, gives a general introduction on

the expressions used in the superscriptions of the Psalms. 'The

following seven words,' he says,
' occur in the book, viz. niDTD,

IWE', Dn3D, TK', ^''3K^D, H^JSn, and nirin ;
sometimes we find two

or more of them together in one heading, viz. niDjD and T'K'

twelve times
; h'^yD'O with "TiDro "TiK^ and n^an once

;
the three

other expressions, viz. jV3K>, DriDD, and n^nn, we find only singly.

We shall state now how often each of these occurs. The most

frequent term is ni»HO, which occm's forty-seven times
;
next

comes n''{j>, which we find twenty-nine times, of which twelve

with "noT» ; DriDO occurs seven times
; n^sn five times

; n^nn and

iVJB'each once. P''JB' means a release from Cush the Benjamite ;

DriDD means a stain, caused by a child, a king, or a fact
; h'^yV'Q

means either direction or leading; n^sn means prayer in all

respects ;
npnn is praise to God for all His bounties ;

as to »^B'

the opinions differ. Some say that each Psalm is a song of

salvation, which is really applicable to all Psalms headed by

this word except Ixxxviii. 3, which they apply to prayers in

exile
;
others say that these Psalms were used for the daily

and additional sacrifices. It seems to me that "T'tJ^ refers to

some wonderful event
;
in general it bears the meaning of

">1DTD, which is diflficult to explain, and which I believe to have

been accompanied with singing and musical instruments,

although this can scarcely be the case with the 63rd Psalm.

But if it was originally recited only, it is not at all impossible

that later on it was accompanied with song and music.

As to the Psalms which have no headings and those

which are introduced by nV3»i', T^'^r\, and mn, we shall

give our opinion in its proper place.' This we shall omit,

not belonging to the headings strictly, but being deductions

from the contexts of the Psalms which are excluded in this

essay.

cy/3 ^\ \>\s^"i\ ^ »/I ^,^. Lo J^\ Ll^ ^;Sli ^ e5*-!-4

Lj\ J>5-^ .L^J:.*
ilo-ftJ J.i ^_^

Jl..x^ ^^i j-^j^ i:yljl^-LC j^

A.^Jl
Ixftj

.n^nn .n^an b^yira .n^s:' .Dnao .iidtd ^j a-*--
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Xa-lj A-i^ ^y -l>E>j
niOTO x-«

^j/:ij
i'''2K^D ikaJj

. a-^ n""* ^
nn^ ^^3B>D jAj UjI ni'sn *-•

\:ir^^ .'mrsn pn^ ij^ac^ jjk^

jjj
L.1 J\ y^ QnaD ^yjwj /:'•»'' p E>D ^^ c^ y^ yt X\^W

jui^l j_5ijt-. ^ j^\j:iS ^j t-ibj^ UIjljl*
^•'3EJ^j .Jjti jl

(sLU
j\

»^,jj (J--**) »-vv.pf.lf>- ,_^ sJJl isr^xa
j_j9 (^ npnn

(^y^j^j .jlc_jJ1

^_^1 tjj-CJu) \y\S
J-iJ^

Iji-dj Uilj ny^B^ n^{5> jjl I^Lai HVIB^^
^ TonJt

Jiii JUj n^trJl ^\ Jl5 j-t-^J
•'^^^^-'^ cy J^^" "^^

^. d.».f. lo c dJjUfc isJ-;-»J TtJ'Jl ttUJ %J>\ yt Lju c^>^ L?JJ\j ,S]D"ltDJl

^^^Lx-ej
.niOfDJl & .1 >

"
.'Vi Lo L-*>«. Jg^- z*-'^ Jj ^ J-ft) A*^ i;;-^>

^

Ijuft JJa-o L^l ^-!^ (^iaj /t-»|^ ^y LfcUj^j ^^li L^JoLLi ^^j ill

V-
Jj\ cJ^ul^ u^ («^ u^ (>->-^ "'^^"^ "^^'^'^^ ^'^^'•"'^ J^ J-*^^

j^^a5l« J-ol Ijl^ »^ li-oJj vUJl IJ^ '^^ Vr* l/* &''"^11E'DJ1

Abu-'l-Walid R. Jonah ibn Jannah ^ does not afford much
» See TAe Book of Hehrew Hoots, Oxford^ 1875.
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material for our subject, and he will rarely be quoted here.

Three important commentaries are at present lost, (i) that of

Joseph ibn Stanas, Santas, or Satanas (who lived in the tenth

century), quoted in another commentary
*

; (3) that of Judah

ben Bala'm ^
; (3) that of Moses ibn Jiqatilia (Moses Kohen),

frequently mentioned by Abraham ibn Ezra^. Solomon of

Troyes, known as Rashi (who died 1105), relies much on the

Ag-adah ;
sometimes we shall find him agree with those who

suppose the titles to refer to instruments.

We now come to the most acute commentator, the well-

known Abraham ibn Ezra, who paid a visit to London in

1 157. Whilst he seeks to show by enigmatical hints that"

Moses cannot be the author of the whole Pentateuch, we

shall find him most conservative in the Psalms, unless the

anonymous view mentioned in the following preface is his

own *. He says :
—

' This book of TeMloth contains songs, with the name of

either the singer or the author prefixed ; many, however, are

anonymous, such as i, ii, xei and the following Psalms. The

commentators are divided as to the authorship of the Psalms.

Some say that the entire book is by David, who was a

prophet, as it is said,
"
According to the commandment of

David, the man of God^^^ an expression which is used in

Scripture of a prophet. David also says,
" The Spirit of the

Lord spake by me ^
(wh'ch means, who speaks with me),

and His word was on my tongue." When we find the name

of Jeduthun together with t at of David in the title to a

Psalm, the meaning is that David is the author and that he

gave it to Jeduthun for performance, for he was one of the

chief singers. Psalm Ixxii is a prophecy of David concerning

Solomon, his son. Psalm xo is also by David, which he gave

to the sons of Moses for performance. The same is the case

^ See Dr. Harkavy's article with the title d'2\»' dj D'®in in the Quarterly

ncstD, fasc. i, St. Petersburg, 1885.
^
Oxford University Gazette, 1876, p. loo. * Ps. ex,

* Printed in the so-called ' Rabbinical Bibles.' ' Neh. xii. 24.
* a Sam. xxiii. 2.
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with the names of the sons of Korah and Heman. Psalms

Ixxix and cxxxvii are prophecies of David, similar to that of

the birth of Josiah i. Others say that there is no prophecy in

the Psalms, and therefore it is put together with Job and the
"
Meg-illoth," as is shown by the expressions song and prayer.

According to their opinion Psalm cxxxvii was composed in

Babylonia. The same is the case with the Psalms which are

headed " of the sons of Korah," which were composed by the

sons of Heman in the Babylonian captivity, as is clear from

the fact that these Psalms contain matter concerning this

captivity, which is not the case in those of David. Asaph,

the author of the Psalms, was also one of the Babylonian

captives, and not identical with the contemporary of David.

Ethan the Ezrahite composed his Psalms on the destruction

of the empire of the family of David under Zedekiah. As to

the anonymous Psalms, the compilers did not know the names

of their authors
;

the same is the case with the " sons of

Korah," when they did not know the name of the individual

authors. Psalm cxix, they say, was composed by a young

captive in Babylonia, who was greatly honoured ^
there, as

appears from the following verses :
" Wherewithal shall a

young man cleanse his way ?
"

(ver. 9) ;
"I am small and

despised" (ver. 141) ;
"Princes also did sit and speak against

me" (ver. 23).

'My opinion, however, inclines towards the words of our

wise men who say that the whole book was written by the

Holy Spirit. As to the word "
song

"
("T'K^), we find it also

applied to the prophecy in Deuteronomy xxxii
;
the expression

**

prayer
"
(npsn) we find applied to the prophecy of Habakkuk

iii. I, and Isaiah Ixiii. 17. Whenever we find in the super-

scriptions nni?
"
to David," it means that the Psalm is either

by David or a prophecy concerning him, similar to Psalm

Ixxii, which was written with reference to Solomon. Psalm

xci is by Moses, and the Psalms marked " to Asaph
"

are by

Asaph, the contemporary of David,
" who prophesied according

^ I Kings ziii. 3. 'So MSS. and editions in spite of wh&t follows.
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to the king^." The sons of Korah, the sons of Heman,

lived also in the days of David (comp. i Chron. xxv. 5). As

to the word n07tJ'7, Psalm Ixxii,
" to Solomon," it means a

prophecy concerning" him or concerning his son, the Messiah,

as it is said,
" And David my servant shall be king over

them ^." Servant here is used as in the passage,
" Fear not,

O Jacob, my servant^." The Psalms which have no author's

name may still be by David
;
as Psalm cv, where no name is

mentioned, is, according to i Chron. xvi. 7, by David, who

handed over the Pgalm to Asaph. As to the objection against

the authorship of David, on the ground that the book is not

introduced with the name of David, is it not the same with

Genesis, of which no one * denies that it was written by

Moses, for such is the tradition, although the book does not

begin with the words,
" And God spake to Moses ?

"

' The Gaon (Saadyah)
^
says that this Psalm was composed

by David, who gave it to one of the singers to sing it con-

stantly, according to the use of the word nvji>°. Others think

that this word means " the chief over the singers," like DTiXJDI

on''?!? '^. And this is right ;
the h has a patah (denoting the

article), because he was perfectly known. ni3''J3 means two

melodies. Others take it as an instrument. I believe that

there were in Israel songs and praises in different melodies
;

n"iJ''3J means the beginning of the song, thus the melody is

written with it
;
the saix^e is the case with nii'yD, nio^j;, etc'

In general Ibn Ezra takes the enigmatical superscription as

the opening words of a song, to the melody of which the Psalm

was sung.

Contemporary with Ibn Ezra is the Karaite Jacob ben

Reuben, author of the Book of Richness, of which a MS. exists

in Paris. There is not much that is new in it. The same is

the case with the lexicon of Solomon Pirhon, or Parhon* (who
flourished 1169), and the Karaitic lexicographer, Ali ben

1
I Chron. xxv. 2. * Ezek. xxxiv. 23.

^ Isaiah xliv. 2.

*
See, however, his commentary on Gen. xii. 7.

* See p. 11.

*
1 Chron. xxiii. 4. ''2 Chron. ii. 2.

8 Edited by G. S. Stem, Pressburg, 1844.
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Soleiman, who compiled his work from predecessors^. Shortly

after Ibn Ezra follows the famous David Qimhi^, who in his

short introduction, after having- quoted the passages of the

Talmud given above ^, concludes that ' David composed the

Psalm with the help of the Holy Spirit, to be distinguished

from prophecy. And although David, Jeduthun, Heman, and

Asaph are called prophets, they are so only in a certain degree,

for prophecy is classified in various degrees, the one higher than

the other *. Daniel, for instance, who had visions in dream and

when awake, did not reach the level of Isaiah, Ezekiel, and the

other prophets ; therefore his book is included amongst the

Hagiographa, which means books written with the aid of the

Holy Spirit. The Psalms composed by David he gave to the

singers to recite, viz. to Asaph and his brethren (comp. i Chron.

xvi. 8, Ps. cv), to Jeduthun (Ps. Ixii.
i). There are Psalms

which refer to events which happened to him or to Israel when

fighting with their enemies
;
others contain prayers and thanks-

givicgs, without allusion to any special occasion. The Psalms

which are headed ^1'^7 and those without headings are by David.

Tni?, however, sometimes signifies "concerning David ^."

David incorporated in his book a prayer which he found and

which was referred by tradition to Moses ^
;
he also spoke of

events after his time, e.g. the Babylonian and other captivities,

and pronounced consolation in view of the restoration of the

house of David to its former position. The Psalms of all

kinds were recited, some with, some without, an accompani-

ment of music. We do not know now the meaning of the

various words found in the superscriptions.' Here David

Qamhi quotes the Talmudic passag-e on niVJ, etc'

At the beginning of the third chapter he writes as follows :

' TO30 is the chief musician, who distributed their parts to the

singers and players. Accordingly we find always nVJ»? and

* MS. St. Petersburg, first Firkowitsch collection, No. 75.
* Kather Qamhi, flourished from 1160 to 1230.

'
Page 7.

*
According to Mairaonides. See The Guide of the Perplexed, transl. of

Dr. Friedlander, vols, ii and iii.

' Pss. XX. I, 2 ; ex. 1.
* Ps. xc. i.

^ See p. 8.
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never TW^ or p3»^. Comp. Habakkuk iii. 19; i Chron.

xxiii. 4, XV. 21. There were chiefs for the instruments called

niJ''JJ and n''3''0{J>
;
and with the accompaniment of these in-

struments the various Psalms were recited, each to some well-

known melody ;
for music is a great science, which attracts

the intelligent soul, and it is included amongst the external

sciences. The instruments used in the Temple for accompany-

ing Psalms were the nabla, harp, cymbal, trumpet, and horn,

of which each was distinguished by its special style of music.

One of the tunes is called niD^y 1, others are called n^J^j:, b^^^^,

nnya, IVJK^, DI^TIJ, niJVJt?', DTIJ. There are instruments called

"WV, 23"iy, and D'»JD, each of which is recognised by its notes,

as those acquainted with this science are aware. We find

(i Chron. xxiii. 5), "And four thousand praised the Lord with

the instruments which I made to praise therewith," but it is

not known whether those who used the instruments also sang

the praises, or whether the singers were facing the players.

Comp. also a Chron. vii. 7 and xxix. 28. The trumpets

were blown by the priests (Num. x. 8) ;
the other instru-

ments were played by the Levites (3 Chron. xxix. 26) 2.'

Before returning to another Ai-abic commentator, we may

briefly notice a commentary on the Psalms by Isaiah of Trani,

the elder (who lived about 1230), which is chiefly based on

Abraham ibn Ezra. MSS. are to be found in Paris (No.

217, 3) and Parma (No. 308). Some glosses are to be found

in the Bodleian Library which seem to belong to the same

school ^.

The dictionary (MS. in the Bodleian Library, No. 1484 of

the New Catalogue) of Moses of England (who lived early in

the thii-teenth century) will be rarely quoted here.

* 1 Chron. xv. 30
;
Ps. xlvi. i.

* Qamhi's commentary to the Psalms has been printed many times, and

there exist Latin translations of it. The last edition of the first book only,

by Dr. Schiller-Szinessy (1883), claims to be based upon twenty MSS. and

three early editions, yet it does not offer a single variation, and is therefore

uncritical.

* MS. No. 221. See Mr. H. J. Mathews' Notes . . . on Psalms, etc., in

the Isr. Letterbode, iv. p. i sqq.
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Thanhum ben Joseph of Jerusalem (who lived about 1240),

although somewhat of a collector, is of importance on account

of his quotations from other authors. He was a good gram-

marian, and holds himself free from the Agadah. Unfor-

tunately only fragments of his commentary on the Psalms are

preserved in the St. Petersburg Library ^. From the extracts

which will be quoted later on, it may be concluded that he

does not believe David to be the only author of the Psalms.

We have seen represented the East and Spain ;
there

remain still to be added Abraham Remokh of Barcelona and

Menahem ben Solomon Meiri of Perpignan, both Catalans.

We append the text and translation of the latter's preface to

the third Psalm, from which his opinion may be learnt ^.

' After having taken note of this preface you will remember

what we said in the name of om- rabbis, viz. that David

wrote this book at the direction of ten elders ^. That means

to say that each of them composed some of the Psalms, which

David incorporated in this book, together with those which he

had composed himself. These ten elders are Adam, Melchi-

zedek, Abraham, Asaph, Heman, Jeduthun, Moses, and three

sons of Korah
;
but this is only an Agadic saying. Literally

said, it may possibly be the case with some Psalms, e. g. with

the one headed "
Prayer of Moses*," which David may have

found and inserted in his book
;
but for the other Psalms,

David is the author, and gave them out to the Levites, who

are called in general the "sons" of Korah, to sing them in

the service before the ark. Some of the more important

Levites, such as Asaph, Heman, Jeduthun and his brethren,

he mentions by name. Comp. 1 Chron. xvi. 6
;
Ps. Ixii. i.

Even " Moses
"

(Ps. xc) may be the name of some well-known

Levite. Thus David is the author of all the Psalms pro-

vided with names, as well as the anonymous ones. The rabbis

^ Codd. Ill and 183. I am indebted for the extracts to Magister J.

Israelsohn.

* MS. Bodl. Libr., No. 325. See Hkt. litt. xxvii. p. 528 sqq.
* See p. 6. * Ps. xc.
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have, moreover, enumerated ten terms expressive of praise,

with the meaning of which the Psalms were composed
^

;
in

our opinion, however, these are merely synonyms with one

meaning. Some of the Psalms are provided with super-

scriptions respecting the musical instruments used when

they were sung, but we do not know whether the Psalms

without such title were simply recited or were also sung

with musical accompaniment.' Meiri enumerates the various

headings which mention instruments, although he thinks

that some of them might bear another meaning, which he

promises to explain when the time comes. He gives then

the names of instruments used in the Temple service, but

not mentioned in the titles to the Psalms. The general

expression nvjoi' he explains as denoting the chief of the

singers and the musicians, for we nowhere find the expression
' to the musician

'

or
'

to the singer ^,' but only to the chief

of them, who distributed the Psalms to the performers on

different instruments, such as niJ^aJ and n''3''»K^ and others, of

the true meaning of which he says that he is not sure, but he

will attempt to explain it in its proper place.

'^nm nyno lironp n33B> no -iiarnc' yyi n noipn ynntr nnsi

7r\^''iT\ i^Ko 'n i'DtJ' Dnii^a^ .nr isd nn nan D^Jpr rr\m """w n^y

^Dvyo t«in -iinc' 'nicrnn oy nrn isDn in Dinm 'n^oiD nxp nnn

'^nx Dnnnx pnx ^^^jd pB'N-in ms on 'hvi. D^jpT rrmi^ ijnx^n naai

t3K>Qn ^a^ N^N {yin 'y^'x inn nnp '•jn 7\^h^ iwa t^rwr p^n cidn

nson nnnD") nxxDC' "i5j^s>ne> 7\^xb n^an i»3 anvpn p nNTSj' ntj'a^K

^b T>n DN">"ip xinc' n^^ii?^ D^niJ n\ni nn onnnB' nNn> nxB^n ^ax

ni-i!? 13123 QMl'n |o n^arni p-iNn ^js^ pnn jnn nori' mp ^n

B'Nin nn jnj tn 'in3K> Nini ^nnrxn jn^Ni pnn^i |D\m e^DN .Dnn^E'n

nnn"* !?y nv3»ij n»N n^xn pi ,vnNi pnin^i pidn n^3 '^h nninl)

0^31 mnn nnv» ^1^ v^^rw nc's^x D^^^xn u>^n vf^rh fiNi ini' -iiot»

nn^ nn3 nannc' ik din dik^ Dnn iDTin n^b> onit* oy nn onnn

mv^n naK' ^b> rwwh n-itj'yn '12x3 nr "laoc' ^Yn iiJ'in niyi .nni?

.n''i^i5na ntj'Na nxnina nan^a n^nnn i'DB'ni n^tj*! ninrm iirjn

1
Seep. 8. 2

geep_ „_
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'vr\-^h prji ni^j ic^nn h'i-s^ n^n rwrn^ ni^oa '^ pjy ob iJ^nynh

3'n'Ni ni^nn t'npn nn v^y nmB'ty "n»T» nn^ |Dmn ^"y ^^dk'd

pT tnpn nn vb r\Tr\^ a'n'Ni ni^jj' '»kk' nni^ nioro m^K' 'on

N^B' DniN DN wyn^ n!) nor ^b^ Dnn^or nDn^niB> 'ni»Ton )d c^

h^ on Dx PIN IN nn^ nan m^cj'n DnoN3 vn nor 'h'2 onn nna:

UNVO njni 13^ ynu n^ prj hi nioc' pi^n Nin pi iroi ^^ pra

IVJK' .n^roc'n ^y nir:Ji nvjo!? ni^^ran ^y nv:o^ pi nii^jn nvjo^

^^3B« nni? .in{i>n n^^N ^y nvjo^ nni? Dnao .n^nan ^y nvjo^ r\rh

ni'joi? nio^y fjy nnp ^j3^ nxjo^ D^Jtnti' ^jy nvjoi? .n^arni? nn^ moro

Dnao .niny \m^ ^y nvjo^ .Dvin"* Q^^* rui"' ijy nvjoi? n^no fjy

'k'd^n doiyoi "i-'tj' ^^3 D2n on i^n bi m^yon n>B> .noi?^^nn^

ny iij"':n ^^53 motj'oi VD-isn 'n b iNnn^cj' loa 'n p:yn Dt^'in^sB^

D^3>o njiy nnxivn D^nijxoi nniiai D^i^nj onioron ^k'nii nn^j n^'B'

Dmv^'on ^3 ^y njiooi? nnow N^•^1 n^^b N^na' nNi"- nvjo^ n^oi nitj'y

'lb nv30^ N^N nnitj^o^ n^ pjo^ Dipo Dit^i Nvon n^ n^jjjom

••a^ "i^^N niNJn pv:n ^^530 nr '•Nn noin^ n"" ^y "iioron jn^i Nn-'ji'

DytJi nbn pi .n'-rotj'n ^jy Dya nu'-jj Nip:n >bn ^jy oys ly'-iy

:nnvpn Dyt3 nvp nNon'' d^oimb> n^n i[3]i' yniJ n!? nioB>n

Kemokh inclines more to philosophical interpretation, but

he is interesting on account of his quotations, unfortunately

all anonymous.

The last author to be noticed is Immanuel ben Solomon of

Rome (Manuelo, the friend of Dante), who has still a certain

originality. Finally we have to mention an anonymous com-

mentary by a Spanish author, MS. of the Bodleian Library,

No. "^^^^ and the Arabic Dictionary of Saadyah ibn Danan

(composed i486), MS. of the same Library, No. 1492. Here we

stop with the Jewish interpretation. Mendelssohn and his

followers are too modern, and belong more to the beginning

of the critical school.

It remains to give the interpretations of the titles accord-

ing to the translators and commentators who have been

enumerated. One commentator often follows another ;
but we

shall avoid repetition as much as possible, though sometimes

it will occur inevitably when full texts have to be quoted.
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Psalm III.—niDTD.

O'. ^aX^oy. 2. (uSij.

I. V. psalmus.

Targum everywhere translates "IIOTD by Nnnncj^lD; praise. The

rabbis observe that this Psalm ought rather to be headed T\T'^^

lamentation. This remark would be satisfactorily met by Dr.

Graetz's hypothesis ^, that IIDTD is a general expression, indicating

that a new Psalm begins, when this is not done by a special

heading. That is the reason why Psalms i and ii are reckoned as

one, since there is no separation between them.

S. jUjI Dl/t^nX (JAJ ^^. ^ UjJb ^ «-> slil X^ :>jljJ JlJL».

An utterance of David's, in praise of God, when he fled before

Absalom his son.

D. A. and A. W.
vX.*.s:*^'j ^.^.^.Jl, praising.

Psalm IV.—nn^ "iiDtD niyaJi rnirh.

o' . ih TO reXos iv
yj/^aXfxols abr], taking nVJtO? from PIVJ, eternal,

end. 'A. rw piKOTTota ev ^j/oKnois fif'\a8ri[xa, no doubt from nX3, to be vic-

torious. 2. {TTiviKios 8ia ^liKTrjpicov. G. fls to v7kos iv v/xvois yjra\[i6s.

I. In finem, Psalmus Cantici ipsi David. V. In finem, in car-

minibus, psalmus David.

Tg. l)^b NnniB'in Nn"'33"'n bv NnntJ'!?, to celebrate upon an instru-

ment (for dance ?) the praise of David.

S. ^JU>.b (^.^^lAl ^-^.^i .sjljJ Jjj.
A composition of David's,

with which the constant (Levites; nV3»^ derived from nV3? i Chron.

xxiii. 4) praise in (various) tunes.—Sy., Y. A. to the chief of the

Levites to be sung with an instrument of more than one tune (comp.

n3^33 Ps. li. i).

D. A. nDN^»n (so) ^kj^y bv n)i:b ,'' n>3 nax^o bv n^sb J-j«JJ ^b-s.-^^

onniLJ^Di) ,2.05:^-^^
-^j.

^^-, ^^^^ ^^-,t, j^^ pi^jD jt^ v2Ls.-—
^^j

Ijo. nnitj^DJl
(_ftjj

U\
^j\ ^,^^^j u^u^ J^^"^ jt^jJl ^ Xdl

iI..i^^--^^_5
"^"''^ "iiJ^rcJl sJ t5ll\ ca^-:^^ nn^ moTo prin'-b nvjo^

v::;Uiij ^JUi m^^jin nviob Jij (pa) .D^nvjD »/XJl^ pnn^^ JyJi Jlc.

nV3 means to instigate to work (i Chron. xxiii. 4; Ezra iii. 9),

the instigator is called nVJD. The word TiT? means that David

instigated the singers, by teaching them the method of recitation.

1 Kr. Comm. P^., p. 78.
^ MS. •'DDi«.

VOL. II. D
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It is possible that when the singer stood before the altar he pre-

sented to him a song of his own or something which he had learned

from others. Therefore the teacher is called nVJO, as in the words
* the teacher with scholar

'

(i Chron. xxv. 8); and so it is said in the

title of Ps. xxxix,
' to the instigated, to Jeduthun, Psalm of David,'

i. 6. the instigator who was the author of the Psalm was David, and

the instigated for reciting it was Jeduthun. The plural foim is

Wm'Xi. nii''JJ means tunes.

A.W. to the chief.—P. to king David,—M.N. p^DH ''l!)n wn HViD^

nnyo '-I '^a ^^ n^jr ^^3 h'S pDSn hi nV3.—For Tm. see VI.—Imm.
the chief of the singers on a certain instrument.

Psalm V.—nn^ n^or» nii?^mn ^n rmrh.

O'. vnlp T^ff KXrjpopofiovcrrjs ; fivTlJ read as ri^nb, participle from

7r\i, to inherit. So the Agadah and Rashi, the nations taking

away the inheritance. (Sy. mentions also this explanation, saying
that it is against the grammar (it ought to be nvTO), and against

the contents of the Psalm, where there is no reference to any

inheritance.) 'A. dno Kktjpodoaiav. 2. adfj Tov Aav\8 fTTiviKios vntp

KKrjpovxtoiv,

I. pro his qui haereditabunt.—V. pro ea, quae haereditatem con-

sequitur.

Tg. pi3n py aniW, to praise upon (dancing 1) instruments.

511^.1 »J^--ij
ntilO ?n''1

^J^.
An utterance of David's with which

the indefatigably praying Levites praise, deriving nii'Tli from ^n*1

(Exod. xxxii. ii).

D. A. Jlc ,^^1...^^ ni^^mn ba nv3»^ Jy (n^nto) JJj ^^

jjfcj
n^m ^J^ ^y s^pj jjij .jjj i^\^ nriN jnjn ^an ah '•3

»J^iS^

J.H-;
ej"^ '^tr'^ iJJjuJ ^niij'^ran i?3 nsii^x |n in ^y n!?ra pri?

nyii oJ:-^ US^^^,-..^! ^y ^ ^:X\ J sIjLi- kUH
'^- i^\X\

ni^''m : nn^yn in3''i *-. nrpni m^yn LsjIj hnt *i^ nyni >«-. '••'' rya

means the instigator upon the woes and the sickness, i.e. the blows of

misfortune, as is said in the Psalm itself, w. 4, 5, and other passages.

Some explain it from rvm, inheritance
"^j relying upon the Massorah,

' See the Massorali, where there is the following reading, bn ': p 13.
* So also Jerome.
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winch includes nvTlJ under the rubric nbnj. But that is a weak

argument, since it is the habit of the Massorah to put together

words according to the sounds, and not according to the meanings,

e. g. nyni (Mic. v. 3 ;
2 Sam. xix. 8); iTTiyn (Ps. xxxv. 23 ;

i Chron.

xix. 15).

Sy., Haya (in Qamhi), Imm., Meiri, E,., S. D. explain it as an instru-

ment, to which three of them give the derivation of the Talmudic

Dnm 7'^ PTIJ {Mishnah, Baba Qama x. 2),
' a multitude of bees,'

i. e. an instrument sounding like the noise of bees. Sy., Y. and A.

derive it from nirii, sickness (Ezek. xxxiv. 4),
' those who are sad in

heart,' i. e. Israel in exile.—Rashi and Imm. refer it to the mul-

titude of the nations coming upon David, deriving it from PTIJ as

above.

J. R. bir\'^^ nnNtj'i' xnpi nnnj hp^^^ ^n30 n^m 'i^o ^J'pisi'5

^b Kin n"^i ni^^m jNva nn ^3 |vt; "h^^i^ hv n''''1 o^iJn inp^ ^2 ps
TK»n 'h:i)2, XaXfTTovfjLfur] 1 Comp. n^TO (Jer. XXX. 12); ni^''n3 is

analogous in form to nUHJ. The remnant of Israel is spoken
of in the feminine form because they are the sickly flock (comp.

Ezek. xxxiv. 4). There are other opinions : i. DIPTU refers to the

inheritance taken away by the heathen
;

2. to the mourners of

Zion (the Karaites), who are the sickly flock
; 3. nii'TlJ means a

musical instrument.

A. S. Aa^
»j1j

m^^mn ba nvjo^ sJw.
,j1 J^^ i^il ^ i^nj

ni^nan rha Jj^ JU^^ ^^ x-jl J-^j .nnpm i6 ni^mn nx. Some

take rivTlJ as in Ezek. xxxiv. 4, sickness
;

others take it in the

sense of inheritance, comp. Josh. xix. 5 1 .

Psalm VI.—n^J^DK^n b]) n^3''j3n nxj»^.

O'. e'l* vfjivois, vTifp Tijs oySojjf. 'A. iv ^IraX/ioTs eVi ttjs oyborjs. 2. bia

i^aKTrjpl(i)v 776/31 r^s 6yh6r}s.

I. pro carminibus, pro die octava psalmus ipsi David. V. in

carminibus, psalmus David, pro octava.

Tg. N''n''3 N'lJDm N"i:''a bv NnrJ33 NnntJ^!?, to praise Avith song

on a harp of eight cords.

S. As. UJjj;-,! IjI :

^^-ob.11 ^^-s^b ^JJ-J^1^1
»_)

^-^—
j

:>jUJ J^5

L^JL*
J^l.. To praise in the eighth tune. This proves that the

Levites had in Jerusalem eight different tunes, of which separate

groups made use.

D 2
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D. A. and Sy. an instrument with eight cords, .Ujl
'nJl ^Xs..

—
Y. on the eighth horn, which is the Ishmaelitic dominion.

J. R. says the same : nni33a 'in33 n-iB^n •'i'3 DC' ^v DniN nriD

B'^1 rw^ ^^y 'JK> ''•n hm^ n^nyh 'nn'- 'n n b>^ r\^h n^3^»K'n i^j;

Nny^m xni^n nxi ^n^ji ^3 "niN^ni n^jvotr ni3^» b imx nmD^B'

ncnn .Dm niv-ix '^n ni^ijo ''• Dnsij tj" ^a yn .nc'y x^^ v:h

hrh "y&m nsmjaoNi nay^ n^sidjn 'a i'sycc'^ ^33 dhd inpij .n^j^jni

Some explain niJ''a3 by a musical instrument with eight cords

(comp. I Chron. xv. 21), later with ten (Ps. xlii. 4). Others refer it

to the eighth kingdom, which is represented with ten horns (Dan.

vii. 7). Know that the Christians possess ten fortresses (capitals)

in ten countries, viz. at Rome, Constantinople, in France, Bulgaria,

DarghS,n, Jorjan, Armenia
(1. )0"iX3l1), at Alexandria, Acco, and

Antiochia
;
the last three having been taken from them by the Arabs,

there remained seven, and the three taken by the Arabs, taken as

one, make eight, and to this event the word n''a^OtJ>n refers.

A. S.
,Ijj1

ioU-iJ J^j dj^-ftU aXU-o, the eighth kingdom, or an

instrument with eight cords.

Tm. y^"i\ ^y, chief of the tunes, j^o ^^U ^^ J.-J n''a''OK'

.Ij.l i*-:-«j LuU aJT lul <-^^^ .s-L-9 A-«JJL.:-4
(jlil ix-^-., the eighth

tune after the preceding seventh
; the true sense, however, is that

it is an instrument with eight cords.

Imm., after having the usual opinion, adds the following : Since

this Psalm refers to an illness, it is possible that n"'a''OB' means the

double of a quartan fever.

Psalm VII.—''3^o> p tna "•nm ^y mn^^ nij> ntJ'N nni? p-'atj'.

O'. ov ijcre rm Kvpioa vntp ('A. 2. 0. Trepi) riJov Xoyoiv Xoucri vlov 'Ifftfrn.

I. V. psalmus David, quem cantavit Domino pro verbis Chusi

filii Eniini (V. Jemini).

Tg. bv NTT^^B' noN n ijiDo '^^ Dip n3a> n i)ib xn^TiNT Noiain

JCan DDB' lOT ti'V ni ^Nti^n N1''3n. An expression of thanksgiving

by David with which he praised God by composing a song

concerning the destruction of Saul, son of Kish, of the tribe of

Benjamin.

S. :^a»»^ p cna ,_..^ ^ J^^^^ ^...,».;
dJl u. ^^ ^^\si JLl.

U^L-il^ ^a?'':fnj
""ayunn Jy. )VaB' is rendered '

asking assistance
'
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iu the matter of Cush, without any ground except the contents of

the Psalm.

Sy. renders j.ljJ ^_J, dedication to David, without reason;

he gives another explanation from T\W to err, with allusion to

David's repentance after cutting off the sleeve of Saul's cloak

(i Sam. xxiv. 6).
—Y. also derives it from TOSJ', meaning Saul's

injuring David.

D.A. iJLlo.—A, W. love and pleasure (so I.E.), or occupation

with music. So Tm.

B. B. says (Habakkuk iii, i) : L« ^ yjt^
Tch \\'W JJU (jxis. yt

^jUl ^^ ^^L 'UiJl^,.^. A song. So M. N. HD'^yji nor.

cr* J^' u' J^j n^^^'J^ ^y J-^ »J^j yr* P'J^ J J-^j ^
j.u^\ (_5^^Jt-«.

The wish for instruction in religion ; TiW (Prov. xx. i)

may perhaps be taken in the same sense. Others translate
IVitJ*^

here and Habakkuk iii. i by
'

affliction,' and others by
'

humility.'

S. D. jj.»^l i_jl^-kjl JwJj jLLo
k-j;-l»,

sweet music, giving pleasure

to the soul.

Most explain it as the name of a musical instrument, to which

Meiri adds that Cush liked it for its sweetness of tune.

Cush is taken by David Qamhi to mean Saul
;

so also Imm. and

Tm., who say that he was called Cush,
' a negro,' in jest, because

he was a most handsome man. He adds : Perhaps David called him

Cush on account of the cruelty which he had shown to him and

the priests of Nob.

Psalm VIII.—n^njn ^y nvjoi'.

O'. 2. virep Ta>v \r]v5)v ({. e. niDSn). 'a. 8. vnep Ttjs yer^mSof.

I. V. pro [I. lacis] torcularibus.

Tg. Nnnatj'in nao tint n"tij3 bv Nnnc'!?, on the harp which

came from Gath.

S.
^j ^jia^ J-s

'^J^r^^ 0'''^^ iiiyJl ^J^ urf-^y"^ ^. ^:^-^ -^j'"^ Jy

CAJkJlii
[.^ u^J j^'iW riTUn w^^-Bj. To praise by the constant

(Levites) of the house of Obed Edom the Levite. Opinions differ

as to the word n^njn, but the right one is that which I have

propounded.

D. A.
J.*jj J^.> ^j

L^^f/^ J^j jl5j"<Jl jLajt.* ^J^ ^£^ :̂:^^i

7y -ij^ ^ Jj-^ ^-»^ "^-^^ (jXXSi ^}yi\^ t^\^Ju}\ ^^Ljt-b ij^j^ f^J~e-

JJi jiLi Uj riTDK^n bv .nyjJ. To the instigator upon the instru-
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ment for pressing wine with cords. Others say for dances (see

Y.),
—an opinion without proof. Others say concerning the feast (1)

of pressing out the juice. I agree with the first opinion, that it is

'a term analogous to n3''33, JT'J^DB', etc.

Y. says it means reciting tunes (short tunes) in dancing at the

time of the vintage, being derived from T\1, a vnnepress. He
mentions another explanation of riTlJ, referring it to the nations

trampling on Israel as on the wine. Most explain it as an instru-

ment, either of the shape of a winepress, or one which came from

the town of Gath, or belonged to Obed Edom.

J. R. ^n^iN D^B>^ N^'^i .nj3 Tinn^tJ' {J'^ns 'n ^ith \>rw^\ npn^ in n''^

nns iniN ion nioron nr n''*i .naa Dsm^i on^bi niSD nnn ^nib'^

r^v^ rm inNlJo^ ji^aniN \o^ -"b bk' nih k''^i .^nan dhx nniy ^ano

n^na i»n dhk i^d ni^y im»3 n^nan ids ^niN. There are various

opinions concerning the word nTia : i. David danced and rejoiced

before God like a man who treads the winepress ;
2. David will

place the enemies of Israel under their feet, and tread upon them
;

3. This Psalm was composed by one of the children of Obed Edom
of Gath

; 4. An instrument like an ^organon,' which is filled with air,

and let out as is the case with a nTia
,
a winepress. Such an in-

strument a king of Edom made, and its name was Gittith.

Tm. ^ ^ ^\ ^\ J^j .^^l uyiy^l ^ iJ( ^\ !ul J^
D>iijJl ^ ^nan dhn naiy J\ ^j-^ j-^ c^^^t^^ J^j u^^»

dJ jj
6Ji}>\y>

ijT. An instrument (so also S. D.) or a tune
;

in both

cases it must be referred to Obed Edom of the Levites, who had

the speciality of them for the Temple service.

Imm. says on the melody sung at the winepress or made con-

cerning a woman of Gath.

Psalm IX.—pi* nio hv nvaoi?.

O'. ety TO reXos vnep tS>v
Kpv(j)i(ov tov viov yj/akfxos (r\)u?V from

D7V, to hide). 'A. vtaviorrjTOS tov viov neXadrjixa (youth, from ^/V).
2. ntpl TOV Bavarov toC viov. 2(r/xa (fllD 7y two words, on the death).
0. E . vntp OKfiijt TOV viov. yfroKfiSs. S'. PfaviKonjs tov viov.

I. propter occulta filii (like O'). V. pro occultis filii.

Tg. NnnK'o ^:'2D p^Qa n Nnaan Nnm^D bv an^^b. To praise,

on the occasion of the death of the man who came out from the

camp (Goliath).
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(J^l.--* jJij niDPy xJ JLbJ ^^L ^jlil S-*jU-iJl »ju4
Jua.l^^.»>iJ

:

^jJL^j,

p innar D'-JtJ'rDn nn^nx Dnnjn sJjJlI p J JU> ^Ijl..
To praise,

by the constant (Levites) of Ben the Levite, with a hidden tune.*

That is, one of the eight tunes, which is called HIppV, derived

from D?X?3, which becomes niDPy in the construct form. There was

a chief Levite with the name of p (i Chron. xv. 20)^.

D. A. says^ : p means a combat. Some commentators think that

this title refers to the death of Absalom, but that is contrary to the

behaviour of David, as described in 2 Sam. xix. i. Others refer it

to the death of the child of Bathsheba, an opinion which has

no value. Others take p7 for ?23, which I shall not even take

the trouble of refuting. Others take HID ?y as one word, 'youth,'

and p? as '

white,' translating
' the youth which became white

;

'

this is against all grammar. I take it as follows :
' To the

instigator, on the occasion of the death of the champion Goliath

(i Sam. xvii. 14), the 7 is euphemistic, as in Arabic sometimes.

[I have explained this more explicitly in my commentary on

the Psalms, where I have shown that p is connected with K'"'N

D''J3n, and that this last has nothing to do with the word p3.

ni07X? consists of two words, viz. py and JTID, 'upon the death.'

The Massorah has made it one word here and Ps. xlviii. 15, as

in P"?y (Ps. Ixxx. 16), DX~Py (Jer. xv. 18), and elsewhere.]

Sy. TK' niD^jy ^j? JjiS^TB' '•i?3 j^ mo ^y j ..^.u ^y yi5

^j^ ,_^ jjfcj p n-iiK^oJl ^\ p^ e5^*-J .niD^y bv 'bin l-^l JjJLjj

: ':i i'xniyi p inn^r c^c^on Dn'^nK onDyi JjiS^ Dnnitj^oJl
*L.^^

^^ U-xl>j ^fij u^ c>W^. J-^ P^ sJyj .vo^bv iN^o JJL« y2Si

:b^2 "•JB'3 D2"'Nr2n vn'* dn
JLs^ pn^N ib^D) '•jonan JjiS^ i_.yjJl

thv e^« J-^^-^ tj-!-^^j
^-^'"J-^

C^^ >Hr^ '^''^^V [u^] ^.^j>^j • 1^'^^^

^ Dunash attributes another explanation to Saadyah, viz. upon the death of

Ben, one of the Levites, and that the b in p'j is prosthetic. See also I.E.

This opinion Dunash may have found in the larger commentary of Saadyah,

Further on Dunash gives Saadyah's explanation as in the text. Dunash himself

takes "lib as a proper name of a warrior, who fought with his tribe against David,

and who perished. See Dr. Margulies' essay (see p. 11, note 2), pp. 22, 24.
* For the text, see Journal Asiatiqtie, 1862, i. p. 383.
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ijoli 8_*J ,^^ i\ ^-^ \'XA ^ i^LJl . Some take niO Ijj; as an

instrument, and p as a chief of musicians (i Chron. xv. i8).

Others explain nid^y 'the hidden sin
'

(comp. Ps. xl. 8
;
Job xx. 1 1),

and p?
'

whiten,' i. e. purify us (make us white) from sin (comp. Ps.

li. 9; Is. i. 18). Possibly T\\xh^ is derived from D7y 'youth'

(comp. Ps. xlviii. 1 5), i. e. make white from all which passed in

the days of youth, forgive and do not remember it (comp. xxv. 7).

I agree best with the last opinion.

Y. also reports several opinions : i . On the death of the son,

either the one born to Bathsheba, or Amnon, or Absalom. 2; Upon
the death of Goliath, called D''33n E'''K (i Sam. xvii. 4). 3. On the

death of Nabal (pi'=7a3; so S. D.). 4. Instrument of Ben the

Levite. 5. The white youth (see Sy.). 6. (Which he prefers himself),
' O Lord, make the ignorance (sin) of Israel white,' taking nilD^y

as one word derived from "HDvy DPyn (Lev. xx. 4) and p? an

imperative form from p?
'
white.' I. E. and Q. also mention

several explanations which agree with those already enumerated.

In one of them the following explanation is given : On the death

of a prince of the name of Labben. Rashi—after refuting some of

the explanations mentioned above— says, that the Pesiqtha refers

this to Amalek. Eashi himself applies the Psalm to the Messi-

anic time when Israel will be regenerated (young) and white

(without sin). He adds that Menahem ben Saruq explains, to

learn to sing with the instrument of Almuth (p? as P^HP). Then

follows the explanation of Dunash.

J.R. i?nj Twrh^ n"""! .nvj^ niD^y 'inaa n^tj'n hya h-^ Nin n"'

mo ^y pn p^ iTn^i n^b: D^J^nn c^n i'y \f!'^\ .p^ ^nj naino N^n

.yaB' tol p niD ^y n"*i .p Nin ib'n Di^K'ns mo b n^'^i .D^inn

n^D'i p^ n^n^ nioi'y Nin oniyan ^o^ ic'n tr\m riiJiy ^y s*"''^

p Nine' ^Nic^ mo ^y n''^i .j^ij'j o^JK'a D^^xon vn> dn 'ihm

'n TllB'D nn''0 ^y p innDt ':b N^J n''''1 /n!?. The opinions given

by Jacob here and elsewhere are already mentioned by older

commentators. It will be therefore superfluous to quote him any
more. The same is the case with Ali. The Karaitic commentators

and lexicographers, as already stated ', are less original than the

Rabbanitical ones.

Psalm XVI.—nn^ Dnao.

O'. 0. oTijXoypa^i'a t« Aavt'd
(1 3)130, see Ali). 'A. rov TairfivS-

(ppovos Koi inXov tov Aavid. 2. (rov) Tair€iv6(f)povos koi tov afiafiov Aavid

* See p. 27.
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(both Dn, "jtS ;
see Tg. to Ps. Ivi). E'. S'. iia^Ba^i tov Aav/S (trans-

literation of Dn^O).
I. V. tituli inscriptio ipsi David.

Tg. Tnb N:rnn xa'-b. Straight (elegant) writing of David.

S.
^jsl\ ^LLo ^j^\ ^-i-!

(_^ {jj^^\ cjl
: »-*j

Jj-5j .ijljJ (jyJs*

JyiJl ^j^ L_j^lj. Peculiar expression. No derivation is given

by Saadyah.
—Lacuna in Sy.

D. A. *]>DN hi %^y jjij J>\
>v . .^ : W dUS ^i J

ijl c^_jj
IHJ ^'U

D^!0 DiT'DDJ .

' Stain of David/ showing that there is a spot in

this Psalm, as it is said, ver. 4,
* Their drink offerings of blood will

I not offer.'

A. "W. it is possible that DHSD is derived from both, precious

gold and stain.

Anon, nnrn NinB> nnaa niK^m np'> nt tidto::' '""a .nxD''na .10^^'

nrn pK>^3 pi antt onp^i n^mti'ni d^jiidji D^n^yj Dnm Dti> ib

Dnn^ p-iiptj> "jnai .Dnp"»i D'-niK^n dhb^ d'k^^k^i dh'-jj^ n'-niK^m

Nin m»m ixa '^aij> sidn!? nny pti'^ pi ni^bn» d^Ji3jni onitj^nn

D^tj'an pjy \^\rw ny nnyi |o niom nxa nm nnc' ix fiDx^.

Salmo preciado, i. e. this Psalm contains precious words like Dn3,

which means gold, as it is said (Prov. viii. 6),
'

Hear, for I will

speak of excellent things,' and (Prov. xxii. 20), 'Have I not

written to thee excellent things?' i.e. things excellent like princes

and chiefs. In the same way precious words are called 'pearls.'

And this is meant by the title DHy (Ps. Ixxx. 1), an ornament to

Asaph, or words of ornament and delight, derived from n''iyi

••ny (Ezek. xxiii. 40), which has the meaning of ornament.

Y. refers this -Psalm to David's dynasty, and to the child who
would usurp his kingdom for a certain time, like a stain which

remains in a cloth, DD^D is therefore derived from Dn33 (Jer.

ii. 22). jjjii 14-^5.5^^
«w*.9

^jl Jj».l jj.*
"IIDT0JI i'XA ^jl^.c Jjuj.

JCL J^=^ i^JJl jJjJl ^j\ j^ driDD
^_^:^>^ .d^o^yaa ''b i5a3 W'bin

^ish n^iy dn^j NnpDJI.

Eashi gives for this word '

crown,' or dm 1^
'

oppressed and

blameless,' which Meiri refers to the tune.—I. E., besides his

general opinion on the subject, mentions the explanation
'

lovely

Psalm,' derived from ta dn3. So also Immanuel.

It is remarkable that Ali gives in his dictionary an opinion that

dn3D is to be taken as 3n3D, which explains the LXX (Graetz,
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Psalmen, etc., p. 83), DDDO ^ »-»->J^ U^ J^J j-^'
''^"'^ 0030

Psalm XXII.—"inij'n nb'n b]) nvjoij.

O'. vnep Trjs dvTi\f)-^e(t>s rijf ia6iv^s (probably from 7''N, strength,

1. e. of the mom). 'A. vnep r^s f\d(f)ov ttjs opSpiv^s. 2. virep Trjs fioT]6eias

Tfjs opdpivrjs (from 7''N, strength, help, see S.).

I. V. pro susceptione matutina.

Tg. in^ Nnnntrin Nnxipn Nnnn pnp pjipn ^y Nnnc'i'. To praise,

upon the strength of the daily morning sacrifice, praise of David.

jjljJJI ni^^Nj ij^N ^J^
Ifi.-.-.:.^ J-a"^! e...l.ir->

^y"^ ^^' «JlL. "int^n

i^LU JjU ^\ ^j-^^ss^^-^
"i V^\ ^j^^

iiJJl 00I5:"
Uij

Lsli, Ua
j^ y'iJlW-*

euLs -s:"^'. Praise of David, with which the constant

Levites praise God at the rise of the dawn. rh'^H, is derived from

?'»K and nv''K
'

majesty,'
'

strength,' but this term not being

applicable to the dawn, we have put
*
rise.'

D. A. aJljU-* (so) ykj nnB^n nb^a bv pj-Jl ^J^ rh'ii ^ sl^^

J\ ^sJu t^jjl JJLjIS^ ^^*UI1 iioW«JJ ^U-^b ^^UiJl nnsE^JI

viA-JLJl |J ii^i-ilj
ijLjLkff ^. *LU. n?"'N refers to the species,

as is the case in this superscription. It represents the remnant

(of Israel), who rise with the dawn to worship, as the hind rises in

the morning to go to the water and quench its thirst. The point

of this explanation lies in the feminine form of n?''N.

Sy. and Y. translate,
' hind of the dawn,'—as a hind which looks

for the hour at the dawn, so Israel at the end of the captivity will

look for God their Lord.—Y. adds that this Psalm was said by the

aid of the Holy Spirit.
—So also Rashi, who mentions other opinions :

amongst them is one which refers the Psalm to Esther.—I. E.

quotes also some opinions : i .
' Psalm on the dawn '

literally ;

2. The name of an instrument or beginning of a liturgy.

Meiri, of an instrument which begins with a weak tune like

the dawn.—R. at the strength of the light.

Anon, u p:3jDB> nioTo 'i-cs nnn "•mryi' ''nii'''"'x p ni^y na '"q

cnnN rh'^a N\ntJ' bn"^^ no^a bv bmi \^in t>i bv^ .inK'n m^yn

btn^ nD33 bv "tioTcn ]'':v b^^ Nin Nin p33"i in^ los n^pmn
nv33. '

Strength of rising,' derived from ^n"l^''^N (Ps. xxii. 20), i. e.

a Psalm to be said at the dawn. The Midrash refers it to the

synagogue, which is likened to ' a loving hind that looketh forth

as the dawn.' It is intended to apply the whole Psalm to the

synagogue in exile.— S. D. the morning star.
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Psalm XXXII.—^j-'JC'D ^rh.

O'. crweVfo)? Tw A. A. toO A. irrKXTrj^ovos.

I. intellectus ipsi D. V. ipsi D. intellectus.

Tg. ab^^ l)lb, intelligence.

JJjJl i^lxi] *^aj !t-tJ »-^ u^ l^^^DtJ'N ,b''3tJ'0
^,-^--aJ'.

To make

a man intelligent. The words in verse 8,
' I will instruct thee and

teach thee,' explain the heading.

Meiri says it is an instrument which stirs up the heart. Sy.

translates 'prophecy.' Y. 'the right direction.'

A. W. translates '

hope and instruction
;

'

P.
'

hope.'

Tm. to Ps. Ixxiv says as follows : J-^^j j^ J^-^j JflJtJ J^
i-i-i^LS jj. I^L*--uIj« L^-^9

Ja^l ij-o^ JJoUJl ^j"^ fj\ji_jJi:i^ (jL> : n lU

Jj.3t.llj jmjXj L»j1
l-^JL*

u_j^yi. Understanding or reflecting.

Both meanings ai'e near one to the other. Eeflecting on and

seeing into a matter, for discovering the reasons of its causes or

changes, are operations of the intellect.

Anon, ini' "i»3 b'':)\^nb b:^^ "ii»ro '"'S iJayron^DrN n ^t^b^

nyb "ij^jy id^d^t id^^ in^ nnao pi nvb "l^•^TD1. -.Sa^mo c?e :Ente-

dimiento, i. e. Psalm of understanding to make others to under-

stand, as "T>3Tn? (Ps. xxxviii. i), which are both of the hijyh'il form.

It means either that people will learn from it right things, or

in the usual sense, viz. this Psalm will make the nation to

understand and be warned, as in ID?? (Ix. i), which means to

teach the nation the matter of the Psalm.

Psalm XXXIII.—No title in the Hebrew text
;
most likely

there was none in the LXX.

O'.
•v/r.

Tov A. Origen says, du€Trtypa(f)os Trap' 'E^paiois Koi napa rois

Tpiaiv ^. E'. S'. TO) A.

I. in finem, psalmus ipsi D. V. psalmus D.

Saadyah writes as follows : sJ Jjtjsri J jjO ^jU niDfJDJl Vxa J\

jl (so) s^U-L* Dib ^5^35^0 »Ijljs-o
^^JSCi ^\ i-^"^b [j\jJ^

^"aB'O J_^

b'<:i^K) JS^J.. ^.^ J^ JJ.C ^L^Jj WpJ'^ Loi\j i^ U^ Although

this Psalm has not the heading b''2^10, yet the contents of it would

^ See Graetz, I. c, p. 267.
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require it, for it is mostly an exhortation for improvement of

conduct and development of the intellect.

Psalm XXXVIII.—n>3Tn^ ^rh nioTD.

. ylraXftos t<u A. eis avajxvqaiv Trepi aa^^aTov. A. fjie\<i8rifj.a tov A.

1. ps. D., in commemoratione sabbati. V. ps. D., in rememora-

tionem de sabbato.

Tg. fjN-iB'^ bv Nnn N313T nn^ NnnaB>n. Praise of David for

the good remembrance of Israel.

S. lli Ui^ ^'xi .1.1jJ Jcs^. Praise of David to be remembered

continually.

A. W. translates 'praising.'
—Eashi and an anonjrmous author

explain, To remember the calamities of Israel.—Imm. says, That

they may remember it, and pray in the time of misfortune.—Meiri

explains it like 7''3K>D, to wake up the heart.

Psalm XXXIX.—nnij 1101» ^WWI^h nX3»^.

O'. Tw 'iSt^oiii/ 0)817. *'^' ^- ®' I'l^^P ^l8i6oi/v fieXf^Brjfxa (0. wS^).

I. Edithun. V. ipsi Idithun.

Tg. Nnn2{jnn pnnn n^ca bv N5np» n^3 mtso bv NniK'b. To

praise, for the watch of the Temple by the mouth of Jeduthun.

S. ^\j^\ pnn''Jl ^J^ u^lA^ ^-
f^'-^- •^J^"^ *^' Pi'^ise of

David for the Levites of Jeduthun to recite.

Sy, Some say that the prophecy is by Jeduthun and David ;

others say the prophecy was written by David and recited by

Jeduthun, who is Ethan. All agree that the Psalm was composed

by David, except I. E., who mentions an anonymous opinion to

the effect that Jeduthun was the author of this Psalm.

Psalm XLII.—mp "•ni? b'^^i^iXt nX3»^.

O . (Is avveaiv tois viois Kope. 'A. 2, eniarrjfiovos tu>v viav Kope.

I. V. intellectus filiis Corae.

Tg. mp ""Jm )inn^ bv N3t3 N^DC^n Nnac^. To praise, with good

intelligence by the sons of Korah.

S.
^J>\j-^\ nip ''32 ^^ ^J.f^\J\\

u
^r-»—

> f^^^ r'^t^ J^*
A word signifying understanding and learning with which the

Levites of the sons of Korah praised.

Y. says, Know that the first book is by David, except the first

two Psalms; the next book is by the sons of Korah, seven by
David and one by Asaph. The collector has separated them from

the other, because they are connected together. Jj'^1
*Lil ^\ JlcI

inJj nip ^J2J
^Jt ^ »1aj .itj'n noi? .^^an ntrs^ nnJ JlT
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l_^^Ljt-o
i lLaJL> n"ip ""J^

Jj."ai
e:>Jl5 LjLs pjdxJ Xa^lj )j-^>3

Psalm XLV.—m^^ n^{>> ^^:3ti'l3 n"ip ^J3^ n^JEJ>5i> ^J? niiJtti?.

O'. UTrep rail' aXXotco^j^cro/ieVa)!/ rots' ufots Kope «ts avve<Tiv, abrj vnep Tov

dyanrjTOv (CJtJ'Iti*
as d''J1K^ 1).

'A. eVt roT? Kplvois rav vlav Kope eTria-Tr]~

povos, ^crpa Trpoacjiikias. 2. inrep rav dvdav Ta>v vlcov Kope, avpeaecds

aarpa ets tov dyaTTrjTOP. 9. vnep tuv Kplvcov .... rot? tjyaTrrjpevois.

I. pro his quae (V. iis qui) commutabuntur, filiis Corae (V. ad),

intellectum, canticum pro dilecto.

Tg. pn^'' bv HNinn iDNnxT hej^dt pnnnjo ^an^ ^y Nnntj'i?

«nNniX1 Nnnnti^ini NID NbtJ> mp mn. To praise the Sanhedrin

of the time of Moses, which was spoken by prophecy through the

sons of Korah, good intelligence, praise, and thanksgivings.

,_yl!s* JiLii i_i^j nnn^ n''tj> lj,Jl9 : ^^^^b u^jlIj ^^s^. nip

iJiAA}^ JJ (so) ijj^^^ JjU UI-jlj^ dUji'nnn''^ T-T dJo^
^^'^

aJl

n^tt^ "'ti'yD ""JX "irsIN JU ^Jl->.
An utterance of understanding, to

describe the lovers of God, with which the Levites of the sons

of Korah praise with a tune called Shushan. I have explained

niT'T' 1"'B' as a description of the advantages of those who love

God
;

for the meaning of *T''T' and niT'T' is as follows : the first of

those who love God is his successor
;
then his followers

(1. s^LjI),

both of which the Psalmist unites in niT'T' ;
then the king is spoken

of subsequently in the following words : 'I speak of the things which

I have made touching the king,'

Y. cub^-Jl J^^^ J^i nip (JlJ ^j^'\^^\ ^jU) ^Lc tS-s'**^-^

^j^\yJi\ jjLl ^j^ dLljj
d''ninn pn mm^^, ijiM*^\ i'xic''' nnxtj'

l"^! ''»''»n dJjS^ I'-s-t^. (jW^^ '•'M 1^1
if^J'^ u^J L?* j~^

.nny inon nm ^2 sJji5^ ^-i.Jb iMA\ r\\bii\ y=X ^y uj/t^.

^j ^ (_^ T\n ^>o^»n ^N-i^^ nnse* isUlSj
ksi ^^^-^^^^ L^

-j^.'..^ Uj dJb^ J^l^l j^^-**^ (_jfL3. Jjtij J\ ».Jlc ^^.^ L.
^y

bpj^ dun p5J>^3 nin^' JUj nnn*' tk> Jy _j^ ^bJlj :jusj
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:mTT n^B* JU dJlli
»-u-.5lj s^ J* aJ

^....U.
Three things

are contained in this heading: i. The lily represents Israel

amongst thorns, which at the end of the captivity will make its

appearance like the lily in spring ;
or as the lily has no beauty,

so are Israel in captivity, deprived of their king and robbed

of happiness. 2. The word 7"'3E'D refers to the direction given to

the Messiah, what he is to do in order to be worthy of the great

and promised time. 3.
'

Song of loves' in the plural, for there

are several loves, viz. the love of God to Israel and to his Messiah,

and the love of the Messiah towards God and his nation.

Rashi refers the lilies to the wise men, like the Targum.

Tra. ^ ^\ %j\ J^j .n>tJ'Jl
I^-JLc JLSj ^^1 ^i\ ^ iS\ ^\

sJJl
lA.:^^

Vux^-*. iixiJ (c^l X-^SSjh ^Jl aJlII ^. »-^ ^.^-^ 5-*j

ij^\ ^^\ JjUiJl ^^^ J-JLil di.ai 11a Jjl. I^-Jl* ^j l^.

d^j >M^|* ^;-^b »J ^Lo taUi ^ c^-*"^^
*^^ >x>.g t,jj-j^'

sjjj ^J *-t.-6iLyj|.
»j».iL»j

^-fcJ^l.
sJljucl. The name of an instru-

ment or of a tune, nn''!^ is a description of n"'t^•, i. e. a beautiful

and beloved song, which is agreeable to hear. The commentator

(Saadyah) applies it to lovers, i. e. to describe the lovers of God.

The most probable opinion is that this Psalm is said concerning

David or Solomon, to praise one of them together with the nation

which made him their king. He is a king who has no equal in

his qualities, and is beloved above others with God. The author

of the Psalm combines with this praise a prayer to God that he

may assist the king to subdue his enemies.

Meiri says it is an instrument to waken great love.—R. says

it is a lyre.
—Imm. It means a song of love and friendship, com-

posed in honour of Solomon after his coronation and marriage,

written with great skill, for it has also a mystical meaning, which

is as sweet as a lily. He, however, says that possibly this Psalm is

based on a song beginning with D'^JC^IC—Anon, says that it is

a song lovely as lilies, or it refers to an instrument or a tune.

Psalm XLVI.—n^K' niD^j? hv mp ••J3^ myd?.

O'. vntp tS)v vliov Kope virep tu>v Kpv(f>ia)V yf/a\(i6i, 'A. riov vici>p Kopi

(Tt) vfavioTTjTav n(\ai8T]pa, 2. rciiv via)v Kope VTrtp rmv alaviav <o8rj.

I. V. [I. pro] filiis Corae pro arcanis.
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Tg. pnnx '•DanNn imn nxnj mnn nip ^m pnn^ ^j? Nnne'^

Nm''E' "inDXl inrriK'N pMI jiniD. To praise, by the sons of Korah,

by the spirit of prophecy, at the time when their father was

hidden from them, and they were saved and uttered the Psalm.

Uttering with which the sons of Korah said praise in a low and

subdued melody.

D.A. ju^jJ! cy^l, an instrument.—A. W. a kind of pleasant

song.
—Tm. says, ajJI ^lc ^j^Ja^ (sK-sr* .iL> jj.^ ^eft3• \^y^,

3, low

and subdued melody, sharp, and moving the soul by its tenderness.

Anon, prj 'h'yi n^tr Kntai^-'Dsi'^D n ipjp in '\\>y^\> n t^'iDJ^oxi'^D

i^B> n'^i ^ cyj-« '">yni pinnnb yotj'j w^nk^ dH'^i iioji niy i^ipc*

n^iwn pT pjy Sy imn nrn -ii»r»n pjy ^3 nnnoji D^»^p VJ^jyc'

D^yJI "IJIDJ nJDTtJ'. An instrument which produces sweet and low

[literally hidden] tones, which are not heard far off. Another

opinion is, a song, the meaning being hidden, for this Psalm refers

to the time of the redemption, which is unknown and hidden.

Psalm LIII.—in!? i?^3tJ>D xhvK) by myth.

O'. vTrep MasXe^ arvvecrfcos tw A. *A. im xopda (in(TTt]^ovos A. 2. bia

Xopov Trepi avvtafcoi tov A. 0. vmp ttjs x^pfMS fTvvearecos toO A, E .

vntp rrjs x^pficis.

I. pro Abimelech intellectus David. V. pro Maeleth intelligentiae

David.

Tg. Nnu xbtr D^np"! NOE> pDQD n NT5J^">T Nn^yiis bv Nnntr!'

in T' 7y. To praise concerning the punishment of the wicked, who

blaspheme the name of Kvpio<:, good intelligence by David.

Spoken by David. An instruction of wisdom with which the

Levites praise in Jerusalem with drums.

D. A. J-Jj, di-um.—Sy. n?nD is an instrument, called also PiriD

and 7vn, although it is rather different from those. Some say

n?nJD refers to the dominion of the Christians (DHN) and the Arabs

(7NyDtJ'''),
since Esau (DHX) married the daughter of Ishmael rOlfO

(Gen. xxviii. 9).
—Y. mentions the latter opinion.

—Anon. D''Dn3 |0

?linn Dy n^on -i^r: Nin p bv) ^n pD3 Nini jj^ 'lyni m^'noai.

A kind of drum as
v^T),

the two instmments are therefore mentioned

together.
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Psalm LVl.~iniN THNn Dn3» "rrh iD^ini D/n njv ^y nv3o^

O . vtiip Tov Xaov Tov arro Tav dyiav fjLefxaKpvfififvov, tw AaviS fls

aTr]\oypa(f)iav, oirore iKpaTrjaau avTov ol aW6(pvXoi iv Ted (see Sy.).

A. vnep TTfpKTTepas aXdXov paKpvapav tov Aavl8 raneivov reXfiov, iv tw

Kparriarai. avrop (pvKiariaiovs iv Ti6. 2. vnep t^s irepiarepdi, vivo tov (fivXov

avTov dnacrfxevov tov A. tov Taneivocppovos kol dfjLwpov, ore KaTecr)^ov avrov

ol CJivXifTTiaioi iv Ted. 0, vnep Trjs nepiCTepas . . . , E'. vnep t^s nepi-

(TTepds TTjS poyyiKaXov KeKpvppevav rw A. els <rTi]\oypa(f)lav, onine iKpuTrjaav

avTov ol dXXo^iiXoi ev Ted.

I. V. pro populo, qui a Sanctis longe factus est, David in tituli

inscriptione, cum tenuerunt eum Allophyli in Geth.

. Tg. ppmriD n I'^v^ Npintj' n^vb ab^nm ^Nntj>n Nntj>J3 bv snnc'i?

njl '•NntJ'vS rtTl''. To praise concerning the congregation of

Israel, which is likened to a silent dove at the time when they are

removed from their cities and return and praise the Lord of the

world, like David, humble and perfect, when the Philistines took

him at Gath.

S. j^^ sj -.j-Mj ^ fj\S^ ^jj_Ji>l^l
5j ^—;> ^ijljJ (J^Ij Ijui,

r\i ^y ^jj-!.
i'W \Jl}\ iiX-,--<>

^J-;r^ ^Xxj^"^] /t~^ ^L^Ja^l. A kind

of song with which the constant Levites praise. He uttered it

concerning the submission of the distant congregation when the

Philistines seized him in Gath.

D. A.
sJjJL) L^jU ^1 ^j^^^lU Jlc aJj ^ci-xJwl

Iaa J-i-e (J^J

L^ Jla (jjJI dJi"^! !o
^;.^^.

nj)V
JjJii cpin"! ci^x nir ^y nvjroi'

Jy ^ JJJ jy ^^ p^~::>-V^
D/X ^UUj y^on ••lann "-nav

^jij^^ ^ ^ ,Tyt>» ;_fl^j ijjS^ >a nnsN* n^ ^nol^w ,n^on ^no^w

sJjSj
. . . i?2V nnt:!? n^^a va nns'' Ni^i njyj sini t;>jj nnst^Jl

D'-ian DTipnnn ••a Jy ^,^ ^j^l ^^ j^jo^J d''pin-i. Thus the

exiles are called ' dumb '

in Ivi. The dove is the nation, as in

Cant, ii, 14, which is obliged to be dumb
; comp. Ps. xxxix. 3, 10

;

Is. liii. 7. They are called '
far

'

because they are distant from

Jerusalem, as it is said,
'

Although I have cast them far oiF amongst
the heathen' (Ezek. xi. 16).

Sy. jifcl xis-
[i];-)!

:>J\si j^j-^jq ^j tl^p^ A-oU-a. ^Xc- \1

njvj j^^Jl^I ^nib'^ jo^ uba nav ^^.^ l^jJU
:n3 (^ J n^ntj'l'Q

^^.ju^^. ^ ^^_jJ! D\'7im aba Jy_j ':) nnia njvj nnax ^^^1 JyiS^
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Ijjjo aJ
p^ (^jJl ^xntr^ A.^ jo^ D^pini Jjjj /ji D^jnan lan^

Ij^^joj
JJl

l>^j^-5 (vi)^- Ij-t'^- (*i~^^ ^-r*-?^ ^y'^ ^"^
c^*

^^jjjt
J

,_^^b.
D^N lyUj : '31 '•'"' ns pinio nsr Jyif l^

... ;
\ 'i^ ^j\\

B'ln^ '•:ni Jjii^HQ pnns J ^j^^ Jjill ^^. U^il eyULjJ sj^

/ji i-^a nna^ n^ji myj Nim c'JJ nn n^n ^j UjI
JlSj

'ji vdij'n i6

njv^^. (jA^U nj
j_j9

dJT'tj'i'DJl sJa-^-5 U j^ixi s^^l i'xA in JUj
Jo ous^' ^^ ^Nntr'' Jlc 8^-jjJ1

si* j_^b jjl '-ijjt^ D^ini D^N

?n21 ""jy "'T'DX
»Jji-S (-^-r^i^ u^j-^ *4jlj^l. Israel are likened to

doves (Hosea vii. 11), who are far from the Temple (D?X, DPIN).

Others say that D7N means '

dumb,' for Israel is tortured and

cannot open the mouth (Isaiah liii).
This Psalm David composed

when seized by the Philistines, but he began it with the dove

in order that the title
'

concerning Israel
' should be understood.

Y. translates as Sy., and says, in (Jl
u ^-^^ D?N JUV bv sJ^

J\ 10
^rt^^. D^pin-i dIjn J^j .njrj -I3N 'h jn'- ^d

JLSj ^^T^" c^Dl

lul _^ D''pim cii^N nji"" hv ^j ^y^l^ ^^-^ ^-^>* i^
"-^^ »-^

. . . LoU-s-*. i.^.,.J6 j£* . He refers it to David, who said of himself,
' Oh that I had wings like a dove

'

(Ps. Iv. 7 [6]). D''pin-1 nbn refers

to a place at Gath, where the Philistines kept him bound. The

redactor of the book thought that this Psalm referred to David,

who was kept prisoner by the Philistines, who were far off (D7N
from D''»i'N0

1).

A. W. renders ' dove of distant castles.'—Q. says David called

himself a dumb dove.—Meiri supposes it to denote an instrument

which sounds like the cooing of doves.—E. the treachery (ruV from

HT) of Elam, which promised help.

Anon, umx njni p ^n»'i» D^ini nnan '""a K^pr^iJ '•'i N^3S3ip

(sic) mnnni p d3 bamn^ iro^ m^^N pjj? Nintj> D"'oi^n ci"'»^no

r\n invni ninron nr nn oni nnx htun^ \n>i .ht-jn pc'^o pi2pni

npnnnn nivi? iny^Di i»^y n»m .innatj'»h ir»N^ ipc'm iniNn ^j?

vntj> 61b .in: p^nnx mn .njva nax ^^ |n^ ^» oink^ id3 nn:

vnK> »ib .ni'N DiB'^ ^» pijjD d^n djv n"t 3NntJ>^ pi^n D^pim

phn^ iM N^sj' D^»^K3 DtJ> pnc'vi nnj npn-i»n niva DvnsD omu
P33n ntl inaD "in?.

'A society of far distant men/ derived from

D''D7N0 (Gen, xxxvii. 7), i. e. David compares himself and his com-

VOL. II. E
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panions, when in Gatli, as a dove which is flying far off, being

far away from the land of Israel. The right explanation is
'

like a

dove far away and dumb, being afraid to speak.'

Psalm lvii.—^jso iman Dnso "^rh nncTi W nvjoi'

O'. [ir] tiaipdflprjS, Toi Aavl8 (Is aTr]\oypa(f>iav, iv ro) avrov aTroStS/jatrKfu/

airh Trpo(Tb)Trov 2aov\ tls t6 (mTJKacou. 2. Tiepl tov, imtj 8ia(f)dfipr]s, tov

AaviS TOV TaTr€iv6(f>povos koL dp-apov (*A. TaiTfivov rcXft'ov).

I. V. ne disperdas, David in tituli inscriptionem, cum fugerunt

(V. fugeret) a facie Saul in speluncam.

Tg. i> bv noNDK bim ith nn idn n jdd snpy bv Nnnc'!'

Nn^^BDSn ijINtjn mp p n^p-iyon D^^tm y2J2 nm. To praise con-

cerning the calamity when David said, 'Do not destroy;' said by

David, humble and perfect, when he fled before Saul to the cave.

elJLJ "i (] m) ,J JL>»j .Liil ^J ijXi ^J^,
. A kind of song by David,

with which the Levites praise, and which David composed when

flying from Saul to the cave, asking in it not to destroy.

Sy. does not explain ntwr\ ?X.—Y. takes it as an exclamation

like Deut. ix. 26.—Anon, is nearly of the same opinion, saying,

btt '1^3 nn^Ti ba 'oni nio^ ynp n^ntr ^Nt^ ins ^3dd nbt>n i\^b

inn^nuTi ^n ^tj^ns^ nn 'ns? Tna ••jnmtfTi.—Qamhi and I. E. take

it as the beginning of a song.
—Meiri and E. say, David prays that

he should not die.

Psalm LX\—1»^^ ^inb OMD miV JcnK' bv TOiO^.

O . Tols a\\oi(o6T]<ropfvois en (Is (rrrjKoypa^iav tw Aai^iS ds hi8a)(r]v.

'A. eVi Kpivcov paprvpias TOTTdvov TtXdov tov Aavid. 2. VTrtp toji' av6a>v

papTvpia TOV TaiT(iv6<f>povos Koi dpapov tov Aavi8 ds dibaxTjV.

I. (V. pro) his qui immutabuntur, in tituli inscriptionem (V. ipsi)

David, in doctrinam.

Tg. nn T bv ptjns ph 2pv^ ^n n Nnnno pTiy bv snntj'i'

KD/N?. To praise concerning the old witness of the sons of Jacob

and Laban, a copy by David for teaching.

%1]\ j-AJ ^^Ji JL».J dj
^-j-o.

This is a kind of song of David

with which the Levites praise with a tune called Susan, and its

object is to make generally known the help of God.

^ See Ps. xvi.
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nny JjiTminJl ^j* nny ^^^ niivoJl c^U-*^ j^ nny |tj'i5j> ^y

nihJl ^ l^. ij»fl..t) yj5o ^^ hvrw:^^
c-J^^

in V^^ t^JJl- To

the instigator upon Susan, the testimony, a blot to David for teach-

ing. ni*iy \W\^ refers to the people who observe the commandments
;

this prayer is taught by David for the people in misfortune.

Y. translates as Sy. The following is his commentary :
sJj5

U^ ItJnK'J sJlL. (sl)JJLi *-^c ^r^ ^-*^ ^"'"'^ *-^ >r^3 (^^^^
(siiij ^-^1 nil Jlc Jjj a-.!jLc ^ nny Jy^ .D''Jtj>iB'j --^J^

^jannr Jl "];^^j
• • • i<

;
: lb Ijx^ -^1 j.a l;^'; nnyn nxi nnn

iVy in ^U. D''itJ'1tJ' means the Messiah and the pious men, who

are likened to lilies; nny is a proof that the passage refers to the

Messiah; comp. 2 Kings xi. 12. The Messiah is either Zerubbabel

or David himself.

A. W. nny like finao, golden, so nny jK^lty.
—Rashi applies it to

the Sanhedrin. See the anonymous author.—Meiri and Remokh

take nny jtJ'IK*
as a choice instrument (from )'!}}).

—M. takes

nD?b="i''3Tn?, i.e. to stir up the heart. Thus a noble instrument

chosen for teaching and to stir up the heart.—R. to teach Israel

to pray.

Anon. nnKjni "INS p:y '•'s NTtJ^ion'-a n nny .]m^2 nom n^e'

p"! .t3"'tj'3n2 DnN23i Dncm vnntt' 'i^a ''iv Tiysi p '•avi ti''ij'3m

nxi n^n nx vbv |n>i pi incNB' i»3 nnn onp^ vnantj' on^o

Dn^ni> n^ync> d'^JK-'itr^ ibtj'OJB' imnjo ^k' tnny bv n'^i .nnyn

pan^i T»^^ '^a tD^ij nn^ 'K'-ian^tJ' ma nnNni poy ^nm d"\k3

nB>y^ no mnoi'^B' nn TiavJtJ>3 n''t .n'n'pnb ^i^ni? na v:^jy

yntJ'JB' nnNO on on^ni? nnio dn pmnjo^ i'NK* diN by Dn^J5j*3

ny'\b bin nx 1"'^X nuy"' xi'tJ' pi?^ apy^ (see Targum). A song

pleasant like a lily, nny means beauty and ornament, like Dn3D,

meaning that his words are beautiful like a jewel. Others say

that nny means the witness (decision) of the Sanhedrin, who are

likened to lilies
;
the Sanhedrin advised David to make war upon

Aram, Ammon, and Edom. TD?? means to teach and to under-

stand how to praise God. Others say, to learn from the Sanhedrin

whether it was allowable for him to wage war upon Aram, after

the agreement made between Laban and Jacob (Gen. xxxi. 52).

E 2
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Psalm LXIX.—nn^ D^jnK' ^y mixh.

O'. v-n\p Twj/ oXXotco^o-o/xeVwi' tw AaviS'. 'A. tw mkottoi^ eVi Kpivav

Tov Aavtd. 2. vTrep twi' avdS>v.

I. V. pro his (V. pro iis), qui commutabuntur.

Tg. nn T* ^y pnnnJD ni^J i?]; xnnK'i?. To praise concerning the

exile of the Sanhedrin by David.—S. as above I—Y. D''3K>1E', the

remnant of Israel, who are in exile and suffering.

Psalm LXX.—n^atn^ nni? n)i:j2b.

O'. rat Aav\8 els dvdfivt](nv,-T-€ls to aaxrai fie Kvpiov {tovto fv (viois fiev

din-iypd(j)oi5 evpov, ev eviois 8e ov' nXfjv ovt€ napa tm 'E/3pato), ovrt napa

Tois aXXois fvpiaKtraij.
*A. tov A. tuv dvapipvrjCTKfiv.

I. V. psalmus D. In rememorationem, quod salvum fecerit eum

Deus.

Tg. NflJin^ ^nv bv I3n»^ nn n^ bv Nnntl'^. To praise by David

to remember the use of incense.

S. jJJl j^Xi ^^jJi>\j\\
»j

^i...> .j^ljJ JjS.
A composition of

David's with which the Levites praise in remembrance of God.

• Other commentaries as above, Ps. xxxviii.

Psalm LXXV.—i^k* cidn^ iiotd nnKTi ba n)i:Db.

O', pfj dia(l)d€iprjs, ^//aX/xos <o^s ra 'Aard(f>. 2. Trtpi dcftdapa-ias ^dkpos

rov *Aad(f).

I, ne corrumpas, psalmus Asaph Canticum (V. cautici Asaph).

Tg. PiDNi ""TiY bv NnnnB'in loy bnn n^ nn noN n }dd snnij'^

N'T'tn. To praise at the time when David said,
' Do not destroy thy

people.'

S. dL^J "i
tjjij^,

Ul-t-j ^j^l^l CIDXJI »->
^r•^--o :>jljJ

Xs*.

Praise by David with which the Asaphite Levites praise, interceding

and saying,
' Do not destroy.'

All commentators agree that David prays to God not to destroy

Israel.

Psalm LXXVII.—IIOTD piDnS pnn^ bv nvJD^.

O'. vnep 'Ibidovv yj/d\px)s tw 'Aadcf). 'A. eVi ^l8i6ovp peXabrjpa tw

'Aadcf). 2. 8ia 'iSidovp w8f) rov *A(Td(f).

1. pro Idithum, huic Asaph Psalmus. V. pro Idithun, psalmus

Asaph.

Tg. Nnnnnn '^Di6 pnn^ ^"' bv NnnB'i'. To praise, by Jeduthun,

to Asaph a Psalm.

1 See Pb. xlv,
» See Ps. ilv.
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S.
pnil^j flDsJl ^^ i^jj-Jjl^l

sj
^er*—-i J^ ijjfcj.

This is a Psalm

with which the constant (Levites) descendants of Asaph and

Jeduthun praise.

Y. The prophecy came to Jeduthun and rested upon Asaph by
the Holy Spirit.

—Meiri takes pniT' ^^ as pniT'i', to Jeduthun.

Psalm LXXX.—iidt» ^IDK^ nny D^JtJ'ltJ' ^ ^^?J»i'.

O . vrrep tu>v aK\oico8i]crofifva)V fiaprvpiov t<5 'Acra0, yfraXfios fimfp tov

'Aaavplovj. 'A. 2. imp twv Kpivav fiaprvpias (^dvdav fiaprvpia^
tov

'Acraif) ft€ka>8rjfxa.

I. V. pro his (V. iis) qui immutabuntur
(I. in) testimonium Asaph

pro Assyrio (V. psalmus).

Tg. ^ni^ bv Nnn^N nnnon ppoyno n p-nnjo ^an^ ^y snac'^

Nnn^B^in cjdxI. To praise, respecting the Sanhedrin, who are

busy with the testimony of the law, by Asaph praise.

S. t-'^iJLo ^j^^' PJDNJI ^J^ ^^j^\jX.\
»-> -*-»J i(jLt-i» JusT*

Ijui^

^J^J^[J)_.
Praise of testimony with which the Asaphite Levites

praise with a tune called Susan.

Rashi refers the Psalm to Israel, who witnessed the three

captivities.
—I. E. ny, according to A. W. a beautiful thing.

—Q.

does not accept this explanation, but says that the meaning is

unknown.—Meiri, who refers it to an instrument, quotes the

opinion that nnj?=pn, a fixed rule for this instrument.—Anon,

quotes the opinions already given.

Psalm LXXXI.—Compare above, Ps. vii.

utterance with which the constant Levites of the families of Obed

Edom of Gath and of Asaph praise (in Ps. Ixxxiv, and of Koi'ah).

Psalm LXXXVII.—n^B> ilOTO nip '>:2b.

The Greek and Latin translators treat the words ' His foun-

dation
'

etc. as a separate verse (comp. A. V.).

Tg. NnnnN Dia bv ID-Tion ndi^k' n»Nns nnp ""m pHn"- ^y

]''12'lph pi. By the sons of Korah this Psalm is uttered, being

based upon the mouth of the fathers of old.

,_^jjj\ J.^ ^ »-jL-I. Praise with which the Levites, the sons

of Korah, praise ;
a description of the Temple, the foundations

of which are on the Temple mount.
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Y. The basis of this Psahn is the description of the excellence

of the holy mountains; comp. Ps. Ixxxvii. 3. Others say the

Psalm describes the foundation of the glory of God.

I.E. says that the Psalm was composed by one of the grand-
children of Samuel ; the Psalm refers to the foundation of the holy

mountains. So also Q.

Psalm LXXXVIU.—nuyi' n^Jno fjy nvjo^ mp ^rh i^dtd n^B'

O , 0)8^ ^clK\iov Tois viols Kope, tls to reXos virkp Mae\i6 rov diroKptBijvai,

avveatcos Atpav tw 'laparfXiTT}, *A. 2. acr/ia ixe\a>8rjfiaTos tup viav Kopc, t«5

viKonoiw T(p CTTi xoptia (2. Sia \opovj tov i^ap^etv, iTnaTqpodvvr]^ tw Alfiav

Tw 'icpaijXiTi;.

I. V. psalmus cantici filiis Corae (V. canticum psalmi), in finem,

pro Maleleth ad respondendum, intellectus Aemat (V. Eman) Is-

trahelitae.

Tg. N^3B> Nnntrij Nmij:; bv nnp ^m pnn^ bv Nnnatjnni ni^k'

Nl'-^f^ |0M1 ^IT* bv N3t3. Song and praise by the sons of Korah, con-

cerning a prayer to praise good intelligence by Heman the native.

S. j^^lJ J.s-*la ,i ,> nip ""Ji ^ ^JJ^\J\\ »j
^*.^.>

xsr* Iju*.

Jj.^b 1^^^, ^^l mp ^J3 jAi ».)
ei?-*^**^ P''"" 'J^i nip '•an Jl

i-i-cx. L^l Jlcj liLfiill
liljij nwy^ JjJ3 ^jj^Uri pn ^.j

wy non ma Ninn Dvn Jy Jju i^l^il Jl ^j^-.xjj ^^l Juu ^
n?. Praise, with which the Korahite Levites praise with drums,

and the Hemanites give the intelligent responses. The meaning of

this Psalm is that there are three composers, but it is as we said,

that the whole book is by David, but this Psalm he handed over

to the sons of Korah for the music, and the Hemanites for re-

sponses, which is the meaning of DM]}? ; hence the dagesh as in Ijy

(Isaiah xxvii. 2).

Eashi explains nwyi> n^HD Israel being sick and oppressed.

Heman, one of the sons of Zerah, who are called sons of hflD

because they have composed Psalms.—Q. says the same.—Meiri

takes n/TID as an instrument.—Anon., a well-known Psalmist.

I. E., although, as usual, explaining n^n» as the beginning of a

liturgy, refers it to the sickness of the Psalmist, and explains niJyi?

as meaning to answer; comp. ni^y b)p (Exod. xxxii. i8). He

quotes the Karaite Joshua, who says that Heman was a grandson
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of Samuel, who is called niTX because he was familiar with the

singers, most of whom spring from his family. Others say the

niTK is the same as niT, i.e. son of Zerah, his brother being
Ethan. Others say that Heman and Ethan are brothers, sons

of Ezra.—Tm. is of the same opinion.
—A. D. renders n'lJy/' by

*LjuiJl, to sing ;
so also Anon, i^or cantar.

Psalm LXXXIX.—^nnrxn |n^N!> b'2mi.

O . Al6afi T(5 ItTparjKiTrj, AXXos" AWafi tS ZapaLTtj, AXXos* Aldav tw

'E^paiTf],

I. Intellectus Heman Istrahelitae. V. Intellectus Ethan Ezrahitae.

Tg. >Nm''iD p NriNT Dnnnxn sn^ bv lONriNT xaa nby^. Good

intelligence uttered by Abraham, who came from the east.

Other commentators agree that Ethan was one of the singers,

except Remokh, who says that he was one of the ten elders.

Psalm XC.—HK'D^ ni?sn.

o'. Upoa-fvxfj .... I. V. Oratio ....

Tg. Nimm bii'\^'' n-n ndj; un 12 ''•n n''3j hb^d '•i'vn Nni^v.

Prayer which Moses, the prophet of God, prayed when the people

of Israel sinned in the desert.

S. »-Ul ^j^j ^c-^ j-^. U-J. ^ * »« j iiyL». Prayer with which the

[Levites of the] sons of Moses prayed.

The opinions on this Psalm are summed up in tlie following

lines of the anonymous commentator: 13n31 1">»N HKIO NOB' inON

i»D u p3^ D^iSn n^D ^nb intj'y rM >2 '01^ b'^i .v-iiotd iji^ai nn

nyi IX3» B'^ 110T0 x"'' iBnn 'nni .pnn^i? nnp ^33^ sjon^ inJB'

n3">3n nstl "noa. Some say that Moses composed this Psalm, and

David incorporated it in his collection
;
others think that David is

the author who gave it to the sons of Moses, the Levites, for recita-

tion, just as he did with Asaph, the sons of Korah, and Jeduthun.

The rabbis say that Moses is the author of this Psalm and of the

following ten; and so Moses blessed eleven tribes with eleven

blessings (Deut. xxxiii).

Psalm XCII.—nnB'n DV^ "i''B> nio?D,

O . ^a\p6s (pBris (2. airpa >|/'aX/oio{})
tls ttjv rjfifpav rov aa^^drov.

I. V. psalmus cantici, in die sabbati.

Tg. annm NOV bv HNOIP nia -|»N n X-i^Kn NnaB*. Praise and

song which Adam, the first man, said upon the sabbath day.
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Psalm CIII.—inl'.

o'. rw Aavi8. I. V. ipsi David.

Tg. nsun n»NnN nn "•l"' ijy. Spoken by David in a prophecy.

The Greek and Latin translations, as well as the Targum, kept the

word n"'v?n. LXX in some MSS. t^j eVio-Tpo^jjs 'Ayyat'ou kqi ZaxpLp'viV.

S. WMj fjj^\ J^J^"*^} praise the eternal and say.

Tm. has already forestalled the modern critics. He says : .g^-*

j
nJjJb ^ji^X^^ i;;^JJ^ myJlj DntJ'Ml ^^ aJUj^ 8-x-«

\y,^^_^

»Uji-o . The meaning of iTI^iri at the beginning is to call on the

congregation to join him in the praise of God. Compare Ps. xcv

(see Graetz, Psalmen, etc., p. 9).

Psalm CXX.—mi'yisn TB>.

O'. 0. ahtj (0. a(r/ia)
rStv dpa^aOfiav^ *A. 2. tls rat dpafidafis.

I. canticum ascensum. V. canticum graduum.

Tg. KOinm ppIDD b]i nDNnxn N^^E'. Praise uttered concerning

ihe rising of the deep ^.

S. ey»--> ^P. »-U
^c. 'i-^'"' Praise with a loud voice.

D. A.
f--iJJl, degree. All commentaries agree that these fifteen

Psalms were recited by the Levites on the fifteen steps leading

from the Court of the men to that of the women in the Temple.—
Q. quotes an opinion that it refers to the ascent (comp. npyDil,

Ezra vii. 9) from exile, by which Israel will be restored to its own

God.—Remokh makes the fifteen agree with the numerical value

of n\ Yah.

Psalm CXXYIl.—r^iJp^b.

, O'. <»8^ tS>v dvaffadfiav (alia exempl. add. roO
2uXo/x<oi/).

'A. 2.

^(Tfia rSiv ava^aaeoiv SalomoniS.

I. V. canticum graduum Salomonis (I. Solomonis).

Tg* 7^^ *T» bv, hy Solomon.

S. ^jU-J— ^jji u^^ ^
^y viiyo fciji^ _*.f-~Jj.

Praise with a

loud voice in matters concerning Solomon
; probably, as I. E. says,

for Solomon, who wished to build the Temple.

* The legend in tbe Babylonian Talmud (Sukkah, fol. 53 a) says that when

David was digging to find the deep, it rose tremendously and threatened to

flood the world
;
then David said these fifteen Psalms and the deep retired.
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From all these different expositions of the titles of the

Psalms it is evident that the meaning* of them was early lost ;

in fact the LXX and the other early Greek and Latin trans-

lators offer no satisfactory explanation of most of them. Of the

best Jewish commentators like Ibn Ezra and David Qamhi,

the former treats them as the opening words of popular

melodies, the other as names of instruments, both confessing

that the real meanings are unknown. Saadyah is no more

successful ; the Karaitic authors refer them mostly to the

present exile, which is more Midrashic than the Midi-ash upon
which the Targum is based. Immanuel and Remokh put
Averroism in them and in the Psalms. The Syriac headings
are a comparatively late production and arbitrary. That titles

are omitted in the Hebrew text can be seen from the LXX :

23 (24) ; 24 (25) ; 36 (27) ; 38 (29) \ ^O {-^^X) ', -^2 {0^'^) ; o^']

(38); 42 (43) ; 47 (48) ; 65 (66) ; 69 (70) ; 70 (71) ; 75 (76) ;

79 (80); 90 (91); 92 (93); 93 (94); 94 (95); 96 (97); 97

(98}; 98(99); 99(100); 103(104); 104(105); 106 (107);

113 (ii4)-ii8 (119); 135 (136); 136 (137); 137 (138);

142 (143); 143 (144); 145 (146); 146 (147); 148 (149).

Thus when all traditional matter is exhausted, the only re-

maining resource is the critical method, which, however, on

the present subject has as yet made no considerable progress.
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AUTHORS AND WORKS QUOTED IN AN

ABRIDGED FORM.

*A. = Aquila

*E. = Quinta

O'. = LXX
[-

(p. 9).

2, = Symmachus
e. = Theodotion^

Anon. = Anonymous Commentator (p. 32).

A. S. = All ben Soleiman (p. 27).

A. W. = Abu-'l-Walid (p. 24).

B. B. = (Jeliudah) Ben Bal'ara (p. 25).

D. A. = David ben Abraham (p. 20).

I. = Itala (p. 9).

I.E. = Abraham ibn Ezra (p. 25).

Imm. = Immanuel ben Solomon (p. 32).

J. R. •=. Jacob ben Reuben (p. 2 7).

Men. = Menahem Meiri (p. 30).

M. N. = Moses ben han-Nesiah of England (p. 29).

P. = Solomon Pirhon (p. 27).

Q. = David Qamhi (p. 28).

R. = Abraham Remokh (p. 30).

Rashi = Solomon of Troyes (p. 25).

S. = Saadyah Gaon (p. 10).

S. D. = Saadyah ibn Danan (p. 32).

Sy. = Salmon ben Yeroham (p. 18).

Tg. = Targum (p. 10).

Tm. = Thanhum of Jerusalem (p. 30).

V. = Vulgate (p. 9).

Y. = Yepheth ben Eli (p. 20).

* These five according to Field's Heocaplx.
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II.

THE OEIGIN AND MUTUAL RELATION OF

THE SYNOPTIC GOSPELS.

[F. H. Woods.]

The subject of this paper is one upon which so much has

been already written, that it may seem to some to have been

fairly threshed out. That this however is not altogether the

ease is clear from the variety of conclusions arrived at by

those who have made the work their special study. This

very fact both justifies and necessitates a certain indepen-

dence of judgment and treatment in any one who would

solve for himself as much of these problems as seems possible.

Where we have so many masters, none can claim absolute

authority. This was the reason why, some years ago, I

began, for my own sake and that of my pupils, to attack

this subject as freely and independently as possible ;
and the

reason why I venture now to publish the results of my work

is that I found that, while they contained little that is abso-

lutely new, they did not, as far as I could tell, exactly agree

with those arrived at by others. At any rate there is, I

believe, a considerable difference in some of the arguments

adduced, and in the manner of treating them. It will be

seen that the essential feature in the line of argument

adopted is the importance attached to parallelism of sequence

between the three Synoptics, as distinguished from mere re-

semblance in subject-matter and even language.

Though the general line of argument, and the rough

draft of the Table, were in the first instance worked out in-

dependently, I afterwards obtained some valuable hints from

Dr. HoLzmann's earlier work\ and found Mr. Rushbrooke's

^ Die SynopiiscAen Evangelien, 1863. But see p. 94.
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Synopticon an invaluable help in revision. The publication of

that book has rendered a service to the study of the Synoptic

Gospels, which can never be too gratefully acknowledged ^

I should be glad to take this opportunity of expressing

my indebtedness to my pupils, Mr. Green and Mr. Peake,

and to Professor Sanday and the Rev. R. Shann, who, partly

by actual co-operation and partly by their kind sympathy and

encouragement, have lightened what seemed at times an

almost hopeless task.

The first three Gospels in many parts resemble each other

very closely, not merely in the subjects selected, but also in

the order in which these subjects are given, the way in which

they are treated, and frequently also in the actual language

employed. In all these respects they present an obvious

contrast to the evidently independent narrative of the fourth

Gospel.

The first question we naturally ask is whether any one of

these three Gospels was the source of the other two ? Now if

St. Matthew ^ or St. Luke were the original Gospel, we cannot

at all satisfactorily explain the omission of so much important

matter in St. Mark
; and on the view that any one of the

three is the original source, it is difficult to account in many
cases for the alterations of language found in the other two.

These objections taken together seem fatal to the originality

of either St. Matthew or St. Luke, and the second raises at

first sight a presumption against that of St. Mark.

Assuming then for the present that no one of these Gospels

is the original, the next question which arises is whether

we can trace in them any single common source which forms

the basis or groundwork of all three
;
or whether the pai'allel

passages are merely different forms of a number of scattered

* For some differences in arrangement of parallelism see p. 97.
' The names St. Matthew, St. Mark, and St. Luke are used throughout of

the three first Gospels, or of the authors of these Gospels, without any intention

of prejudging the question of actual authorship, with which this paper does not

deaL
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fragments of written or oral tradition, which have been

pieced together by the several evangelists each in his own

way. The latter alternative is rendered more than im-

probable from the fact that in many parts of the Gospels

two of the Synoptists, and sometimes all three, follow for

several chapters consecutively nearly the same order of

events ^. This agreement in order is one of the most

striking features in the first three Gospels ;
and the more

closely we examine them, the greater it will be found to

be. We are therefore bound to decide in favour of the

first alternative. We then have to ask a further question.

How far and by what methods can we trace this common

basis ? It is obvious, I think, that we are not justified at

the outset in necessarily limiting it to what is actually

common to all three Synoptists 2. This would be to assume

that all three evangelists made a point of omitting nothing

which they found in this original source. On the other

hand it can, I think, be satisfactorily proved that in many
cases the original element is only to be found in two of

them, and in some few cases probably only in one.

I will now give the reasons which seem to me to prove

conclusively that the original basis of the Synoptical Gospels

coincided in its range and order with our St. Mark^. (i) The

earliest and the latest parallels in all three Gospels coincide

with the beginning and end of St. Mark. The first is the

ministry of St. John the Baptist, the last the visit of the

women to our Saviour's tomb,
(il)

With but few exceptions

^ It is not argued that some Sammlung hypothesis may not conceivably be

the true explanation of the first origin of the common source, but that it does

not account directly for the composition of our Synoptical Gospels throughout.
"^ This is done by Dr. Abbott (in his article in the ninth edition of the

JSncyclopcedia Britannica, in which he carries out his view to all its logical

absurdity).
^
By our St. Mark here and throughout is meant our present Gospel accord-

ing to the best critical texts, and excluding therefore xvi. 9-20, against the

genuineness of which this inquiry alone will be found to add strong evidence.

No Marcan section of anything like the same importance is absent from

St. Matthew and St. Luke.
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we find parallels to the whole of St. Mark in either St.

Matthew or St. Luke, and to by far the larg-er part in both.

(3) The order of the whole of St. Mark, excepting of course

what is peculiar to that Gospel, is confirmed either by St.

Matthew or St. Luke, and the greater part of it by both.

(4) A passage parallel in all three Synoptists is never im-

mediately followed in both St. Matthew and St. Luke by a

separate incident or discourse common to these two evangelists

alone. (5) Similarly in the parts common to St. Matthew

and St. Luke alone, no considerable fragments, with some

doubtful exceptions \ occur in the same relative order, so that

it is unlikely that they formed part of the original source.

(6) To this we may add the fact that in the same parts the

differences between St. Matthew and St. Luke are generally

greater than in those which are common to all three.

Not one of these arguments is of itself necessary to prove

our point. That the Synoptists should have preserved so much

of the original source and of its order, is for the Gospel student

a happy accident which enables him to determine its limits

with a certain degree of exactness. It may be added that

arguments of a like kind could not be adduced to prove the

priority of a Gospel resembling St. Matthew or St. Luke.

The first argument will hardly be disputed, but its real

force is only fully felt when we bear in mind that the simi-

larity of the first three Gospels consists in the phraseology,

and even the sequence of phrases, as well as in the subject-

matter. The second is based, not on the number of words

and phrases which St. Mark has in common with St. Matthew

or St. Luke, or with both, but on the amount of parallel

matter taken in block, those parts being considered parallel

which contain the same subject or subjects with a marked

resemblance of treatment and language. The exceptions

spoken of become quite insignificant if we regard the parable

*
Cf. Matt. xii. 22-30 with Luke xi. 14-23 ; xii. 38-42 with xi. 29-32 ; xii.

43-45 with xi. 24-26. See pp. 77, 78. Perhaps we should add Matt. xii.

33-35 compared with Luke vi. 43-45.
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of the tares (Matt. xiii. 24-30) as parallel to that of the seed

growing secretly (Mark iv. 26-39), ^^^ ^^6 general statement of

healings (Matt. xv. 30, 31) as parallel to the miracle of the deaf

man of Decapolis (Markvii. 32-37), and covering to a certain

extent that of the blind man of Bethsaida (Mark viii. 22-26) \

The value of the fourth and fifth arguments may seem to

depend on a too arbitrary distinction between what can or

cannot be regarded as distinct incidents or fragments of

history ;
but in no case does the parallelism of St. Matthew

and St. Luke beyond their co-parallelism with St. Mark extend

further than a few verses ^. It is also noticeable that in the

portions contained in St. Matthew and St. Luke alone there are,

even within what are certainly separate incidents (such as the

Temptation), greater variations of order than are usually found

in the parts common to all three. But the full strength of

these arguments, and also the sixth, can only be seen after

a detailed comparison, the results of which it is difficult to

tabulate.

The third argument is by far the most important, and

requires some fuller explanation. When we say that the order

of St. Mark is maintained either by St. Matthew or St. Luke,
we mean the relative order, without taking into account the

insertions by either of what is not in St. Mark at all, or the

omissions from St. Mark by both. It is clear that this is all

that is needed for our present argument, and adds greater

weight to it than if the order had been exact. In a word, we
find so general a tendency to state the facts of St. Mark in the

order of St. Mark, that this order is very frequently preserved,

even though the introduction of new matter or the omission

of Marcan matter entirely changes the context. That there

should happen to be no portion of St. Mark of which the

order cannot be traced either in St. Matthew or St. Luke

shows how far-reaching this tendency was. It may be added

* The ground for assuming such a parallelism is the order in which these

passages occur (see Table). All that is intended here is that they suggest that

the alternative in either case was known to St. Matthew.
' The longest is Matt. iii. 7-10 1| Luke iii. 7-9.
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that we do not at present think it necessary to take into

account the transposition of sing-le sentences (never exceeding-

a verse), such as the quotation Mark i. 3, as belonging rather

to a later stage of the inquiry.

We will now test this third argument by an examination of

the Table at the end of this essay. In the first place we find

a long passage [a) Mark i. 2-iii. 6, generally parallel with

Luke iii. 1 b-vi. 10. The only passage where this parallelism

fails is i. i4b-20, which St. Luke omits ;
but this is parallel

to Matt. iv. 17-22, the position of which agrees relatively with

St. Mark, Matt. iv. 13 b-i6 being peculiar to St. Matthew, and

Matt. iv. 12- being parallel to Mark i. 14 a. The parts of

St. Matthew corresponding to a are contained in Matt. iii. i-

xii. 14, and occur in nearly the same order as in St. Mark.

Thus, Matt. iii. i-iv. 22 is parallel to Mark i, 2-20, Matt. vii.

28 b, 29 with Mark i, 22, Matt. viii. 14-16 with Mark i. 29-34,

Matt. ix. I b-i 7 with Mark ii. 1-22. There are only three omis-:

sions from St. Mark, two transpositions, and several insertions,

the lai'gest being the episode of the Sermon on the Mount

(iv. 23 c-vii. 27). The parallelism of a with St. Luke over-

laps a new parallelism of St. Mark with St, Matthew, which

begins with Matt. xii. i
||
Mark ii. 23 and continues to

xiii. 34 II
Mark iv. 34 a, only two passages of any importance

being omitted by St. Matthew, viz. Mark iii. 14-19 a, which he

had anticipated in x. 2-4, and Mark iv. 21-24, but the Marcan

position of both of these omitted passages is supported by the

order of St. Luke, the first coiTesponding to Luke vi. 13 b-i6,

which follows vi. 12, 13 a |I Mark iii. 13 ;
the second to Luke

viii. 16-18 a, which follows 4-15 ||
Mark iv. i b-20. In con-r

nexion with the first parallel it should be noticed that the

correctness of the Marcan order of iii. 7-10 immediately after

ii. 23-iii. 6, is supported by Matt. xii. 15 following after xii,

I -1 4. This shows, what would be in itself probable from

many similar transpositions in that Gospel, that St. Luke

has transposed vi. 12-16 and 17 b-19. At Mark iv. 2,^ it is

difiicult at first to trace the parallelism of order ; but it be-
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comes evident on careful examination. It is clear enough
that there is a general parallelism between Mark iii. 31 -v. 43
and Luke viii. 4-56. In the last part of this, Mark iv.

^S~^' 43 II I^uke viii. 23-56, the parallelism is exact, and is

supported moreover by Matt. viii. i8-ix. 25. But in the

first part the parallel to Mark iii. 31-35 occurs in St. Luke

after, instead of before, viii. 4-1 8 b. That here again St. Luke,

and not St. Mark, has made the transposition is proved by
the position in St. Matthew of xii. 46-50, which, but for in-

sertions not contained in St. Mark, viz. xii. 33-45, follows

upon xii. 31, 33 II Mark iii. 28, 29. The parallelism with St.

Luke which began in Mark iii. 31-35 is continued down to

Mark vi. 35-44 II Luke ix. 12-17. The only difficulty lies in

Mark vi. 1-6, which is omitted by St. Luke, and its position

not veiy clearly supported by St. Matthew. But the order of

6 b before 7-1 1 is confirmed by Matt. ix. 35 a before x. i (after

the insertion of ix. 35b-38), and that of vi. 1-6 a indi-

rectly both by Matt, xiii, 34 || Mark iv.
o,-^, 34 a and Matt. xiv.

I, 2 II Mark vi. 14, because all the intermediate portions, both

before and after Mark vi. 1-6 a, excepting a few verses omit-

ted altogether by St. Matthew, had already been anticipated ^.

The parallelism with St. Mark continues from Matt. xiv. to

xxviii. 8 a II Mark vi. 14 to the end. Th« only breaks of order

lie in the omission ofMark ix. 38-40, xii. 41-44 (both of which

are confirmed by St. Luke), of Mark vii. 32-37 and Mark viii.

22-26 (which are quasi-parallel to Matt. xv. 30, 31), of Mark

ix. 50 and xi. 25 (to which quasi-parallels had occurred in Matt.

V. 13 a and vi. 14, 15), and also of a few passages not occurring

at all in St. Matthew, and in the insertion of several passages

which are, with very few exceptions ^, peculiar to St. Matthew.

The slight variation in Mark xvi. 8 b must be reserved for future

discussion. By far the greater part of this long parallel is sup-

ported also by St. Luke, the chief variations being the entire

1 The double parallelism of sequence with St. Mark, which is a peculiar

feature of St. Matthew, is more fully discussed on p. 71.

* Such as Matt, xviii. 7 and xxi. 44, if this last is genuine.

VOL. II. F
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omission of Mark ix. 41-x. i % (excepting perhaps ix. 42), and

of a few other passag-es, the insertion practically of Luke ix. 51-

xviii. 14, and several transpositions, especially in chaps, xxii.

and xxiii, and the more important displacement apparently of

Mark X. 42-45.

We may sum up the chief results of the previous examina-

tion thus. If we divide St. Mark into three parts, {a) i-iii.

6, (i)
iii. 7-vi. 13, (c) vi. 14-xvi. 8, the relative order of a

agrees exactly with St. Luke, and for the most part with

St. Matthew ;
that of h with either St. Matthew or St. Luke,

and in parts with both ;
that of c agrees exactly with St.

Matthew, and for the most part with St. Luke. This divi-

sion is merely convenient for purposes of comparison, and

does not in any way point to different component parts of

St. Mark's Gospel. Indeed, the way in which the parallels

continually overlap and even intersect one another, shows

clearly enough that St. Matthew and St. Luke depended on

a whole Gospel in the Marcan order, and not on two or three

evangelical records afterwards pieced together by St. Mark.

The only point in this examination to which we think any

exception can possibly be taken is the argument employed to

prove that the position of Mark vi. 1-6 a is confirmed by

St. Matthew. The parallelism of order has been made out

by excluding from considemtion Marcan passages to which

the parallels have already occurred in St. Matthew's Gospel.

But we are certainly justified in doing so, because the evan-

gelist would naturally avoid repeating what he had already

related, and the position of all the omitted passages is

confirmed by St. Luke, Mark iv. '^^^-y. 43 being parallel to

Luke viii. 22-56, and Mark vi. 7-13 to Luke ix. 1-6.

It might be argued that the results arrived at by our ex-

amination would be equally accounted for on the hypothesis

that the whole of St. Matthew and St. Luke existed previously

to St. Mark, and that he compiled his Gospel from them^,

* Such was Griesbach's view, and he has been followed by many others. The

chief argument for this view depends upon scune peculiar features of St. Mark's

language, and lies therefore beyond the limits of our present inquiry.
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adopting now the order of one, now the order of the

other. But the following* objections seem fatal to such a

view, (i) We cannot reasonably account for the remarkable

omissions which St. Mark must continually have made, such

as of the Birth and Childhood of our Lord^ the details of the

Temptation, the Sermon on the Mount, the full ministerial

directions to the Apostles or the Seventy, and above all the

accounts of our Lord's appearances after His Besurrection.

All these are topics which would have become of increasing

interest and importance as the Church grew ; and it is ex-

tremely unlikely that we should find them in the earlier

Gospels, and not in the later. (2) It is almost impossible

to suggest any method by which St. Mark could have made

his selections. (3) This view would not account for the

order of St. Mark in several passages, especially in section ^,

and would certainly not explain how it is that the

parallels with St. Matthew and St. Luke so frequently over-

lap. (4) Lastly, this view leads us into greater difficulties

than those which it proposes to solve. The relations between

St. Matthew and St. Luke, which the views argued out in

this paper at least partially explain, become an almost

hopeless enigma, at which we can only guess. We seem

therefore forced to adopt the opposite alternative, viz. that

St. Matthew and St. Luke both made use of a Gospel very

nearly agreeing with our present St. Mark in its subject-

matter and the order of its contents. That agreement of order,

let it be carefully noticed, is not limited to the larger episodes

of our Lord's life, but generally extends to single incidents,

and frequently even to more minute details. Our argu-

ments have not proved either that this primary Gospel was

verbally identical with our St. Mark, or that it was neces-

sarily even written. But they certainly prove that it was

a definite whole, as distinct from merely a collection of in-

cidents in a recognized order, and give very good ground for

supposing that it was regarded as an authorized account, so

to speak, of our Lord's ministry. We will in future call this

r %
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primary Gospel the Marcan tradition \ for want of a better

phrase, which will not prejudg-e questions which have not yet

been discussed.

It will now be our object to consider the relation which

each of our three Synoptical Gospels bears to this original

Gospel, confining our attention as before to portions of

evangelical matter (not necessarily separate incidents) and

their order, and not considering the minuter details or phra-

seology.

It is obvious at a glance that St. Matthew and St. Luke

must have compiled their Gospels from other sources in addi-

tion to the Marcan tradition. Some of the passages so de-

rived are peculiar to each Gospel, others are more or less

parallel ;
but we find no positive proof of the existence of

any one single body of narrative at all comparable with the

Marcan tradition in point of size and completeness. The

difference of order, and in many cases the striking dissim-

ilarities even in matters of fact, w^ould seem rather to point to

several distinct sources, and often to only an indirect connexion

with them. Now it is obvious that the incorporation of fresh

matter would be likely to modify in some degree the form and

language of tlie new Gospel. And this is what we actually

find. The marvel is indeed that these evangelists should have

left so much of the earlier Gospel which they incorporated,

in its original form and order.

We may at this stage take St. Mark's Gospel provisionally

as representing very nearly the Marcan tradition, and com-

pare it severally with the two other Synoptics. If we can

thus explain their method of composition, it will add very

strong additional proof of the close similarity between St.

Mark and this primitive Gospel, and go some way even to-

wards proving their identity.

To begin with St. Matthew. If we divide the part of the

* The phrase
*

triple tradition' ia an unsatisfactory title for what in several

places has been preserved by only two evangelists, and sometimes perhaps by

only one.
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Gospel with which we are concerned into three sections, (a)

chaps, iii-^di, {Jj) chaps, viii-xiii, and (e) chaps, xiv-xxviii. 8, we

!'::i: ^
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Marcan tradition by St. Matthew and the principles or

reasons which governed that treatment. The fii-st is that

with which we are now directly concerned, and is capable, as

I hope to show, of definite demonstration : the latter belong-s

more to the special history of St. Matthew's Gospel. Our

ol>ject is to prove that St. Matthew shows acquaintance with

the corresponding" portion of the Marcan Gospel in the Marcan

order, and we can hardly more satisfactorily prove this than

by showing that (supposing the Marcan tradition to have

existed, for believing which we have already given good

grounds) he has actually treated this in a certain way. Now
if we omit from our consideration x. 15-xi, to which there

is no parallel in St. Mark, we shall find that the portions

before and after this, (a) viii-x. 14 and
(/3) xii. and xiii,

form, in their relation to St. Mark, distinctly characterised

sections. The second agrees relatively with St. Mark through-

out, except that it omits the portions which have already

occuiTcd in a, whereas a itself differs considerably from the

relative Marcan order. And yet even in this section the

variations are only three in number ^. In the first place St.

Matthew displaced the list of the Twelve (Mark iii. 14-19 a)

from just before the Sermon on the Mount to x. 2-4, inserting

it just before the special address to the Twelve. This change
of arrangement is easily explained. The new position is

extremely suitable, whereas the list would have come in

awkwardly after the description of the gathering together of

the multitude (Matt. iv. 24, 25), intended evidently as an intro-

duction to the Sermon which, according to St. Matthew,
was mainly addressed to the collected crowds (see vii. 28, 29).

The difference of the phrase with which the list is introduced

in X. 2,
' now the names of the twelve apostles are these,' as

compared with Mark iii. 14, 'and he ordained twelve,' shows

that St. Matthew did not intend his readers to suppose that

* Matt. ix. 32-34 is not the real parallel to Mark iii. 22, and Matt. ix.

27-30 is not parallel to Mark viii. 22-26, but the true parallels to these are

Matt. xii. 24, and in a certain sense Matt. xv. 30, 31 (see above, p. 63;.
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the Apostles were then first appointed. The second and third

deviations from the Marcan order were made by taking out

Mark 1 40-ii. 22, and placing the first part of it, the account

of the leper, Mark i. 40-44, immediately after the Sermon on

the Mount, as Matt. viii. 1-4, and the last part of it, Mark ii.

1-22, beginning with the account of the paralytic, immediately

after the incident of the Gadarene demoniac, as ix. i b-17.

Even here the order of the three incidents comprising Mark

ii. 1-22 is preserved, and throughout a there is far more

agreement than disagreement with the Marcan order. Whether

these three displacements are due to the influence of some

other evangelical fragment or tradition, or in some way to

this double revision, if we may call it so, of Mark l 29-vi. 11,

must be more or less a matter of conjecture ^. But we have

still to consider the general principle according to which this

double revision was made. We cannot, as is often done, regard

Matt, viii-xiii as simply a collection of miracles followed by a

collection of our Lord's teachings, because a contains in ix.

9-17 two separate teachings, and another in ix. ^^-x. 14, the

Mission of the Twelve (which comparison with the Marcan

order, Mark vi. 6 b-i i, compels us to place in a), and (3 contains

one miracle. Matt. xii. 9-14 || Mark iii. 1-6. The true explana-

tion seems to be that St. Matthew in writing viii-x. 14 was

influenced partly indeed by the desire to group the miracles

together, but partly also by the order and contents of the

Marcan tradition upon which his Gospel was based. Having

on this principle made selections from the Marcan tradition

up to and including the Mission of the Twelve, and added a

new portion, x. 15-xi. 30, from other sources, he again revised

this portion of St. Mark, introducing in its proper order almost

everything which he had previously omitted^. The import-

* The presence of the doublets, Matt. ix. 32-34 (cf. Matt. xii. 22-24), ^^'^

35 (cf. Matt. iv. 23), give some ground to the first of these possibilities.

" The final omissions are : Mark i. 35-39 and 45, which of necessity dropped

out through the rearrangement; Mark iv. 21-25, comprising short sayings

which have their parallels in other parts of St. Matthew (viz. v. 14-16, x. 26,

xi. 15, vii. 2, and xiii. 12) ;
and Mark iv. 26-29 (the parable of the seed
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ance of this modification of the theory of a collection of

miracles followed by a collection of teachings, is the strong

evidence it furnishes for the pre-existence of the Marcan order

throughout. If the other view were absolutely correct, St,

Matthew and St. Mark might have independently borrowed

from two prevdous collections of miracles and teachings. It

will have been seen that the argument hinges upon the

position of the Mission to the Twelve, which is in its Marcan

order if placed, as we have placed it, at the end of a, but out

of its Marcan order if placed at the beginning of /3, as the

other view requires.

If we now apply the same test to St. Luke, we shall get

results of a similar kind. We shall again find it convenient

to divide the parts of the Gospel with which we are concerned

into three sections, (a) iii. 2 b-ix. 50; {h) ix. 51-xviii. 14;

(c) xviii. 15-xxiv. 9 a. In d! St. Luke has, with one or two

trifling exceptions, followed the relative order of the corres-

ponding section of St. Mark. The exceptions are Luke vi.

17 b-19, which should, according to the position of the parallel

Mark iii. ']-\o, have followed the healing of the man with

the withered hand, vi. 6-1 1, and viii. 19-21, which according

to Mark iii. 31-35 should have come before viii. 4-18. The

omissions from St. Mark in this section of St. Luke are very

considerable. Besides three, to which parallels occur in the

second section, and which may on that account have been

omitted in this (viz. Mark iii. 22-27 1| Luke xi. 15-22, Mark

iii. 28-30 II Luke xii, 10, Mark iv. 30-32 || Luke xiii. 18, 19),

we find the following omissions: (i) Mark i. 14 b-20; (2) iii.

9-12 ; (3) iii. 19 b-2i ; (4) iv. i a
; (5) iv. 26-29 ; (6) iv.

-i,^-

34 ; (7) vi. 1-6
; (8) vi. 17-29 ; (9) vi. 45-viii. 26

; (10) viii.

32, ^?i\ (11) ix. 11-13; (12) ix. 15, 16, 21-24, 26-29;

(13) ix. 33 a. Of these, 3, 4, 6 and 13 are notes or notices

which would all, except the last, naturally fall out by the re-

arrangement which occurs just in these places. This may also

growing secretly), for which is substituted the more striking parable of the

tares in Matt. xiii. 24-30.
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be tlie cause of the omission of 1 and 5 (the parable of the

seed growing" secretly). The omissions in la are, with the

exception of ix. a 8, minute descriptions of a kind specially cha-

racteristic of St. Mark's Gospel, i (the appointment of the first

four Apostles) and 7 were probably considered too much like

other incidents recorded in St. Luke (see v. i-i i, iv. 16-30)
^ to

admit of repetition. The same principle may ultimately ac-

count for the great omission of 9. The omission of the feeding

of the 4000, as being too much like that of the 50°°^ made it

convenient (in a Gospel which was probably a selection from a

large mass of material) to leave out what came between the

two similar miracles, and necessitated the omission of Mark

viii. 13-21, the point of which incident is the reference to

the two miracles in vv. 1 9 and 20. The eleventh and twelfth

verses were naturally omitted, as parallels occurred in section

h (Luke xi. 16, 29). The stern rebuke of a great apostle in

10 was very possibly thought likely to give offence. Probably

a similar cause contributed, in addition to that suggested

above, to the omission of 3. The intention of seizing our

Lord under the impression that he was suffering from religious

mania, and that too by those who afterwards held, some of

them, distinguished positions in the Church, was a subject

which would have been obviously distasteful to the early

Christian teachers. The two remaining omissions in this

section of St. Luke, 8 and 1 1, are accounted for by Dr. Abbott ^,

as originating from a desire to subordinate St. John the

Baptist to our Lord
;
but part of the first had already been

anticipated in iii. 19, 20, and the latter may probably have

been omitted, as being of little importance to St. Luke's

Gentile readers.

Between the first and second sections there are three

omissions of what does not occur elsewhere in St. Luke,

viz. of Mark ix. 41, 43-49, and x. i-ii. Of these the first

^
Cp. especially iv. 22-24 with Mark vi. 3, 4. There are several omissions

from apparently the same cause in section c, and they are much too frequent

to be accounted for by coincidence.
* Article '

Gospels
'

in Encyclo^cedia Britannica, 9th edition.
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two are probably due to the rearrangement of this part of the

Gospel, the third was probably made because the saying- in

X. 12, which forms the pith of that discourse, occurs among
a collection of sayings in Luke xvi. i8.

In c the relative order of St. Mark is again practically

preserved. The rather frequent, but for our present inquiry

unimportant, transpositions which occur, especially in chap-

ters xxii. and xxiii, have already been noticed. Several

Marcan passages appear to have been omitted, because in-

cidents like them are related elsewhere. This seems to be

the principle of almost all the omissions in this section.

Thus we find omitted the cursing of the fig-tree (Mark xi.

12-14, 19-21), presumably because of the parable of the

fig-tree (Luke xiii. 6-9)
^

;
the anointing of our Lord in the

house of Simon the Leper (Mark xiv. 3-9), because of the

anointing in the house of Simon the Pharisee (Luke vii. 36-

50) ;
and the mocking of our Lord before Pilate (Mark xv.

16-20 a), because of the mocking before Herod (Luke xxiii.

11). In Mark x. 41-45, xi. 22-24, xii. 28 b-34 a, xiii.

21-23, the parallelism with Luke xxii. 24-27, xvii. 6, x.

25-28, xvii. 21-23, is closer, and would obviously account

for the omission of these passages in their Marcan context,

but not close enough to warrant us in supposing that St.

Luke obtained his parallels directly from the Marcan tra-

dition. The omission of Mark x. 41-45 involved the omis-

sion of vv. 35-40, which supplied the motive of the discourse.

Excepting Mark xiv. 51 j 52 (for which see below, p. 91),

the only other omissions from St. Mark in section c, longer

than a single verse, are xii. 32-34 a, xiv.
'3,'^^ 34, 38 b-42,

56-61 a, XV. 4-5, 34-36, which are probably due to the re-

arrangement of details (not of separate events), and the in-

troduction of fresh matter which chai'acterizes chapters xxii.

and xxiii. of St. Luke.

We have now to deal with the middle section h of St.

* There is a curious but indirect trace of the former in Luke xvii. 6
;

cf.

Mark xi. 23, Matt. x.>wi. 21.
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:;lear that this section cuts into

•as the sections before and after
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a doublet of viii. i6 || Mark iv. 21, Luke xii. 2 of viii. 17 H Mark

iv. 32, Luke xii. 9 of ix. 26 ||
Mark viii. 38, Luke xii. 1 1, 12 of

xxi. 12-15 II Markxiii. 9-1 1, Luke xii. 40 ofxxi. 34-36 || Mark

xiii. 33, Luke xiv. 27 of ix. 23 || Mark viii. 34. Less obvious

doubletsare Luke x. 1-17, cf. ix. 1-6 || Mark vi. 7-13
^

;
Luke

xi. ^'>f^ 54, cf. XX. 20 II Mark xii. 13; Luke xvii. 20-37, cf.

xxi. 5-36 II Mark xiii^.
(3).

In other cases the parallelism with

St. Mark is not close enough to warrant us in supposing that

the passages were directly derived from the Marcan tradition,

e.g. cf. Luke ix. 51 with Mark x. 32, Luke xi. 38-44 with

Mark vii. 2-9, Luke xii. i with Mark viii. 15, Luke xii. 50

with Mark x. 38, Luke xiii. 22 a with Mark vi. 6 b.

(4) Several passages, most of them short sayings of our Lord,

though in language sometimes closer to St. Mark than to

St. Matthew, yet agree with the latter and not St. Mark in

context, and should be referred for their origin not to the

Marcan tradition, but either to St. Matthew or the sources

of St. Matthew. These are Luke xiii. 18, 19, cf. Mark iv.

30-32 and Matt. xiii. 31, 32 ;
Luke xiv. 34, cf. Mark ix. 50 a

and Matt. v. 13 a
;
Luke xvi. 18 a, cf. Mark x. 11 and Matt. v.

32 a ^
;
Luke xvii. 2, cf. Mark ix. 42 and Matt, xviii. 6. Thus

the verses following the first three and preceding the last

of these Lucan passages
— Luke xiii. 20, xiv. '>^% xvi.

18b, xvii. I*—are parallel to Matt. xiii. 33, v. 13b, v.

32 b, xviii. 7, but have no parallels in St. Mark. (5) Two

other sayings of our Lord, Luke xii. 10 (cf Mark iii. 28, 29

and Matt. xii. 31, 32) and Luke xiii. 30 (cf. Mark x. 31 and

Matt. xix. 30), have no contextual parallelism in either St.

Matthew or St. Mark. But the first agrees much more

closely in language with St. Matthew than St. Mark
;
and

the second, though differing very much from both, agrees with

* See below, pp. 86, 87.
^ See below, pp. 88-91.

' It is a significant fact that Matt. xix. 9, which is the true contextual parallel

to Mark x. 11, is, but for the qualifying addition d fif/ inl iropvda, in almost

verbal agreement with it, whereas Matt. v. 32 a differs considerably.
* In Luke xvii. I, 2 there is a characteristic transposition of verses, but

these are so common in this Gospel that it does not seriously affect the

argument.
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St. Matthew in the only point in which the latter differs from

St. Mark, viz. the omission of 01 before the second tcryjxroi.

We have still to consider two important passages in section

h, where the parallelism with St. Mark extends for several

consecutive verses, St. Luke x. 25-27 and xi. 14-33. The

first is the episode of the lawyer, and is to some extent

parallel to Mark xii. 28-31 and Matt. xxii. 35-39. Here we

may notice, (
1
)
that the incident in St. Luke differs in almost

every detail ^ from St. Mark, and was derived almost certainly

from a different form of narrative
; (2) that in all three Gospels

we have two similar incidents recorded, or possibly two

accounts of one incident. The first is contained in Matt. xix.

16-22, Mark x. 17-22, Luke xviii. 18-23. And here the

three Gospels agree in context, and pretty closely in lan-

guage and details. The other is Matt, xxii, 34-40, Mark

xii. 28-34, cf. Luke x. 25-28. In this case St. Matthew and

St. Mark agree in context, though with a serious difference

of motive
; St. Luke has no narrative of the kind in its

Marcan order, and that under consideration has all the appear-

ance of a combination of the two incidents ^, and in the parts

parallel to Matt. xxii. and Mark xii, resembles St. Matthew

much more closely than St. Mark. It is not, therefore,

at all probable that St. Luke obtained it from the Marcan

tradition. The discourse about Beelzebub, Luke xi. 14-23,

which is parallel to Matt. xii. 22-32, Mark iii. 20 b-30, pre-

sents at first sight a serious difficulty; but even here there

are good grounds for thinking that it was not directly derived

from the Marcan tradition, (i) It has a certain contextual

parallelism with St. Matthew, Matt. xii. 38-42 being parallel

to Luke xi. 29-32, and Matt. xii. 43-45 to Luke xi. 24-26 ^

^
Except the words 'thou shalt L^ve,' etc., quoted from Deut. vi. 5, and even

these are by St. Luke ascribed to the lawyer instead of our Lord, and the

quotation resembles St. Matthew much more closely than St. Mark.
^ The question of the lawyer in Luke x. 25 is word for word the same as

that of the ruler in Luke xviii. 18 b, and our Lord's answer has the same

general bearing. Such a combination is most naturally explained by the influ-

ence of oral tradition.

^
According to St. Matthew this should have followed xi. 29-32, but such
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(2) Contrary to what we usually find, the language of St. Luke

throughout this incident is remarkably similar to that of St.

Matthew ^, and differs very considerably from that of St. Mark.

(3) We find traces in this chapter of St. Luke, and partially

also in St. Matthew, of a portion of evangelical history differ-

ing very widely in detail, but having a general parallelism

with the Marcan tradition, appearing therefore to be related

to it, so to speak, but not derived from it. At any rate the

reference to the Virgin Mother, and the lesson drawn from it

in Luke xi. 27-28, bear some resemblance to the interruption

of our Lord by His Mother and brethren, and a similar lesson

drawn from that in Mark iii. 31-35. It is to be noticed that

these quasi-parallels agree in position. Here St. Matthew

agrees with St. Mark, the true parallel in St. Luke having

been anticipated in viii. 19-21. It seems therefore probable

that St. Luke derived his account of the Beelzebub discourse

from a non-Marcan source, which partly influenced St.

Matthew. The motive with which the discourse is intro-

duced by St. Matthew (xii. 22) and St. Luke (xi. 14) was in

all probability derived from the same source. The existence

of other forms so beginning is confirmed by the abridged

doublet in Matt. ix. 32-34.

Our investigations have now included all the passages in

the middle section of St. Luke which have any parallel to St.

Mark. It will have been seen that every one of them has

also a parallel in St. Matthew, and that a closer one, especially

in the matter of setting or context. We do not argue there-

fore that they were taken from St. Matthew, at least directly ;

but only that they were not taken from the Marcan tradition.

The results of our inquiry then into the relation between St.

Luke's Gospel and the Marcan tradition are briefly these :

that sections a and c were evidently derived from that

source, and that h almost certainly was not.

transpositions are so common in St. Luke that it cannot be considered a

serious objection.
*
Except in vv. 21, 22, where it is singularly unlike both St. Matthew and

St. Mark, which are in this passage nearly agreed.
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We now come to a far more difficult subject, the relation of

St. Mark's Gospel itself, as we now have it, to the Marcan

tradition. The difficulty of the problem is seen from the

fact that those critics who agree in connecting* the original

Gospel with St. Mark, differ very widely in their view of the

character and range of this original Gospel, or Ur-Marcus as it

is frequently called. Some, as Dr. Abbott, would admit only

a very small fraction of St. Mark as the original nucleus.

Others, as Dr. Holtzmann, consider that the original Gospel

was considerably larger than our present St. Mark^. He
would include in it the shorter form of the Sermon on the

Mount, nearly as in St. Luke vi. 20-49, the healing of the

centurion's servant, two of our Lord's appearances after the

Resurrection, as in St. Matthew, and even the pericojpe

aduUerae. But our inquiry has already very much reduced

these limits. Our principle has been to seek for the original

source not merely in passages where the three agree, nor

necessarily where two of them agree, but where there is also

an agreement of order or context. This rests on the presump-

tion, reasonable in itself, that the evangelists would probably

keep to the order of what they were copying, unless for a

purpose, and our examination has shown that they certainly

generally did so. Dr. Abbott's view, which accepts as the

original tradition only what is verbally common to all three,

assumes, on the other hand, that each of the three would

necessarily have incorporated the whole of the original tradi-

tion. We shall see that views like Dr. Holtzmann's are

equally at variance with our principle in the opposite direc-

tion. We have already proved that the Marcan tradition,

as far as matter and order are concerned, is very nearly

identical with our St. Mark. We will now see whether,

judging by comparative order, we find any evidence that St.

Mark altered the form of the original tradition, whether by

(1) transpositions, (a) omissions, or (3) additions, remembering

that at present we are not concerned with the more minute de-

tails and phraseology, which are beyond the limits of this essay.

' Such are the views expressed in his earlier work. See, however, p. 94.
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(i) That St. Mark did not make any serious transpositions

has been indirectly shown at almost every stage of the pre-

vious inquiry. (2) We have next to ask whether he omitted

anything from the Marcan tradition, {a) We cannot possibly

prove that he omitted passages which are not contained in

St. Matthew or St. Luke, such as the pericope adulierae.

Indeed, the fact that this was probably found in the Gospel

of the Hebrews, though perhaps in another form ^, seems to

raise a positive presumption against it. {V) Nor can we

prove that St. Mark omitted passages which are only sup-

ported by one of the other evangelists, such as the incident

of the tribute money (Matt. xvii. 24 b-27), or that of Zac-

chaeus (Luke xix. i-io). Our principle raises a positive

argument against the originality of any such passage, where

the Gospel which agrees with St. Mark in omitting it, agrees

also in a parallel continuity of context
;
or where the Gospel

which presumably inserts it agrees otherwise in context with

St. Mark. Thus the parable of the two sons, Matt. xxi. 28-

32, is on both these grounds proved to be an insertion. It

breaks the continuity of the Marcan tradition, 23-27 being

parallel to Mark xi. 27-33, ^^^ 33~42 being parallel to Mark

xii. i-ii
;
while on the other hand Mark xi, 27-xii. 11 is

continuously parallel to Luke xx. 1-17. On the same prin-

ciple a passage is proved to be an insertion, if it occurs in

a context which has no agreement with the Marcan order.

We must thus exclude from the Marcan tradition the parables

of the prodigal son, &c., in Luke xv. ii-xvi, the context

before and after having no parallel in St. Mark. This prin-

ciple thus applied will be found on examination to exclude all

the peculiar passages of St. Luke, and by far the most of St.

Matthew. On the same grounds we must admit that Dr.

Holtzmann's hypothesis
^ that the Ur-3Iarcus originally ended

like St. Matthew, is at least not proven. But this case is

quite exceptional. We cannot compare the end of St, Mark

with St. Matthew, because it is almost certain that we have

not got the end of St, Mark. In the first place, it is ex-

1 See Euseb, Eccl. Hid. iii. 39.
' See p. 94.
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tremely unlikely that the Gospel should have ended so

abruptly with the words ' for they were afraid
'

(e0o/3oui;ro

yap) ;
in the second, it may be almost proved not to have so

ended on our principle, for both St. Matthew and St. Luke

continue the episode of the visit of the women to the tomb

with their announcement of our Lord's Resurrection ; or, to

be perfectly accurate, it is implied in St. Matthew (xxviii.

8
b), definitely stated in St. Luke (xxiv. 9-1 1). And if so,

how did the Marcan tradition end ? In favour of Dr. Holtz-

mann's view, we have the fact that the language in the last

episode of St. Mark (xvi. 1-8) agrees much more closely with

St. Matthew than with St. Luke. On the other hand, it is

remarkable that St. Luke should have omitted so much in a

part of his Gospel which generally agrees with the Marcan

tradition. It may be owing to that principle of selection,

which clearly influenced his Gospel throughout, that he

wished to give a few very remarkable appearances of our

Lord, and preferred those which he actually gives. In want

of further evidence we must leave the question undecided,

(c) Even where a passage not contained in St. Mark is found

in both St. Matthew and St. Luke, this will not of itself

prove that it occurred in the Marcan tradition, unless it can

be further shown that it stands in the two Gospels in a

parallel sequence of narrative
;

but this parallel sequence

must go backwards or forwards to a point where they both

agreed with St. Mark. For example, it is argued by Dr.

Holtzmann^ that the miracle of the centurion's servant was

part of the Ur-Marcus, on the ground that both St, Matthew

and St. Luke agree in placing it shortly after the Sermon on

the Mount. This agreement, though by no means exact,

would go some way to proving his point, if it could be

proved that the Sermon itself was part of the Marcan tra-

dition. Dr. Holtzmann argues that it was so in its shorter

Jjucan form^, (a) from the great similarity of arrangement
^ See p. 94.
"
Excepting Luke vi. 38 a, 39, 40, 45, which do not occur in St. Matthew,

at least in this connexion, but including 24-26. But see p. 94.

VOL. II. G
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and language in the parts common to St. Matthew and St.

Luke
; (^) from the similarity of its setting in the two

Gospels. They both relate the ascent to a mountain and

the choosing of certain Apostles before the Sermon, and

add soon after it the miracle of the centurion's servant.

But on the first head we may observe, that we still have to

explain the very remarkable discrepancy between the two

accounts in the first section of the discourse, and on the

second that there are serious disagreements on each of the

three points raised by Dr. Holtzmann. In St. Luke the

Sermon is most explicitly separated from the ascent to

the mountain in vi. 12; in St. Matthew the names of the

twelve Apostles are omitted, and the appointment of the four

Apostles is not directly connected with the Sermon, and the

miracle of the centurion's servant is separated from the Ser-

mon both by vii. a8 b, 39, and by the healing of the leper,

viii. 1-4. These, taken together, are certainly greater dis-

crepancies that we usually find between St. Matthew and

St. Luke, where both correspond with St. Mark. But a

careful examination of the contexts as compared with St.

Mai'k, shows Dr. Holtzmann's view to be still more im-

probable, if not wholly untenable. In both St. Matthew and

St. Luke the Sermon is prefaced by a description of the

assembling of the multitude from different regions, Judaea,

Jerusalem, &c., Matt. iv. 35 II Luke vi. 17 b. This occurs in

St. Mark neither after i. 21, which would have agreed with

its position in St. Matthew, nor after iii. 19 a, which would

have agreed with that in St. Luke, but in iii. 8. In St.

Mark the object of the gathering is the healing, which is

described in vv. lo-ia, just before the ascent to the moun-

tain. St. Matthew mentions the healing, but places it just

before the gathering of the multitudes, and so connects the

latter directly with the Sermon. St. Luke puts the heaKng
after the gathering, as in St. Mark, but has, instead of the

words ' when they heard what great things He did
'

{a.KovovT^'i

oaa iiToiel), 'to hear Him' [anovarai. avrov). Neither mention
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the actual or contemplated withdrawal from the crowd into a

ship in Mark iii. 9. The most simple explanation of all this

is that both St. Matthew and St. Luke, each in his own way,
modified the account of St. Mark, in order to introduce the

Sermon on the Mount. That St. Luke altered the original

position of the gathering- is placed almost beyond a doubt by
the fact that its position in St. Mark is confirmed by the

doublet Matt. xii. 1 5, which occurs in the consecutive parallel

to this part of St. Mark. What Dr. Holtzmann's argu-

ments do really go to prove is that the Sermon in St.

Matthew and St. Luke does come from some common source,

and that covering more gi'ound than the Sermon itself; but

that alone is no ground for assuming that it was taken from

the Ur-Marcus ^.

We have now to consider a number of passages in which

we do find a continuance of parallelism between St. Matthew

and St. Luke beyond St. Mark, and which at first sight

would seem therefore to be original elements of the Marcan

tradition, omitted by that evangelist. Deferring for the pre-

sent the consideration of those which occur in the missionary

and eschatological discourses in Matt, x., xxiv. and xxv., the

only remaining instances of any importance are (i) Matt. iii.

7-10, 12 II Luke iii. 7-9, 17 ; (3) Matt. iv. 3-10 || Luke iv.

3-12 ; (3) Matt. V. 13 b || Luke xiv. ^S '> (4) Matt. xii. 37, 28,

30, 38-42, 43-45 II Luke xi. 19, 20, 23, 29-32 2, 24-26
2

; (5)

Matt. xiii.
'^'^ \\ Luke xiii. 20, 21, and perhaps we should add

(6) Matt, xviii. 7 || Luke xvii. i 2.

Now it will be observed that in all except the first two of

these passages, the Lucan parallel occurs in the middle

section of that Gospel. That fact alone, if our former reason-

ing about that section is correct, makes it almost certain that

* The argument of Ewald, which Dr. Holtzmann repeats, that there appears
to be a break in Mark iii. 19, proves nothing. There are many apparent
breaks in St. Mark, as e. g. after ver. 12 of this very chapter, and they belong to

an earlier question, the origin of the Marcan tradition itself.

* The characteristic transpositions in these passages have already been

noticed. Thus Matt, xviii. 6, not 8, is parallel to Luke xvii. 2.

G 2
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St. Luke did not derive them from the Marcan tradition, but

from some other forms of the same incidents or discoui'ses.

It seems also likely that St. Matthew either derived or

adapted them from the same source, while he continued to

place them in the original position of similar passages in the

Marcan tradition. We have already shown ^ that this is

probably the true account of the variations in 4, the Beelzebub

discourse. It is obvious that he would have preferred a form

of the discourse which contained a reference to the Jewish

exorcists (xii. 27). St. Luke would, for the opposite reason,

have preferred St. Mark's account. That he did not adopt it

was probably because he found it in the other form in the

sources from which he derived this section of the Gospel. In

the case of 5 it is quite possible that St. Mark may have

contented himself with the general statement in iv.
'^^'^^

that

our Lord '

spake with many such parables,' and omitted this

particular parable. On the other hand, it is at least as likely

that St. Matthew and St. Luke took it from some list of

parables, in which the parable of the leaven, from the simi-

larity of its teaching, naturally followed that of the mustard

peed ; or, for the same reason, the two parables may have been

frequently associated in the oral teaching of the Church.

In 3 and 6 the differences between St. Matthew and St.

Luke are greater than they usually are in passages where both

have parallels in St. Mark. The resemblances are just

enough to show that they have a common origin and no more.

Besides, that the first occurs in St. Matthew in the inserted

Sermon on the Mount is in itself all but a proof that it was

not derived from the Marcan tradition. In the account of 2,

the Temptation, the difficulties are so great that it seems

almost impossible to offer anything but a conjectural solution

of the problem. It is important to notice at the outset that

the account in St. Mark has distinct features of its own, which

mark it as an independent, and not an abridged version of

the narrative. The mention of the wild animals and the

*
Pp- 77. 78.
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continued Temptation (mentioned but not emphasized by St.

Luke, and omitted altogether by St. Matthew), in contrast

to what appears to be the continued ministry
^ of angels, forms

a graphic and striking picture, all the more vivid from its

brevity. On the other hand, the three specific temptations,

corresponding to the three-fold temptation of Eve (Gen.

iii. 6
;

cf. I John ii. 16), the forty days' fast, like those of

Moses and Elijah, the angelic ministry at the close of the

final triumph over the Tempter, all of which we find in St.

Matthew and the first two in St. Luke, are just the sort of

features which would have been insisted upon when our Lord's

Temptation became the ground of homiletic discourse. The

mention of the wild animals might easily have fallen out, as

the preachers preferred to dwell on the spiritual rather than

the natural horrors of the scene. On the other hand, it is

very diflScult to account for the omission by St. Mark of the

details supplied by the other Synoptists, especially the fasting,

if he had found them in the original source. The retention

of the imperfect hir\K6vovv by St. Matthew with a slightly

diflferent force, and perhaps a difierent meaning ^, is certainly

very remarkable, and is a good illustration of the conservative

spirit with which he usually treated the Marcan tradition.

In I, the account of St. John the Baptist, the continual

parallelisms in St. Matthew and St. Luke are certainly very

remarkable ; and it is difficult to see any other solution, ex-

cept that St. Mark has omitted these verses from the Marcan

tradition. The case is unlike all the others in these respects :

(a) The language of St. Matthew and St. Luke in these

verses is remarkably close, and the few differences look like

characteristic alterations of St. Luke, (b) The context of all

the evangelists, both before and after, agrees, except for the

peculiar passages introduced by St. Luke, iii. 10-14, and 18-

^ Dr. Westcott {Study of the Gospels, ch. vi. § iii)
notices the force of the

imperfect SitjkSvovv in Mark i. 13.

=* In St. Matthew the word seems to refer, as generally in the New Testa-

ment, to ministering to our Lord's bodily wants. In St. Mark, where there is

no mention of the fast, it seems to have a more spiritual meaning.
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20, (c) Except for the passages which are under discussion,

and the words koX TTvpi, just before Matt. iii. 12, and evidently

connected with it, there are in the whole account of the

Baptist very few expressions^ common to St. Matthew and

St. Luke against St. Mark. It is not likely therefore that

the agreement of St. Matthew and St. Luke in the verses

omitted by St. Mark is to be explained by the influence of

an independent source. There seems then a strong proba-

bility that here at least our St. Mark has omitted some verses

from the original source, possibly as being not suited to his

Gentile readers.

We have still to consider two examples of continued paral-

lelism in St. Matthew and St. Luke against St. Mark of a

somewhat different kind, viz. those in the missionary and

eschatological discourses, such as Matt. x. 12, 13 || Luke x.

5, 6, and Matt. xxiv. 27 |1 Luke xvii. 24. These two dis-

courses, or pairs of discourses, present remarkably similar

features, and the explanation in one case is pretty likely to

be in principle the explanation of the other, (i) We have at

least two of each of these discourses in St. Luke, only one of

each in both St. Matthew and St. Mark. (2) In both cases

St. Matthew, in his form of the discourse, includes a con-

siderable quantity of matter which is not in St. Mark, but

is found in those forms in St. Luke's Gospel which do not in

point of order and general contents form the true parallels to

St. Matthew and St. Mark.

The missionary discourses are in Matt, x., Mark vi. 7-1 1,

Luke (a) ix. 1-5, (0) x. 1-16. Here we find that St.

Matthew's account, as far as ver. 16 inclusive, dijffers from

St. Mark by the insertion of 2-4, 5 b-6, 7-8, i o b, 1 2-1 3, 15
^-

1 6. Of these passages the first (the list of the Twelve) has been

already discussed ^, the second (the direction to go to Jews

only) is obviously an insertion, exactly suited to the character

^ The only one of the slightest importance is qvft^x^V'^^*' (Matt.), dvKuxOrjvai

(Luke), for the very singular expression axiC^fJ^ifovs in Mark i. lo.
* The corresponding Mark xi. b is omitted by the best authorities.
'
Page 70.
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of St. Matthew's Gospel ;
the third has concise parallels in

St. Luke a and /3 (cf. Luke ix. 2, x. 9), and to a certain

extent also in Mark vi. 12, 13. The three last again have

parallels in Luke^ (cf. Luke x. 7 b, ^-6, 13-13). After ver. i5

St. Matthew has a number of sayings of our Lord, nearly all

of which occur elsewhere, and by far the majority of them in

the middle section of St. Luke's Gospel. The last verse but

two (40) corresponds again to the last verse of St. Luke /3 (x.

i6\ St. Luke a agrees very nearly with St. Mark, but omits

the injunctions to go two and two and to be shod with sandals

in Mark vi. 7-9. In St. Luke ^ we find, besides most of

what is parallel to St. Mark, and still more closely to Luke a

(though carefully expanded and somewhat rearranged), the

introduction of considerable additional matter, which, taken by

itself, forms a sufficiently clear and connected account, bearing

a general similarity to the other. We find the parallel to

St. Mark mostly in vv. 4, 5 a, 7-1 1, the supplementary account

mostly in vv. 1-3, 5 b, 6, 13, and 16^. In the first, 7bc-8

may fairly be regarded as a substitute for f/T/re aprov omitted

in 4, as also by St. Matthew (see below). Again, Luke x. 9

may be simply a paraphrase of Luke ix. i, 3, which is found

in Matt. x. 7, 8, and in Mark vi. I3, 13 is given not as a

charge, but as a statement of fact.

The following appears to be the most probable explanation

of this complicated problem. There seem to have been

originally two independent short accounts, the one describing

the Mission of the Twelve, the other the Mission of the

Seventy. The first of these is preserved, in its original form

in St. Mark and St. Luke a, and underlies St. Luke ^. The

first and second are found combined in St. Luke /3, whereas St.

Matthew appears to be a combination of St. Mark || St. Luke a,

with the already composite account of St. Luke /3. Other-

wise it is difficult to account for the insertions in Matt, x., to

which we find parallels only in St. Luke /3 ;
whereas their

»

13-15 (if not 12-15) either belongs to this supplementary account or is a

further insertion. Cf. Matt. xi. 21-23 (or 21-24).
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appearance in St. Luke /3 is quite intelligible, on the supposi-

tion that that is a combined account, of which one element no

longer exists separately. Of course it does not follow that

St. Matthew bon-owed directly from St. Luke /3 in the form

which we now find it in that Gospel, but more probably it was

from an earlier combined account, from which St. Luke himself

took it^. The discourses are just such as would have been

constantly repeated, and their close resemblance would have

made them specially liable to mixture.

That St. Matthew's account and St. Luke j3 are partially

derived from the same source is further confirmed by the fact

that immediately before the discourse St. Matthew inserted

ix. ^']^ 38, parallel to Luke x. 2 ;
and in the chapter fol-

lowing this discourse has inserted a long parallel to what

in St. Luke immediately follows it, Matt. xi. 20-27 || Luke x.

13-15, 21, 22. Probably in the original source of Luke /3

this discourse, or rather collection of sayings, followed directly,

as in St. Luke. Curiously enough, while St. Luke has retained

what is presumably the original order, he has made the last

part of these sayings refer to a different occasion by intro-

ducing the return of the Seventy, &c., in vv. 1 7-20.

The explanation just given of the history and mutual rela-

tion of the missionary discourses may not be correct in all its

details
;

but enough has been shown to establish, I think,

beyond reasonable doubt at least this, that we have in St.

Mark the original account of the Mission of the Twelve as

contained in the Marcan tradition, and that what is common to

St. Matthew and St. Luke beyond that, comes from some other

independent source.

The sections containing the chief eschatological discourse

are, Matt, xxiv., xxv. || Mark xiii. || Luke (a) xxi. ^-'3,6 ;
and

there are two others apparently in Luke (^) xvii. 20-37,

(y) xii. 35-48. We will first examine the earlier part of

* St. Luke /3 has quite the characteristic grace and flow of St. Luke's style.

And the omission of the directions (alluded to above) in Mark vi. 7, 9 a, in

St. Luke a, probably because they occurred in /3, seems to show that the com-

bination itself in the latter was not originally St. Luke's work.
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this discourse contained in Matt. xxiv. 1-36 [37-41] || Mark

xiii. 1-32 II Luke xxi. ^-'i,^. What strikes us most in this

part of St. Luke a, is the way in which the language of

St. Mark is modified or explained so as to refer more explicitly

to the taking of Jerusalem. Compare especially Mark xiii. 14

with Luke xxi. 20, Mark xiii. 19, 20 with Luke xxi. 33 b, 24.

Such modifications probably arose from the natural but un-

conscious tendency to substitute the current explanation for

the obscure words of Christ. The same cause probably

accounts both for the alteration of Mark xiii. 15 (cf. Luke

xxi. 21 b), and the omission of Mark xiii. 21-22. But the

fact that a parallel to the first, and part of the second, of these

passages occurred in St. Luke ^ (xvii. 31 and 23) made this

treatment of them in St. Luke a more natural.

In the corresponding part of St. Matthew's discourse we

have to notice, in the first place, three insertions of matter

peculiar in a certain sense to St. Matthew^, viz. xxiv. 11-12,

30 a, b, and ju.era o-aATriyyos (f)U)V7]s fxeydXrjs in ver. 31. The

first of these occurs in a passage (9-14) which is a free para-

phrase of Mark xiii. 9-13, all the more remarkable because

the language of St. Matthew in the early part of the dis-

course usually follows St. Mark very closely. But a much

closer parallel to this Marcan passage had already been inserted

by St. Matthew in the missionary discourse (x. 17-22). St.

Matthew has besides two insertions, vv. 27 and 28, which

correspond more or less closely with St. Luke xvii. 24

and 37. After 36 he makes a still more important insertion,

vv. 37-41, agreeing with Luke xvii. 26-30, 34, ^^. It is clear,

therefore, that St. Luke ^ will account both for the more im-

portant insertions of St. Matthew, and, to a certain extent, for

the omissions of St. Luke. St. Matthew has incorporated

into his narrative matter derived from an eschatological dis-

^ xxiv. 1 1 is a doublet of ver. 24, and 30 a, b of 30 c, influenced by 3 b. The

relation of the first and last of these insertions to 2 Thess. ii. 3-12 ||
i Thess.

iv. 16, I Cor. XV. 52, is too large a question to be discussed here. All that

need be said is that the resemblance of language is not close enough to prove

the prior existence of St. Matthew's discourse.
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course, of which we find part at least in St. Lnke ^ ;
and St.

Luke did not wish in a to repeat passages, or forms of passages,

less suited to this than to ^.

St. Luke ^ has, besides these parallels with St. Matthew

and a few peculiar expressions, two verses, xvii. 25, ^'i-'
which

have doublets occurring together in Luke ix. 22, 24, where in

language and context they are closely parallel to Matt. xvi.

21, 25 and Mark viii. 31, 'i,^.
But St. Luke's language in

xvii. 25, '>)'^
differs considerably, and is clearly not derived

from the same source. It is thus evident that St. Luke /3 has a

composite character, and is quite independent of the Marcan

tradition. We have every reason, therefore, for thinking

that so far the Marcan tradition has been preserved by St.

Mark. After Mark xiii. 32 the parallelism becomes very

curious and instructive. St, Mark has in xiii. 33-37 a triple

injunction to watchfulness, dy/^^;7T^•e^Te (ver, '3,'^, ypiryope'iTe

(ver. 35), and yp-qyopfire (ver. 37), in connexion with a single

short parable or trope illustrating the duty. St. Matthew has

in the place of this three parables, the faithful servant, the

ten virgins, and the talents (xxiv. 42-xxv. 30), which, taken

together, bear out every phrase of St. Mark. The first two de-

finitely teach the necessity of watchfulness, the injunctions to

this duty being repeated almost in St. Mark's language (Matt,

xxiv. 42, 43, XXV. 13) ;
the third, after beginning very much

in the language of St. Mark's parable, goes on to introduce

a distinctly different lesson, but yet one suggested by the

Marcan phrase, kKaari^ to tpyov avrov (Mark xiii. 34). In

St. Mark that phrase seems to refer to the division of the

household duties among the servants, which they were ex-

pected to be found faithfully carrying out when their lord

returned
;
whereas the main thought of the parable of the

talents is the duty of making the best use of God's gifts.

Now all these three parables of St. Matthew have parallels in

St. Luke in quite other connexions, and differing considerably

in form, ef. Matt. xxiv. 42-51 with Luke xii, 38-46, Matt. xxv.

j-3 with Luke xii, ^S~37i Matt. xxv. 14-30 with Luke
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xix. 13-27. St. Luke ends the eschatological discourse a in

xxi. 35 with a parallel to Mark xiii.
o^-^,

^. But Luke y not

only, as we have seen, contains parallels to the two first

parables of St. Matthew, but has in some points a striking

resemblance to Mark xiii. 2,^ (cf. especially Luke xii. 38), yet
not more than might reasonably be expected in two forms of

an original discourse preserved orally. The most probable

explanation of all this again seems to be, that St. Matthew

has incorporated into his discourse elements derived from

other sources preserved independently of the Marcan tradition.

St. Luke, on the other hand, seems in a to have omitted

parts of the Marcan tradition, from an unwillingness to

repeat what he had already said in other forms elsewhere.

It may here again be observed that the great difference

between the forms of the extra-Marean parallels in St. Matthew

and St. Luke is a strong proof in itself that they did not

derive them from the Marcan tradition.

We have already given reasons for thinking that St. Mark

did not transpose the original order of the Marcan tradition,

and also that he did not make any serious omissions, except

probably in the account of St. John the Baptist. It now

remains, lastly, to consider whether he added anything to this

original source. Now the portions of St. Mark's Gospel

without parallels in either St. Matthew or St. Luke are

singularly few, and most of them no larger than a single

verse, and frequently much less. They belong generally to

what may be called characteristic details, and are therefore

beyond the limits of our present inquiry. The most im-

portant of them is the incident of the man with the linen

cloth in Mark xiv. 51, 52.

Putting such passages on one side, we will examine all

others that are peculiar to St. Mark in their order. Mark

i. I proves nothing. If the original Gospel did not begin

here, some sort of heading must have been added ;
if it did,

^ Or it would perhaps be more correct to regard Luke xxi. 34-36 as a very

free and concise paraphrase of Mark xiii. 32-37.
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St. Matthew and St. Luke must equally have omitted it. It

seems hardly possible to explain the prophecy in Mark i. a b

as an insertion into the Marcan tradition, unless it be a very

early marginal gloss which has crept into the text of St.

Mark, but such conjectpres are extremely hazardous. On the

other hand, if it existed in the Marcan tradition, the neces-

sary reaiTangement of the opening verses, and the fact that

the prophecy is not from Isaiah but Malachi, would quite

account for its omission by St. Matthew and St. Luke. If

what was said above ^ about the Sermon on the Mount is

correct, the omission of Mark iii. 9 by St. Matthew and St.

Luke was almost necessitated by the rearrangement of the

context. Again, they very naturally omitted iii. 20, 21

when they supplied the motive of the discourse about Be-

elzebub from another source ^. And besides, the passage

might, as already suggested ^, have been the cause of offence
;

or, at any rate, it might seem awkwardly divided by the

discourse from Mark iii. 31. The omission of iv. 26-29

(the parable of the seed growing secretly) by St. Matthew is

probably to be explained, as already suggested, by the sub-

stitution of the somewhat similar, but more striking parable of

the tares, for which an opportunity was given by Mark iv.
'^'>,.

Mark vii. 2-4 is partly a motive for the following discourse,

partly an explanation of the Jewish custom of ceremonial

washings before eating. The latter might with equal prob-

ability have been added for Gentile readers, or omitted as

unnecessary for Jewish readers. But the further omission by

St. Matthew of the motive, seems to show that he made the

whole omission to connect the hostile attack of the Scribes

and Pharisees more closely with their mission from head-

quarters. Mark vii. 32-37 (the deaf and dumb man of

Decapolis) is, as the context before and after shows, really

parallel to Matt. xv. 30, 31, and this general statement of St.

Matthew may very probably be an abridgement of this miracle

and that of the blind man of Bethsaida in Mark viii. 22-26,

^ See p. 82.
* See above, pp. 77, 78.

' See p. 73.
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which is also omitted by St. Matthew. This last omission

may be partly also accounted for by the fact that he had

already related a somewhat similar miracle in ix. 27-31.

The originality of Mark ix. 48, 49, 50 b and xi. 35 (26 is

certainly spurious) may be open to question. These verses have

the appearance of being* detached sayings of our Lord pieced

together from a general resemblance of subject, rather than

parts of a connected discussion. For example, xi. 25 gives

us another duty connected with prayer which has no direct

connexion with the incident of the fig-tree. But this very

fact may be the cause of its omission by St. Matthew,

especially as in vi. 14, 15 he had already taken a very similar

saying from an independent source. Mark xii. 32-34 a

may have been omitted by St. Matthew, because the words of

the lawyer, and what immediately followed, were partly in a

certain sense a repetition of our Lord's own language, and

therefore thought unnecessary, and partly a merely personal

incident. Neither had any direct bearing on the theological

force of our Lord's teaching, which seemed designed to show

the fulfilment of the law in Christianity. The difference of

the motive of the lawyer's question in St. Matthew (xxii. '3,^

and of our Lord's relation to the lawyer, are explicable enough

if we regard Luke x. 25-28 as a modification of an indepen-

dent account of this, or of a similar incident ^ St. Matthew

may, while he retained the Marcan order, have modified his

account in the direction of this other, with the view of making
it harmonise better with the context, which describes certain

attacks made by different parties against our Lord. Indeed,

Mark xii. 13 H Matt. xxii. 15 seemed to require that a special

attack by the Pharisaic party should be narrated ^. It has

already been observed that there are singular points of verbal

coincidence between St. Matthew and St. Luke. The diffi-

culties in supposing that St. Mark modified his account from

* See above, p. 77.
* It is worth noticing that St. Matthew in vv. 34, 35 specially mentions the

fact, not stated by St. Luke, that the lawyer was a Pharisee.
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St. Matthew's are far more serious. It should be noticed that

three of the passag-es which we have been discussing* occur in

the large section of the Marcan tradition, Mark vi. 45-viii. 26

omitted consecutively by St. Luke, and where we have con-

sequently only the evidence of St. Matthew to go upon. Had

St. Luke contained this section at all, we have no necessary

grounds for supposing that he would have omitted them.

We may sum up the results of our examination of St.

Mark's Gospel thus. There are a few unimportant passages

where it is not unlikely, and yet by no means certain, that

St. Mark modified the earlier tradition
;
one only where it is

almost certain that he did so, viz. in the omission of Matt. iii.

7-10, I a ;
and there are some grounds for thinking that the

Marcan tradition (or perhaps we should say St. Mark)

originally contained what corresponded to Matt, xxviii. 9, 10,

16-20. We conclude, therefore, that the common tradition

upon which all the three Synoptics were based is substantially

our St. Mark as far as matter^ general form, and order are con-

cerned. Whether we can go further, and say that in point

of language and the more minute details it is generally

identical, is a further question which we have not attempted to

settle. This may seem to carry us a very small way ;
but if

critics could come to an agreement even upon this one point,

it would at least be a definite step towards the solution of

what is, from any point of view, one of the most intricate and

interesting of literary problems.

Unfortunately it was not till after this essay was in the

press that I had an opportunity of seeing Dr. Holtzmann's

new work Die Spioptiker, Freiburg, 1889. It is gratifying

to find that he has given up I believe all the opinions which

I have ventured to criticise, especially that fundamental

theory of an Ur-Marcus larger than our Synoptical Gospel.

He now holds that St. Mark itself was the main source of

both St. Matthew and St. Luke. In fact the argument on

which he lays the greatest stress is just what it has been my
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chief object to point out, the continuity of the Marcan order

traceable in these two Gospels.

Although this work thus gives important additional sup-

port to my arguments, it would have required too much

shifting of type to have made the necessary corrections
;
and I

have felt obliged to leave the references to his earlier work

as they stand.

Although I have not attempted to discuss the originality

of St. Mark's Gospel asfar as language is concerned, I may be

permitted, perhaps, to add the following remarks, (i) It is

certainly a priori probable, though not a necessary conse-

quence, that if the common basis of the Synoptics can be

found to have coincided in range and order almost exactly

with our St. Mark, it did so also in language, (a) It is in

itself far more probable that the graphic details of St. Mark,

many of them of no importance from a religious or doctrinal

point of view, should have fallen out in the more elaborate

works of later evangelistic compilers, than that they should

have been added by a later writer by way of embellishment,

specially by one like St. Mark, who gives us little or no

evidence of literary skill. (3) The differences of language

between St. Matthew and St. Mark can to a very large ex-

tent be explained either by the rearrangement made in cer-

tain parts by St. Matthew, or by his desire to correct the

crudities of his original. Yet we find in these respects a

distinct conservative tendency. (4) In St. Luke, so remarkable

for his literary skill, we naturally find alterations from both

these causes more frequent: but still there is abundant evidence

of the direct influence of St. Mark's language. Except in

certain pretty definitely marked passages, such as the dis-

course about Beelzebub (see p. 78), his language resembles

St. Mark more closely than St. Matthew, and but few re-

markable expressions agree with St. Matthew against St.

Mark.
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EXPLANATION OF SYNOPTIC TABLE.

The object of this Table is to show at a glance the relation

in which St. Mark stands to the two other synoptical Gospels,

and they to each other. The divisions of St. Mark are not

made as a rule with any regard for the natural divisions of

subject-matter ;
but simply so as to indicate how much of the

Marcan tradition was continuously made use of by either St.

Matthew or St. Luke, or by both, or by neither. Hence it has

frequently been necessary to break into a paragraph or even a

verse. For example, Mark ix. 33 a is separated from 33 b,

because the first part of the verse, 'And he came to Capernaum,'

has no parallel in St. Luke, and in St. Matthew it is separated

from the second by the inserted episode of the didrachma.

The relations between St. Matthew and St. Luke are less

obviously shown ;
but that is mainly because there are so

few traces of connexion except through St. Mark.

Close dotted Knes mean that a Gospel con-

tains no certain parallel to a given passage. Square brackets

[.
.

.]
show that the passage included in them is peculiar to

a particular Gospel. In order to avoid the unnecessary and

confusing multiplication of lines, it has often been found

convenient to use these brackets in the middle of parallel

sections, to show that though such sections are clearly parallel

as a whole, yet one or more evangelists have smaller peculiar

passages within them. In such cases all but the verses actually

bracketed off must be considered as parallel. Thus in putting

Markiii. 7-[9]-ii a[ii b] as parallel to Luke vi. [17 a] 17b-

19 it is meant that Mark iii. 7, 8, 10, 11 a is parallel to Luke

vi. I7b-i9, and that Mark iii. 9, iib, Luke vi. 17 a have

nothing to correspond to them in the other Gospels. Occa-

sionally I have included in square brackets passages which

are parallel or quasi-parallel in two Gospels, as Matt. iii. 7-10,

I a II Luke iii. 7-9, 17 ; Matt. xv. 30, 31 jj Mark vii. 32-37 :

but the reasons are generally pretty obvious. Round brackets
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(.
.

.)
are used where verses or small passages occur very

nearly, but not exactly, in their Marean order, and have the

appearance of having been intentionally transposed. These

are almost confined to St. Luke.

The passages placed in the right-hand column for com-

parison with sections in the Gospel columns are very variously

characterised. Some are mere independent treatments of the

same or similar subjects, as the genealogy in Matt. i. 1-16

compared with that in Luke iii. 23-38, and the call (ap-

parently) of St. Peter in Luke v. i-ii compared with the

call of the four in Mark i. 16-20. Others are partial

parallels with considerable difference of treatment, as Luke iv.

22, 24 compared with Mark vi. 1-6 a. Many are doublets of

passages, which from their agreement with the Marean order

are placed in the Gospel columns. Thus Matt. xii. 24-26 is

placed as parallel to Mark iii. 22-26, and the doublet Matt.

ix. 32-34 is placed in the right-hand column. In dealing

with Luke ix. 51-xviii. 14, I have admitted into the Lucan

column only such passages as show traces of a continuous

parallelism with St. Matthew, viz. Luke xi. 14-23 || Matt,

xii. 22-30, xi. 24-32 II Matt. xii. 38-45, xiii. 18-21 || Matt,

xiii. 31-33, xvii. i, 2 || Matt, xviii. 6, 7 (see pp. 77, 78, 83, 84).

Some attempt has been made to make clearer the double

revision, as I have ventured to call it, of St. Mark in

Matt, viii.-xiii., by placing the chapter-figures of passages

belonging to the second selection a little to the left and

leaving the rest in their natural position.

The chief differences between this Table and Mr. Rush-

brooke's Synopticon are that I have added Matt. iv. 13 a

as II Mark i. 21 a, and Matt. iv. 23 b as || Mark i. 21 b (thus

showing that Matt. iv. 28 b-29 is a true contextual parallel

to Mark i. 22), Matt. ix. i a as indubitably ||
Mark v.

18 a-2i, and Luke xii. it-12, as an additional parallel to

Mark xiii. 11, 12 ;
Luke xxiii. 3, 2 (not 4, 10) as li Mark xv.

2, 3. It will be seen that they arise mainly out of the stress

laid on parallelism of context as distinct from mere resemblance.

VOL. II. B,
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III.

THE DAY AND YEAR OF St. POLYCARP'S
MARTYRDOM!.

[C. H. Turner.]

MApjYpe? ^e 6 MAKApioc TToAyKApnoc mhnoc 5an9ikoy i^eyTepA iCTAMeNOy, npo

enxA kaAan^^con mapt'icon, caBBatco iwerAAo), wpA b^hOH' cyNcAHc^eH

yno HpcoAoY eni Apxiepecoc <j)iAinnoY jpAAAiANOy, ANeynATeYONTOC

CTATioy KoApATOy, BACiAeyONTOC Ae eic TOyc aiconac iHCoy xP'CTOy-

(I) H a62a, timh, MefAAcocyNH, GpoNOC aIconioc Ano reNCAC eic peNeAN.

AMHN.

The readers of this volume of Studia Biblica will not un-

naturally ask why, in presence of the very numerous questions

Which might reasonably demand notice in our sphere of work,

one so apparently trivial as the exact date of a martyrdom

should require to be re-opened for a fresh discussion after the

learned and exhaustive paper read before the Society by Mr.

Randell, of St. John's, in February, 1884, and printed in the

earlier number of the series of which the present publication

is the second.

To this question two answers may be offered.

In the first place, on the general ground it may be asserted

that, minute as the enquiry doubtless is, there are few pro-

blems in the Christian history of the second century of equal

interest and of equal importance with the precise dating of

St. Polycarp's death. It is not only that it is a pivot of

ecclesiastical chronology, but that on it depends largely the

value we can place on the succession St. John, Polycarp,

Irenaeus. Irenaeus was born not later, probably earlier, than

^ An abstract of this paper has already appeared in print in the Guardian

for April i8, 1888; and the writer takes this opportunity of thanking the

Editor for his courtesy in consenting to what is more or less a republication

of it.
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A.D. J 30. St. John lived on in Asia Minor down to the close

of the first century. Between them stands Polycarp, and it

is on the chronological proof of his intercourse with each of

them that the issue turns. For Polycarp was eighty-six

years old at the time of his martyrdom {Mart. Pol. § ix),

and thus, after covering the at most thirty years' interval

between the death of St. John and the birth of Irenaeus, more

than half a century of his life remains which, if anything
like equally divided between the life-time of his teacher and

the life-time of his pupil, is amply sufficient to warrant him
a trustworthy link between the one and the other. But

when we fix the martyrdom of St. Polycarp, we fix also his

birth, and therewith the length of his possible connection

alike with his successor and with his predecessor.

It needs no more to show the intrinsic importance of the

enquiry. But even so the re-opening of it here would be

scarcely in place, were it not that the present writer—and

this must be his main defence—is in a position of great ad-

vantage as compared with Mr. Randell, both because the

latter's paper is ready to his hand, and even more by the in-

termediate appearance of the Bishop of Durham's volumes on

St. Ignatius and St. Polycarp ; not the least exhaustive or

least conclusive portion of that memorable work being the

discussion (vol. i. pp. 610-702) of the date of the martyrdom
in question ^.

When Mr. Randell wrote there was, it is true, already a

general tendency among English scholars as well as on the

Continent to admit the soundness of the arguments with

which M. Waddington had sought, by the aid of a reconsi-

deration of the chronological notices given in the rhetorician

Aelius Ai'istides, to fix the date of the Asiatic proconsulship

of T. Statins Quadratus—under whom, according to the

^ All references in these pages are to the first edition of Bishop Lightfoot's

work unless otherwise stated : the new edition (1889) came to hand too late

to be employed iii the text, and I have therefore added to my appendices a

note on the new matter introduced, and especially on the criticism he has

done me the honour to devote to my own view.
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notices of the Letter of the Church of Smyrna (known as the

Martyrium Polycarjpi) the saint undoubtedly suffered—not, as

had hitherto been the case, to the reign of Marcus Aurelius

(a.d. 1 61-180), but to that of his predecessor Antoninus Pius

(a.d. 138-161). Aristides dates events both by proconsuls

and by the years of a certain malady to which he was long

subject, and so, if we can find external evidence for the date

of any one proconsul who is mentioned in this connection, we

could then argue by the years of the malady to other pro-

consuls similarly introduced. Now Julianus was, says Ari-

stides, proconsul a year and some months after the malady

commenced, and an inscription fixes this proconsulship to

A.D. 145. From Julianus we get to Severus^ from Severus

to Quadratus, who is in consequence usually placed in a.d.

154-155 '.

But there were then still those who held to the traditional

view. Among ourselves, Bishop Chr. Wordsworth, in his

latest work (cf. A Church History to the Council of Nicaea,

1 881, p. 161, note^), held it, though hesitatingly; and in Ger-

many, Keim, a writer of by no means conservative tendencies,

was equally unconvinced. Now, however, by the labours of

Bishop Lightfoot, the question may almost be said, at least

in England, to have been set at rest. Whatever doubt may
have hung over the reconstructed Aristidean chronology,

when that reconstruction stood alone, has surely been dis-

^
However, since the proconsuls held oflBce, not from January to January,

but from May to May, and because of the impossibility of arguing from one

date to another without leaving a certain margin, more cannot be claimed

with certainty for the ultimate result (as Dr. Lightfoot admits, p. 650), than

that Quadratus came into cflBce not earlier than A.D, 153, and not later than

A.D. 155, so that the martyrdom can so far fall anywhere between May
A.D. 153 and May a.d. 156; and though both the writers whose investi-

gation into the details of this subject gives them the best claim to be heard,

Waddington and Lightfoot, place the martyrdom early in a.d. 155, there are

not wanting critics of the first rank, such as Hilgenfeld and Lipsius (see

below), who on one ground or another prefer to place it early in a.d. 156.
' But in the latest edition (1889) the note in question has been re-written,

' in accordance with a request made by' the late Bishop before his death to

the present Bishop of Salisbury. See below, note, p. 152.
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sipated by the striking coincidence with it of the epigraphical

evidence relative to the date of another official mentioned in

the account of the martyrdom. As the first discussion started

from the name of the Proconsul, Quadratus, so the later dis-

coveries centre round the name of the Asiarch, Philip of

Tralles [Mart. Pol. §§ 12, 21). From one Trallian inscrip-

tion we learn that the Trallian games of the '

eighth Olympiad
after the Restoration

'

took place shortly before the death of

Antoninus, probably late in a.d. 160 or early in a.d. 161. The

'Restoration' must therefore have happened about thirty years

beforehand, and was doubtless reckoned from Hadrian's visit

to Asia Minor in a.d. 129, so that the first Olympiad would

probably begin in a.d. 129, and the eighth in a.d. 157. Hence

we can also fix the fifty-sixth Olympiad, if, as seems the case,

that is only a magniloquent paraphrase for the sixth, to a.d.

149-153 ;
and the fifty-sixth is mentioned in two inscriptions

in connection with the Trallian games held under G. Julius

Philippus, who was simultaneously
'

High-Priest of Asia.'

This interpretation is confirmed by a further inscription from

Olympia, which speaks of Philip of Tralles as Asiarch in the

232nd Olympiad, that is, some time in a.d. 149-152. These

two results so entirely coincide that no hesitation need be felt

in concluding that Philip of Tralles was Asiarch somewhere

in the years a.d. 150-152. Then since the Asiarchate, like

the periodical games, was '

pentaeteric,' that is renewed every

four years, it may either be supposed that Philip was re-elected

for a second tenure of office, or more simply that he was ori-

ginally elected in a.d. 151 or 152, and so did not vacate till

A.D. 155 or 156. These conclusions are worked out by the

Bishop of Durham (pp. 612-618, cf. ii. 987-998), and this close

agreement of two independent lines of evidence to the central

years of the decade, a.d. 150-160, seemed to remove any possi-

bility of scepticism ^.

^ One or two suggestions may be added in completion of the Bishop's argu-

ment. Since the Asiatic year began in September (see inf. p. 113) it may be

presumed that the ' Eestoration
'

Olympiads date from September a.d. i 29, and
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Before, however, dismissing for good the older view, which

connected the martyrdom with the reign of Marcus, it will be

worth while to examine for one moment the grounds on

which it was based. In this, as in so many other chrono-

logical matters, it is pretty clear that later writers ^ have

the sixth or fifty-sixth would not end till September A.D. 153, nor the eighth

till September A.D. 161. Again, if Trallian games occurred shortly before An-

toninus' death in March 161 a.d., then since they were no doubt pentaeteric,

the other inscriptions relating to victories in the Trallian games two Olympiads

earlier, may be fixed with great probability near the early months of A.D. 153.

Future epigraphic discoveries may, one cannot help surmising, give us sub-

stantial help in this sort of way towards the Polycarpian question.
^ Thus Jerome (Be Vir. Illustr. 17) mentions Polycarp's visit to Anicetus

as under Antoninus Pius, his martyrdom as under ' M. Antoninus ' and L.

Aurelius Commodus ; apparently following Eusebins, S.JS. iv. 14, 15, where

the visit is mentioned before, the martyrdom after, the accession of ' Marcus

Aurelius Verus, who is also Antoninus.'

The Church historian Socrates is, however, a strange exception, for in his

weU-known chapter on diversities of usage in different Churches (H. E. v. 22,

p. 238, Bright), he instances the Quartodeciman dispute, and in connection with

it the visit to Anicetus of Polycarp, o «at vffrepov eirl FopSiavov fiaprvpriaas,

that is between A.D. 238 and A.D. 244 ! The only point of interest in so extra-

ordinary a blunder is the question how can it have arisen, especially as Socrates

is a more than usually careful writer, and ordinarily follows Eusebius closely ;

indeed, the visit to Anicetus, which is the only motive for the introduction of

Polycarp's name here at aU, is taken from the earlier historian (though from IT.

E. V. 24, not iv. 14). It would be natural to suppose that he would have turned

to Eusebius for the date of the martyrdom as well, if he had not believed him-

self to have other quite trustworthy authority for his statement. Either then

he confused the great Polycarp with one of the other martyrs of the same name,
to whose existence the oldest Kalendars witness (cf. Lightfoot, i. p. 689, Syriac

K. under Jan. 27, Latin K. under Feb. 23) ; or, if he had, as is not unlikely,

the martyrium at his command (§21 /xapTvpuSl 6 fiaKapios JIoKvKapnos . . . firl

dpxifpfo^s *tAt7nrou IpaWiavov dvOvnarevovTOs XraTiov Kodparov), the conjecture

may be offered that the phrase
' in the highpriesthood of Philip the Trallian,'

occurring before the Proconsul, in the place where the mention of the Emperor

might be anticipated, may have originated the error. 'Apxifpecvs would be read

avTOKparopos, or interpreted of the Emperor as Pontifex Maximus ; and TPAA-

AIANOT appears in some MSS. as TPAIANOT, the ductus litterarum of which

is suflBciently near to ToPAIANOT. Philip and Gordian were apparently for a

time colleagues in the empire ; but as Philip was believed to have been a

Christian, Socrates would repeat only Gordian's name as the persecutor. Or,

an alternative explanation might be, that since a Philip is commemorated on

coins as Recorder of Tralles in the age of the Gordians (Lightfoot, p. 960)

the Asiarch Philip had in some way got confused with his later homonym,
and been assigned his date.
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only followed the fashion set by Eusebius, who in his History

(iv. 15) inserts the Martyrium, or the greater part of it, im-

mediately after the notice of Antoninus' death, and in his

Chronicle was believed to have found a more precise date in

A.D. 166 or 167. But in the latter passage, as Dr. Lightfoot,

never more felicitous than when dealing with Eusebius, has

conclusively shown, the historian is merely grouping together

at some convenient point in this reign, as he has done in

other reigns, all notices of persecutions belonging to it, but

not otherwise dated. There is nothing really to suggest that

for his Chronicle he possessed more detailed knowledge than

is given in the History, where he even includes in the com-

paratively small omissions from the Martyrium the concluding

section, teeming though it does with notices of time, each of

which has contributed something to the modem enquiry,

while none of them could have enlightened a writer destitute

of our modern collections of provincial Fasti, lists of local

Kalendars, and Corpora of inscriptions. Eusebius can in fact

only be quoted as a witness to the reign, not to the year, of

the martyrdom ;
and if we ask why he selected the reign of

Pius rather than that of Marcus, it is plain that where the

Martyrium itself failed to help him, he must have been

thrown back on other and more general indications.

Such would be, primarily, the visit of Polycarp to Anicetus

of Rome, our only piece of independent external evidence,

twice quoted by Eusebius from Irenaeus [H. E. iv. 14, v. 24).

Since the Episcopate of Anicetus is reckoned in the History

as lasting from a.d. 157 to 168 \ and since Marcus succeeded

to the throne early in a.d. 161, it was clear that there were

more chances than not that, if not the visit, at any rate the

martyrdom would fall under him. This conclusion would be

*
Similarly Jerome's version of the Chronicle. The Armenian version does

not essentially differ at this point; in any case see Lightfoot, ii. pp. 461-465,

where Dr. Hort supplies good reasons for rejecting the common view that the

Armenian correctly represents the original Chronicle—a view which neces-

sitates the improbable hypothesis that Eusebius in his two works had two

different chronologies of the Koman Bishops.
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in accord with Eusebius' parti pris concerning the relation of

the two Emperors to Christianity. According to him Pius

was no persecutor, while Marcus confessedly was. On the

one hand, the (spurious) toleration edict of H. E. iv. 13 is

beyond question understood by Eusebius (whether rightly or

wrongly) as belonging to Antoninus : and Melito's Apology^

quoted in iv. 26, distinctly speaks of letters of the same Em-

peror to different cities in the Christian interest. On the

other, he saw that the context in Melito postulates an existing

persecution under Marcus, and the story of the Martyrs of

Lyons {H. E. v. i) belongs to the same reign ^.

Beyond doubt, then, Eusebius, if he had no other means of

distinguishing, would have selected the reign of Marcus for

the martyrdom of Polycarp on these a priori grounds, and the

value of his evidence is neither more nor less than the pro-

babilities of their correctness. But the presumptions on which,

in the absence of other data, it was necessary for him to argue

are nothing in face of the more definite evidence obtained

from Aristides and the inscriptions ;
and the soundness of

the conclusion of Waddington and Lightfoot is therefore

established negatively as well as positively.

But if it is thus certain that the true date falls in or near

A.D. 155, it is natural to ask further whether there is no

means which will enable us to fix more exactly the year and

even the day of the martyrdom ;
and the answer to the ques-

tion lies in the Chronological Postscript to the Martyrium
which is printed at the head of this paper.

' The Blessed

^ One indeed of Eusebius' authorities, the Apologeticug of TertuUian, which

be knew in a Greek translation
(JET. E. ii. 3, iii. 33), claimed all the good Em-

perors, and among them of course both Antoninus and Aurelius—but the latter,

on the strength of the story of the Thundering Legion, with special emphasis—
as protectors of the Christians. But Eusebius (erroneously) referred the Legion

legend, and the consequent epistle of '

Marcus, the understanding Emperor,'
to Aurelius' brother L. Verus, quoting TertuUian as an authority {H. E. v. 5) ;

and either Tertullian's Greek translator (who certainly took the liberty

to re-arrange Tertullian's haphazard mention of Emperors into chronological
order : cf. Apol. 5 with H. E. v. 5), or more probably Eusebius himself sig-

nificantly omitted the mention of ' Verus '

(i. e. M. Aurelius) in the catalogue
of non-persecuting Emperors.
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Polycarp is martyred on the second of the month Xanthicus,

the seventh before the Kalends of March, on a high Sabbath,

at the eighth hour
;
he was arrested by Herod, Philip of

Tralles being high priest, and Statins Quadratus proconsul.'

Of these indications the last two, the Proconsulship and the

Asiarchate have been already spoken of. There remain four,

the day and month in the Asiatic reckoning ;
the same in the

Roman reckoning ;
the day of the week ;

and the '

high
'

or festal character of the day. It is in this second part of the

discussion that the treatment by Bishop Lightfoot is so unique

in its thoroughness as necessarily to supply the material and

the model for every subsequent writer. Only those who

should compare the rest of this paper, paragraph by paragraph,

and line by line, with the corresponding sections of the great

work on which it is built, would understand how extensive

and far-reaching the obligation is
; and one is almost ashamed

to feel that one has employed the matter so copiously sup-

plied only in the construction of an alternative hypothesis.

(i) The Roman day and month : Trpb cTrra KaXavbciv Maprtco?;,

i. e. a. d. vii Kal. Mart., or February 23rd.

(a) The Asiatic day and month :
\i.-(\vo's aav6tKov bevTepa

laraixivov, the 2nd of Xanthicus. To help us in an enquiry

into the Asiatic Kalendar of Imperial times we have (a) a

'

Hemerologium of the months of different cities,' arranged to

show the relation of each to the official Julian Kalendar of

Rome, and preserved in two MSS., respectively at Florence

and at Leyden ; among the kalendars given being more than

one of the Asiatic group ^: (d) three inscriptions of Proconsular

Asia, which give side by side the Roman and the native

dating, one of them as early as B.C. i, the second of a.d. 104,

and the third as late as
* the age of the Antonines

'

;
this last

from Smyrna itself 2. The evidence of these two sources, MS,

* See Histoire de I'Academie Royale des Inscriptions et Bellea-Lettres,

torn. 47, pp. 66-84 (1809).
' But see also the appendices to this paper, where important additional

material is adduced.
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and inscriptions, is completely harmonious ; and its general

results may be summed up as follows.

The object of the introduction of such a kalendar—it dates

from very shortly before the Christian era—would be, with as

little change as possible in familiar names, such as those of

the months, to arrive at some intelligible fixed relation with

the universal and official kalendar of Rome. It must therefore

of course be solar, while the older kalendar had been lunar
;

and further, though no change was introduced into the names

of the months, which still differ in different cities, their rela-

tion to the E-oman (that is practically to our own) Kalendar

was the same throughout Proconsular Asia. Everywhere the

year begins, not in midwinter, but at the autumnal equinox ;

everywhere the months begin eight days before the cor-

responding Roman months, and each has thus as many days

as the Roman month with which it for the most part coin-

cides. These peculiarities of the Kalendar are a sign and an

outcome of the extraordinary pitch to which Caesar-worship

was carried from the very first in Asia. September 23rd (a. d,

ix Kal. Oct.) was the birthday of Augustus ;
not only was the

year made to begin on this day, but every month began like-

wise on the ninth before the Kalends, so as to give, besides

the yearly, a monthly commemoration of the birthday on the

first of every month. A further point to be remembered in

this Asian Kalendar is, that the 31st was never used
;
in months

of thirty-one days the ist was repeated, so that the really

second day was also called the ist, the real third the 5nd,

and so on till the month ended with a real thirty-first called

the 30th : or to put it otherwise, a day was intercalated at

the commencement of every such month.

Xanthicus was one of the Macedonian names for the

months
;
but these were at this time used by two kalendars,

and in the Syro-Macedonian Kalendar of Josephus, Eusebius,

and the Apostolic Constitutions the months are one ahead of

the Asio-Macedonian. So in Syria Xanthicus is the seventh

month or April, in Asia the sixth, and roughly equivalent to

VOL. II. I
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March ^. Commencing then with a. d. ix Kal. Mart. (Feb. 21),

and since March is a month of thirty-one days repeating- its

first, the second Xanthicus is Feb. 23, or a. d. vii Kal. Mart.,

as given in the Martyrium.

(3) The day of the week : cra^^dT(o, Sabbath or Saturday.

The two results first obtained, though confirming one

another and independently witnessing to Feb. 23 as the day

and month of the martyrdom, fail to help us to the year.

But when we add to these a third in the day of the week, we

can proceed to ask in which of the possible years i54) i55>

156 A.D. did J'eb. 23 fall on a Saturday, and it is found by

calculation that it was in a.d. 155, Feb, 23, 155 a.d., is

therefore the year and day for which Dr. Lightfoot concludes.

(4) The feast : (ra^^6.T<a jxeydXco, 'a high sabbath.'

Beyond doubt this feast was a Jewish one : the only possible

Christian high sabbath would be the Saturday before the

Pascha, which, at least among Quartodecimans, would itself

coincide with the great Jewish feast. But about the time

we require, the end of February, there is one and only one

important feast, the Jewish Purim, exactly the occasion, with

its memories of Esther and Mordeeai, to rouse Jewish popular

excitement as we hear it was roused against Polycarp. Now
Purim was held at the full moon of Adar (the month before

Nisan), that is, since the Jewish months began with the new

moon, on Adar 14, 15 ; and according to Jewish use a 'high

sabbath
'

connected with it will be the sabbath previous to the

14th ^. The '

high sabbath
'

of the modern Jews is the sabbath

' The origin of this curious variation lay, it is natural to suppose, in the

difficulty of the transformation of lunar into solar months. To take a familiar

instance, the Jewish month Nisan (for which Josephus uses Xanthicus as the

secular equivalent) being that whose full moon fell first after the spring

equinox, might in some years be nearly equivalent to the Roman solar month

March, in others to April, and thus if Nisan had to be Romanized, it might
have been turned into either of the two.

* This sort of use, the reverse of our own system of keeping an Octave on

the Sunday after a great festival, has its survival or counterpart in the

Kalendar of the Eastern Church, where Quinquagesima week, for instance, is

the week before, not the week after Quinquagesima; see Burgon, Last

Twelve Verges 0/ St. Mark, p. 194.
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before the Passover, and the Roman Jews of the present day-

keep the sabbath before Pentecost as a '

high sabbath.' On
the high authority of Dr. Neubauer it may be added that

the Jews of the second century may not improbably have

similarly kept the sabbath before Purim.

But what relation did the Jewish feast of Purim bear in

A.D. 155 to Feb.
I'i,

?

In that year the first full moon after Feb. 23 fell about

March 7, so that even if that were (as no doubt it was) the

full moon of Adar, yet since Pmim would be about March 6

and 7, the 'high sabbath' before it must have been not Satur-

day, Feb. 23, but Saturday, March 2 ^. "What is to be said

to this?

Dr. Lightfoot's answer would simply be, that the Jewish

Kalendar of the second century was in a state of such con-

fusion, that it would be hopeless to fix Purim, or the '

high

sabbath
'

before the feast, by its means. Any feast might fall

anywhere at all near its true time
;
and as the rest of the

evidence seemed to point conclusively to Feb. 23, 155 a.d.,

he assumes that Purim must have occurred simultaneously,

and has not investigated this branch of the question. But has

not the Bishop exaggerated the extent to which confusion

was possible in a lunar kalendar like the Jewish ?

There are two natural divisions of time, the lunar month or

the time from new to new moon, averaging 294 days, and the

solar year, or succession of the seasons regulated by the sun,

nearly equal to ^6^ days ;
and these two are the base respec-

tively of the genuine lunar and solar kalendars. Both the

month and year, however, are convenient divisions of time,

^ If the discrepancy had been only one of a day or two, it might have been

feasible to conceive hypotheses in explanation of it. But the one main qualifi-

cation possible for the statement in the text tells the other way, for so far

as the Jewish Kalendar was still based on observation, the first of the month

must fall a day or so after the astronomical new moon, and the fifteenth

similarly later than the true full moon. That is to say, in A.D. 155, Purim

may have been still later than March 6 and 7, and February 23 falls still

more decisively out of the question.

I %
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and therefore eacli of the two kalendars borrowed the dis-

tinctive time-division of its rival. In particular the Jewish

Kalendar was from the first that we know of it in the Pen-

tateuch a combination of this sort. Lunar, because its months

were lunar, each beginning with the new moon, it was yet in

practice solar as well, for the feasts of unleavened bread, of

harvest, and of ingathering (Exod. xxiii. 15, 1 6) are connected

with the cycle of the seasons. Obviously the attempt would

soon be made to reduce the year and the months to a common

denomination
;
in other words, from the moment that these

solar feasts were fixed to definite months (Exod. xii. 3, 6, xiii. 4,

Deut. xvi. I, 9j etc.) it followed that the months themselves,

which were lunar, must be brought into some relation with

the solar year. Now it is easy enough for ourselves to cor-

relate our months and year, because our months are only

artificial divisions of the solar year, approximating to, but not

identical with, the true month. The difference indeed between

the lunar month and the twelfth of the solar year is com-

paratively minute (about a day), but twelve lunar months,

instead of making -i^d^^ make only 354 days ;
and this diver-

gence w^ould of course very soon increase so far as to destroy

all relation with the solar year, and therewith all connection

of definite months with the feasts of definite seasons of the

year. The device which the Jews employed, no doubt at an

early time, as we know they did later, was simply the inter-

calation of a thirteenth month whenever the twelfth ended

too soon for the offerings of the firstfruits of the barley harvest,

which marked the feast of unleavened bread (Deut. xvi. 9,

Lev. xxiii. 10), to be made in the middle of the next month

at the full moon of Nisan ^. As the twelve lunar months fall

short of the solar year by eleven days, this would happen on

an average rather oftener than once in three years.

It is, however, to be remembered that in both directions the

original Jewish Kalendar was formed on the principles, not of

^ Cf. Dictionary of the Bible, iii. p. 1804, article
'

Year,' by Mr. K. S.

Poole.
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calculation, but of observation ; the month began when the

moon was seen to be new, the year when the barley harvest

was approaching- ripeness, and no serious mistakes were pos-

sible. The system was free from complexity, but suitable

only to a people living in an area so small (the Holy Land is

not more than about the size of Wales) that the beginning of

the coming month could be fixed at Jerusalem for all Palestine

the day before. The difficulty indeed in the case of the

months cannot have been great, even after the Dispersion, for

the new moon would be usually visible on the same evening

throughout the eastern shores of the Mediterranean, and any-

one could perform the operation of observing it for himself^

But the commencement of the year, involving the question of

the intercalation of a thirteenth month, stood on different

ground. It was impossible for a Jew of Mesopotamia or of

Egypt to tell by observation when the barley harvest would

be ripe in Palestine, and therefore in what month he was

wanted at Jerusalem for the Passover. That could be fixed

only on the spot, and the knowledge would have to be com-

municated to foreign Jews in time to allow of their arrival

before the middle of the first month Nisan—^an obviously

impracticable feat. Therefore as soon as (if not before) the

Jews of the Dispersion had to be taken into account as well as

those of Palestine, the old empiric methods must have given

place to some system of universal application. Instead then

of the first ripe ears of barley harvest, the spring equinox seems

to have become at some unknown period the termimis a quo

of the Paschal full moon—the limit before which the middle

of the first month Nisan might not fall—and in this way the

ultimate starting-point of the Jewish Kalendar. Some such

reform, even if never made before, would have become a

literal necessity when the destruction of the Temple put an

end to the central worship, and each community had to keep

the Passover for itself. With the disappearance of the single

celebration, and of the authority which regulated it, unity

had for the future to be sought in the adoption of a single
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self-perpetuating kalendar. But the commencement of the

new year according to the equinox was not a simple matter

of astronomical observation like the new moon of the month
;

for (not to speak of the different dates assigned to the equinox)

it was not the new moon but the full moon only of Nisan

which had to fall after it, while the intercalation of a month,

when necessary, would have to be determined upon some weeks

earlier still. Therefore, just as the Christians found with

their Easter, so the Jews with their Passover doubtless felt

that the only means to secure uniformity was the universal

adoption of some cycle based on astronomical calculations for

a long sequence of years which should show the day of the

Passover for each year, and, like a recurring series of decimals,

should begin again as soon as it was finished, with the same

dates. Ultimately the Jews resorted unanimously to the nine-

teen years' cycle. But that was long after the era of St.

Polycarp. In the second century, what with the various

equinoxes and rival cycles and independent observations, the

Jewish Kalendar was apparently in a state of hopeless con-

fusion.

Only, while all this is perfectly true, it will be noticed at

once that the whole perplexity was concerned with the year,

and with the months only in their relation to the year, not

in themselves. Least of all does it cover Dr. Lightfoot's

hypothesis that the Jews ever celebrated a full moon feast

such as that of Purim in Adar—and if Purim in Adar, why
not Passover in Nisan ?—at any other time than that of full

moon when the veriest tyro's observation of the heavens

would prove them in the wrong ^. And there is the further

presumption against it, that had so gross a mistake in the

' If anything could make disagreement with Dr. Lightfoot on such a point
less burdensome, it would be agreement with Dr. Salmon, and it is therefore

encouraging to find that the latter writer, in the article Polycarp in the last

volume of the Dictionary of Christian Biography (vol. iv. p. 430, cols. 1,2,

note), while admitting that his own hypothesis had been disproved by the

Bishop, makes the same criticism on the Bishop's theory as has been made
here.
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Paschal calculations ever occurred, we should surely have

heard of it, if not from Jewish, at any rate from Christian

sources. The Asiatic Church of St. Polycarp's day kept its

Pascha with the Jews and hotly contested the view that the

Christian celebration was to be connected with the day of the

week rather than with the day of the month
; yet they were

never accused of mistaking the true fourteenth, and indeed

even their adversaries started from the same fourteenth and

reckoned the Sunday after it as their festival. Again, when

at the beginning' of the third century the Christians found

out with their greater astronomical knowledge that the Jewish

methods were deficient (so that their superior science com-

bined with their growing hatred of Judaism in inducing them

to strike out a new line for themselves) they have their definite

gravamen against the Jews, but it is connected with the cal-

culation, not of the month, but of the year.
'

They often cele-

brate the Passover,' it was said ^,
' twice in the same year,'

counting, that is, from equinox to equinox. In other words,

the Jewish 15th Nisan did not always fall, as it should

have done, after the equinox, and when it wrongly fell before,

it was the second Passover held since the March equinox of

the preceding year. There was no question either then or

earlier of a mistake of anything less than a month. The

Passover and similarly Purim (as another full moon feast)

might be a month wrong, as being held at the wrong full

moon ;
but they could only be a month wrong. An error of a

fortnight, the celebration of the full moon at the new moon, is

^
Cf. the Letter of Constantine to the Churches from the Council of Nicaea (in

Socrates, IL. E.\. 9, p. 24, Bright) : /iTjStv roivvv tarw vfxTv koivoi' fifrd rod hxOia-

Tov rwv ^lovdaiatv oxXov . . . kov tovtw tw ixipei rfjv aXrjOuav ovx dpaxriv, wy det

Karct TO nX.iiarov avroiis vXavwyiivovs, avrl rrji npoarjKovarjs eTtavopOcuaecus, kv tZ

avTw (Tfi SevTfpov to Tldaxa imreXetv. So again the Apostolic Constitutions

(v. 17, p. 149 Lagarde) Set ovv ifids, dStXtpoi . . . ras fjixipas rov ndaxa aKpt^Zs
iroietaOai fjifroi irdcrTjs emfifXfias fifra rpo-nfiv iaT}ix(pivr]v, oirws jxr) bh tov tvtavrov

evos TraOrj/xaTOs jjLViiav irotrjaOe . . . piTjKeTi iraparrfpoijixevoi nercL 'lovSaiaiv koprd-

(tiv . . . TTfirXdvTjVTai yap nal avrfjv rfjv rprjcpov, k.t.K. The same seems to be the

drift of an earlier writer, Anatolius of Laodicea, a passage of whose Kavovis

vfpl TOV ndcrxa is preserved in Eusebius, H. U. vii. 32.
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inconceivable
;
an error ofa week little less so. Dr. Lig-litfoot's

hypothesis requires an error of at least four or five days ^.

It seems therefore to have been proved satisfactorily that

Saturday, Feb. 23, a. d. 155, is the only possible day, and yet

that it fails to satisfy an important condition. Is there no

way out of the difficulty ?

The thought suggested itselfthat in the next year, a.d. 156,

Nisan 15 would fall about March 24, and Adar 15 or Purim

about February 24 ^, as the year was leap-year. But then of

course as Feb. 23 was Saturday in a.d. 155, not Feb. 23 but

Feb. 22 should be Saturday in a.d. 156, and the 'high sab-

bath' before Purim. We seem therefore equally at fault here,

for the condition ' the seventh before the Kalends of March
'

is not satisfied.

But it is not inopportune to draw attention now to the fact

that the primary datum is the 2nd Xanthicus, which is only

explained as being the seventh before the Kalends, or Feb. 23.

Was there then no possible means by which at least in a.d.

156, Xanthicus 2 might really fall on the eighth before the

Kalends, Saturday, February 22 ?

It is here that the most curious phenomenon of the inves-

tigation meets us. Lightfoot gives four inscriptions as the

only instances with double Asiatic and Roman dating ;
one

of these, an Ephesian inscription of a.d. 104, is dated on the

* 2nd of Anthesterion,' the very same day as that of Polycarp's

martyrdom (for Anthesterion is the Athenian and Ephesian

name for Xanthicus) and the equivalent given is, not the

seventh, hut the eighth before the March Kalends, Feb. 22 : -n-po

^ Dr. Neubauer, whose kindness I gratefully acknowledge, answers me that

a day's error is as much as need be taken into account.
* In years where a month is intercalated, Adar is of course not the month

next before, but next but one before Nisan. Happily this special source of

confusion may be left out of account, as in neither of the years a.d. 155 or 156
was an intercalation necessary.

The astronomical dates are given in the text
;

it has been already men-

tioned that, if the new moon was fixed by observation, dates at least a day
later must be given for the full moon feasts : but the argument is not affected.
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r{ KaKavh&v Maprtcoy . . . ^AvOear-qptZvos /3' ae^aa-Tf} ^. The coin-

cidence is singularly" striking ;
and if we may provisionally

assume Feb. 22 for St. Polycarp's day, the two support one

another, though the anomaly, even if a double one, still re-

quires explanation, for certainly the Asiatic Kalendar was

older than a.d. 104, and lived on as late as a.d. 156, and in the

Asiatic Kalendar Xanthicus 2, was Feb. 23. In the case of

the inscription Dr. Lightfoot supposes that the Asiatic ' double

1st' was not employed ;
but if not necessary at Ephesus in

A.D. 104, why should it be necessary at Smyrna in a.d. 156?

Here would be one defence of the date now offered, Feb. 22,

A.D. 156 2.

But a hint worth working out is supplied by Dr. Light-

foot in calling attention to the use, in the inscription men-

tioned, of the word a-ejSacTTfi,
which is used of a day of the

month only in three inscriptions from Egypt—two of them

simply Qavd (T€(3aarTfi
and ^apixovO crejSaarfj, but the third

'i>aoi)(})l
a 'lovXia a€l3aaTfj

—and in the Leyden MS. of the

Hemerology already referred to, where it stands opposite the

first day of several months in the Lycian Kalendar. Clearly

there is some connection between ae^aari], Augustus' day,

and the first of the month. May it not be then a sort of

monthly commemoration of the Emperor on the prerogative

day of each month, so that the Asiatics will have outdone

their neighbours, not by a monthly commemoration of

Augustus on the first, which was more widely observed, but by
the unique compliment of making this commemoration coin-

cide with his actual birthday, the ninth before the Kalends ?

But then the a-ejSaa-Tr) is added only to some of the Lycian

months. True
;
to those only of thirty-one days. As Usener

says
—the point of whose reasoning on this subsidiary question

Dr. Lightfoot seems not to have quite reproduced
—there is

no ground why these particular firsts should be distinguished

^ This will be made clearer, inf. p. 123.
* See further on this point Dr. Lightfoot's new edition, and the note at the

end of this paper.
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from others in the Lycian Kalendar, an ordinary one mucli

on the Roman model ; but the distinction is full of meaning
if conjectured to have been borrowed or transposed from the

Asian Kalendar where it is just in these months of thirty-one

days, with their double firsts, that a distinctive mark for the

true first is of use. 2e/3aoT^, it may thus be supposed, was

in Asia a title of the first or Emperor's birthday ^, specially

employed in those months where his birthday needed to be

distinguished from its successor, another nominal first.

Still, although February 21st, the former of the two firsts

of Xanthicus, might in this way be correctly denominated

a aeffaa-Tri, this does not prove that February 22nd can be

)8' o-ejSao-TTj as required. Can a clue to this further perplexity

reside in the coincidence that both a. d. 104 of the Ephesian

inscription and a. d. 156, the hypothetical martyrdom, were

leap-years ?

The leap-year system is of course the characteristic of the

Julian Kalendar, which like our own intercalated a day to

every fourth February, not however by adding one after the

28th, but by repeating the 24th or 6th before the Kalends,

whence the name bissextile. As the Asiatic Kalendar bore a

fixed relation to the Julian, it too must have incorporated the

intercalated day. But how ?

[a) Not in the Asiatic February or Dystrus at all. For

that ended with its 28th on Feb. 20, and an intercalated or

additional day would prevent Xanthicus from beginning on

the ninth before the Kalends (Feb. 2J) and destroy the whole

schematism.

Therefore in Xanthicus ^, which is already of thirty-one days,

and must be produced to thirty-two ;
but

(b) Not at the end of Xanthicus, for to end with the

' Dr. Lightfoot now accepts this view of Usener's, which is supported by a

new Pergamene inscription. See inf. p. 152.
' For the discussion of a contrary theory of Archbishop Ussher that the

leap-year day was intercalated in September, which has only come under my
notice since the body of this paper was in type, see the Appendix, pp. 131 sqq.
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30th is a principle of the kalendar. Therefore just as the 31st

day was incorporated at the beginning of the month, so on

some similar method must the 33nd have been. Would not

the repetition of the 2nd be the natural method?

For there are two conditions which the intercalation of the

extra day must satisfy.

(i) It must be done on the existing principles of the

Kalendar
;
and these clearly suggest the double

and.

(2) It must interfere as little as possible with the normal

relation of the Asiatic to the Roman Kalendar.

But the Julian extra day comes in on the 24th,

our hypothetical Asiatic day on the 22nd. Only

then on three days of leap-year, Feb. 22, 23, 24,

if we are right, will the Julian equivalent of the

Asiatic day differ from that of an ordinary year.

These results will be made clearer by a table.

Normal Asiatic Kalendar. Conjectural Kalendarfor Leap Year.

Feb. 20
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therefore with the worship of the Emperors. But the koivov

'Aaias was arranged on a pentaeteric principle^, that is, in

periods of four years, and it becomes not impossible that one

of its celebrations recurred at each leap-year.

The proposed day, Saturday, Feb. 22, the '

high sabbath
'

of

Purim of the year a.d. 156, satisfies thus:—
(i)

the Proconsul,

(ii) the Asiarch, (iii)
the Asiatic day and month, (iv) the day

of the week, (v) the festival.

It remains only to consider certain subsidiary points on

which evidence might be produced in objection to, or in con-

firmation of, the result attained.

I. The first objection which suggests itself is the equation

of the Asiatic date in the Martyrium by the Roman Trpo eirra

KaKavhS>v Maprtcoy, the 23rd, not the 32nd February. But

three alternatives are possible in answer, each of which will

rob it of its force. If this equation is due to the original

writers, we shall find, if we put ourselves in their position,

that some Christian probably possessed a table which equated

Asiatic and Julian days like the Hemerology of the MSS., but

which, like that, omitted to treat separately of leap-years, and

consequently gave the ' seventh before the Kalends of March '

as the only equivalent of the 2nd Xanthicus. Or again the

original writers may not have written kiTTa at all, but dKT<a,

which some copyist, who found that in his Hemerology the

seventh and not the eighth before the Kalends was the true

equivalent, altered into kirrA, under the idea that he was

benefiting historical accuracy. Or yet, thirdly, the Roman

equivalent may not have been given in the original at all,

but have been added when the document was being circu-

lated outside Asia, in countries where the Asiatic Kalendar

would be unfamiliar and a Roman date would be requisite ;

the leap-year would of course under these circumstances be

forgotten, and the equivalent of the Hemerologies inserted.

II. But in the Acts of Pionius, belonging to a. d. 250 in

^ Cf. on points connected with the Asiarchate the appendix in Lightfoot, ii.

pp. 987-998.
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the Decian persecution, we are told that the martyr was ap-

prehended
' on the birthday of the blessed mai-tyr Polycarp

'

on the second day of the sixth month, for which again the

Latin gives February 23. Since, however, in Smyrna, reckon-

ing would primarily be kept by the Asiatic Kalendar rather

than by the Roman, St. Polycarp's festival would be observed

on the 2nd Xanthicus, on whatever E-oman day that fell. And

as in every year, except leap-year,Xanthicus 2 is really Feb. 23,

and A.D. 250 was not leap-year, Feb. 33 was the correct date

for the festival in that year.

III. The same explanation is valid if in the old martyrolo-

gies, especially in that of the great Syriac MS. of the British

Museum (written a.d. 411), Shebat 23
—

i. e. February 23
—

r

is given as St. Polycarp's day ;
for the ordinary equivalent,

and as soon as it was forgotten that the saint suffered

in leap-year, the certain equivalent, of Xanthicus 2 was

February 23.

IV. More serious is the next, and last, objection which

occurs to the writer. In the already mentioned Acts of

Pionius the day of that martyr's apprehension is not only the

2nd of Xanthicus, and birthday of St. Polycarp, but also a
'

high sabbath.' Now, if this is to have the same meaning
for Pionius as for Polycarp, it ought similarly to be tested in

relation to Purim and the month of Adar. But in a.d. 250,

which is all but certainly the year of those Acts, Nisan 15

fell somewhere about April 4, and Adar 15 consequently about

March 6. Here again, just as in the case of Dr. Lightfoot's

view in a.d. 155, it would seem that Saturday, Feb. 23,

cannot be the preceding or '

high sabbath.'

But is it really probable that in the middle of the third

century any Christian writer would intentionally calculate

his dates by a Jewish feast? What was natural enough a

century earlier, when the Church kept perhaps only two

great festivals, and these at least in Asia Minor exactly

synchronous with the Passover and Pentecost of the Jews—
so that when the Jews calculated their Pascha wrongly, the
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Christians did the same—was at this date no longer likely.

The Jewish Kalendar would cease to be familiar after the

second phase of the great Easter question had begun to agi-

tate the Church, and it was realized that the Jews could not

be trusted to fix the true astronomical date for the full moon

of Nisan. This conviction was the raison (Vetre of the

attempts of Christian scientists to calculate Easter cycles for

themselves ; and it seems to have been universally acted on

by A. D. 250. The ' Paschal Chronicle
'

of Hippolytus was

drawn up as early as a.d. 222, and for half a century this

computation or modifications of it apparently held the field,

and very probably extended to Asia ^. But whether this one

or another, some Christian system, and no longer the Jewish,

must surely by this time have prevailed in Smyrna.

If then it is thus improbable that the Pionian Acts should

have reckoned time by the Jewish Kalendar, what explana-

tion is to be given of the '

high sabbath
'

? Can it have been

a Christian festival ? Certainly the Eastern Churches kept

the Sabbath as a feast, and possibly a sabbath coinciding

with the '

birthday
'

of Polycarp, the patron saint so to speak

of the Church of Smyrna, might be treated as a 'high
* It is true that the Asiatics were originally Quartodecimans, though they

were so no longer at the time of the Council of Nicaea, and perhaps consider-

ably earlier. But in any case they were not Ebionite or Judaizingly inclined

Quartodecimans, and there was no reason why they should be less averse to

abandoning Jewish errors than other people. Any non-Quartodeciman cycle

is serviceable even to Quartodecimans ; for as the day of the month (the full

moon) had to be fixed before the day of the week (the Sunday after the full

moon), all that a Quartodeciman had to do was to utilize the first and neglect

the second part of the calculation. Thus Hippolytus formed an 2-years' cycle,

after which Easter was to begin to fall again on the same series of days ; but

astronomically this was only a sixteen years' cycle, after which the full moon

was to fall again on the same series of days of the (solar) month, and it was

only because the same day of the month would, after an interval of sixteen

years, fall on a different day of the week—and so on through the seven days of

the week—that the sixteen-years' cycle required to be multiplied by seven

before a cycle was attained in which not only the full moon but the Sunday
after it fell recurriiigly on the same series of days of the month.

The wide circulation and adoption in the East of the cycle of Hippolytus

(who wrote in Greek) would partly explain the extraordinary vitality of his

fame there as compared with the West.
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sabbath,' like a red letter Saint's Day coinciding with a

Sunday. But a much simpler explanation is permissible.

It has apparently escaped even Dr. Lightfoot's notice (at

least he lays no stress on it) that the chronological data of

the beginning and end of the Pionian Acts, the apprehension

and the martyrdom of Pionius, are both modelled on the

notice in our Martyrium, as is on comparison abundantly

clear ^.

Acta, Pionii, § 2.

fXTjvds (KTOv SfVTepq Icrra-

/jLtvov [vel iviaraixt-

vov]

aa&^aT<^ fieyaXq? [MS.

. . . avye\Ti<p6r](Tav , . .

Martyrium Polycarpi,

§ 21.

ixijvbi BavBiKov Sfvrepa

laTafitvov irpb [k-rrra]

KaXavSSiv Mapricov

aa00ATqi fXfyd\q) uipa

oySori' (xvv(\ri<pdr] . . .

Acta Pionii, § 23.

npb naaapcav iSSiv Map-

riojv Hard 'Poifiaiovs,

Kara SI 'Affiavovs fxr]-

vbs eKTOV evveaicaiSf-

Karri

flfiipa ffaP^drqi upa S(-

kAtti

PaffiXevovTos Si tls tovs Karci 5k fifias PaaiKfv-

aiuivas 'Irjaov Xptarov, ovtos tov Kvpiov -^fiuv

w
ri S6^a 'li]aov Xptarov, ^ fj

.... 5<5£a (is Tovs aiwvas

Toiv alwvajv.

afifjv. a/xfjv.

Martyrium Polycarpi,

§ 18.

Iv T§ yeve$\iq) '^fJ-fpa r^v tov fiaprvpiov avTOv

TOV fxaKapiov fMpTV- ^/xipav yeviOKiov.

pas TloXvicapirov.

Now it becomes explicable that in all the recensions of the

Pionian Acts, the final date, that of St. Pionius' martyrdom, is

^ It may be mentioned in confirmation of this view that the Acts of Pionius

are the only instance among some twenty parallels in the Acta Martyrum
referred to by Dr. Lightfoot for the 'regnante Jesu Christo,' in which the

hour of martyrdom is given.
* Either the original writer or a later scribe was ignorant of the meaning of

taTa/xfvov in connection with the day of the month, and therefore altered the

text so as to construct it with ffaPPdrov.
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said to be a sabbath, whereas in fact it was obviously a Tues-

day. But if the ' sabbath
'

at the end of the Acts was thus

an erroneous and parrot-like repetition from the Martyiium of

Polycarp, it is not difficult to believe that the '

high sabbath
'

of the beginning of the Acts may have had the same origin,

and the same absence of justification. The aj)prehension of

Pionius coincided alike in the day of the week and of the

month with the martyrdom of Polycarp, and if the writers

were ignorant, as it is natural to suspect, what the 'high

sabbath
'

really meant in Polycarp's case, they might thought-

lessly assume it to be equally valid with the rest of the data

for their own purpose.

Finally there are two arguments to be stated in confirma-

tion of the date proposed in this paper, which seem to

make a.d. 156 more probable for the martyrdom than

A.D. 155.

I. L. Statins Quadratus was Consul Ordinarius in a.d. 142,

and proconsul, on Dr. Lightfoot's view, from a.d. 154 to i55>

on that here put forward from a.d. 155 to 156. But (though

the data are too few to generalize from with confidence)

there is no other instance quoted in the second century where

it can be said with certainty that a less interval than thirteen

years intervened between consulship and proconsulship
^

;

and the extra year allowed here in Quadratus' case is so far a

gain.

II. Of more importance is Irenaeus' express statement,

made more than once, that Polycarp visited Bishop Anicetus

at Rome. But Eusebius, as has been seen, places the acces-

sion of Anicetus as late as a, d. 157, and this has to be thrust

back two years to allow of a visit from Polycarp in a. d. i ^^

(probably in summer), even if the martyrdom is placed in

A.D. 156 ; while if the martyrdom is put a year earlier, a

three years' transposition of Eusebius' date becomes necessary.

It is the serious matter of this extra year which has induced

the author of the '

Chronology of the Roman Bishops,' Prof.

' See the list in Lightfoot, i. 640 ;
I am assuming that it is exhaustive.
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Lipsius, to adopt a.d. 156 in preference to a.d. 155 ^- ^ut

then, in order to do so, since Feb. 23 was no sabbath in

A. D. 156, he has arbitrarily condemned as spurious the

mention of the 'high sabbath,' both in the chronological

postscript and in the body of the Martyrium. If the present

enquiry has achieved nothing else (and it does not pretend

to have done more than to have brought forward another

claimant for the true date of the martyrdom), it can at least

claim to have based Lipsius' conclusion on intelligible and

consistent premisses. Should any other explanation of the
'

high sabbath
'

be put forward, the main objection to a.d. 155

will of course disappear. But so long as the identification

with Purim is maintained, so long will it seem that a.d. 156

is a more probable date, and that a hypothesis which makes

it a possible year from the point of view of the rest of the

evidence is not destitute of support. Such as it is, it is left

to the consideration and criticism of students of ecclesiastical

history.

* But see inf. p. 154.

VOL. II.
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Appendix I.

ON A PASCHAL HOMILY PRINTED IN ST. CHRY-
SOSTOM'S WORKS ASCRIBED BY USSHER
TO A.D. 6^2. BUT REALLY BELONGING TO
A.D. 387.

[C. H. T.]

It was an integral feature of the theory put forward above that

the intercalation of the additional day in leap-year took place in

Asia almost, though not quite, at the same date as in Rome. But

since the preceding Essay was in type the writer has come across

an alternative view of the Asiatic intercalation, to which it would

he only fair in any case that he should direct attention
;
hut he

hopes to be able to show that the fresh evidence thus adduced

is really in complete harmony with what was said on pp. 122 sqq.

To Archbishop Ussher, the critic whose sagacity foretold the

recovery of the genuine Ignatius, we owe also the first attempt
to treat systematically of the Asiatic chronological system, and in

particular to take into consideration the leap-year variations'.

It was indeed a task which without the aid of the Hemerology

(and the Hemerology was not known before A. d. i 7 i 5) would

probably have never met with complete success, for the intercalation

of the repeated first was an expedient not likely to have suggested

itself even to the acutest scholar. But unfortunately Ussher had

also not perceived that the Macedonian kalendars of Syria and of

Asia, though they used the same twelve names for the months, did

not use them of the same months, each month in Syria having the

name of the month next preceding in Asia. Thus while in Asia

Xanthicus (as the Hemerology tells us) was equivalent to late

February and March, in Syria it was practically equivalent to

April. Of these two reckonings the Syrian was by far the

commoner, and Ussher assumed it to be the only one
;

so that

when St. Polycarp suffered on the 2nd Xanthicus, this ought to

fall (not in February but) at the end of March or beginning of

April. Now the Paschal Chronicle actually does place the mar-

tyrdom, not with the text of the Martyrium on a. d. vii Kal. Mart.,

' De Macedonnm et Asranorum Anno Solari, reprinted in vol. ix. of Gro-

novius, Thesaurus Graecarum Antiquitatum, pp. 1205-1268.
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but a month later, on a, d. vii Kal. Apr. (March 26)^ ;
and Ussher

following its authority, concluded that Xanthicus, the seventh

month of the kalendar, commenced on March 25.

Now in a Paschal Homily attributed by Balsamon to St. Chry-

sostom, and printed in Savile's edition of that father (vol. v. pp. 940-

949) from a MS. belonging to Gabriel. Archbishop of Philadelphia,

the author is apparently addressing his congregation just before Lent

began, on the subject of the date of Easter, which was falling that

year later (so it was said) than had ever been known before—
later certainly than the heretics or the Jews were keeping it on

that occasion '^— ' on the second day of the eighth month.' April 25

is the latest day on which Easter according to any reckoning was

ever made to fall
;

hence the eighth month cannot begin later

than April 24. But the Homilist also speaks of the ' 26th day

of the seventh month
'

as falling exactly a week earlier (than the

2nd of the eighth month), that is, not later than April 18; from

which Ussher saw that it followed that the seventh month itself

cannot begin, as from the day of St. Polycarp he had deduced

that it ought to begin, on March 25, but at latest March 24.

Consequently he supposed that this difference of a day must be

due to leap-year, the intercalation being made at Rome in

February, in Asia as he conjectured at the end of the Asiatic

year in September, so that all Asiatic dates between February and

September will, if transposed into Roman reckoning, appear a day
earlier than usual. If the Paschal Homily falls in leap-year, its

seventh month would then begin correctly on March 24, and not,

as in other years, on March 25, Since then in only one instance

between a.d. 140 and a.d. 919—in a.d. 672
—did Easter fall

simultaneously on April 25 and in leap-year, Ussher concludes

that this is the only admissible date for the Homily in question.

That Ussher was building on a radically unsound foundation when
he supposed that St. Polycarp's death and the 2nd of Xanthicus

had anything to do with March 26 we now know; and we also

know from the Hemerology that in fact the seventh Asiatic month

^ No doubt because like Ussher the chronicler writing after 600 a.d., was

ignorant of any but the Syrian nomenclature for the months. In Asia the

names had dropped out, and had been succeeded by numbers (' first month,'

etc.), comparatively early ;
cf. Liglitfoot, i. 677, 678. Numbers are used in the

Acts of Pionius and by the Paschal Homily discussed below; but the (Asiatic)

month Apellaeus occurs in Epiphanius, Haer. 51. § 24; see inf., p. 149.
* P. 940. 18 : alperiKol atroaKipTiiffavTfs <paivovrai Kal ''lovhdioi iirayyiWovTai

iriffxa rekuv.

K a
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(Artemisius) began on March 24, exactly in accordance with the

Paschal Homily. Cardinal Noris, writing on the same subject as

Ussher, but like him before the publication of the Hemerology,

was unable to make the latter correction, but (following Valesius)

he rightly pointed out the distinction between the Syriac and the

Asiatic Xanthicus, and restored St. Polycarp to February. At

the same time, curiously enough, he accepts unreservedly TJssher'g

conclusions on the Paschal Homily, apparently oblivious that they

too rested in the end entirely on the false Polycarpian basis.

The Paschal Homily ceases therefore to bear witness against us.

But why may not it be put into the box in our own favour? It

is so interesting in itself, and because its date can be fixed with

such precision, that we propose to enter at some length into

this byway of history, and to preface the enquiry by summarizing

the contents of the Homily, which aims at supporting the scientific

accuracy of the late Easter by a thoroughgoing exposition of the

principles on which the Church calculations were based.

In the first place some were accustomed to ask why when

Christmas and Epiphany^ as well as the commemorations of the

martyrs were fixed feasts, Easter alone should be moveable ?

The answer is, that in the case of Easter three conditions have to

be combined
;
the month must be the first month—that is, the first

after the spring equinox ;
the moon must be not less than at the

full—that is the fourteenth
;
and three days of the week, Friday,

Saturday, Sunday, have to be taken into account. Even the Jews

combined what they believed to be the first month with the

fourteenth day of the moon for their Passover; and they are

followed by the Quartodeciman
'^

heresy and—so far—by the

^ Christmas on the 8th before the Kalends of January according to the

Romans, i.e. Dec. 25; Epiphany on the 13th of the fourth month according

to the Asians, i. e. according to the Asiatic Kalendar, as explained above,

Jan. 6. See further below.
'' For the Quartodecimans and Novatians of. Sozomen, vii. 18 (p. 739, Hussey) :

tt\^v Tovraiv [certain Novatians] Hal tuv iirl rrji 'Aaias KaXovfxtvaJv rtaaapta-

KOiSfKaTiTu/v dnoiQ)s'Pcofj,aiois Kal AiyvirTioi? Koi ol drro tSjv dWaiv alptrawv tovtijv

T^v (oprfiv a-yovaiv dW' ol fxlu iv avrfj t§ TtffcrapfaKaideKaraia avv tois 'lov-

Satots eoprd^ovcriv, o9tv SiSf ovo/xi^ovTaf ol de IffavaTiavol ri^v dvacTT&crifiov

flfiipav (TTiTfKovaiv 'lovSaiots Si Kal avrol eirovrat Kal fh raiird rois rfffcraptaKai-

itKaTLTais KarauTpifpovai' irX^iv ti fxi^ Tvxoi ry tS' t^s afKTjvrji rj irpwrrj tov aa0-

06.TOV ^fifpa avfiwtaovaa, Karoiriv y'tvovrai twv 'lovSaicov oaats dv ^/xtpats

aviiffairi T^v ipxo/J^yrjv KvpiaK^v iffTtpi^uv T^y rtaaapfaicaiSfKaTaias rfji a(-
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Novatians. The Montanists indeed reckon the fourteenth not by
the lunar but by the solar month, and always take the fourteenth

of the seventh (solar) Asiatic month ^
;
but this obviously contra-

That is, Quartodecimans kept exactly to the Jewish fourteenth, on whatever

day of the week it fell. The Novatians in question, on the other hand, always

observed Friday and Sunday—as the Paschal Homilist puts it, i-nl r^v

rpirjixtpov fpxovTcu
—but (i) accepted the Jewish reckoning for the tS'; (2) even

assuming that to be correct, they made another fault, for if it fell on Sunday,

they kept that as Easter Day. This does not apply to all Novatians, but to

those of Galatia and Phrygia, who decided to * Judaize
'

with regard to Easter

at the Council of Pazus (na^ovKufirj in Phrygia) under Valens, i. e. circa

370 A.D. Those of Rome celebrated with the Catholic Church ; and Socrates

says the same of those of Constantinople and Nicomedia
;

cf. his parallel

account, H. E. iv. 28, v. 21. A Bithynian synod of Novatians allowed either

method (Soc. v. 21
; Soz. vii. 18).

^ That is, according to the Kalendar (p. 113, sup.), April 6.

Sozomen (vii, 18, quoted by Ussher) gives us similar but fuller information

about the Montanist Easter. According to him, tliey commenced their year with

the spring equinox, the beginning of creation, because the two lights, sun and

moon, by which times and years are regulated, came then into being. At the

end of every eight years the cycles of sun and moon will fall together at this

time, eight years of the sun being equivalent to 99 lunations. Their first date

they fixed on March 24, and interpreting the scriptural fourteenth of the month

then begun, it would fall on a, d. viii. Id. Apr. i. e. April 6, Easter being kept
on the Sunday after this day, i.e. from the 7th to the 13th of April: for

Scripture says
' from the 14th to the 21st.'

(i) Ussher, by interpolating conjecturally the words d Se fii^, interprets the

last words to mean that if the 14th (April 6) coincided with the Sunday, that

and not the next Sunday was the Montanist Easter.

(2) Ussher also asserts Sozomen to be in error in fixing the 'fourteenth of

the first month' on April 6 instead of April 7. It was part of his whole

theory that March 25 was the first of the month, and he supposes the mention

of March 24 in this passage to be a copyist's alteration, to suit the (erroneous)

April 6 as the 14th ; especially as the Latin Tripartite History reads a. d. viii,

not a. d. ix, Kal. Apr. But we know now from the Hemerology (which was

unknown to Ussher) that the Asiatic, Ephesian, and Bithynian month did

begin on March 24, and that in consequence Sozomen's April 6 and the

Homilist's 14th of the Asiatic seventh month are in perfect harmony. It is

not the Greek of Sozomen, but the Latin of the Tripartite History which has

sufiered corruption, doubtless owing to the importance of the date March 25
in the West.

It would be unprofitable to attempt to explain the origin of the error of the

Montanist computation. The sect was not a cultured one, and in despair it

cut, instead of attempting to untie, the Gordian knot. One thing however is

tolerably clear, that March 24 was taken as the starting-point of their first

month because it began a month in the ' Asiatic
'

Kalendar.

It has been pointed out to me that Duchesne {Origines du Culte Chritien,

p. 251) comparing Hippolytus' d;ite for the Passion, March 25, with the

Western Christmas, Dec. 25, and this Montanist date for the Passion, April 6,,
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diets the record of the Passion of Christ on the fourteenth of the

moon at the Jewish Passover. However, they too observed the

Tpirjfifpos, the Friday, Saturday, and Sunday.

The error of the Jews was that they were not really careful to

fix their first month by the equinox. The wise men of the Jews—
Philo, Josephus, and others'—had stated the true method, and some

of them lived even after the time of Christ, so that doubtless Christ

suffered at a Passover correctly reckoned
; and, as a matter of fact,

the Acts of Pilate relate that the crucifixion took place on the

eighth before the Kalends of April (March 25)^. But after the

Jews had rejected Christ, they took to rejecting also all their own

ancient guides. The two and seventy' approved translators of

the Scriptures were thrown over in favour of a single proselyte *.

with the Eastern Christmas, Jan. 6, supposes that the two dates for the

Passion suggested the two dates for Christmas. I should have thought the

converse more likely in the Eastern case.

* On this anti-Jewish equinoctial controversy see Anatolius, Socrates, and

the Apostolic Constitutions quoted above, p. 119. Anatolius (ap. Eus. U. E.

vii. 32) names Philo, Josephus, Musaeus, and those * even more ancient,' the

two Agathobuli and Aristobulus. Sozomen (vil. 18), referring to Anatolius as
'

Eusebius,' names Philo, Josephus, and Aristobulus.
'
Similarly Epiphanius {Haer. 50. 1), who tells us that certain Quartodeci-

mans did always observe March 25, t^ rrp6 oktoj /ca\avSS)v 'AirpiWiojv, as the

day of Christ's death, on the strength of the same Acta Pilati. He adds that

he had himself found copies of the Acta which contained the i8th of March,

vpb hfK&irevTt KaXavdojv 'AirptWiwy. The year of the Passion was originally

given in the Acta as the 15th of Tiberius (a.d. 28-29) ^^ accordance with the

earliest Christian tradition (for I feel no doubt, in spite of the arguments of

Lipsius' Pilatus-Acten, that the alternative dates, 18th or 19th Tiberius, are

alterations due to the influence of the Chronicle of Eusebius, who set the

fashion for subsequent writers), and it is an extraordinarily striking coincidence

that if the Crucifixion did take place in the year A. D. 29, the day must beyond

question have been March 18, as pointed out in Browne's Onio Saeclorum.

Meanwhile the i8th of March was altered to that day week, March 25, pro-

bably under the influence of the Chronicle of Hippolytus, in which this was

the day given for the Passion, and also because March 18 would soon be looked

on as an inadmissible day, through its falling before the equinox.
*
72 is given by the Letter of Aristeas, by Tertullian {Apol. 18), and by

Epiphanius {de Pond, et Mens, iii-vi) ; 70 by Irenaeus
(iii. 21), by Anatolius

(Eus. H. E. vii. 32), by Jerome, and by Augustine.
* That is, Aquila. Irenaeus indeed (iii. 21) calls both Theodotion and

Aquila proselytes, but there can be no doubt which is meant here, for it was

Aquila's translation which because of its superior literalness came into favour

with the Jews, while Christian writers believed that Aquila and the Jews

who followed him were animated by anti-Ciiristian bias in their attempt to

supersede a translation which favoured, and was favoured by, the Christian

Church.
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The equinoctial rule, though a tradition of Moses himself, was

neglected, and now the Jewish Passover fell indifferently before

or after, but on the present occasion (ets
rh eVeorws) before, the

equinox.

Now what was the mystical fitness of the date at which Christ

suffered %

That the equinox should mark the commencement of the first

month is clear, if we think of the original creation of the world,

for the first day and night would naturally have been equal : and

it must have been the spring equinox, for the creation of flowers and

trees and plants, symbols of spring, immediately followed. And so

Scripture says that God divided equally the light and the darkness
;

ava fieaov tov cprjizos Koi dva fiia-ov roii ukotovs. Then after the equinox
on the fourth day, God created the sun and the moon—at the full;

on the sixth day, man ;
on the seventh He rested

;
and on the eighth,

which is the first again. He suffered the now perfect universe to

start on its course. So when man, created though he was in the

image of God, had fallen from his high estate, and the Only-begotten
Son had come to earth to restore him. He employs for redemption

the same portion and period of time He had before chosen and used

for creation, that the end might be harmonious with the beginning.

Consequently the week of the Passion—the fulness of the times, the

recapitulation of all things
—must combine, just as the week of

creation had done, the equinox, the full moon, and the sixth day
or Friday specially devoted to man. But a week whose commence-

ment on Sunday coincides with the equinox and contains the full

moon, is an infrequent occurrence ; we read therefore in the

Gospels that though the Jews had long sought Him, He had

evaded them, until
' His hour was come,' and then He willingly

suffered. After the equinox, when the light began to gain

ground on and to master the darkness, but not later than the

first Friday after, on which too He had created man, He suffered ;

and on the Sabbath again, after the completion of His work, He
rested.

But all these different data obviously cannot converge every

year. They were necessarily observed in the one great Pascha, but

just as that one sacrifice needs no repetition but only an imitation

[fiifirjua)
in the Eucharist, so in our Pascha we need only imitate

the season as far as lies in our power, combining the equinox, the

fourteenth of the moon, and the three days' celebration. Avoiding
the ignorance of Jews and heretics, we find the equinox, we look
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for the next full moon, and so for the Preparation, Sabbath and

Lord's Day ^.

Further, the Lord fulfilled exactly the law of Moses, that on

the fourteenth day between the evenings the lamb should be

slaughtered : for
' between the evenings' will be at the ninth hour,

as learned Jews fix it, and at the ninth hour Jesus, the Lamb of

God, gave up the ghost ^. Again, the darkness at the crucifixion

was not without its special meaning. To the Jews it recalled the

prophecies of Zechariah and Amos, that it should be neither day

nor night, and at eventide it should be light ;
that the sun should

go down at midday ;
if the prophet added that their feasts should

be turned to grief, this was actually the case, we learn from history,

at the siege of Jerusalem ^. By the Gentiles, the miracle of the

darkness could not be explained away with Greek artifice as an

eclipse, for the moon at the Passover is at the full : and ])y cele-

brating the Pascha yearly at full moon, we have a yearly reminder

of the miracle for all ages and all men *.

* Cf. Epiphanius, Saer. 50. 3 : Zih irapartjpotifjitOa i^iv t^v rtffaaptffKaiSfKartjv,

virtpPauvo/jifv Si rfjv larjfiipiav, ipipofjitv Sk itrl rrjv ayiay Kvpiaitfjv rd riKos T§y

avpiirXrjpdfafoas.
" Therefore the Homilist follows the ' Johannine ' view that our Lord ate only

an anticipatory Passover and sufifered on the 14th Nisan. This is in accord-

ance with the almost unanimous view of early writers (ApoUinaris, Clement

of Alexandria, Irenaeus, Tertullian, Hippolytus; see Westcott, Introduction

to Gospels, p. 347), but in disagreement with an equally strong consensus later

the other way. Even at the earliest possible date for our Homily, St.

Chrysostom (a fact quite suflBcient to disprove his authorship) and St.

Ambrose (see his epistle, inf. p. 147), hold to the fifteenth
; similarly

Proterius of Alexandria, in his letter to Leo of Rome about the Easter of

A. D. 455 ;
and though the Paschal Chronicle, built up seemingly out of earlier

materials, witnesses to a survival of the older opinion, yet in the ninth century

Photius, impressed as he is with the evidence of two early writers, still speaks

of them as varying from * the Church' (Cod. 115, 116, fin., Kal aieoireiv xp^l- ^

yap Xpv<T6aTOfJios Kal ^ (KKkijaia t6t( <prjalv avTov imrfXiaai to voftiKdv itpb tow

fivariKov SdiTvov).
' The Homilist adds, 5f€T^ xpovov 6 woXtfios Kara tovs 'lovSaiovs tm ntvOrj

dva\(ua(, p. 947. 24.
* This was the argument of Julius Africanus, early in the 3rd century,

(Chronicon fragm. ap. Routh, R. S. ii. 297), toCto to <xk6tos fK\(i\f/iv tov -^Xiov

QAWoi diroKoXti iv rp'iTw rSiv laTopiwv, ws */iot 5o««r aK6y<ui (he explains about

the full moon) , . . Jjv cthotos OfoiroirjTov didri tov Kupiov avvi0rj iraOtiv. Origen,

who had himself explained the darkness as an eclipse (c. Celsum, ii. 33), in his

Commentary on St. Matthew, adopted Africanus' view
;

cf. Routh, 1. c. p. 479,

iva yap /xij fiirajaiv fKK(i\f/iv tiva^ t6 yfyfvvrjfifvoy, SicL tovto rfj »S' yivfTat, ot«

iK\(t\//iv avfxfifivai &ixr}xavov. But Eusebius (followed by Jerome, and as

usual by the later chronologers) still called the darkness an eclipse, identifying
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Now to apply these investigations to the fixing of the current

feast. Twelve full moons after the last Easter we naturally expect

the next to fall. But if the twelfth falls before the equinox, we

must intercalate a thirteenth lunar month in order to get to a full

moon after the equinox ^. Thus, in the present year, the twelfth

full moon or fourteenth of the twelfth month falls two days before

the equinox, and we must look for the next full moon for our Pascha.

We have thus settled two of the conditions, the equinox and the

full moon; we have still to find the Sunday. Now the postponed

fourteenth will itself fall on a Sunday, and therefore to get our

three days, Friday, Saturday, Sunday, we must again defer Easter

for a week, or the festival of tlie resurrection would fall on the

14th, which is the date of the Passion.

Of the two full moons under discussion, the first falls, as we

said, two days before the equinox^ ;
the second on the 26th day of

the seventh month, and Easter exactly a week later on the second

day of the eighth month '.

it with one mentioned by the historian Phlegon under A. D. 32, which thence-

foi'ward became the usual year to which the crucifixion was assigned (see

Lipsius, PilatusActen, p. 23fif.).
^ Since twelve lunations (at 29^ days each) amount to only about 354 days,

there is a defect of rather more than 11 clays on the total as compared with

the solar year. This defect goes on increasing, and when it would bring a

thirteenth full moon before the spring equinox, a thirteenth or intercalary

month is added to the old year.
^

irpb Svo rjfitpwv t^s Iffrjufpias
—' the day before,' I suppose ; on the analogy

of phrases like ttJ Tpirri for ' the day before yesterday
'

(Field on Matt. xvi.

1 2 Otium Norvicense, Pars Tertia, p. 7) and Latin ' ante diem tertium.'

The cycle of Hippolytus (a. d. 222) had placed the equinox on March 18,

and this reckoning prevailed in Rome till the fifth century; but the cycle of

Anatolius (a. D. 2 7 7) advanced it to March 19, and the Alexandrian modification

of the latter cycle, prevalent in the fourth century throughout the East, placed
it later still, on March 21 (Hefele, Councils, E. T. i. p. 320). Our Homilist

argued above that the crucifixion on March 25 corresponded to the Friday or

sixth day of Creation week
;
the division of light and darkness, that is the

equinox, would then have taken place on the first day of the same week, March
20. But I doubt whether he really intended to difi'er from the Alexandrine

computation in practice : he would, I believe, have agreed that the 21st March
was the first legal day for the ih', and the 22nd for Easter Day. In any case

the full moon meant must have fallen on March 19 or 20, for the next fell on

the 26th day of the seventh month, which on the principles of the Asiatic

Kalendar (the mouth beginning a. d. ix Kal. Apr., i. e. March 24, and being
like April a month of 30 days not repeating its first) would be the i8th of April.

^ The eighth Asiatic month begins a. d. ix Kal. Mai., April 23, and being,

like May, of 31 days, it repeats its first
;

the second will therefore fall on

April 25.
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If it was argued that Easter never had fallen so late as it was

now proposed to hold it, proof against this statement could be

brought by witnesses of good memory (^fivfjfioves fiaprvpa). How
often in the past do you suppose it has been said,

' It has never

been the case
'

(oiSfnoTt yeyove) and yet science prevails 1 More-

over the objectors admit that Easter has often fallen as late as the

29th day of the seventh month ^, and the difference between us is

therefore narrowed down to three or four days, which they shrink

from yielding to the claims of science. And if it was simply a

matter of prejudice against variations in the date of Easter, why
there was variation between every two successive celebrations. In

the current and three following years Easter would fall
(i)

on the

2nd of the eighth month, (ii)
then on the 17th of the seventh

month, (iii)
then on the 9th of the seventh month, (iv) lastly on

the 29th of the seventh month ^.

And such variations are all direct consequences of the two rules

of the full moon after the equinox and the Sunday after the full

moon. As to the latter point, if the full moon or 14th falls in the

middle (nXdros) of the week, the matter is simple, the next Sunday
is Easter

;
but if it falls about the Sunday, then grfeat caution is

necessary. For instance, in the present case, careless calculators

tried to make out that the fourteenth of the moon fell on the

Saturday [i.e. April 17] and that therefore the next day was Easter

Sunday '. But they were quite mistaken
;
even impartial and in-

* That is, April 21. Cp. the preface to the Festal Letters of St. Athanasius

(quoted in Hefele, ii. 159),
' the Komans stated that they possessed a tradition,

as ancient as the time of St. Peter, that they were not to go beyond the 21st

of April :' and cf. the Epistle of St. Ambrose, inf. p. 148. Our Homilist can-

not mean that any living witnesses could testify to an Easter on April 25 :

for according to Qssher (1. c. p. 1228) between A. D. 140 and 919, Easter fell

on that day only four times, A. D. 387, 482, 577, 672 ;
and a period of 95

years is more than any memory could embrace. What he undoubtedly does

mean is that while the objectors opposed April 25 on the ground that April 21

was the last possible day for Easter, fairly modern instances could be quoted
where this limit had been overpassed, i. e. where Easter had been held on

April 22, 23, or 24.
* That is, by the Asiatic Kalendar, April 25, April 9, April i, April 2T.
'
Consequently, if the 14th had fallen on Saturday, the next day would

have been admitted to be Easter Sunday, even though this made the com-

memoration of the Passion fall on the 13th. All that was contended for was

that the feast of the Sunday should fall clear of the fast of the 14th. This

was the principle of the Alexandrine cycle; but Hippolytus and Anatolius

(and the Eoman Church still in the fourth century) would have put off Easter

for a week, even if the Saturday had fallen on the iS'.
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telligent pagans {ao^oi rav 'EWrivav) could tell them that as a

matter of fact the fourteenth coincided with the Sunday and the

night after it, almost into the following Monday, and not near the

Saturday at all
;
so that quite obviously Easter must be postponed

for another week.

Facts must be faced
; disputes must be put aside

;
the mind

must be clear for the right observation of the seven weeks of Lent,

the first of which, according to the true calculation of Easter, was

now just about to begin \

Such is a tolerably ample analysis of the Homily on which

Archbishop TJssher's leap-year theory rests, and it is obvious at

once that it contains suflficient marks of time—in particular the

dates of four successive Easters— to aid us in a secure reconstruction

of its kalendar even for leap-year. It is now proposed to treat in

order (i) of the locality of the Homily, (2) of the rough date of the

Homily, (3) of the kalendar employed and the year which it

suggests, (4) of other special evidence pointing to the same

date.

(i) The presumption raised by two mentions of Asiatic months

only comes in to reinforce a conclusion which could be safely

drawn even without it. The seven weeks' Lenten fast excludes—
at least on the fifth-century evidence of the historians Socrates

and Sozomen— Illyria, Greece, Egypt and Palestine; while it

would fall in with any part of the country from Constantinople

round to Phoenicia. The mention of certain heretics in connection

with erroneous Paschal observances (notes on pp. 132, 133) narrows

the field still further. The Quartodecimans are called by Socrates

' No doubt the Paschal quarrel with which our Homilist is concerned was

excited in his Church by a dispute whether Lent should not have begun
before.

For these seven weeks of Lent cf. Sozomen, vii. 19 (p. 743, Hussey), oi {xlv

els %^ eBSofidBas fiixepSiv Koyi^ovrai, ws 'IKKvpioi koI oi irpos Svaiv, Ai0vt] tc ndaa

Kai AtyvTTTOs avv roii na\aiaTivots' 01 Si fTrrd us ev KcDyffTavTivovirdkd koi rois

vfpl^ eOvtai iJ-fXP^ ^otviKaiw dWoi Se rptis anopaSrjv iv rais e^ ^ fTTTcL vqartvov-
aiv oi Si apxi rpus irpd ttjs kopTrjs avvdirrovaiv oi 51 Svo us oi rd Movrdvov

<ppovovvTfs. In the parallel passage of Socrates (If. E. v. 22, p. 240, Bright),
I believe the historian's meaning to be that those whom he does not specify

fasted for seven weeks, his point being that many people who fasted less than

40 days yet called Lent TfaaapaKoaTrj, which, strictly speaking, only those

who fasted seven weeks continuously had a right to do. He has only therefore

to mention the exceptions to this latter rule.
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(v. 22), and by Sozomen
(vii. 18) ol iv 'Aala, oi eV« rrjs *Ao-iay.

The Novatians were powerful in Constantinople, the Helles-

pont, Phrygia, Paphlagonia and Galatia; but the erroneous

Pascha blamed by the Homilist was adopted not by the Novatians

of Eome or even those of Constantinople and Nicomedia, but by
those of Phrygia and Galatia only. And lastly the Montanists, as

we know and as their alternative titles of TleTrovCiTai and ^pvyts

(Soz. vii. 18) clearly show, were always a distinctively Phrygian
sect. Our Homilist then certainly wrote in Asia Minor, and

probably somewhere not far removed from Phrygia.

(2) From evidence of place we pass to evidence of similar sort

for time
;
and here again the various sects and religions with which

the Church, according to the Homily, has to deal, will first come

under review^. Of Montanism as still flourishing in Phrygia
we hear in the laws of Constantine, in the council of Laodicea,

and in St. Basil in the fourth century, and in the Theodosian code

and the historian Sozomen during the first half of the fifth
;
but in

the middle of the sixth century it appears to have been finally

exterminated by the persecution of Justinian. Similarly the

Novatians of Asia Minor were in the fourth and fifth centuries

numerous and influential, as we learn from Epiphanius, Basil, and

Socrates
;
but after the fifth century not much is heard of them.

In particular the judaizing Novatians, with whom alone our Homily

deals, seem after A.d. 450 to have finally coalesced with Monta-

nism. Judaism is introduced in the Homily mainly in connection

with the relation of the equinox to the Passover, a form of dispute

especially characteristic of the third and fourth centuries, for it

appears in Anatolius of Laodicea, at the Council of Nicaea, in

the Apostolic Constitutions and in St. Ambrose. One would not

imagine that references to it would be frequent later; and with

every century the intercourse even of heretical Christianity with

Judaism must have been growing appreciably smaller. Lastly

Pagans ("EXXjji/es) are even in Asia Minor still a force which must

be taken into account. Our Homilist had just been preaching

against both Jews and Pagans. The annual memory of the miracu-

lous darkness of the crucifixion is an annual rebuke to Pagan un-

belief. And scientific Pagans are quoted as admitting the accuracy

of the astronomical calculations of the Church for Easter. All this

* For tlie summaries on this and the following pages I am largely indebted

to various articles in the Dictionaries of Christian Biography and Antiquities.
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is not surprising in the fourth century ;
it becomes stranger for the

fifth, and it would be almost incredible later.

The Gospel chronology again shows an independence of Eusebius,

which suggests a date not later than 400 A. D., after which time

there were few writers who, like Epiphanius and our Homilist, were

uninfluenced by the Chronicle. For instance, the crucifixion is

placed on Nisan 14 in common with a catena of primitive fathers,

but against the view of Ambrose, Chrysostom, Proterius, and the

later centuries. The 25th of March is given (after the Acts of

Pilate) for the crucifixion with Hippolytus, Tertullian, and

Augustine. The darkness of the crucifixion is explained with

Africanus and Origen as a miracle, and not with Eusebius, Malala,

and the Paschal Chronicle as Phlegon's eclipse.

Finally an argument may be drawn from the fact that Christmas,

Epiphany, and the commemorations of martyrs are mentioned as

the feasts kept at that time in the Church on fixed days. For the

saints' days parallels may be found at least as early as a Gothic

fragment of the fourth century, the Syriac Kalendar in the great

MS. dated a. d. 411, or the Roman lists traceable to the fourth and

fifth centuries ^. Of the fixed feasts commemorative of the Gospel

history, Christmas and Epiphany are also the two mentioned in the

Apostolic Constitutions (v. 13), while the Paschal Chronicle, for

instance, in the seventh century has the Purification, the Annun^

ciation and the Nativity of St. John Baptist; and of these three the

first at least was instituted by the Emperor not later than about

A. D. 540.

On the other hand it might perhaps be urged that the comme-

moration of the Nativity on Dec. 25 rather than on Jan. 6, is for the

East an innovation which points to a date later than Chrysostom,

who in an Antiochene Homily thought to have been delivered in

A. D. 386 speaks of the transference of the festival as introduced

from the West less than ten years before. But (i) our Homily is

not earlier, as will be seen, than A. d. 387 : (ii) the change at

Antioch may have taken place later than in other parts of the East;

the Apostolic Constitutions give Dec. 25, and they are apparently

earlier than Chrysostom : (iii)
it is not unreasonable to conjecture

that when our Homilist in the same context defines Christmas by
a Roman, and Epiphany by an Asiatic date (Kara 'Pafxaiovs, Kar

*A(7iavovs) that the former feast somehow connected itself in his

^
Duchesne, p. 278.
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mind with the West, in which case he must have lived before the

origin of the December celebration was forgotten. Not even here

then have we any evidence tending to suggest a date later than

the fourth century for our Homily.

(3) Now if an Asiatic writer use once a Roman method of

dating (and this, as we have just seen, perhaps from a special

reason) for Chiistmas-day, but an Asiatic method
(*car' 'Ao-iai/oi/s)

twice, for Epiphany and for the Montanist Easter, we shall con-

clude that his normal Kalendar was the Asiatic, and shall turn to

it for help when we find him giving dates for several successive

Easters on what is at any rate not a Roman reckoning ;
and we

shall not be surprised that the characteristic features of the
'

Asiatic
'

Kalendars of the Hemerology are faithfully reproduced
in the Homily. The Montanist fourteenth for the Pascha was

reckoned on the fourteenth of the seventh Asiatic month
;

the

Hemerology commences the seventh month on a. d. ix Kal. Apr.

(March 24), and as a month of 30 days does not repeat its first,

and thus its 14th will fall on April 6th, a. d. viii Id. Apr.,

exactly the Roman date as given by Sozomen in the same con-

nexion. The Epiphany festival of the Church was on the 13th
of the fourth Asiatic month, which beginning on a. d. ix Kal. Jan.

(Dec. 24), and as a month of 31 days repeating its first, brings us

to January 6, the well-known festival of the Eastern Church \ as

' Jan. 6 for the Epiphany, e.g. in Apost. Const, v. 13, ^ km<^vio% . . .

'^ivkaOm . . . €«tj7 tov SiKarov /Mrjvos ;
in the Kalendarium Karthaginense

(Ruinart, Acta Sincera, p. 634), viii Idus Jan. sanctum Epefania. It is true

that we do find allusions to Jan. 5, instead of Jan. 6, and it might therefore

be argued that this is possibly the day intended here, the Asiatics having by
this time dropped the repetition of the first day in months of 31 days. But
such allusions all belong to times or places where in accordance with the

earliest custom the Epiphany was celebrated in conjunction with the feast of

the Nativity ;
and the latter was commemorated at night ;

cF. the ' Constitu-

tions of the Alexandrian Church' (Diet. Chr. Ant. i. p. 359), 'in die autem

Nativitatis et Epiphaniae . . . ut uoctu missa celebretur
'

;
and so Cosmas

Indicopleustes (c. A. D. 550) can even say that all Christians concur in cele-

brating the Nativity on (Choeae 28 =) Dec. 24. Similarly Stephen Gobar

(Photius, cod. 232) in his list of disputed questions names the two dates for

the Nativity, one of which is 'Iavovapi<^ 4 Kara rb niaov t^s vvierbs ijrii earl

irpb oKTui (iSiuv 'lavovapicav, i. e. Jan. 5 and 6. Thus so far as Epiphanius

(Haer. 51. 24) speaks of the 5th of January, it is to be noticed (i) that he is

speaking of the Nativity only ; the Baptism he placed on Nov. 8
; (ii)

tliat he

explains the date irifx-nrt] 'lavovapiov kairtpa tis tKTrjv fm<pw(Jitovaa, and as irpb

oKTw (ISwu = Jan. 6
; (iii) that the Egyptian, Greek, Paphian, and Arabic

equivalents given in the same passage are shown by the Hemerology to apply

only to Jan. 6. And similarly the Armenian Church, combining in one the
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its 1 4th. Thirdly, the Paschal full moon of the year in which the

Homily was delivered fell on the 26th day of the seventh month,

while the second day of the eighth month was exactly a week later.

But the seventh Asiatic month commenced on a. d. ix Kal. Apr.

(March 24), and the eighth on a. d. ix Kal. Mai. (April 23) ;
the 26th

day of the seventh month (one of 30 days only) falls on April 18,

and therefore that day week is April 25. But if the eighth month

began on April 23, and the 2nd of it fell on the 25th, the repetition

of the first in months of 3 1 days must still have formed an integral

part of the Asiatic system.

Now however the possibility must be taken into account that the

year of the Homily was a leap-year, and the intercalation of the

extra day was not made in Asia till at any rate after April. If this

were so, as each Asiatic day would be equivalent to one (Roman)

day earlier than usual, the two dates of the Homily would become

April 17 and April 24. We should then have to find a year in

which, on the Alexandrine cycle, the following conditions were

satisfied:—(a) full moon on April 17; (6) Easter a week later

on April 24 ; (c) the year ex hypothesi a leap-year.

Taking as our guide the Paschal table of Dionysius Exiguus

(Migne, Patrologia Latina, vol. 67, p. 493), who first introduced

Alexandrian calculations in a scientific form to the West, we have

there given full moons and Easters from A. d. 513 to 626, those from

A.D. 532 to 626 forming a complete set of 95 years ^ Now the

selection of 95 years as the cycle was prompted by the desire to

find a term of years after which (i) 95 being a multiple of 19, and

commemoration of the Annunciation, Nativity, and Epiphany, commenced with

the Annunciation on the evening of Jan. 5, and so apparently proceeded to the

Nativity and Epiphany (D. Chr. Ant. ut sup.). But our Homilist, unlike this,

distinguislied between the Nativity on Dec. 25, and the Epiphany on Jan. 6.

It is true that St. Jerome explains the date of the prophecy of Ezekiel i.
' in

the thirteenth year, in the fourth month, on the fifth day of the month,' as

foreshadowing Christ's Baptism in His thirtieth year, on the fifth day of the

fourth (Eastern) month. But this is a forced application of a prophecy ;
and

moreover St. Jerome was writing in Palestine, where the joint celebration of

the two feasts had not yet been superseded (Duchesne, p. 248), so that the 5th
would still form part of the feast. In fact his strong disclaimer, at this very

point, of the union of the two, almost suggests that he is borrowing his inter-

pretation from some previous writer who had interpreted the prophetic date

of both Nativity and Epiphany. (See his Commentary in loc. quoted by
Ussher, p. 1216.)

* No doubt there exists a list of all occasions on which Easter has been held
;

and if I had known where to find it, I might have spared myself the calcula-

tions from this point for a page onwards.
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the Alexandrine lunar cycle being of 1 9 years, the full moons would

recur on the same days of the month
; (2) those days of the month

too would fall usually on the same days of the week, and in any

case not more than one day apart ;
for in 95 years we have

(after the 52 weeks in each year) 95 extra days, and 23 or 24

leap-years each with a further day; in all 118 or 119 days; and as

the chances are three to one that in 95 years there will be 24 leap-

years, they are- also three to one in favour of the larger number

119 days, or exactly seventeen weeks. Thus after 95 years, three

times out of four, the full moon falling not only on the same day of

the month but on the same day of the week, Eastei*, too, will fall

the same number of days after it, that is, also on the same day of

the month. Now if we want to find all possible Easters, say

between a.d. 325 and 700, which fell on April 24, we turn to a

cycle of 95 years and look for all Easters on that day or on one

day each way—April 23, 24, 25—secure that further variation is

impossible. In Dionysius' cycle there are only four such Easters.

In A.D. 539 Easter fell on April 24 ;
therefore on the same or

next day in A. D. 349, 444, 634. In A. D. 550 again on April 24 ;

80 A.D. 360, 455, 645. In A.D. 577 on April 25: compare

A. D. 387, 482, 672. In A. D. 607 on April 23 ; compare A. d. 417,

612. But of all these occasions only the four italicized years were

leap-years ;
and all others are ex hypothesi excluded. Hence only

A. D. 360, 444, 512, 672 can come into account. Now in a. d. 360

Easter fell on April 23, according to the Festal Letter of

St. Athanasius for that year (see tables in Larsow's edition). In

A. D. 444 it fell again on the same day, as stated by Proterius of

Alexandria in his letter to Leo of Rome eleven years later (Migne,

vol. 67, p. 510). In A.D. 512 it must have fallen on April 22
;

for the cycle of Dionysius commences in the next year with an

Easter Sunday on April 7. And in A. d. 672 it certainly fell on

April 25; see Ussher inf. There is therefore no single year which

fulfils the conditions of Easter Sunday on April 24 in leap-year;

and we may confidently conclude that even if the leap-year day was

intercalated after April, at least the year of our Homilist was not

leap-year, and in that case the normal equivalents between the

Asiatic and Julian Kalendars must hold. The full moon of tlie

Homilist can only have fallen on April 18, and his Easter Day on

April 25.

But Ussher gives only four occasions between A. D. 140 and 919

on which Easter Sunday fell on the 25th of April, namely, the years
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A. D. 387, 482, 577, 672. We will now put side by side our

Homilist's four Easter dates in his own Asiatic months
;
then the

ordinary equivalents of these in Eoman months
;
and lastly the

four sets of Easters (taken from Ussher, I.e. p. 1229) to one of

which the Homily must certainly apply
—

2nd day of 8th month

1 7th day of 7th month

9th day of 7th month

29th day of 7th month

April 25

April 9

April 1

April 21

387.

482.

677-

672.
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before Easter fell again so late (a. d. 482) Alexandrine calculations

were accepted as a matter of course in the East, and even at Rome

they were largely introduced by Victorius about the middle of the

fifth century, and fully by Dionysius Exiguus in the first half of

the sixth. Again, appeal is made, as we said, to
' witnesses of

good memory' for Easter falling after the 21st, while objectors

admit Easter on the 21st but nothing more. Now Easter as a

matter of fact had fallen on April 2 1 only eight years before, in

A. D. 379; but before April 21, it had only fallen twice within

sixty years
—in A. D. 349 on April 23, and in A. D. 360 on the

same day
—and on the first of these occasions the Alexandrines,

Athanasius being then on intimate terms with the Westerns and

especially with the Roman See, yielded to the Roman earlier com-

putation ^. One instance within living memory, and that twenty-

seven years before, would satisfy the contradictory assertions

hazarded on the two sides.

Further we do know that in A. D. 387 the unusual lateness of

the Alexandrine Easter aroused keen discussion, in which the

Emperor Theodosius, with the view of reconciling the West to the

Eastern practice, intervened. There is still extant the preface of

a document addressed to him by Theophilus of Alexandria, whom

he had consulted, as well as a circular letter which St. Ambrose

from the same point of view directed to the bishops of Emilia.

Theophilus'^ writes that according to the Old Testament the

month of the Passover was to be the first month or month of new

year's produce {y.y]v
rmv veav) when the crops were full-grown ;

and

the day to be the 1 4th, that is full moon, for the Jewish month, unlike

the ancient Egyptian but like the Greek, was lunar. This month

itself should be fixed after the equinox, which falls on the 25th

Phamenoth, 21st of March, or according to the 'Syrians,

Antiochenes, and Macedonians' 21st of Dystrus ;
if the previous

(twelfth) month were to be taken, it would be found that the

crops were not ready to cut. But when, the month being rightly

fixed, its 14th falls on Sunday, Easter must be put off a week;

for we may neither end our fast on the 13th nor yet fast on the

Sunday
—a thing no one would do but a Manichee'—while

'
Cf. Hefele, Councils, E. T. ii. 159. The Easters during the Episcopate of

Athanasius (a, d. 328-373) are given in Larsow's edition of the Festal Letters,

p. 47.
*
Ap. Gallandi, vii. 614.

'
Ma»'(xa«<wj' yAp iSiov vpayfta rb toiovtov.
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on the contrary, as the Lord was crucified on the I4th^, and there-

fore the Eesurrection fell after it then, so may its Paschal com-

naemoration now. As to objections on the score of lateness (of

April 25), why the Law itself says, if you cannot keep the Passover

in the first month, do so in the second
;
in any case therefore it is

better to have Easter too late than too early.

St. Ambrose is addressing the bishops of Emilia, after the

bishops of Eome and Alexandria had expressed their opinion, and

apparently with Theophilus' epistle in his hands^. The Nicene

fathers, he says, had instituted a nineteen years' cycle (after which

the same dates for full moons were to recur) in order to secure

unanimity about the night on which the *
sacrifice for the Lord's

Resurrection
'

was to be ofi'ered ^, We are to note the first month

or month of new crops, and the 14th of the month; for Christ,

coming to fulfil the Law of Moses, kept the Passover on the 14th

(Thursday), being crucified on the 15th, and rising from the

dead on the 1 7th. Thus the 1 4th as preceding the Passion, and

therefore a fast, cannot be Easter day, which if the 14th is a Sunday— '

sicut futurum est proxime
'—will fall a week later, and in this

case will be kept on the 25th, not on the i8th, of April. So,

to quote recent practice, in A. d. 373
* the 14th of the moon fell on

March 24, and Easter a week later; in A. d. 377 the 14th was on

April 9, and again Easter on the i6th.

But then, continues Ambrose, the objection is made that if

^
T77 TeffffapfffKaiSfKaraia in tlie Greek: but the Latin '

decimaquinta,' of.

Ambrose inf. and note 2 on p. 136.
^ Amhrosii Opera (Venice, 1751), iii. pp. 935-943. 'Post Aegyptiorum

supputationes et Alexandrinae Ecclesiae definitores, Episcopi qnoque Romanae

ecclesiae, per litteras plerique mean) adhuc expectant sententiam
'

;
elsewhere

again, 'Alexandrini quoque et Aegyptii, ut ipsi scripserunt.' Further, he not

only employs the Egyptian names of months, but presents actual coincidences

with Theophilus' preface just mentioned, in the ' mensis novorum ' and the

reference to the Manichees.

On the important position held by the see of Milan at the end of the fourth

century, see Duchesne, pp. 32-39.
^ If the Gentiles observe days—'

quintam esse fugiendam,'
'

posteros dies

vel Aegyptiacos declinare
'—

they do it for superstitious motives
;
we in order

that * consona sacrae noctis fundatur oratio.'
*

St. Ambrose dates the years here by the era of Diocletian, the 89th and

the 93rd. This era, specially made for Egypt, and continuously in use in

the Coptic Church as the ' era of martyrs,' is reckoned from A. D. 284, the

year of Diocletian's accession, and as the Egyptian year commenced on

August 29, the 89th and 93rd year of the era will refer to the Easters not of

A. D. 372 and 376, but of A. D. 373 and 377. Even the months Phamenoth
and Pharmuthi are given as well as the Roman reckoning.

L 2
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Easter is kept as late as April 25, the rule of the 'first month
'

is

not observed. We answer—•

(i) Since the full moon can obviously fall anywhere within the

first solar month, if it falls quite at the end, then Easter, unless

kept on the actual 14th, must fall in the next month.

(2) In the present case it is the Jews who will not observe

the first month
;

for their Passover is to be on March 20, which

belongs to the 12th month and not to the ist\ whether you
reckon the latter as the post-equinoctial month of 31 days, from

March 22 to April 21, or the Egyptian month Pharmuthi, of 30

days, from March 27 to April 25.

(3) But in reality, as scholars of the Jewish law know well, this

first month is lunar
;
and if the first full moon after the equinox

falls (as in A. D. 387) on April 18 the first new moon will fall on

April 5, the nones of April ^, and the second therefore about the

nones of May, so that April 25 falls well before it.

Moreover only two years ago Easter was celebrated as late as

the I ith before the Kalends of May, the 30th of the (post-

equinoctial) month ^, and the few extra days between that day and

the 25th of April now proposed, ought not to be a real stumbling-

block.

It is sufficiently obvious that the arguments of St. Ambrose and

of Theophilus are in the main identical with those employed by
our Homilist, and there can be no reasonable doubt that the three

^ In Milan, the eighth month,
' octavus secundum consuetudinem nosti-am,

indictio enim Septembri mense incipit, octavo igitur mense Kalendae Aprilea
sunt.'

" Such seems to be the meaning of the words * cum a pluribus nonis lunae

cursus incipiat, hoc est, dies primus, vides nonas Maii adhuc ad mensem

primum novorum computari posse
'

: where for * a pluribus nonis
'
I suspect we

should read '

Aprilibus Nonis.'
' ' Ante biennium celebraverimus paschae Dominicam undecimo Kalendas

Maii, hoc est, trigesimo die mensis secundum nostram scilicet calculationem.'

These figures do not seem to tally; a.d. xi Kal. Mai. is April 21, but the

30th of a month commencing on March 22 would be April 20 : so for 'tri-

gesimo
' we ought perhaps to restore '

triges[two ^jrjimo.' If April 2 1 is thus

correct, the nearest year given in the tables in which Easter fell on that day
is A. D. 379 ; and as on the other hand it seems probable (e. g. from the

i-epeated use of '

proxime^) that the letter was not written very long before

the Easter of A.D. 387, it has been proposed to read 'ante vi ennium '

(i.e.

sexennium) for 'ante biennium.' [I do not know whether it is possible that

in A.D. 384 the full moon which fell about March 21 may have been reckoned

in Milan as before the equinox, so that the Paschal moon would fall about

April 19, and Easter day, instead of on March 24, on April 21.]
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writers refer to the same occasion. By concurrent but independent
lines of argument it has therefore been established that the four

Easters of the Homily are those from A. D. 387 to 390 ;
and if go,

then (as we have seen) the date given for the leap-year Easter of

A. D. 388 shows that the intercalation was made before Easter and

before the month beginning on March 24. It was already argued
in the main body of this Essay (p. 122, sup.), that the intercalation

probably did take place in the sixth Asiatic month (Feb. 21 to

March 2 3) in Asia as in Kome. So far therefore from demonstrating
an alternative theory to be correct, the Paschal Homily is abso-

lutely consistent, so far as it goes, with the theory of intercalation

on which this Essay is based ^.

Appendix II.

PASSAGES FROM ANCIENT WRITERS WHO
EMPLOY KALENDARS OF THE ASIATIC

TYPE, GIVING SIDE BY SIDE A ROMAN AND
A NATIVE DATING.

[C. H. T.]

Db. Lightfoot has quoted (Ignatius i. 665) four inscriptions

which give side by side the two methods of dating. For complete-

ness' sake I have put together here the few instances which are

quoted by Archbishop Ussher from ancient writers.

I. Epiphanius, Hacres. 51. § 24. The Baptism of Christ, kot

AlyvTTTiovs ^Advp ScoSeKor^ npo e^ uBcov Nof//^/3i<Bi', koto. "EXXtji/os At'ou

oydoT] .... Kara IIa(j)iovs 'AnoyoviKov eK/caiSe/carj; .... Kara MaKcbovas

'AneWalov iKKaibtKaTtj.

^ Of course (I repeat •what I have said before) the correctness of this theory

of intercalation does not prove that St. Polycarp suffered in A. D. 156 and not

in A. D. 155. That he did suffer in the later year is made possible by it, and

the possible becomes probable, if once the identification of the '

high sabbath
'

with the Purim feast is admitted.
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Here the date intended is of course Nov. 8, and the Asiatic or,

as EpiphaniuB here calls it, the 'Macedonian' date, Apellaeus 16,

is correctly given according to the Hemerology ; for Apellaeus

commences a. d. ix Kal. Nov. (Oct. 24) and does not repeat its

first. But a second kalendar on the Asiatic model was the Cyprian,

as the Hemerology calls it, or as Epiphanius calls it (to distinguish

it from the Kalendar of Salamis) the Paphian ;
and the Paphian date

is again correctly given as Apogonicus 16.

2. Epiphanius, ih. The Birth of Christ, tt/jo oKT(ii flbav 'lavovapiav

. . . KUT AlyvnTiovs Tv^\ evBeKanj, Kara^vpovs fir* oui'''EXXi;i/af \v8vvaiov

tKTT] Kara Ila({)iovs 'lovXiov Tta-aapfo-KaibfKaTrj. The date meant

is January 6, and the ' Asiatic
'

date is not among the parallels

here given (but cf. the Paschal Homily, p. 142, sup.) : however the

Paphian date recurs, and we learn (as indeed the Hemerology
would tell us) that the Paphian months, though all beginning like

the Asiatic months on a. d. ix Kal., did not repeat the first in

months of 31 days. For ' Julius
'

begins a. d. ix Kal. Jan. (Dec. 24)

and if it repeated its first the 14th would have been Jan. 7, not

Jan. 6.

3. The panegyric entitled Laudatio S. Barnahae AjpostoU written

by a certain Alexander, a monk of Cyprus, and printed in i\iQ Acta

Sanctorum for June 1 1 (June, torn. ii. pp. 431-447) gives St. Barnabas'

day as Karit fiev 'Pcapxiiovs rfj irpo TpiS>v fl8S>v 'lovpitov, Kara 8e Kvnplovs

KavaTavrifls prjvbs Mfo-toptl, tov Koi SfAcarou, la, Kara be 'Aoriavovs rfroi Kara

Ua^iovs UXTjOvTrdrov tov kuI twdrov iff. The ninth '

Asiatic or Paphian
'

month, commencing a. d. ix Kal. Jun. (May 24) and not repeating its

first, will make its 1 9th on June 1 1
;
but Plethypatus is, strictly

speaking, only a Paphian and not an Asiatic name (Lightfoot, i.

p. 682).

The rough date of this little panegyric is easily fixed
;
for it

discusses the history of Peter the Fuller bishop of Antioch and his

claim over Cyprus, so opportunely met by the discovery of the

relics of St. Barnabas, and must therefore be later than a.d. 480,

while it obviously precedes the Saracen invasions of Cyprus, and

must therefore be earlier than a.d. 650. But since Alexander

speaks of the Theopaschite addition to the Trisagion made by

Peter, 6 aravpadth St' fjfxds, as still largely in use in his own day

among the more simple-minded orthodox, I should conclude that

this writing must belong to the earlier half of the sixth century.

(See Diet. Christ. Ant. s.v. Trisagion : Bingham, book xiv. ch. 2,
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§ 3).
Photius (cod. 228) preserves an account of a letter written

by Ephraimius, Patriarch of Antioch from about A. D. 527 to 547,

in which he maintains the orthodoxy both of the Easterns who

used the addition (addressing the hymn to Christ) and the Westerns

or Byzantines who rejected it on the ground that the hymn was

really addressed to the Holy Trinity. But after this there does

not seem to be any mention of the enlarged Trisagion at least in

orthodox circles.

4. In the Acts of Timothy (printed in the Acta Sanctorum,

January, ii. p. 566) the saint is said to have been martyred
' in

nefanda festivitate eorum, quam vocabant Catagogiorum, quae est

secundum Asianos quidem mensis quarti die tricesima, secundum

autem Romanos mensis Januarii vicesima secunda.' The fourth

month commenced a. d. ix Kal. Dec. (Dec. 24) and being a month

of 3 1 days, should repeat the first, so that the Asiatic 30th ought

to be Jan. 23 not Jan. 22. It is possible therefore that at some

unknown date the system of the double first was dropped, and the

days in all months counted straight through, so that the Asiatic

Kalendar was in fact assimilated to the Paphian Kalendar described

above, in which Jan. 22 would be the 30th of the 4th month. This

may be the reason why Alexander the monk, as we saw, can quote

a date as KaTo. he. 'Aaiavovs rJTot Kara Ila(piov^. Unfortunately there is

nothing on the face of these Acts of Timothy to fix their date
;
but

they were read by Photius (cod. 254), while, on the other hand,

the application of the title Patriarch to the Bishop of Ephesus

seems to show that they are not earlier than A. d. 450. [Prof.

Sanday now kindly informs me that Usener, in his edition of these

Acts (which I was unable to find in the Bodleian) and Schiirer, in

reviewing Usener, both fix on a date some time in the fourth

century ;
I should scarcely have thought they were so early.]

NOTE.—On the new matter contained in the Second

Edition (1889), or Bishop Lightfoots Apostolic Fatheks,

(Paet II. St. Ignatius, St. Polycaep, Vol. I. pp. 626-722).

[This edition appeared when the proof of the preceding paper

had all but finally left my hands, and I am therefore unable to do

more than add the present note, calling attention to the chief

additions to the discussion on St. Polycarp's martyrdom. These, so
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far as a rapid glance enables one to judge, seem to be mainly the

following :
—

(a) On p. 683 (ed. i. p. 666), a sentence is added on the

inscription from Ephesus, for which cf. p. 120 sup.

(6) On p. 687 an unpublished Pergamene inscription, com-

municated by Mommsen, is printed so far as it bears on the

Asiatic Kalendar.

(c) On p. 714 n. (ed. i. p. 696), the judgment on Usener's

theory of the term Sf/Saori) is reworded.

id) On p. 727, Dr. Lightfoot is good enough to discuss the

theory offered in the preceding pages. The Bishop of Salisbury

(through Prof. Sanday) had kindly asked the present writer to

send him a note on the date of the martyrdom, and this was

printed in the new edition of the late Bishop of Lincoln's Church

History. In this shape it has come under the notice of Dr. Light-

foot, who criticises its theory of leap-year intercalation, on the

ground that the intercalated day must have been the same in Asia

as in Rome. This may be so, though Archbishop Ussher, as we

have seen, placed it at nearly six months' distance instead of only

two days. The last few lines of the Bishop's criticism (where
*

3rd Xanthicus
'

occurs three times in mistake, I think, for 2nd

Xanthicus) show that I did not succeed in making myself intelli-

gible in the limits of a short abstract. I hope I may have been

moie fortunate in the preceding paper. C. H. T.J

The inscription from Pergamon (p. 687) is of considerable

interest. It is a dedication to Hadrian by a religious college, and

names the days annually to be celebrated by the three officials of

the corporation. The kalendar employed is obviously Asiatic, for

the names Lous, Panemus, Peritius, Hyperberetaeus, occur for

various months, and the birthday of Hadrian (a.
d. ix Kal. Feb. =

Jan, 24) falls on the 2e/3aoTi7 or first
^ of the month Kaia-ap, the

latter name being apparently substituted for Dystrus (Jan. 24—
Feb. 20) in honour of the reigning Emperor^. The curious

• Usener's theory on this point, accepted above (p. 121), is now admitted by
Dr. Lightfoot to be probable (p. 714 ».).

* It is true that the Cypriot (Paphian) Kalendar, dating from the time of

Augustus, already used Caesarius for this same month
;
but the Ephesian

Caesarius was a diiferent montli, September-October, so called obviously from

the birthday of Augustus.
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coincidence that the second of the two Emperors whose worship

was most extravagantly practised in Asia had his birthday, like

the first, on a. d. ix Kal., must have given considerable impetus to

a kalendar whose ruling principle was the celebration of this

Emperor's day on the first of each month. Further, we find ia

this inscription that in both the months Panemus and Lous, the

three officials observe respectively the days SejS, /S', 7', that is

most naturally the ist, 2nd, 3rd. Now Lous, as a month of 31

days, ought to have repeated its first, so that the three days would

be 2e^, a', ^' \
and there is therefore a possibility that at

Pergamon in Hadrian's time, the double first was not in use, the

days being numbered from i to 31, which would bring the

Pergamene Kalendar into exact agreement with those of Bitliynia,

Crete and Cyprus (see Lightfoot, p. 681, and for Cyprus, or more

properly Paphos, sup. p. 150), all of them different from the Asiatic

on this point. A similar kalendar was in use at Attalia in

Pamphylia in the third century \ whither it no doubt travelled

direct from Paphos. In Proconsular Asia itself the compiler of

the (late) Acts of Timothy, presumably an Ephesian, omitted the

doubled first (sup. p. 151). This alteration Dr. Lightfoot now

supposes to have been made at an early date, explaining his second

inscription
—that from Ephesus of a. d. 104, where, as we saw

(p. 120 sup.), Anthesterion or Xanthicus 2 is Feb. 22, not Feb. 23—on these lines
;

'

the inconvenience of reckoning two first days
must have been seriously felt and would eventually lead to the

substitution of another nomenclature at this point without destroy-

ing the general framework of the kalendar' (p. 683). Only in

the first place, if all this is so, there is no antecedent reason why
the 2nd Xanthicus of St. Polycarp's martyrdom fifty years later

may not also be an instance where the double first has been

dropped, so that the equivalent date would again be Feb. 22, not

Feb. 23. It is true that this suggestion implies that the equation
in the extant text (a.

d. vii Kal. Mart. Feb. 23) is incorrect; but.

thei'e is certainly no positive objection to treating the Eoman date

as a later insertion for the benefit of non-Asiatic readers, and since

ex hypothesi both the use and the omission of the double first were

current in Asia, there is nothing strange if of the two interpre-

tations of Xanthicus 2 (Feb. 22 and 23), a later writer adopted

^
Lightfoot, p. 684, fxrjvi rf, «/3' twy Xa', rwv i' ^/xepwy, equated to May

14-23-
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one as most familiar to himself, while it was the other which

really corresponded to the original date.

As a matter of fact the reckoning of the double first did in fact

survive long after the second century, as has been shown in the

appendix from the use of the Asiatic Kalendar in Pseudo-Chrysos-
tom. The martyrdom of Pionius (Lightfoot, i. 720), obviously

depends on it also, for the 12th March is there the 19th of the

Asiatic month. On the other hand, of the authorities quoted

against the double first, the Pamphylian inscription is too far

removed in place, and the Acts of Timothy in time. Then the

Pergamene inscription on closer examination shows signs of Asiatic

structure
;

the last but one of the month is still denoted izpo,

and this means that the last ten days of the month were reckoned

backwards, as in the Asiatic Kalendar, and in it only. If an

assimilation to the Bithynian and Cyprian type had taken place,

the double first would indeed have disappeared, but the backward

counting of ten days (which would now have become eleven days)
would probably have been dropped for simple enumeration from i

to 31. Moreover, it is not easy to believe that within the limits

of so small an area as Proconsular Asia two kalendars so like, and

yet so unlike (for the change would alter by one day at least

140 days in the year), prevailed side by side. That the system
of the double first existed, we know

;
that the contrary system

also existed is not proved by the Pergamene inscription; and

the Ephesian inscription, though compatible with it, is equally

compatible with the hypothesis here suggested.

It was on the assumption that only one kalendar was in use,

and in order to meet the two objections as to the pontificate of

Anicetus and the high sabbath of Purim in connection with the

earlier year, that Feb. 22, A. D. 156 was ofi'ered in this paper as a

possible alternative to Feb. 23, A. d. 155. Dr. Lightfoot now says

(p. 727), that he does not 'lay any stress on this particular

solution' of the high sabbath, although he still seems to prefer it^;

and he is arguing, he tells us, in his forthcoming edition of St.

Clement, that 'it is impossible with our existing data to fix the

accessions of the Koman bishops in the middle of the second

^ Dr. Lightfoot adds that 'whether in this age the Jews intercalated by
whole months or by fractions of months, we cannot say

'

: I should have

thought it impossible for a lunar kalendar to intercalate less than a com-

plete moon.
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century within three or four years, though a strict reckoning

would suggest A. D, 153-155 for that of Anicetus' : if the first of

these alternative years A. d. 153 is the true one, then the visit of

Polycarp can be placed in A. D. 154, and the martyrdom early in

the following year. Undoubtedly if another identification than

Purim can be found for the high sabbath which will suit Feb. 23,

A. D. 155 ; and if the accession of Anicetus can be placed as early

as Dr. Lightfoot believes; and if two kalendars were simul-

taneously in use in Proconsular Asia; the ground is cut away
from any theory such as that here presented which based itself on

the explanation of the '

high sabbath
'

selected by Dr. Lightfoot

himself, and on the chronological difficulty raised by Prof. Lipsius,

the writer who had up to that time devoted most study to the

episcopal successions at Eome. But until these points are satis-

factorily settled there may be something to be said for the date

suggested in this paper.
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IV.

THE CLEMENTINE HOMILIES.

[C. Bigg.]

A CONSIDERABLE number of documents emanating from the

early ages of the Church are attributed, we know not why, to

the authorship of Clement of Rome. Such are the Second

Epistle, the Epistles on Virginity, a Liturgy, the Canons and

the Constitutions of the Apostles. But in addition to these,

and widely different from any of them, there is a most singular

group of books that claims the same origin. Three are well

known, the Homilies, the Recognitions, and the Epitome. But

these three are survivors of a much more numerous family.

We possess branches of the same stock in Syriac and in Arabic,

and others now lost can be proved to have existed in ancient

times. Rufinus was acquainted with two distinct editions of

the Recognitions, and by the side of our unorthodox there was

an orthodox Clementina, which in the Eastern Church seems

to have ousted the other from circulation.

It is not proposed in this paper to touch upon the Epitome,

which has no independent interest of its own. Nor will it be

necessary to deal immediately with the Recog7iitions. What-

ever may be the precise relation of this book to the Homilies,

and this is a question that will be treated in its place, it'seems

to be nothing else than a recast in an orthodox direction of

the Homilies. The interest that attaches to the Recognitions

is mainly literar}\ A close examination of its structure may
throw light on difficulties that surround the other far more

interesting book
;
whereas the interest of the Homilies is

mainly doctrinal and historical. Where and by whom were

these strange doctrines preached ? What is their origin and

lineage? what their relation to the Gnostic heresies, and
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to the Catholic Church ? All students of the history of

doctrine are acquainted with one remarkable answer that has

been given to this question. The Homilies were the key of

the position of the Tubingen School. This, said Baur, was

primitive Christianity, this was '

Petrinism,' the genuine

doctrine of the first followers of Jesus. The overthrow of the

Tubingen School by the critical and historical methods, of

which Dr. Harnack is one of the most illustrious living repre-

sentatives, has relegated the Homilies to a place of inferior

interest. Yet it is, and must remain, a book of very great impor-

tance, and any fresh light that we can get upon its date,

meaning, and authorship will be of value.

The Homilies, or rather Clement's Epitome of the Itinerant

Preachings ofPeter, in its present shape (and even after Dressel's

discovery it may be doubted whether we have the full text)

consists of twenty books or chapters. Prefixed to the main

work are two prefatory letters to St. James of Jerusalem.

The first is from St. Peter, who begs St. James to guard with

the most scrupulous care for secrecy
'

the books of my
preachings which I sent you.' To this is appended the Pro-

testation to be made by all those into whose hands the books

are delivered. They are to be entrusted to none but circumcised

teachers, and each recipient is to make a solemn oath or pro-

testation of a peculiar heathenish form, by the four elements,

not to betray the confidence reposed in him. After this he is

to partake of a remarkable sacrament of bread and salt. In

the second letter Clement announces to St. James the death of

St. Peter, and his own appointment by that apostle to succeed

him in the Bishopric of Rome. This second epistle however

is rightly regarded as belonging not to the Homilies but to

the Pecognitions.

The main body of the work is dictated by two different

motives. The first is the debate between Christianity and

Gnosticism, conducted by St. Peter and Simon Magus : the

second is the debate between Christianity and Heathenism, in

which the parties are Clement and his brothers on the one
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side, and Appion and Fanstus on the other. To the latter

belongs the framework of romance in which the whole book

is set. Clement, a high-born Roman youth, a relative of the

Emperor Tiberius, has been left alone in the world by a series

of mysterious accidents. His mother and two brothers

travelled to the East, and then disappeared ;
afterwards his

father went in quest of his lost wife and children, and dis-

appeared also. Like many of the finer spirits of the time

Clement is beset by religious doubts, and long seeks in vain

for light and comfort to his soul. Relief comes to him from

an unexpected quarter. In the reign of Tiberius Caesar, in the

opening of the year, a rumour spreads, men knew not whence

or how, that in Judaea there is One preaching glad tidings of

the Kingdom of the Eternal. And in the autumn of the

same year an unknown man was to be seen in the street* of

Rome, preaching that the Son of God is in the Holy Land.

At once the young enquirer resolves upon his course. He
will go and ascertain for himself what this strange news may
mean. Business delays him for some time, apparently till

towards the summer of the next year ; then, baffling winds

drive him off the coast of Palestine into the sheltering

harbour of Alexandria. Here he finds Barnabas preaching the

Gospel in the streets, beset by a crowd of mocking Greek

philosophers. Clement rescues the apostle from his tormentors,

and takes him home to his lodging. Next day Barnabas sets

sail for Palestine, inviting Clement to follow. Clement is

detained in Alexandria some little time longer, to collect debts

due to him in that town, but finally, in his impatience, leaves

his money affairs unsettled, and takes ship. A voyage of

fifteen days brings him to Caesarea, where he finds Barnabas,

who introduces him to Peter. Clement attaches himself to

Peter, attends him in his pursuit of Simon Magus from town to

town, from Caesarea to Tripolis, the Syrian Laodicea and

Antioch, and in the course of these journeyings recovers by a

series of happy providences his mother Mattidia, his father

Faustus, and his two brothers Faustinus and Faustinianus.
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The last two had joined Peter some time before himself, under

the names of Nicetes and Aquila.

The plot of the Homilies and Recognitions is the same, with

certain variations in detail, whicli have a high interest in their

bearing on the question of authorship. Let us content our-

selves here with a few observations. The romance assumes

that St, Peter was Bishop first of Antioch, and afterwards of

Rome. It accepts the tradition, not found elsewhere before

Tertullian^, that Clement was the immediate, and not the

second or third, successor of St. Peter in the Bishopric of

Rome. It presupposes the confusion of Simon Magus with

Semo Sancus, which had already been made in the time of

Justin. The belief that Clement was second Bishop of Rome

implies an identification of Clemens Romanus with the

Clement of the Epistle to the Philippians. But he was also

identified with the Flavins Clemens put to death by his rela-

tive Domitian on a charge of atheism. This, perhaps, is why
the author of the romance makes his hero belong to the

imperial house, though to avoid a palpable anachronism he is

obliged to connect him with the Julian, instead of the Flavian,

family. The name of Mattidia is borrowed from the fe,mily

of Trajan, that of Faustus from the family of Marcus Aurelius.

All these traits in the narrative are indications of a certain

lateness of date, thougb they do not afibrd means for any

very accurate definition of time. But a story exhibiting

these peculiar features can hardly have been composed before

the latter part of the second century, and may be of even

more recent origin. As regards composition, let us observe

that the work, though cast in dramatic form, exhibits not the

least vestige of dramatic ability. The characters are merely

wooden puppets, left lying in a corner until they are wanted,

and then shuffled awkwardly on to the stage. Personality

they have none. The style is in general simple and clear, with

a certain thin elegance about it, rising at times, for instance in

the eulogy on the Chaste Wife, into positive beauty. It is

* De Praescr. Haer. 32.
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entirely free from the affected Hornerisms of the Rhetoricians.

But it is certainly not the work of a born Greek. The cast

of phrase is not idiomatic
;
the sentences are short, connected

by sense not by particles ;
the grasp of grammar is undecided,

and countless passages are obscured or disfigured by mistakes

such as a schoolboy might make. Upon the whole the faults

do not seem to be those that might be expected to occur in

Roman Greek, and I suspect that an expert would feel little

hesitation in attributing the composition to an Oriental ^,

The higher qualities of style are conspicuously absent. There

are occasional flashes of insight, and the author has a con-

siderable aptitude for selecting good ideas and telKng points.

But his system, if system it can be called, is a dull and

barbarous farrago of inconsistencies.

I propose to direct the reader's attention (I) to the Theology

of the Homilies, (II) to its Hierarchical tendency, (III) to its

relation to Gnosticism, (IV) to its Apologetics, (V) and lastly

to its date, object, and meaning, so far as we shall be able to

ascertain them.

(I) The most remarkable fact about the book, in view of the

use that Baur made of it, is that, though the author has

properly speaking no Trinity at all, he yet insists upon the

administration of Baptism in ' the thrice blessed Invocation,'

and uses the doxology. We shall see that his copy of

St. Matthew contained the first chapter ;
it must also have

contained the last. The three names have no three things,

1 The author does not understand the use of the Greek article : ray itpo-

<t>dafis rrjs \oiSopias is an instance of a fault that occurs in almost every page ;

avyyivwaKOj is used with genitive, and einOvfXfTv with accusative, iii. 5 ; we find

strange words, like irpinajs and Siacpajveiv (
= to be choked, drowned, or speech-

less) xiii. 5, xiv. 9 : and strange phrases, such as Trpocupeaews kytvofir^v (
= 1 was

minded), xv. 10
;
or OeoTTjrSs kariv (

= is divine), xvii. 13. Some features

have a Latin look
;
for instance, Ix** itpiOrjvai, awGrjvai et simm. ; Picov wept-

ypa<pai {
— circumscriptiones), iv. 20 ; avvt<JTavai{ = constare), xiv. 11 ; (KSiKeTv

{
= mndicare, to maintain), xviii. 9. For short disconnected sentences, see iii,

26. But these facts are not sufficient to prove a Western origin. The syntax

constantly goes to wreck in a way that cannot be accounted for by corruption

of the text.

VOL. II. M
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certainly no three equal things corresponding" to them, and he

arranges them in his system in an order which is not that of

the New Testament. Yet he durst not renounce the Catholic

formula. Surely this is a most remarkable phenomenon. The

sect which is represented in the Homilies can never have been

in the humour to borrow its central confession of doctrine, its

watchword—and this phrase is no less—from the Catholic

Church. Whatever Christianity it possesses is of the most

primitive kind, long anterior to any Gentile developments.

Yet it possesses the Trinitarian baptismal formula. This fact

seems to determine at once the place of the Ebionite sect in

the history of the Church. It could not, by the light of its

inherited traditions, find any explanation of the new faith,

and it therefore gave up the attempt and fell out of the race,

retaining, however, this mysterious formula as a magical

charm or amulet, by which in some way the gates of heaven

were opened to the baptized.

The leading phrase of the Homilies is the Monarchy

of God^ which is held in the strictly Jewish sense. The

unpardonable sin is to teach or believe anything that

derogates from the sole and incommunicable majesty of the

Creator. He who made the world, and all that is therein

must be One, and One only. If there were a second God, He

would have created a second world. His own people would

owe Him allegiance, but we could be in no way concerned

with Him. The first conception of this Deity is that familiar

to us in the Platonising writers ^. He is the Unknown

and Unknowable. But here we come at once to the most

extraordinary of the many absurdities of the Homilies. The

author abominates anthropopathism
^ with such vehemence

that he will not hear of explaining those passages of

scripture where human emotions are ascribed to the Divine

by the familiar principle of condescension, but absolutely rejects

them all as forgeries of the devil. And yet he is a no

less vehement anthropomorphist *. But for this book it

^
iii. 9. 38, 59. 61, * xix. 10.

^
ii. 40 sqq.

* xvii. 7 sqq.
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would have seemed incredible that these two opinions could

exist side by side. And this is not all. The author of the

Homilies is not content until he has attained the farthest

point in the realm of nonsense ever reached by any human

being. For this Deity who has the shape of man is yet

infinite. Certain Stoics held that God has shape, not indeed

that of man, but the perfect figure, that of the globe. But

they also taught that he was therefore finite ^. But our

author will have it that the Deity, though he has figure, is yet

infinite, and this in order to reconcile his Stoicism with

Scripture which, whenever he chooses, he treats as a forgery.

He defends his anthropomorphism partly by the familiar

arguments, how can God be beautiful ? how can he be the

object of faith or love without definite shape? partly with a

dull pretence of philosophy. The only remarks we need make

on his reasonings is that they give us a glimpse of the author's

personality. The people among whom he lived held their

peculiar creed in unquestioning faith, and did not trouble their

heads about logical possibilities. All the chatter of the

Homilist about primary and secondary space, and about the

figured God being infinite because He is limited only by

space, that is by Nothing, is a misapplication of lessons picked

up at some Greek university.

Anthropomorphism was held by many Jews ^, though

surely not by those who had come much under the influence of

Greek philosophy, even though they inclined to the opinions

of Zeno. Another idea prevalent in the Jewish schools, which

has a mystical tinge and is quite irreconcilable with anthro-

pomorphism, is that in the essence of the Deity are combined

two elements, the masculine and the feminine ^. The author

of the Homilies, or his people, seized upon this to explain the

^ Clement of Alexandria {Strom, vii. 7. 37) charges the Stoics with An-

thropomorphism, but it is expressly denied by Diogenes Laertius, vii. 147.

Cp. Seneca, Ep. 113. 22, 'Si rotundam (figuram) illis qualem dec de-

derint.'

*
Gfrorer, Jahr des Eeils, ii. 107.

*
lb. i. 299.

M a
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doctrine of the Holy Ghost. God created the world, yet

not strictly speaking by Himself. The words ' Let us make

man '

are explained not of God and the Logos, but of

God and Wisdom, that is, the Holy Ghost ^.
' With this

Wisdom He ever rejoiced as with His own Spirit. Wisdom,

indeed, is united with God as his Soul
;

it is thrust forth

from Him as a hand creating all that is. Therefore also one

man was created, and from him proceeded the female, and

being one in kind they form a dyad. For by extension and

contraction the one becomes a two. Therefore I do right in

ascribing all honour to God as my parents.' The idea that

Wisdom is feminine, and that creation is the offspring of the

mysterious wedlock between the two sides of the Divine,

belongs to the author's sect, and may be found in the book of

Elxai. But in that book Wisdom is an angel, an inferior and

separate being. Yet doubtless our author was not alone in

regarding it as an immanent portion of a dualistic whole, as

the soul of God, reaching forth ' like a hand
'

when it deals

with the material world, yet in truth always at home.

This idea, the product of Hebrew speculations upon the

Hebrew Bible, was capable of being brought into easy con-

nection with the Stoic theory of the world. There are indeed

passages in the Homilies that remind us of Plato. We read

of the visible and invisible heavens ^, that is of the ideal and

phenomenal world. God is the ' Seal
'

or Form of all things^,

which exist only by
'

participation
'

in Him, and the eternity

of matter is not denied *. But these things are not distinctive

of any school in the Alexandrine age. In a remarkable place

in the seventeenth Homily God is the heart of the universe,

from whence stream foi-th six extensions {iKraa^is) up and

down, right and left, forwards and backwards. These are the

six divine motions of the Timaeus which our author has seized

upon to explain the six days of creation. By adding to them

as a seventh term the central rest of the Deity, he gets the

'mystery of the Hebdomad,' and finds a philosophical raiso7i

^ xvi. 12. *
xi. 22. ' xvi. 19.

*
iii. 33.
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d'etre for the Sabbath. In the sixth Homily God is the

TexvCrrjs vovs, who forms the World Animal by mixing the

four elements in a bowl. This again is from the Timaeus.

But in the twentieth Homily the mode of thought is entirely

Stoic. God combines in His unity two antithetic elements,

the material and the spiritual. Each of these is capable of

self-originated change. As air thickens into water, water

into earth and stones, and stones when struck produce fire, so

is it with the Divine Essence. This too, when it pleases,

can change itself, and, when it pleases, return into its original

state. So far have we departed from Plato here that the

author considers the superiority of the Father to the Son to

consist precisely in the power of self-ordained mutation into

lower forms of existence. God is the Beginning ;
He is also

the End. All proceeds from Him, all is penetrated by Him,
and will eventually return into Him. It is the dernier mot of

Heraclitus and the Stoics. 'Jupiter est quodcunque vides.' The

world is God, whose essence is thickened and materialised as

He '

projects
'

it farther from His '

heart,' and refined and

spiritualised as it pulsates slowly back to the centre of All.

We ask in amazement, where is the place of anthropo-

morphism in this thoroughgoing pantheism ?

And here we come to the central difference between the

Homilies and Catholicism. Headers of Philo will recollect his

doctrine of the Powers of God, Goodness, the older and

better Power, stands over against Righteousness, the younger

and inferior, and between the two, so as to harmonise their

discrepancy, is placed the Word. The root of this doctrine is

to be found in mystic rabbinical speculations on the Chariot

Throne of Ezekiel's vision ^. It has been doubted whether

the Powers of Philo are personalities in the strict sense of the

word, whether the Logos doctrine was the creation of Philo

or of some earlier Alexandrine, whether it was not even

current in Palestinian schools, and if so, in what precise sense.

Now in the Homilies we find the two Powers but no Logos.
^
Siegfried, Philo von Alexandria, p. 213.
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They are both persons. And at the same time the specula-

tions out of which they sprang are absolutely rejected, for the

writer will have none but the literal sense of Scripture, and

attaches very little value to the prophets. Another curious

point is, that though our author rejects the Logos doctrine, he

uses St. John's Gospel. Does not this go to prove that no

effective Logos doctrine ever was current in the native Jewish

schools ?

By the changes of God there are '

projected
' ^ two creatures

of especial dignity and importance, the Son and the Evil One.

Both are
'

begotten,' if you please, but our author objects to

the phrase as savouring of anthropopathism, and prefers

* created
'

or
'

projected.' They are not '

brothers,' inasmuch

as they do not owe their origin to the same change, and the

one stands on a much lower plane than the other. The Son

is the offspring of the noblest change of God, the first modifi-

cation, that is, of the spiritual side of the divine Dyad. The

Evil One, on the other hand, springs from a * mixture
'

of the

four elements * outside
'

of the Deity. This last idea is

borrowed from the Timaeus.

These two Powers then are in a way antitheses, yet not so

much opposed as complementary. The Son represents the

Goodness, the Evil One the Justice of God. The latter is

King of this world, the former of that which is to come.

Satan, ])y his mixed material nature, has received a will that

delights in evil, yet he does no wrong for fear of God. He is

the instrument of the divine wrath against sin, the Saviour,

we may say, of those who are kept from wickedness only by

dread of the consequences. He will, with his fellow servants,

the wicked angels, be sent down finally to Tartarus. But in

the end he will be changed in nature and saved ^. His final

' XX. 8.

* Horn. XX. 3 : & oZv irovrjpos rtpos t^ tov tvtarwTOi Kofffiov riXei vnovpyrjaas

ifxifiwTOis T^ 6(^, S.Tf S^ oil fud? ovaias Sfv t^j -nphs KOKiav ftovrjs nfraavyKpiffus

&ya$6s ytviaOai Sivarai. The proportions in which he is mixed will be

altered.
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salvation is figured by the rod of Moses, which first turned

into a serpent then into a rod again.

The Son, on the contrary, is the agent of the divine

Goodness ^. He is emphatically
' not God,' except in that

sense in which the title may be given to all mankind as

sharing in the image of God, and this '
is no great thing.'

He is not God, because he is not the Creator, being himself

created. Nevertheless, his position is exalted far above all

else in heaven or in earth. He is 6[j.oov(rLos, not with God per

se, but with that particular modification of the divine essence

by which he is engendered, and therefore ia-obvvafxos, not with

God per se, but with this same modification ^. He is pre-

existent, and therefore eternal, because that which is before

the world is before time. To him are applied expressly the

promise of Jacob and the prophecy of Emmanuel ^. He

is the True Prophet, who knows all things past, present,

and future, and teaches them not ixavi.K<2s, by ecstasy,

trance, or vision—this point is emphasised again and again
—but by revelation'*. He alone of all the prophets

is called Son of God. He is ©eioVrjros ye/awy ^.
' To

us,' it is said,
'

there is but One God, who created all

things and ordered all things, whose Son is Christ.' The

story of the Incarnation is accepted as it is given in

St. Matthew ®. But the most remarkable feature of the

doctrine of the Homilies is that Jesus, though the highest,

was not the only avatar of the True Prophet. He had been

* xvi. 15 sqq.
'^ Horn. XX. 7 : ofwovaiov (ifj irapovari rpony rrpofiaWti, laoSvvafxov SI ov. Read

tJ meo periculo for firj, and the passage becomes at once intelligible.
^ xvi. 14.

*
ii. 6 sqq. ;

iii. 13.
'

i. 6
; xvi. 14.

* The miraculous conception is expressly stated, Horn. iii. 17: Otov rov to.

irdvra ireiroirjicdTos to fieya koi ayiov ttjs irpoyvouafoiis avroO nvtvfxa el ixf) to; vtto

XftpSiv avTov KvocpoprjOevri avOpijira) S<pr) ris hax^nivai, irais en erepcp tw I« fj.v-

aapds arayovos yevvqOivTi 6 a-novefuuv ov rci fieyicTTa afxapTCivei ; With this

agrees the fact that the Homilist in Matt. iii. 17 read euros eariv 6 vlos fjiov

6 ay&TrrjTos eh hv fvSoKtjcra' tovtov dKovere and not €70; arfixepov yeyevvrjKa ae,

Horn. iii. 53. And the Jews were mistaken in thinking Christ Son of David

and not Son of God, Horn, xviii. 13.
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incarnate before in Adam and in Moses, perhaps also in Enoch,

Noah, Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. How deeply this peculiar

view affects the relation of the Law and the Gospel we shall

see as we proceed. His death is spoken of two or three times "^^

but no particular value is attached to it in respect of the

salvation of man. As regards the Lord Himself His patience

in suffering^ is the reason why He has been ' anointed with

the mercy of God,'
' exalted to be king of all things in air

and earth and sea^.' Here, apparently, some sort of a

TrpoKOTTT? is intended, but it is hard to see in what precisely it

consists. Of the text
' No man knoweth the Father but the

Son '

it is contemptuously said that it has ten thousand

explanations *.

In the doctrine of the Fall and Restitution of man there

is the same singular mixture—a few philosophic phrases

overlying a mass of rabbinical crotchets, beneath which the

reader catches sight of a still lower depth of abject super-

stition. The question, what is the origin of evil, is one of

the leading motives of the book, and the answer which our

author had picked up from the Apologists is that evil

proceeds from the freedom of the will.

But this is only the outside. God created man in His own

Image, like Him that is to say in bodily shape ;
and in His

own Likeness, like Him, that is, in intellect and virtue^.

Adam was a true prophet ^, and it is blasphemy to assert that

he sinned. But Eve, the woman, was of lower, emotional

type '', and those of her descendants who resembled her were

subject to lustful appetites. In their impatience they forgot

the great natural law, that children born at certain seasons of

the year are necessarily evil ^. Hence there arose a wicked

generation who lost the Likeness of God. This is how our

author explains the Hellenic doctrine that sin is ignorance.

Of the same strain with this peculiarly degraded materialism

is the demonology of the Homilies, by which the explanation

'
iii. 19, 20; xi. 20,

'^

iii. 20. ^ Phil. ii. 10? * xviii. 13.
*

iii. 20; xi. 4; xvii. 7.
*

ii. 52.
^

iii, 24.
'
xix. 22.
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of evil, as it exists in the world, is really completed. Grieved

by this revolt of man the angels of the lower sphere
^ went

down to earth in the hope of winning the rebels back to

their allegiance. But the world was too strong for them*

They fell themselves, married the daughters of man, and

betrayed to their wives for bridal gifts the secrets of heaven,

magic and science. Here we have the explanation of that

hatred of intellectual cultivation as a Pandora gift of Satan

which Clement of Alexandria resisted with such earnestness.

From these ill-assorted nuptials sprang the Giants, who,

though not at first evil, fell in their turn through greediness.

They tasted blood, and taught men to lust for the same

accursed food. Their sin polluted air and earth, caused

deadly reptiles and poisonous plants to exist, and brought

the deluge upon the world. Nothing strikes the reader of

the Homilies more than the horror of blood which pervades

the whole book. To the author and his people the Bible, and

the whole world, seem to reek like a charnel-house. Sin is

murder ; the earth is full of cruel habitations. The spirits of

the dead Giants became demons ^, who have power over all

that ' eat of the demons' table,' taking actual corporal

possession of the wretched sinner,
'

creeping from the brain

down the maiTow of the backbone.' So complete is this

terrible union that death does not dissolve it. Together the

wicked man and his demon are cast into the flames. And

there, while the human soul, whose nature is akin to light,

writhes in anguish, the demon, whose essence is fiery, bathes

with delight in its congenial element. The means of deliver-

ance from this dreadful fate are faith, fasting, mortification,

prayer, and incantations, and the knowledge of these salutary

remedies we owe to Revelation.

The true faith is revealed through all True Prophets, and

the revelation is recorded partly in Scripture, partly in the

oral tradition of the Church. But there are also false prophets

and delusive revelations. A great part of the Old Testament

^
viii. 10 sqq.

^
yjjj^ jg; ix. 9 sqq.
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is peremptorily rejected. The Homilist lays down the Pla-

tonic axiom ^ that '

nothing- unworthy is to be believed of

God.' Hence, as he does not, in theory at least, allow the

expedient of alleg-orism, he is driven to conclude that any

passage of Scripture that seems to derogate from the majesty

of the Supreme is false, and not to be accepted without

sin. This conclusion he supports by critical reasons. The

Pentateuch was written after the death of Moses ^,

which indeed it records. It was found in the temple five

hundred years after that date, and lost again in Nebuchad-

nezzar's siege. Nor are the canonical prophets to be received

without large deductions. It is not denied that they pro-

phesied of Christ ^, but they are spoken of with contempt as

' born of woman,' deluded, that is, by trances and visions

which, as we have seen, are regarded as hallucinations sent

by the Evil One. John the Baptist is treated with absolute

aversion* as the founder of Gnosticism. All men's opini-

ons^ are to be found in Scripture. Hence one of the most

pressing duties of the believer "^
is to be *an approved

money-changer,' able to distinguish the false coin from the

true. This he can accomplish if he gives heed to the authorized

interpreters of Holy Writ, such as were the scribes and doctors.

But above all others it is the function of Christ, the True

Prophetjoar excellence, to winnow genuine from false Scriptures.

When he tells us that ' not one jot or tittle shall pass from

the law,* it is plain that all that has been abolished—sacrifice,

the rule of kings, prophecies delivered by those
* born of

woman '

(of a temporal bloodshedding Messiah), were vain

devices,
'

plants which the Heavenly Father hath not planted.'
* Hence it is impossible without his instruction to stand upon

saving truth, even if one seeks for ever where the object of his

search is not, as it was, and is, in the word of our Jesus.'

If we ask how we know that Jesus is the True Prophet, we

are referred to the example of St. Peter, to whom it was revealed,

*
ii. 38.

'
iii. 47.

'
iii. 49.

*
ii. 23.

'
iii. 9.

•
ii. 51.
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not by trance but '

welling up in his mind be knew not how.'

But to the earnest seeker a further aid is provided in the

doctrine of Syzyg-ies or Antitheses^. God has created all

things double, one against another. First we have the celestial

antitheses, in which the better always precedes the worse,

heaven and earth, day and night, sun and moon, life and

death, light and fire, Adam and Eve. Next come the terres-

trial antitheses, in which '

owing to free will,' that is to sin, the

order is inverted, so that the worse precedes the better
;
Cain and

Abel, the two spirits of Noah the Raven and the Dove, Ishmael

and Isaac, Esau and Jacob, the High Priest and the Legis-

lator, Simon and Peter, Antichrist and Christ. Like much

else in this curious system the theory of the antitheses is only

half developed. The greatest importance is attached to it, yet

we nowhere see clearly in what its importance consists. It

seems to be related to the paired aeons of the Valentinians,

the Sephiroth of the Sohar. But its place in the system is

wholly different. In the Homilies the antitheses are merely

a mode of the divine working. The idea seems to be that the

changes of the Divine Nature are inverted as they stream out-

wards from the centre to the periphery, and as they flow back

from the periphery to the centre of all. In creation the

better change precedes the worse, in this world God ever

follows up and remedies tbe confusion caused by man. Hence,

while the baser and higher types of religion are ever found in

conflict, the mere order of succession is a guide to the truth.

But the idea of development is not clearly seized. There is

no connection between the different pairs of antitheses, each

of which simply repeats the same eternal antagonism of shadow

and substance. And in the highest case of all the antagonism
is not suflficiently marked. For the teaching of the True Pro-

phet is always the same. The message ofAdam and Moses is

substantially identical with that of Christ. Hence God accepts

both Jew and Christian, provided that the Jew does not hate

Christ, the Christian does not dishonour Moses 2. Yet it is

^
ii. 15; iii. 16. ^

viii. 6, 7.
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recognised that in some sense Christianity stands higher than

the older dispensation. He who admits that both Moses and

Christ taught the same truth '

is accounted a man rich in

God.' The Gospel has the glory of calling Gentiles to a share

in the promises. Again, Baptism is indispensable to salvation.

For this a curious reason is given, that the water of regenera-

tion quenches the fiery demon within us, a notion that we

shall be justified in connecting with the ancient reading about

the fire that burned in Jordan at the Baptism of our Lord^.

The True Prophet^ brings to man all saving truth from the

cardinal doctrine of the unity of God down to the names of

angels, the knowledge of astrology, of lucky and unlucky

seasons, and of incantations for the cure of snake bites. But

belief, though the main condition, is not of itself sufficient for

salvation. Man must recover the lost likeness of God by

virtuous habits, by keeping the Law.

We have already seen that these words are by no means to

be taken in their vulgar sense. What we know as the Law

is a forgery. The true Law was handed down from Moses

orally through the Seventy. Its precepts are^ to pray ;
to

abstain from the table of devils—that is, not to touch blood ;

to observe the rule of marital control referred to by Ezekiel ;

to keep the Gospel rule
' whatsoever ye would that men should

do unto you, do ye even so unto them.' Abstinence from all

flesh is recommended by the example of St. Peter, but not

enjoined. Circumcision is not mentioned in the book itself,

nor the keeping of the Sabbath, but it may with some

reason be suspected that both were regarded as obligatory *»

* Horn. xi. 26, Cp. Justin, Trypho 88 ; Or. Sib. vi. 6
;
and Alexandre's

Exc. vol. ii. p. 469; Clem. Alex. Excerpta ex Theod. 76. 81. Curious points

of resemblance between the Valentinians and the Homilies occur frequently.
'

iii. 36'
'

vii. 4.
* Peter's Preachings (

= the Homilies) are not to be entrusted to any but

a circumcised believer, Contestatio. And Clement had become a Jew at

Bome before he joined Peter, Horn. iv. 22. For the mystery of the Hebdomad,
see Horn. xvii. 10. The phrase was familiar to Clement of Alexandria, who

endeavours to substitute for it
' the Mystery of the Ogdoad,' that is, to put

Sunday in the place of the Sabbath.
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Other rules of conduct are incidentally introduced. The

believer (he is never called a Christian) must bathe himself

daily, and not eat with unbelievers. Absolute poverty is com-

manded ^. Ta KTrjixara aixapTrnxara is the pithy formula in which

the rule is embodied. Truth is not a cardinal virtue. In

matters of faith it is lawful to dissemble^, and even to employ

treachery. Except in regard to meat, and probably wine, the

standard is not ascetic ^. Chastity is hig-hly commended, but

it is the chastity of a faithful wife. One chief duty of the

priest is to encourage early marriages. It is laid down, as in

the Ethics of Aristotle, that all the passions are good* up to a

certain point. But the greatest of all moral perfections is

<t)L\avdpo}TTLa^, the love of man based on his corporal likeness

to God. *Thou hast seen thy brother, thou hast seen God,'

says an apocryphal Gospel of the same tinge, reminding us of

the phrase of Novalis,
' I touch heaven when I lay my hand

on a human body.' This and all the other virtues ought to flow

from the love of God, but it is maintained^ against the

Gnostics by the Homilies as by Clement of Alexandria, that

the fear of God also is a high and worthy motive.

A few words may be devoted to the doctrine of the Homilies

on the final destiny of man. The Homilist is no Universalist,

though he believed in the ultimate salvation of the Evil One,

but, as we have seen, Satan is not one of the demons. The just

find eternal rest in the bosom of God. They become all light,

so that they may be able to see Him who is Light. The

language used does not necessarily imply absorption, though
it perhaps tends that way. The wicked and unbelieving (for

piety will not avail those who have rejected the truth) are

punished in the fire. There are passages in which the eternity

of punishment is most strongly expressed'^, but there are others

of a very different tenor. The believer will be saved eventually,

^ XV. 7 sqq.
2

xijj_ jg^
' Peter's diet is bread, olives, and herbs, Horn. xii. 6

;
but no command is

Jaid down.
*
XX. 4.

'
xii.

* xvii. 12. ^
E.g. xi. 11.
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He may have fallen into apostasy or committed any other

crime, yet repentance will save him. He must indeed be

punished in strict proportion to his sins, and, if this atone-

ment has not been completed in this life, it must be suffered to

the full in the life to come^. Those who do not repent will

be tormented for the *

fifth part of a measured aeon,' and then

annihilated. This is quite Stoic. Apparently the Resurrec-

tion of the Body is confined to the just alone ^. The view of

Forgiveness explained here has, as we shall see, some, though

a vague, bearing on the question of date.

II. The Church of the Homilies possesses a well-developed

Hierarchy^ of Bishops, Priests*, and Deacons, to which may be

added Catechists and Widows. Of the Bishop it is said that

he sits in the seat of Christ. Special stress is laid on the duty

of providing for the payment of the clergy. But it is unneces-

sary to be more particular ;
the clerical order is that which we

find in the time of Origen. Of the Sacraments which the

clergy administer, one. Baptism, is spoken of in a way that

(except in one particular to be noticed hereafter) does not differ

from that usual in Catholic theology; but side by side with

this there is a daily bath or baptism, which evidently has a

high religious value. Yet the author is not a Hemerobaptist,

for he speaks of that sect^ with contempt. But the Eucharist

is daily, is the ordinary evening meal, and consists of bread,

salt, and certainly water ^. In addition to these there is

I
iii. 6.

' The idea seems to be that the vovi is the Seal or Form of the Body, Horn.

XX. 6
; cp. xvii. 7, so that man's retention of the divine Image depends on

his not losing the divine Likeness beyond possibility of recovery. See also

xvi. 10, 19.
^

iii. 59 sqq.
* The number of Presbyters under each Bishop is twelve, Horn. xi. 36.

The number of Deacons is not stated in Homilies, but Recog. iii. 66, it is four.

For the twelve Presbyters cp. the usage at Alexandria, and Duae Viae in

Hilgenfeld, N. T. extra Can. Rec. ii. p. 116.
"

ii. 23.
* For the Sacrament of Bread and Salt (neither water nor wine is mentioned,

but, if any cup was used, there can be no doubt that it contained water)

see Contest 4; Clem, ad Jac. 9; Horn. i. 22
; iv. 26; xi. 34, 36; xiii. 11. At

iv. 6, Clement eats this sacramental meal before he is baptized ;
but this is
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another sacrament, an initiatory oath by the four elements,

earth, air, fire, and water, to be taken by every one admitted

to the sect. James is Head of the Church, but apparently

this primacy is to pass to Peter and Clement as his successor.

Yet by the side of the ordinary hierarchy we read of a Council

of Seventy^ who keep watch and ward over the orthodoxy of

the Church, after the model of the Seventy Jewish Elders.

This is the most difficult and perplexing portion of this

singular work, and it is just here that we get a glimpse into

its real origin. The Homilies are deeply tinctured by the

influence of Elxai's Book of Mormon. Any one who reads

the fragments of that book will feel it to be impossible that the

high Catholic hierarchy^ can belong to the same block as the

daily bath, the communion of bread and salt, the masonic oath,

and the Seventy Elders. Even in Eastern Syria we cannot

believe without the clearest historical evidence that so incon-

gruous a combination actually existed. The Homilies are

surely the work of a Catholic convert to Ebionitism, who

thought he saw in the doctrine of the Two Powers the only

tenable answer to Gnosticism. We can separate his Catholi-

cism from his Ebionitism just as surely as his Stoicism.

III. It is unnecessary for my present purpose to state in

detail the argument against Gnosticism as it is delivered in

the Homilies^. But this is the proper connection in which to

perhaps an oversight. The phrase tixaptoTtai/ Kkaaai occurs xi. 36, xiv. i
;

but it refers to the same thing.
^
Ep. Petri ad Jac.

^
IlptafivTfpovs ycip ovroi txovai, says Epiphanius (Haer. xxx. 18), Kal dpx*-

ffvvayojyovs. "Swayaiy^v dl ovtoi KaKovffi Trjv iavrSjv (KuKfjaiav koi ov)(l Ik-

KXrjaiav. Let the reader compare this with Horn. iii. 67.
^ There are however some points in the treatment of Gnosticism in the

Somilies which call for notice. Those who read attentively the discussion

on the Evil One in Homily xix. will, I think, perceive that what Simon Magus
really maintains there is that it is impossible to speak evil of Gnosticism

and yet believe in a Devil
;
that orthodox Christians do in fact admit the

existence of a bad God, and therefore ought to be Gnostics. I do not

remember to have seen this argument advanced elsewhere. Next, the

Somilist attributes to Simon a peculiar veneration for the moon. He is

surrounded by a band of 29^ followers (29 men and one woman, Helen, of

whom it is said that she is equal to half a man) corresponding to the days
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speak of the author's relation to St. Paul. The view here taken

of his position will help us better to understand his famous

attack upon the great apostle of the Gentiles.

The attack is made from a peculiar and unexpected quarter.

It is directed not primarily against St. Paul's treatment of the

Law, for the Homilist himself is a heretic on this point, but

against his Revelation. St. Peter is represented
^ as arguing

the question of Ecstasy with Simon. The Ineffable God of

the Gnostic is not revealed in scripture, and can therefore be

known only by direct vision. But visions, the apostle main-

tains, far from being sent by God, are delusions of the ev'il

spirit.
*

Therefore, if to thee also Jesus was made known in a

vision, He appeared to thee in a vision and in dreams because

He was angry with thee as an adversary.*
* If thou wast

seen of Him and made His disciple in one brief hour, preach

of the lunar month. In the Recognitions Helen is called Luna, and this

identification so clearly underlies the Homilies that it was no doubt found in

the Qrundschrifi. Hence also Simon keeps a cm-ious Sabbath every eleventh

day (ii. 35), on the loth, 20th, and 30th of the month. One speaking sign of

the comparative lateness of the Itecognitions is the fact that the author of

that book was perplexed by this singular usage, and mistranslates the passage

where it is mentioned—i. 20,
'
Differt Simon certaminis diem in undecimum,

mensis praesentis quae est post septem dies (in the Homilies we read 'Avari-

Oerai 'SifJ.ojv r^v ^rjijTffiv els rT)v avpiov ^fiipav 1) 7^/) arjftfpov rd 5i' evSfxa

^jxipuv avTov Tvyxavei aaPParov). Thirdly, Simon differs from Marcion,

Basilides, and Valentinus, in that he does not believe in our Lord. Jesus

was the Son of the Demiurge, xviii. 4, and sometimes ' did not know what he

was saying,' xviii. il. This is a cardinal point, and must baffle all attempts

to represent Simon as teaching the doctrines, or maintaining the position of

any one of the three great heresiarchs. Simon actually alleges that he is

himself the true or eternal Christ (as opposed to Jesus), xpiarbv tavrbv

alviaaofifvos fffTura irpoadyopfvei. Here we have both agreement and dis-

agreement with Hippolytus. According to that writer {Fhilos, vi. 13, 14)

Simon claimed to be the iffrdis, ar&s, arrjaontvos, not God Himself, but the

Seventh Power of God, which from eternity existed in God, and was His

e'lK^v. But then again, according to Hippolytus {ibid, 19), Simon said that

he had been in Jesus. This is in direct contradiction to the Homilies. Add
to all this that the Homilies represent John the Baptist as the antagonist of

our Lord, the founder of Gnosticism and the teacher of Simon, and it will be

seen that we have here an account of Simon quite independent of that given

by Irenaeus, Hippolytus, or Epiphanius. Possibly some of my readers may
be able to throw more light on these obscure and curious points,

* xvii. 13 sqq.
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His words, explain His doctrine, love His apostles, fight not

against one who lived with Him.' ' If thou eallest me con-

demned' (the very word applied by St. Paul to St. Peter in Ga-

latians),
' thou accusest God who revealed unto me the Christ.'

The meaning of all this is hardly doubtful when we reflect

that Simon Magus does not believe in Jesus at all, and

further observe that the passage has been so remodelled in

the Recognitions that all taint of its original virus has been

neutralised. ' Lawlessness
'

is indeed attributed to St. Paul,

again under the person of Simon. In the prefatory letter to

St. James, St. Peter complains that 'certain of the Gentiles

have rejected my legal preaching, and embraced a lawless and

absurd doctrine of the enemy.' But ' lawlessness
'

is to be

understood not in the sense of the orthodox Pharisaic oppo-

nents of the apostle, but in one something like that of those

wholly different antagonists who are denounced in Colossians,

and the charge rests quite as much on the way in which

Adam is spoken of by St. Paul as the author of sin and death

as on anything else. It is needless at this date to enter upon
the Paul-Magus theory of the Tubingen school. All I need do

is to place these covert thrusts at the apostle side by side with

the frequent and respectful allusions to the Pauline Epistles

that occur scattered up and down the Homilies ^. It is evident

that the author had read St. Paul, and that he regarded him

as a teacher of the Church, though he resented with some

^ Many of the passages referred to by Lagarde show only a similarity of

vocabulary and turns of expression. But the genei^ result is to prove

abundantly that the Epistles of St. Paul were familiar to the Homilist. Let

the reader compare in particular the following passages:
—Horn. iii. 32 =

Som. iv. 17; Som. iv. 24=1 Cor. xv. 33 {<pd(ipov<nv tjOtj xPV'^'''^ 6fxi\lat

KaKai); Som. v. 26=1 Cor. xiii. 12 {watrep iv KaTotrrpq)) ; Som. vii. 3 =
I Cor. X. 21 (table of devils); Horn. xiii. 18 = 1 Cor. vii. 3 (t^j' d(pet\ofxevriv

evvoiav, the text of KL and the Syriac versions : this is not noticed by
Lagarde); Som. xvi. ig = Bom. viii. 22 (this also is not in Lagarde's list).

It will be remembered that a direct quotation from St. Paul would be an

anachronism. Origen tells us, Contra Celsum, v. 65, that neither of the two

Ebionite sects which he distinguishes admitted the Epistles of St. Paul : again,

Som. in Fsalm Ixxxii apud Eus. S. E. vi. 38, that Elxai rbv diroaToXov

Tf\(ov ddfTei.

VOL. II. N
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fierceness any attempt to set his authority on a level with

that of St. Peter. Here again we trace the hand of the con-

vert, who in passing over to his new sect has not been able to

divest himself wholly of the reverence, which he had been

accustomed to feel for his old master.

IV. We need not dwell at any length either upon the argu-

ment against Heathenism, though it has attracted less attention

than it deserves. The author has skimmed the cream of the

Apologists, and brings out all their best points with considerable

skill. What strikes the reader is that the debate has already

reached an advanced stage. There is scarcely an allusion to

persecution^, and no allusion at all to the old slanders of

disloyalty, child-murder, indecent orgies, and so forth. Many
of the topics

^ are of a distinctly late type
—that Christians

are no better than other men, that a good citizen ought not

to abandon the ways of his fathers, but that it is possible to

worship the true God and yet pay due respect to inferior deities,

just as it is possible to obey a proconsul without disloyalty to

Caesar, that idolatry is no degradation because every sensible

person distinguishes between the idol and the deity of whom
it is merely a visible sign. Another argument in favour of

Heathenism that is here attacked is drawn from the cheerful-

ness of idolatry. Generally speaking the mode in which the

debate is conducted points to that time when Heathenism

was standing upon its defence. And arguments like these

cannot have emanated from the bosom of an obscure Eastern

sect. Here again we seem to catch sight of the convert, of

one not unfamiliar with the books and conversation of the

educated Christian world.

V. It remains for us to gather as accurate an idea as we

can of the origin, date, birthplace, and purpose of this singular

book. But the reader will not expect me to discuss at ade-

*
Ep. Clem, ad Jac. 9 Tofs \v <pv\aKais: ibid. 15, dOv/xovyrfs, StaiKOfjifvot,

aKopni^Sfievoi, nuvuvris, SitpaifTti, yvfwtjTevovTd. Horn. iii. 69, rois iv tlpKrais

ws Svvarov PorjOrjfftTf. Horn. x. 8 ovk iaxriv fjfxds toCto irotijaai ol rwv e<p(-

aivjTwv vonoi. Such phrases afford no indication of date. They may be

merely part of the setting of the story.
^

x, xi.
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quate length all the intricate questions that arise. At this

point we quit the firm ground of fact for the vague and con-

jectural. It would be an endless task to examine the endless

hypotheses that have been spun about the Homilies. Enough
will have been done, if I indicate in a general way the con-

clusions that appear to me most probable.

As to the origin of the main doctrinal system of the

Homilies there can indeed be little doubt. The leading ideas

are those described by Epiphanius as held, with variations in

detail, by a community or group of communities whose prin-

cipal settlement was in Batanaea and the vicinity, but whose

offshoots were to be found in a sporadic way as far west as

Cyprus. The region east of Jordan was a hotbed of sects,

which crossed and recrossed one another in a way defying

accurate classification. Where there are fanaticism and ignor-

ance enough the most minute difierences will become a casus

belli, and so we have seen that the Homilist, though he insists

upon the daily bath, is at daggers drawn with the Hemero-

baptists. Epiphanius knew more about these people than

anybody else, having spent much time in the neighbourhood,

but he is not a scientific observer, and they made it a point

of conscience to bafile enquiries even by downright lying, as

the Druses do still. He calls them Ebionites, and regards

this title as derived from the name of Ebion their founder.

But it may mean nothing more than ' Poor Men,' voluntaiy

poverty being, as we have seen, an article in their creed ^.

They were historically connected, no doubt, with the

Essenes, but here again we are groping in darkness. For

what precisely were the Essenes? According to Frankel^

^ See Epiph. Haer. xviii. xxx : and, for the difficulty of accurately dis-

tinguishing the names Ebionites, Nazoi'aei, Nasaraei, Lipsius, Zur Qiiellen-

kritik des Epiph.
* On the subject of the Essenes the reader should consult Lightfoot's

Colossians, where all that is known or has been conjectured with respect to

this interesting people will be found. Frankel supported his view that the

Essenes were merely an offshoot of Pharisaism by a host of quotations from

the rabbinical books. The late Bishop of Durham has subjected these passages

to a searching examination, and arrives at the conclusion that the Talmud
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they were merely Pharisee ascetics, differing- from ordi-

nary Pharisees much in the same way as monks from

ordinary Christians. They may well have held all those parts

of the doctrine of the Homilies that can be traced in the

rabbinical schools, Anthropomorphism, the Two Powers,

the union of the masculine and feminine in God. As

ascetics they would add to this foundation the initiatory

oath, the practice of poverty and of abstinence from flesh and

wine, and doubtless great importance was attached to the

knowledge of the names and attributes of the angels. But

the Essenes did not forbid sacrifice, though, as they held that

the water of purification was not rightly prepared, they would

not set foot in the Temple Courts. They did not however

object to send sacrifices to the Temple for others to offfer on

their behalf. They appear also to have employed allegorism

in the interpretation of Scripture, that is to say, to have

accepted the whole Jewish Bible, and to have hoped by rigid

self-mortification to attain to miraculous gifts, and especially

makes no mention of Essenism at all. Non nostrum tantas decernere

lites. Yet may we not venture to think that even if the Bishop is right,

Fraukel, though wrong in his premisses, must be right in his conclusion ?

Would it have been possible for the Talmud to pass over in absolute silence

a numerous (Philo says there were more than 4000 of them) sect which

attracted a good deal of admiration, yet regarded the greater part of Scripture

as of diabolical origin, and treated sacrifice as a sin ? Josephus {Ant. xviii.

I, 5) is generally understood to mean that they did occasionally send the

usual sacrifices to be offered on their behalf in the Temple, though they

would not enter the Temple themselves, and Philo's statement (ii. 457, Quod
omnis probus liber 12) that they did not sacrifice animals need not be under-

stood as directly contradicting this. They may have done by others what

they would not do with their own hands. Again, Philo tells us {ibid. 458)

that they were diligent expounders of Scripture, which they treated alle-

gorically (tcI ycLp irXfiara 5id av/xPoKuv dp)(^aioTpoirai ^r}\dj<T(i -nap avroT^

<pi\o(To<p(irai). This is expressly stated also of the Therapeutae (ii. 483 de

vita contemp. 10). Now, if they allegorised, they did not reject the ceremonial

law, nor can they have treated sacrifice sans J'a^on as a sin. Yet their

isolated life, built as it was on the exaggerated dread of pollution, and alle-

gorism itself, would lead them in this direction, and any violent shock would

precipitate this conclusion. Such a crisis might well be produced by the

destruction of the Temple, from which accordingly Epiphanius dates the origin

of Ebionitism proper.
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to revelations in dreams. In these latter points there is a wide

difference between their teaching and that of the Homilies.

For those Essenes who accepted Christianity a terrible

crisis must have come with the destruction of the Temple.

Accordingly it is to this date that Epiphanius ascribes the

origin of the Ebionites ^. Jews at heart they had been and

remained, but the downfall of the Temple broke the last link

between them and the Catholic Church, and destroyed at the

same time their old Pharisaic belief in the divine origin of the

Law. Their previous isolation perhaps compelled, certainly

induced them, to interpret this soul-shaking catastrophe not

as a transfiguration of the past, but as the divine judgment
of condemnation upon it. In the Epistle of Barnabas^ the

Epistle to Diognetus, the Praedicatio Petri, the Constitutions of

the Apostles ^, we find the belief that sacrifice never had been

commanded by God, and was in fact a national sin, and this

belief must have been current among some Jewish Christians

early in the second century. Epiphanius seems to have found

it also in the Gospel according to the Hebrews and in the Ascents

of James, two books which enjoyed a high authority among
the Ebionites. By those who fully accepted this view the

Old Testament was necessarily interpreted as it is in the

Homilies, and even circumcision and the Sabbath could hardly

be insisted upon with the old exclusiveness. AUegorism was

cast away, with its evil, but also with its good. The key to

the unity of Scripture was lost. Further sympathy with

Catholicism was out of the question, and Ebionitism was

henceforward a withered branch.

So matters went on until the end of the first or the begin-

ning of the second century, when new convulsions shook the

^ Haer. xxx. 2.

" Barn. ii. 9 ; j^. ad Diog. iii. iv. : Fraed. Petri in Clem. Alex. Strom, vi.

5. 41. Irenaeus, iv. 15, distinguishes between the Decalogue, which was of

eternal observance, and the ceremonial Jaw imposed after the worship of the ,

calf, which ' in servitutis iugo dominabatur eis.' The Const. App. calls the

first vofjios, the second SfVTtpwats, i. 6j ii. 5. The other references are to

Epiph. Saer. xix. 3 ;
xxx. 16.
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minds of men in these secluded districts. A crop of prophets

arose about this time. For whether Elxai and lexai,

Marthus and Marthana, were real personages or not, the

names are a proof of living- agencies that were at work.

Hence the book of Elxai, partly perhaps a mere record of

existing facts, partly also a new development. Armed and

animated by this revelation, the Ebionites awoke from sleep

and aimed at nothing less than the conquest of the world.

The book of Elxai was carried to Rome by Alexander of

Apamea, somewhere about a.d. 220. It contained all that is

needed to complete the original system of the Homilies, the

Seven Witnesses, the sacrament of salt, the rejection of the

Prophets, the Adam-Christ. Apamea, the starting-point of

Alexander, was a place where philosophy joined hands gladly

with mysticism, and is of importance in the history of Neo-

Platonism.

Did Alexander write the Homilies'^ And if not, when,

where, by whom, was this singular book composed ? These

are questions that naturally arise, and to which some kind of

answer must be found. But a closer glance into the structure

of the work, as it now exists, shows that there is yet another

question that must, at any rate, be touched upon, before we

can safely embark upon any of these. For the Homilies has

not come down to us in its original form
; and, before we can

advance another step, it is necessary to form as accurate a

conception as circumstances will allow, of that which pre-

ceded and underlies it.

What this was precisely it is most difficult to say, and a

full investigation of all the points involved would carry us

far beyond the limit of such a paper as this. It will be

sufficient perhaps if those conclusions, which may be main-

tained with some confidence, are briefly stated.

An examination of the Homilies itself will demonstrate

that there have been two large alterations in the plan of

the book. The dispute which Peter holds with Simon

Magus at Laodicea was originally represented as held at
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Caesarea^, and the dispute between Clement and Appion
is a later addition ^.

A careful comparison of the Homilies with the Becognitions

tells us something" farther. There was an earlier book, which

in some points is more closely followed by the Homilies ^, in

others by the Recognitions *.

Yet again there can be no reasonable doubt that the whole

of the Homilies, as we now possess it, including- the shifting of

the Laodicean debate and the addition of the Appion debate,

was well known to the author of the Recognitions ^.

^ There are many proofs of this, (i) The reappearance of Zacchaeus (xvii.

i), who had been left behind as Bishop at Caesarea
; (2) Peter at Caesarea

(iii. 10) says that the dispute with Simon irfpl fxovapxias is to be held avptov.

It is not however held till long afterwards at Laodicea. (3) The dispute at

Caesarea is said (iii. 58) to last three days. It only lasts one. (4) Peter is

said (xvii. 5) to have discoursed about Visions ix^^^- We gather from

Becognitions that this discourse was held at Caesarea, but in the present

Homilies it comes later on, in Homily xvii. (5) Faustus, the father of

Clement, is changed into the shape of Simon Magus (xx. 15) one day after he

had recovered his wife and children. But in the present arrangement of the

book several days of discussion intervene.

* In Recognitions twelve disciples are sent on from Caesarea to pursue
Simon Magus, while Clement, Nicetes, and Aquila remain with Peter. In

Homilies Clement, Nicetes, and Aquila are sent in pursuit. The object of this

arrangement is obviously to provide a clear field for Clement's dispute with

Appion, and avoid the awkwardness of making Peter stand by as a mere

spectator. But in Horn. viii. 1-3 we read how Peter was rejoined at Tripolis

by the twelve brethren, who had been sent on in advance. Dr. Salmon has

noticed also that in the beginning of Horn. xii. it is implied that Clement had

never been separated from Peter.

^ The Becognitions has departed from the original most distinctly by in-

serting the long debate on Genesis between Clement and his father {Becogn.
ix. The sections 17-29 are from Bardesanes). For in both Horn. xx. 21 and

Becogn. x. 63, this dispute is to be held at Antioch between Clement and

Anubion.
* The simplest proof of this is to be found in Horn. xii. 5 (op. Becogn. vii. 5),

where Clement refers to a previous saying of Peter, €t tis fiovKtrai fioi avvo-

Sfvftv eiatPSis avvohtvirw. This saying is found, in its proper place, in

Becogn. iii. 72, but has disappeared from the Homilies, though there is some-

thing like it in Horn. i. 16.

^ The three most remarkable peculiarities of the Homilies are (i) the

account of the forged trtpiKoiral of Scripture, given by Peter at Caesarea ;

(2) the debate with Appion ; (3) the debate on the Evil One at Laodicea.

All three are dropped in the Becognitions, yet all three were well known to
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Can we form any reasonably tenable hypothesis which

shall reconcile these complicated phenomena ? Many answers

have been given which the reader, if he is not already ac-

quainted with them, may easily learn for himself. Many as

they are, perhaps tolerance may be extended to a new one.

It is this :
—that the Homilies as we have it, is a recast of

an orthodox work by a highly unorthodox editor. The evidence

for this conclusion is already before the reader's eye. Why
should an Ebionite have pitched upon Clement for his hero ?

Why should Clement be made to succeed Peter as Bishop of

Rome ? How can we account for the widespread popularity

of the Romance, if it was first launched upon the world under

these sinister auspices? Where does the Hierarchy come

from, and the Apologetics, and in particular the Appion debate

the author or editor of that book. (1) The account of the forged irtpiKorrai

he excised as destroying the authority of Scripture, and in its place inserted

the long historical episode which some have regarded as drawn from the

Ascents of James. In this passage the history is carried down to seven years

after the Resurrection. But both in the Homilies and in the Recognitions

the action of the book takes place in the year after the Resurrection. Again,

Recogn. i. 74, Peter winds up the passage with the words * turn etiam scriptae

legis per singula quaeque capitula quorum ratio poscebat secretiorem tibi in-

telligentiam patefeci.' These words can only be regarded as referring to the

forged TTfpiKonai, which, as has been said, are not discussed at all in Recog-
nitions. Observe further that Thomas is omitted {Reco^. ii. i) from the

list of Peter's companions. The reason for this is to be found in the extract

from Bardesanes {Recogn. ix. 29), where we learn that Thomas is preaching

the Gospel in Parthia. The two passages were altered at the same time.

(2) The debate with Appion is omitted in Recognitions, but it is made large

use of in a later passage. Compare Hmn. vi. 14, 15 with Recogn. x. 41 ;

Horn, V. 13 with Recogn. x. 22. It does not seem to me capable of any
reasonable doubt that the Homilies is here the more original. (3) The dis-

cussion on the Evil One is omitted in Recognitions for obvious reasons, yet

the most peculiar of the doctrines contained in that discussion are hinted at in

scattered phrases. See especially Recogn. ix. 9, where the singular notion of

unlucky seasons of generation is enunciated. The mere omission of this

discussion brings the chronology of the Recognitions right, so that only
* one

day' intervenes between the recognition of the father of Clement and his

magical transformation. But Uhlhom points out even here a remarkable

and conclusive slip in Recognitions x. 52,
*

ingressus quidam nunciat Appionem
Plistonicensem cum Anubione nuper venisse ab Antiochia et hospitari cum
Simone.' This accords with Hom. xx. 1 1

;
but as things are narrated in

Recognitions, Simon is at this very time at Antioch.
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which is written in better Greek by a much clearer brain,

and with a more lively fancy than the rest of the Homilies ?

For though where it stands this particular passage is a later

addition, there is no reason why it should not have been

taken from the same source that had already been laid under

contribution. It is highly probable that we have the same

phenomenon, the same recurrence to the original, in the

Recognitions also
;
and there too, when we get a glimpse of it,

the original seems to be more orthodox in tone than the

recast^.

But it will be asked, Is there any positive evidence of the

existence of such an orthodox work ? Undoubtedly there is.

At a later date we know that there existed a catholic Cle-

mentina, which appears to have driven the Homilies out of

circulation. It is to this that the Scholiast on Eusebius

refers, when he expresses his amazement that any one should

find false doctrine in the dialogues of Clement^. It was

known to Nicephorus, Cedrenus, and Glycas, and the first of

these writers tells us that it was ' well received
'

by the

Church ^ It is to this probably that Origen refers in the

Contra Celsum, when he speaks of the dispute between Clement

* It is a somewhat complicated theory, and involves the following pro-

positions :
—

(i) that the Homilies and the Recognitions presuppose a common

Orundschrift ; (2) that the author of Eomilies (or possibly another writer),

dissatisfied with the first form of his own work, went back to this Orund-

schrift for the debate with Appion ; (3) that the author of Recognitions had

before him both the Homilies as we possess it and the Grundschrift. This

theory, which is TJhlhorn's, seems to be the only one that will reconcile all

the phenomena. I differ from Uhlhorn only in thinking that the Grund-

schrift was in the main a Catholic production.
* On Eus. H. E. iii. 38. 5 (in Heinichen). Eusebius is referring to a book

recently published under the name of Clement, and containing
'

dialogues of

Peter and Appion.' I understand him to mean the Homilies, though in that

case his expression is inaccurate, for the dialogue is held between Clement and

Appion. Other references to a *

disputatio Petri et Appionis,' I regard as

simply based on this careless phrase of Eusebius.

^
Uhlhorn, pp. 5 1 sqq. The Athanasian Synopsis, written shortly after the

death of Athanasius (Bleek), or even later (Uhlhorn), enumerates three books

—ntpioSoi IlfTpov, K\Tjfi(VTia, t^ wv niTe<pp6.a0j]aav rd aKrjOiaTfpa koX SeoirvtvaTa

'—and regards the orthodox Clementina as a recast of the Horn, or Eecogn.

In my opinion it was the other way about.
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and his father at Laodicea on the subject of astrology. For

thoug-h this dispute is found in the Recognitioiis, it is de-

monstrably an addition there, and may be, probably is, one

of those recurrences to the original already spoken of ^. In

the Comm. on Genesis, again, Origen quotes as from book

xiv. of Clement of Rome, a passage substantially agreeing

with Rec. x. lo-ia^ "We see here that the book to which

he is refening diflPered from the Recognitions in arrangement.

Again, in the Comm. on Maithew, he cites from the same

source words to the effect that '

good works profit the infidel

in this life, but not in the life to come ^.' In the Recognitions

and in the Homilies the same opinion is enunciated, but as

regards works of chastity alone. Origen's authority there-

fore differed from both, and it is surely impossible that he

should have made use of either of these most singular books

without a word to put the reader on his guard. Again,

Jerome tells us that the Periodi of Clement represented Peter

as bald, and as having a daughter*. He too says nothing
about the general character of this book, which can therefore

hardly have been violently unorthodox. And neither state-

ment about Peter is found in the Homilies or in the Recog-

nitions. It is this same book, we may believe, that is referred

to also in the Constitutiones Apostolicae^. Surely the writer

there cannot be making use of the Homilies in the very pas-

sage where he represents Peter as declaring so emphatically

that Christians did not regard their Lord as 'a mere man,'

as ' a holy man and prophet.'

^ The reference is to Philocalia xxii. ad Jin. But I now notice, on a closer

inspection, that the concluding sentences of this chapter of Philoc. are not

from the Celsus. Doubtless they were added by the editors Basil and

Gregory Nazianzen.
* In Gen. Comm. iii. 14 (Lomm. viii. 41).
' In Matt. Comm. Series 77 (Lomm. iv. 401). Uhlhorn thinks that Origen

is quoting the other edition of RecognitionH known to Rufinua.
* Hieron. adv. Jovinianum 15 (ed. Martian, iv. 118); Comm. ad Gal. i. 18

(ed. Martian, ii. 235).
* Const. App. vi. 8. Lagarde (Preface, p. 8) thinks that the Homilist made

use of the Constitutions.
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What this orthodox Clementina inchided it is difficult to

say with precision. In the Const. App. St. Peter tells us how

he held a three days' discussion with Simon Magus at Caesarea

surrounded by the same followers who appear in the Homilies,

Zacchaeus, Barnabas, 'and Nicetes and Aquila, brothers of

Clement the Roman Bishop and citizen.' Nothing is said of

the father and mother or the reunion of the family, but it is

surely implied. Nothing is said either of any discussion ex-

cept that at Caesarea, but this is an omission that may be

accounted for. The story went on to tell how Peter pursued

Simon Magus to Rome, how there Simon attempted to fly

through the air in the theatre, how at Peter's prayer his

magical powers deserted him, so that he fell to the ground

and was killed. This contest in Rome was known to the

editors of the Homilies and Recognitions, though they do no

more than allude to it. But both books are, on their own

showing, based on an original that gave more of the story than

they do. For in both we are promised a debate on Genesis

between Clement and Anubion at Antioch which never comes

off. In the Constitutiones Apostolicae the debate at Caesarea

lasts three days, as it does in the Recognitions, and ought to

do but does not in the Homilies. But in the Constitutions the

subjects are (eis tov Trepl i:po(f)riTov Xoyov kol Trepl d^ov

fxovapxias) Christ as the Prophet or subject of Prophecy, and

Gnosticism. Both are treated of in a very peculiar way in the

Homilies, Gnosticism alone in the Recognitions. But just in

this passage it so happens that we can show with tolerable

certainty that the author of the Recognitiotis was acquainted

with the Homilies, that he turned away from the Homilies, and

that he reverted to an older authority. For he has dropped

the Homilist's teaching about the forged Scriptures, and in-

troduced in its place a long historical episode, ruining his own

chronology by doing so. And he has taken from his other

authority a fine argument against Gnostic Ecstasy, which we

know that the author of the Homilies must have found in this

place. It is probable then that the orthodox Clemetitina, in
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its Caesarean section, contained the Christian argument from

Prophecy, and a discussion on general and philosophic grounds

of the leading topics of Gnosticism. Besides this, we are

pretty certain that it contained the debate on Mythology
between Clement and Appion, which has been thrust into the

Homilies as an afterthought with some damage to the frame-

work of that book ^. In addition, it possibly recorded a dis-

cussion between Clement and Anubion at Antioch. Beyond
this it would be dangerous to venture, but any one who reads

the curious farrago described in the foregoing pages, where

the oil of civilised orthodoxy and the water of fantastic

Ebionitism meet, but do not blend, will be able to form a

pretty accurate opinion as to the source of each of these

elements.

The date of the orthodox Clementina must not be fixed too

early. It contained the Clement legend, which is not much

older than TertuUian, and the argument against Heathenism

is, as we have noticed, of a late type. On the other hand, it

must be placed before the middle age of Origen. We shall

not go far wrong if we assume it to have come into existence

not much before and not much after 200 a.d. It was seized

upon, altered and adapted by an Ebionite, probably a convert

to Ebionitism, at a later time, we do not know when, but

shortly before Eusebius wrote his History.

Can we fix the date of this recasting with more exactness ?

It is not easy to throw any clear light on this question. The

author adhered with great strictness to his plan, and except

the New Testament quotations and a reference to the worship

of Antinous in Egypt ^, there is no distinct anachronism.

There are, however, two points that may help us, one arising

from the doctrine of Baptism, another from the Christology,

both connected with the distinctively Ebionite portion of the

Homilies.

It was by no accident that Alexander of Apamea set out

for Rome at the time that he did. Every Oriental quack, as

^
Uhlhoni, p.S7r Horn. yi. 21.
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Juvenal tells us, made his way to the banks of the Tiber

sooner or later. But the time was peculiarly favourable for

his new Gospel. Elagabalus had just built a grand temple to

the god from whom he derived his name, and was anxious

above all things to attract to that shrine the devotion of

' Jews and Samaritans^.' In ill Alexander Severus ascended

the throne and placed the bust of Christ in his Lararium

side by side with Apollonius, Abraham, Orpheus, and others.

Clearly there was an opening for the Apamean here. He

might reasonably look for his share of imperial patronage and

imperial gold. And if we glance at the state of Catholicism

in Rome at that time, we shall discern yet another reason that

may have operated as a magnet. For at this very juncture the

Church was agitated by those hot disputes on the subject of

Penance which first emerged in Hermas and culminated in

the Novatian schism. In the early days of Alexander Severus

the contest was raging with intense heat. Callistus (possibly

carrying on the policy of his predecessor Zephyrinus) had

declared that absolution should not be refused to those who

after baptism had been guilty of sins of impurity, on condition

of course of repentance and submission to discipline. The

consequence of this lenity appears to have been a temporary

disruption of the Church, and the elevation of Hippolytus as

the first Anti-pope. It would be in the midst of this storm

that Alexander of Apamea arrived in Rome, bring-ing with

him his new gospel, the volume which had been dictated to

Elxai among the Seres of Parthia by an angel ninety-six

miles high. The particular article of this revelation on which

he relied for success was a Baptism which washed away all,

even the most hideous sins, without any discipline or penance

at all ^. Such an improvement on the terms of Callistus

might be expected to win over many of the looser Christians,

and was not unlikely to prove a tempting inducement to

Pagans of the reformed school, who were familiar enough with

the idea of expiatory lustrations, and would be rather attracted

*
Lampridius, Ant. Hel. 3.

* Horn. xi. 26, 27.
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than repelled by those concomitants that seem to us, as they

seemed to Hippolytus, so senseless and degrading, the as-

trology, the oath of secrecy, the incantations for use against

the bite of a mad dog. What success befel Alexander we do

not know, but it is likely enough that he made converts, and

by one of them, or indeed by himself, we might suppose,

without absurdity, that the Homilies had been manufactured

as a popular exposition of the new creed.

Nevertheless this does not commend itself as the most

plausible supposition. We have no reason to think that the

book was ever known at Rome. Such indications as we can

gather point rather to the Levant as its birthplace. A case

might be made out for Egypt, when we consider that the

name of Clement of Rome was highly respected in that

country, that many of the ideas of the Homilies were familiar to

Clement of Alexandria^, and that the author displays consider-

able acquaintance with Egyptian lore.
' I could show,' he

says in one place
' the absurdity of Egyptian allegorism if 1

were there ^.' Is not this exactly how a romancer would write

if he actually was there ? Notice again that the number of

priests attached to a Bishop is always twelve, as at Alexandria,

* For instance, that the Demons l^etnov ra airSpprjra rafs yvvcu^iv, Strom.

T. I. 10 : the distinction between (Ikuv and 6;jioi(uais of God is held by 'some

of ours,' Strom, ii. 22. 13 : certain heretics have raised the question, n6Ttpov

rikdos iirXdaOt] 6 'ASdfi ^ drtX^s ; Strom, vi. 12, 96: fifj roivw Xtfovraiv 6k

6 iSiKoif teal afrnpTavuv kot' kvipyuav Saifiovuv irK7)fJifif\fi, Strom, vi. 12. 98 :

al KTjjafis yap Koi xp'Jfff'S tcDj' dvayKaiojv ov r^v noiSTtjra tx''*"''* ff^aPtp^v dXXd

T^v itapoL rb fjitrpov noaoTijra, Strom, vi. 12, 99; Anthropomorphism is an

aOfos ecpopia, Strom, vi. 12. 114; 16. 136. The juxtaposition of the last four

points suggests that Clement had in view some system in which all were

maintained. Again, Strom, vi. 9. 72, by virtue of vovs man is OtodSrjs, God

is dvOpooiroeiSrjs. Trap' t Kal 01 (Is avQpomov afxapravovrts avoaioi rf koi dat^tis.

So the Homilies base the obligation of justice and charity on the existence of

the Divine Image in man. Common to Clement and the Homilies are the

phrase ipSopidSos fivarripiov Horn. xvii. 9; Strom, iv. 17. 109; vi. 14. 108,

and certain Scriptural quotations of a peculiar cast, notably, yivfaOf 56Kifxot

Tpantffrai and fxvaTTjpiov kjxov ifioi, Horn. xix. 20
;
Strom, v. 10. 63. The last is

from Theodotion's translation of Isaiah xxiv. 16, but is taken by Clement from

*a certain Gospel.'
^ Horn. X. 18.
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and that the author rather goes out of his way to inform us

that the gospel was first preached in the Egyptian capital not

by Mark but by Barnabas. Yet I doubt if he would have

spoken of want of rain as one of God's judgments upon sin in

the rainless land of Egypt ^, or if he would have mentioned

Alexandria only as the place where Simon Magus was indoc-

trinated in the black art if he had himself been a student in

the Museum. Upon the whole it seems more likely that the

author lived in some Greek-speaking part of Syria. He can-

not have been an inhabitant of any properly Hellenic region,

for he tell us that ' the rustics were unacquainted ^vith Greek

mythology^.' But he surely lived within sight of the sea, or

he would never have insisted with such earnestness on the

eflScacy of Baptism in salt water. And if he were not himself

a Syrian it would be difficult to account for the curious Syriac

words that occur, though but rarely, in his Greek ^.

But there is still one point remaining which is more decisive

than any other as to the date of his work. He considers, as

we have seen above, with particular care the question whether

and in what exact sense the Son may be called Homoousian

with the Father, and ends by concluding that in one sense He

is, and in another is not of the same substance. His substance

is that of the first change of God, and in this attenuated sense

the Son is Homoousian, though not equal in power or in

dignity to the Father. Can it be believed that this passage,

which there is no reason whatever to regard as a later addition,

was written before the days of the Arian controversy ? The

most reasonable conclusion, in face of this remarkable passage,

* Horn. xi. 13.
'^ Horn. iv. 19.

*
ftoupopiov, xiii. 16, XV. 5. See Lagarde's note, and Ducange or Diet.

Christian Antiquities, s.v. Mafors; lamirjvoi, ii. i, the descriptive epithet

added to the names ofAnanias and Aggaeus among the companions of Peter :

perhaps = c'':d«' which, according to L^vy, signifies 'Jemand der, obgleich

nicht dem Gelehrtenbunde gehorend, dennoch beglaubigt ist dass er die

Priester und Levitergaben entrichte.' This list of names contains other titles

which may have an ecclesiastical signification : thus ot«o5<5/xoj, applied to

Rubilus and Zacharias, may mean ' learned men,' and the unmeaning eraipoi,

used of Nicetes and Aquila, may be '
doctors.'
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appears to be that the Homilies was made up by recasting the

orthodox Clementina at some early period in the fourth century.

There is nothing in the work itself that can be alleged with

confidence in favour of any earlier date, unless it be the

peculiar character of the Gospel quotations, many of which

diverge from the canonical text, while eight are not to be

found in our canonical Gospels. But these facts do not neces-

sarily point to an early origin in the case of a work in other

ways so alien from Catholic tradition. If we suppose that

we have in the present Homilies the production of an Arian

Christian of Syriac nationality, who fancied that he found in

Ebionitism a solution of the great problem
—a historical and

quasi-philosophical doctrine of the Arian Saviour—we should

not perhaps go far wrong. And nowhere could such a man

be looked for with more prospect of success than in Antioch ^.

But after all, what is most important in this singular book is

neither its authorship, its exact date, nor its exact birthplace,

but the light that it throws upon the origin of Gnosticism

(an interesting point which space has compelled me to omit)

and upon the fate of those Jewish communities which refused

to cast in their lot with the Catholic Church, They main-

tained themselves in some sort of vitality down to Mahom-

medan times, and traces of their influence are to be discovered

in Islam and among the Druses. The reason why they failed

to exercise any wider or higher influence will be obvious enough

to readers of these pages. When the Light of the World

had arisen they turned aside after the marsh-fires of an idle

antiquated mysticism and a gross and barbarous superstition

and so fell deeper and deeper into the mire. A Mahommedan

writer of the tenth century ^, to whom we owe a later glimpse

of them, speaks of them as dwelling in the fens between the

Arabian desert, the Euphrates, and the Tigris, passing farther

^ The peculiar Judaic heresy of the Colossians, which was probably con-

nected with Ebionitism, lingered on in that district as late as the Council of

Laodicea.—Lightfoot, Col. p. 63.
* See Lightfoot, Colossians, p. 403 ; Hilgenfeld, Novum Tedamentum extra

Canonem Eeceptum, ii. p. 231.
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and farther from the civilisation of the West, and shrouding-

themselves ever more impenetrably in swamps and fogs.

Readers of Mr. Gordon's Life^ will find an interesting but

unsatisfactory notice of the Soobies of Baghdad, who appear

(if the conjecture may be hazarded) to be the last wrecks of

the followers of Elxai. But little can be gathered from the

account of Mr. Gordon, except that the enquirer is still

encountered, as he was in the days of Epiphanius, with studied

and deceitful reserve.

^
George Maxwell Gordon, by Eev. A. Lewis. Seeley and Co. 1889.

pp. 183 sqq.

VOL. II.
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V.

THE EVIDENCE OF THE EAELY VEESIONS
AND PATRISTIC QUOTATIONS ON THE
TEXT OF THE BOOKS OF THE NEW
TESTAMENT \

[Ll. J. M. Bebb.]

It is unnecessary, at the present time, to uphold the general

proposition that Versions and patristic quotations have a value

in determining the date and text of the books of the New
Testament. Any one who denied it would be setting himself

in opposition to the views of textual critics of every school.

The first outcry which greeted the result of Mill's work in

reference to the Versions, and Fell's in reference to the

Fathers, has been changed into a chorus of approval, if not

of the results, at any rate of the principles which guided

them. But though the general proposition has been granted,

there is still much divergence of opinion as to the amount

of importance to be attached to the evidence of individual

Fathers and Versions, and the conditions under which it is

possible to draw sound inferences as to the Greek text which

lay before them.

Two circumstances tend greatly to enhance the value of

Versions and patristic quotations : the first is the comparative

lateness of the manuscripts which are, of course, our chief

authorities for the text of the Greek Testament ; the second

^ Part of the Ellerton Prize Essay for 1888, printed with the leave of the

Examiners. The limits imposed by the conditions of this Prize prevented the

writer from giving more than a few illustratioiiis of the various possibilities of

error which may occur in the use of Versions and patristic quotations. Since

the essay was first written nothing has been added except some references.

O 2
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is the abundantly demonstrable fact that simultaneously with

the very origin of theological literature, we find such an

amount of textual corruption that we can ill afford to dispense

with any evidence which may help us to separate the accre-

tions from the original text of the New Testament.

There ai*e many points to be settled before we can be sure

that we have this varied evidence in the form in which it can

be safely used for purposes of textual criticism.

The first which demands consideration is how far that

which passes current as the work of a Father or translator

really corresponds to its original condition. We must, that

is, know the critical value of our printed editions. This will

be ascertained by comparing them with the manuscript

authorities from which they are professedly derived. We
must then examine those authorities^ and see how far they

have suffered : to what changes, intentional or unintentional,

they have been subjected, in the course of time, by any of the

many hands through which they have passed.

It is by no means unnecessary to subject our printed

editions to some such scrutiny, because many of them date

from a time when close adherence to the best manuscripts, or

groups of manuscripts, was not regarded as the first duty of an

editor, and when the materials for a critical edition were not

so numerous, or so accessible as they have since become. The

Peshitto will afford many instances of passages introduced by

editors from general considerations, without any manuscript

authority. While the first editor of the version, Widman-

stadt (1555)5 adhered to manuscript authority, Tremellius^,

who followed him, inserted in the text the doubtful part of

Matthew xxvii.
"3^^^

and in the margin a translation from

Latin sources of i John v. 7, which Gutbir (1664) put into

the text. These were kept in the well-known edition of

Schaaf (1709) as well as Acts viii. 37, xv. 34, and xxviii. 39.

The largest insertion is that of the Perikope Adulterae in

^ It is only fair to add that this was done from a belief that the MS. sent

from the East and used by Widmanstadt was defective.
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the London Polyglot edition of Walton from a manuscript
which belonged to Ussher^.

Attention should also be drawn to the fact that the Syriac

Version of the four minor Catholic Epistles and Eevelation

bound up with the Peshitto, formed no part of the original

version. That of the Catholic Epistles (2 Peter, 1 and 3

John, and Jude) is probably one of the few relics of the

Philoxenian recension made by Polycarp at the beginning
of the sixth century. It is

'

distinct from the Harklensian

rendering of the same Epistles, which however is unmistake-

ably founded on it^.' The translation of the Apocalypse

Dr. Gwynn on internal evidence believes to be part of the

later revision of Thomas of Harkel (a. d. 616). This in-

ternal evidence consists in (i) its graecizing character, (2)

the use of asterisks, (3) the marginalia'^. At any rate there

is no doubt that, though printed with the Peshitto, the

critical value is not the same as in other parts of the New
Testament, and therefore it is rightly referred to with a

diiferent notation.

Again in the edition of the Armenian Version made by
Uscan (1668), he confesses to having introduced several

passages from the Latin without any manuscript authority,

as for instance, John v. 4, John vii. 53-viii. 11, i John

v. 7. From such errors the later critical edition of Zohrab

(1805) is free.

Somewhat similar, though not so heinous an editorial

blunder, was the translation into Ethiopic from Greek MSS.

and the Vulgate, of the lacunae in the Ethiopic MS. used for

the edition of 1548, printed at Rome*.

^ The Syriac version of this section was first published by De Dieu in 1 63 1

from a MS. lent him by TJssher, and probably Walton used De Dieu's text.

Its history has been worked out by Dr. Gwynn, Trans. Irish Acad. vol. xxvii.

*
Grwynn in Diet. Christ. JBiogr. iv. 432-3, and I. c. p. 29 ff. Cp. also Ridley,

T)e Vers. Syr. Indole, p. 298 [the paging is that of the German edition]; Adler,

Vers. Syr. p. 78.
^ Id. Diet, Christ. Biogr. iv. 1020-I (where the literature on the point is

given), and I. c. pp. 32, 35.
* C. B. Michaelis, Tract. Crit. p. 32.
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There can be no doubt also that the printed edition of the

Vulgate, to which we have seen such a tendency to conform

other Versions, is something very different from the work as

it left Jerome's hands. Here many circumstances have proved

detrimental to the unimpaired transmission of the Version.

Thus, owing to the existence of the previous Latin Version,

side by side with his for at any rate two hundred and fifty

years
^

(and for the first part of that time with equal authority)^

it is difiicult to separate the two. Further than this, it suf-

fered very much in transmission, as will be seen by the many
Bihlia Correctoria from the thirteenth century onwards. Of

the further element of uncertainty introduced by the re-

vision of Alcuin, owing to his use of Greek and Syriac

manuscripts, mention will be made later. Though the diflS-

culties are thus great, it will be possible to approximate much

more closely to Jerome's work than the text of 1592, author-

ised by Clement, which passes current as the Vulgate.

Nor have the editions of the Fathers fared much better,

and in these the Biblical quotations (with which we are here

concerned) have generally been the first part of the work to

suffer. We are helped no doubt when the editors give us

their authorities, even though they naively confess that they

follow previous editors rather than manuscript authority. In

the instance quoted from Irenaeus, iv. 37. 5, Stieren^ gives a

reading which, so far as he knew, had no MS. authority. It

is often his plan, whatever the manuscript authority, to con-

form his reading to the Itala column of Sabatier's work.

What the state of Chrysostom's printed text was in his

^ Not till the ninth century was its victory assured. Walafr. Strabo praef.

gloss, ord. (cited by Fritzsche in Herzog's Real-Encyclopddie, viii. 448), says,

Hieronymi translatione nunc ubique utitur iota ecclesia Romana, licet non

in omnibus libris.

*
Greg, Magn. {Pref. in Job) ut comprobationis causa exigit, nunc novum

nunc veterem per testimonia aesumo (quoted by Fritzsche, I. c).
*
Cp., for instance, Stieren'a Irenaeus, i. 696—alas'] sic scripsi cum plurimis

editoribus sed Mass. e cod. Claromont. legit ascellas. In Codd. Toss, et Vet.

exstat asselis; Arund. ascillis. But i. 520, note 8, he deserts a previous editor

for manuscript authority.
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homilies on St. Paul's Epistles, before Field edited it, may be

seen in the preface to his edition ^, where he says that, there

being two recensions of text, one easier, the other harder,

Savile (the first editor) combined them. Instances of previous

editors accommodating- the biblical quotations to the ordinary

text against the authority of the MSS. are given by Field in

his edition of Chrysostom's Homilies on St. Matthew^. The

same complaint of editors preferring their own judgment to

the authority of the MSS. is mentioned by Dean Burgon^

with reference to Cyril of Jerusalem. Some of the Fathers

have been satisfactorily edited in such a way that, though the

acquisition of fresh material may make it necessary to sup-

plement what has been done, the work will not require to be

re-done. But the continued outcry"* for critical editions of

the Fathers and Versions shows that much remains to be done

before we have the materials properly before us on which

textual criticism is to work.

But in some cases the manuscripts necessary for such

editions may not be forthcoming, and of course the value of

our conclusions will be considerably depreciated if we cannot

be sure we have the original work before us. Deficiency of

MS. evidence is a common complaint among the editors, as

may be seen by the references given to Otto, Hefele, and

Potter, by Blunt ^. It is where MSS. are numerous and

^ Bihl. Pair. Oxon. p. xiii ;
but Savile's edition compares very favourably

with the Benedictine edition of Montfaucon ; cp. Lagarde, Ankiindigung, p. 50.

2 In Chrysostom's quotation (Hom. xliv) of Luke xxii. 35-38 onoius is

omitted by the MSS., inserted by the editors ; p. 589, in the quotation of

Luke xi. 27, 28, the editors substitute KoiXia for yaar^p.
^ Last Twelve Verses, p. 261. Dean Burgon quotes De Toutt^e's admission

that he inserted evSoKias into Cyril's quotation of Luke ii. 14, though he found

fvSoKia in the text.

*
E.g. Holtzmann, Hinleitung, p. 49 ; Scrivener, Introduction, etc., p. 419.

For Versions, cp. Lagarde, Anmerhungen, etc., p. 2. The preparation of

critical editions of the Vulgate (of which the fiVBifasciculus has appeared) and

Peshitto at Oxford, and of the Septuagint at Cambridge, shows that the need

has been realized. The Vienna Corpus is also remedying the defect as far as

the Latin Fathers are concerned.

« Use of the Fathers, p. 68 ; cp. Hatch, Essays in Biblical Greek, p. 188 ff.,

as to Justin Martyr.
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divided in their evidence that the work of the editor becomes

difficult, though an inductive examination will show what

manuscript or group of MSS. is to be followed. The MSS. of

Cyprian will illustrate this, but it is unfortunate that Hartel

in his edition for the Vienna Corpus seems to have followed

the wrong group for the Testimonia. Where manuscripts are

few, as in the case of Irenaeus, it may have been because the

work was not in great request ^, and in such a case transcrip-

tional errors are correspondingly few ^, and the lateness of our

manuscripts less important. Where our existing manuscripts

are derived from one Archetype, as is proved by common

lacunae to be the case with the four MSS. of the Greek text of

Origen's Commentaries both on St. Matthew^ and St. John* ;

or where, as in the case of the Curetonian Version, we have

only one extant manuscript, there is no means of correcting

errors which may have come in during transmission. Equally

important is it that we should bear in mind the channels

through which our quotations come. The value of Origen's

quotations is depreciated by the consideration that much

comes through Cramer's Catena, where the text is full of

obvious blunders, and requires a fresh collation of manu-

scripts^. The same fact is noticed by Lipsius of Irenaeus®,

whose Greek text has to be recovered piecemeal from the

author of the Philosophumena, Epiphanius, Theodoret, Euse-

bius, and others, and has therefore been subjected to con-

siderable dangers. It is exceptional to have extant manuscripts

so near the time of the writer as that of John Damascene

assigned by Tischendorf to the same century as the original ',

^
Gregory the Great describes his difficulty in getting a copy, and the preface

to Cod. A describes it as perraru8. Journal of Philology, xvii. 85.
* Even a much-used work like the Peshitto may keep comparatively free

from errors of this kind
; cp. Mr. Gwilliam in Stadia Bihlica (ist series),

p. 161, and Comill, Bas Buck dea Propheten Ezechiel.
' Diet, of Christian Biography, iy. 11 1-2. *

75.114.
* J6. 118.

• 76. s. V. Irenaeus.
' Tisch. Nov. Test. (8th edition), p. xvi, cited as DamP»' =°^- Professor

Rendel Harris, Fragments of Philo, p. xi fF., shows that these ' Parallels
'

have

only a very slight connection with John Damascene, and are really an earlier
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the Wolfenbiittel MS. of Chrysostom, cited as Chrys8"^

and ascribed to the sixth century. However, as we shall see

later, age is no certain criterion of value.

But, thoug-h there are such difficulties as have been described

to be met, it is possible by the help of available authorities

to remove many errors which can be proved with more or less

certainty to have come in during transmission, and therefore

formed no part of the original text.

Firstly must be noticed obvious scribes' errors in the lan-

guage of the Versions, misreadings of the Greek being reserved

(till we come to consider the value on internal evidence of the

several authorities), as dating from the time when the Version

was made.

Thus the variants iuncta and vincta which we find in

Augustine^ for biberaL (Rom. vii. 2), correpfio and correctio

for vovOea-ia (i Cor. xii), and possibly also curiosae and otiosae

for TTcpUpyoi (i Tim. v. 13), are cases in point. To this may
be ascribed the variant misteriorum for ministeriorum (Ambr.

de Sacr. 6) at i Cor. xii. 14. Another instance, important as

illustrating the perpetuation of error, is the reading quiclem for

quidam (nres) at i Cor. vi. ii, where Cyprian {Ted. ii. 6^ is

followed by Ambrose and Augustine.

From the Peshitto we may quote the reading ijooa<n«»o at

2 Tim. iv. TO for KpTyo-Kr;? ;
here a Syriac manuscript reads

>flo oonf> >»3, perhaps followed by the Arabic (see Tisch. ad loc).

These variants are clearly due to the confusion of as and «9.

Two other instances are given by Michaelis^ from 3 Pet. ii.

17, 18, where the Erpenian Arabic (here a secondary version)

makes it probable that "^Ci^ ^, by which it translates vtto

XaiXairos, is a mistake for Ji-v^v ^ ;
and in verse 1 8 j^a-ci^

(laiighter), by which it translates vnipoyKa, a mistake for

An instance from the Curetonian ^
may be found at Matthew

collection which he may possibly have re-arranged. He shows also, ib. p. xxi,

that Tischendorf {I. c.) was mistaken in identifying the MS. with Cod. Rup.
*
Cp. Ziegler, Die lateinischen Biheliibersetznngen, etc., p. 71 n.

* Marsh's Michaelis, ii. p. 20. ^
Baethgen, Evangelienfragmente, p. 8.
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xi. 5, where ^;j»V.
rftV>

, the proper translation of ^vayyikiQiiVTai,

appears as
^*::^^.aQj)o (cf. the Peshitto at i Cor. ix. 13, where

this word translates ea-Oiovaiv), which may, however, have been

an intentional correction of the scribe as giving a better

sense. A similar instance of some importance as affecting

the origin of the Arabic version is quoted by Lagarde^ from

Acts ii. 10, where the printed editions give for Cyrene 'our

country.' Both Lagarde and Lightfoot point out that a very

slight change would make the Arabic read '

Cyrene,' and that

what we have is probably an error of transcription.

Another class of errors, which may have an important bear-

ing on the various readings, springs from the tendency of

scribes, consciously or unconsciously, to make the text of

biblical quotations in the work before them agree with that

most familiar to them. It is pointed out by Ziegler^, that the

monks, to whose labours we are largely indebted for the multi-

plication at any rate of Greek and Latin manuscripts, were

familiar with the Vulgate readings, and so we find a great

tendency to substitute these for the readings of the manuscript

before them, and to destroy peculiar readings. We should

expect something of this kind to happen, but we have also

abundant and indisputable proofs of it. Thus Barnabas,

chap, ii, quotes from Ps. li. 19, and adds words not found in

our Bible, but given in the same connection by Irenaeus (iv.

17. a) and Clement of Alexandria (Sir. ii. 18). Most MSS.

give the addition correctly, but L
^ substitutes for the unusual

words the continuation as found in the LXX. Similarly in

chap. V, L (this time with other authorities) alters an im-

portant quotation from Zech. xiii. 7 to suit Mat. xxii. 14.

In chap, vi, L omits a part of a quotation from Ps. cxvii. 24 to

suit the LXX, and alters Is. xxviii. 16 with the same object*.

This phenomenon is, however, as has been above noticed, most

* De Novo Test, adfidem, etc., p. 3.
' Loc. cit. p. 71.

' L = ' Latinus interpres.'
*
Cp. also Polyc. ad Phil. i. 2, where the quotation from i Pet. i. 12 is

altered to suit the ordinary text of the New Testament (Funk, Fair. Apost.

i. 267, n,).
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frequently illustrated by alterations of the quotations in

the Latin Fathers from Irenaeus [Lat.) and Cyprian down-

wards. In Cyprian we may refer to Hartal's Prolegomena,

p. xxiv, where general reference to the fact is made
;
in Ep.

^^. 18 we ought to read suffragatorem in the quotation

from I John ii. i, and not pistum, as is read by Hartel's text,

following the Vulgate. So in Test. iii. 95 Hartel follows the

wrong group of MSS. (AW) in giving the Vulgate rendering

of I Cor. XV. 2)3y Corrumpunt mores honos colloquia mala,

instead of (with LMB) Corrum-punt ingenia bona confabu-

lationes pessimae, a quotation especially liable to this kind of

alteration, being a proverb in constant use. Instances might
be multiplied from the apparatus criticns of the Testimonia,

where on nearly every page one or more MSS. have been thus

corrupted. From Augustine we get another illustration
;
at

Rom. V. 16 he expressly rejects the reading djuaprTjjLiaro?, and

six times we accordingly find the other reading per unum

peccantem ; but Ep. 157. 20, per unum peccatum {Vulg.)\ so

in the de Natura et Gratia we get desiderium, Rom. i. 24

(Vulg.), but six times elsewhere conctcpiscentia [Vet. Lat.). To

this cause are probably to be attributed the numerous cases

of discrepancy between the text given in a Father, and the

commentary on the text^. Thus in Iren. iv. 13. i, Stieren

notices that although sine caussa is inserted in the quotation

from Mat. v. 22, Irenaeus' argument assumes its omission,

and so he concludes
(i. 595? n- 5)? « scribis itaque . . . addita

videtur, sicut et in latinam Vulgatam irrepsit. In Jerome such

cases are particularly numerous, thus at Mat. xxi. 31 he notes

that the vera exemplaria have 'primus, in his commentary we

find novissimus. Westcott on St. John x. 16 gives another

instance. He quotes Jerome as approving the rendering of

avkri by atrium rather than ovile, and yet we find the latter

in the Vulgate text.

The clearest proof of such a corruption is in two Munich

^
Wetstein, Animadversiones et Cautiones, pp. 86-7, 90.
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manuscripts of the Enchiridion referred to by Ziegler ^, in one

of which the old Latin quotations are crossed out, and written

in above we find the Vulgate text, while in the second (Cod.

6383 Lat.) the Vulgate has been substituted in the actual

quotations and the Old Latin has disappeared.

Somewhat similar, in the case of Versions, is the correction

of one Version by another later one, or by Greek manuscripts.

It differs from the last kind of corruption in being intentional

and editorial, while the last often must have been involuntary.

Both alike are damaging to the critical value of the work so

corrected. In some cases we have definite historical state-

ments of such treatment
;
in others, we infer it from the text

under examination, but in such eases there is need of caution,

lest we attribute to subsequent correction resemblances which

existed from their origin in the two works compared, and are

due to common ancestry. We have definite statements of the

use of Greek MSS. in the Harklensian Version^, and in

Alcuin's revision of the Vulgate (a. d. 801) by the help of

Greek and Syriac manuscripts ^. There are probably few

Versions which have not been affected by the Latin Versions.

We have already
* seen traces of this in the printed editions

of the Armenian and Ethiopic. The Gothic has perhaps also

been affected, while as to the Arabic Versions there is a

division of opinion. The close agreement between the Latin

and Syriac Versions is a case in which caution is needed ; the

Syriac Version seems comparatively free from such correction

by Latin authorities, and the accusations of Latinizing made

by Michaelis ^ and Wetstein (who on this account refers it to

the seventh century**) are explanations of an agreement which

*
Ziegler, Die lat. Bibeluherseizungen, etc. p. 73.

* Diet, of Christ. Biogr. iv. 1017, s. v. Polycarp.
'
Fritzsche, I. c. p. 449 ; but cp. Porson, Letters to Travis, p. 145. Such

revision, though recorded, is more than doubtful.

*
Cp. p. 197.

' Curae in Vers. Syr. Act, Apost. pp. 168-9. Cp. Lagarde, De N. T. ail

Jidem Orient. Vers. Udendo, p. 5.

* As the Abb^ Martin does the Curefconian, notwithstanding the date of

the MS.
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is due to derivation from the same early authorities ^. The

Latin Versions ^ have in some cases been corrected by Greek

manuscripts, and unfortunately it is a very difficult matter to

ascertain the extent to which Jerome used his Greek manu-

scripts ^, and recover from the Vulgate, as Bentley hoped to do,

the pure Greek text of the end of the fourth century. A

striking" instance of the depreciation from this cause of what

would have otherwise been a most valuable authority in the

Old Testament is the Codex Amhrosianus, the oldest manuscript

of the Peshitto, which on examination is found to have been

corrected to the Massoretic text *.

Besides changes of the above kind, which are of the greatest

importance, reference has to be made to changes, of less impor-

tance in regard to the Greek text, though they are extremely

useful in determining the relative age of Versions in the same

language, and therefore of great indirect value. Of this kind

are formal changes introduced by the removal of solecisms,

and hard or ungrammatical constructions or connections, and

the substitution of ordinary words and phrases: thus from

the Old Latin, Fritzsche ^ instances the changes in Luke i. 49,

ii. '^^, and vi. ^^ of magnalia into magna, framea into gladius,

and nequam into malos. Such corrections would naturally be

frequent in a Version which was originally verborum toiacior,

but they are also found in the Peshitto, and such grammatical

changes are noticed by Mr. Gwilliam ^ as being for the most

part the only differences between the manuscripts of the

Peshitto, the text having been otherwise transmitted without

much alteration.

Having taken into consideration the three kinds of changes

that may have come into our authorities during transmission

—viz. (i)
Scribes' errors in the language of the Version or

^ See below, p. 232.
^ Old Latin Bill. Texts, ii. 96.

'
Burgon, The Bevision Sevised, p. 449.

*
Cornill, I. c. p. 145. His estimate is criticized by Ralilfs (Zeits. f. alt. Wis-

senschaft, 1889, ii. p. 180 ff.).

* In Herzog, Beal-Encyclopadie, viii. 43S, where many illustrations are

given.
^ Stadia Bihlica, ist series, p. 161.
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Father
; (ii) corruptions to suit a familiar text, or adaptations to

other authorities ; (iii)
formal changes in style and diction—

we come now to consider points for which the original author

or writer, and the inevitable circumstances of the case are

responsible, which cause a difficulty in getting at the under-

lying Greek text.

Firstly, we cannot always argue to omissions in the Greek

text, because we find omissions in the Versions or patristic

quotations. Such omissions may be due to the difiiculty of

the original Greek. Jerome (quoted by Burgon) notices this

at I Cor. vii. ^^^. Of course where transliteration was

regarded as allowable in translation, this argument does not

so forcibly apply ^. To the difficulty of the word may be

due the omission of SeurepoTrpwro) at Luke vi. i in the many
Versions quoted by Scrivener. Similarly in the Peshitto at

Acts xix. 28 ayopaioi ayovrai does not appear, and at James

i. 23 TTp6(TO)7Tov y€vicr€0}s appears simply as ^•©•as/ {Trpoaron'nov),

though this may have been considered enough.

Again, things which seem to the translator irrelevant or

tautological disappear. Thus Mill in his Prolegomena^ notices

the following omissions of this kind from the Peshitto: at

Mat. xii. 5 rots (rd^^aai is omitted where to a-a^^arov

^e^r]\ovcn follows, in Mark xiv. 68 ovre dlba ovre kTria-raixai

appears simply as ^»( ^j- Jl, and similar instances are given

from Mark ix. 43, and Luke xvii. 23, xix. 43. Winer *
gives

a list of typical omissions from the Peshitto, which includes

superfluous words of time or action, as for example evOioos,

Ihov, ciTa, ttAXlv, Tore, and \aj3(ov, kiyuiv, ila-^kdiav, avaards,

and the like. The construction, particularly chai-acteristic of

St. Luke, Kol kyiviTo . . . Kai, disappears at least nine times,

though it is found sometimes as at Mat. xi. i : this is the more

^ He says (Vallarsi, ii. 261) In Latinie codicibus ob difficultatem transla-

tionis hoc penitus non invenitur.

'
Cp. LXX passim. Thus the Harklensian (quoted by Ridley, I. c. p. 295)

gives at St. John v. 2 oJa*^)AOi3 Lo^.
»
Page 594.

* G. B. Winer, Be Vers. Syr. N. T., etc. p. 20 fF.
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peculiar, as it is a Hebraistic construction which one might

have expected to find kept. tStos is often omitted, sometimes

inserted : -jras is often omitted without authority, Mark v. 1 3,

Acts iii. 31, and elsewhere, as it is often inserted without

authority. From the Curetonian Baethgen^ gives similar

omissions, thus John i. 36 and elsewhere d-TroKpi^ets €t7re

becomes simply «-»/ {he said) where the Peshitto has in full

i^lo )U:^o : in the same way the simple *»( {he said) does

duty for ovk 'qpvT^a-aro John i. 20, and eTrrj/awTTjo-e kiycov

Luke xxiii. 3.

Of rather a different kind are the omissions of words and

expressions inserted as explanations in the Greek, and un-

necessary in the Syriac, as at Mat. xxvii. 46, where we have

nothing to correspond to the tovt ^cttlv, 0ee /xou, 0ee [xov,

K. T. X. : so at Mark v, 41 we have simply raXiOa KovyL with-

out further explanation. Instances might be multiplied as at

Mark vii. 11, 34, John iv. 25, ix. 7, and from the Curetonian

John i. 39, 42. In reference to these, however, Michaelis'

suggestion
^ should be noticed, that the evidence of secondary

Versions goes to show that they were kept in the original

translation, and omitted by the scribes afterwards. To such

intentional omissions are to be added unintentional omissions

due to itacistn, homoioteleuta ^, and the like, as in the Curetonian

at Mat. xxiii. 18, and in the Peshitto at 2 Cor. v. 17.

The danger of arguing from omissions in the patristic

quotations will be noticed later in discussing the argument
e silentio.

Similar caution is necessary in inferring from additions in

Versions or patristic quotations that anything has dropped

out of the Greek text.

In the first place additions are necessary in one language to

^ Loc. cit. p. 22.

*
Curae, etc. , p. 60. The answer is obvious, that the translators of these

secondary Versions would insert them when translating, such explanations being

as necessary for their readers as for those of the original Greek.
^ Such are particularly frequent in the later translation of the Apocalypse ;

cp. xiv. II, xviii. 22, xx. 5.
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supply the ellipses of another. Thus in reference to vTroTda^

aea-Qe at Eph. v. 32, Jerome^ says, /loc quod in latinis ex-

emplis additum est
'

subditae sint
'

iti gr. edd. non Jiabetur . . .

sed hoc magis in Graeco intelligitur quam in Latino. Similaiiy

at I Tim. vi. 7
^
hr\Kov of the textus receptus is proved by the

variants to be corrupt and has little support : Versions cannot

be used to strengthen the evidence for it, because they

required some such addition to complete the grammar.
From the Curetonian Baethgen gives instances at Mat. iii. 4,

where a word has to be supplied, because .iio^N cannot be used

of ivbvixa and C<^vr]v, as is (txev in Greek, at Luke ii. ^2,

where two words, oo» )o> and »-s^«, have to be used for the

one word irpoiKo^ev of the Greek, and at Luke viii. ^^ both

the Curetonian and Peshitto have to add o\°>>, because the

construction utpfx-qarev . . . ds ttjv Xlixvtjv is not Syriac.

In modern editions we can generally, though not always^,

detect such necessary additions by the help of italics.

Besides such necessary grammatical additions we have also

to take into account additions made to explain references

to persons or places. These abound in the Syriac. At Acts

xii. I, after 'Hpw^Tjs 6 /3a(n\ev?, we find kflocia-.i;^( )lj_o]^? oo»

[surnamed Agrij)2)a) ;
at Acts xvii. 1 9, instead of simply

Areopagus, we are told St. Paul was taken up to JLu? l^» "t\

*tta,^9 »flocu>/ )iJ9]^f (^t/ie
house of justice which is called

Areoj)agus), so at Acts xxvii. 9, rrji; vr\(TTdav is described as

)u9ooM? {of the Jews), audi in xxviii. 13 Rhegium is identified as

Jli^j-»iD (a city), and Puteoli as l*^»^l? j^o-.*^ {a city of Italy).

From the Curetonian we have parallel cases, thus Mat. iii.

5, iv. 15 Jordan is described as a river, and v. 18 iota is ex-

plained to be a letter.

Insertions of a somewhat different kind, to make clear the

sense, are the substitutions of a proper name for a pronoun, as

at Mat. i, 10, 19 (Curet.), or at the beginning of sections Jesus

or Lord (both in the Peshitto and Curetonian) as at Mat. xiii.

*

Alford, Biged, ad loc.
^
Field, Otium Norvicense, iii. 127.

^
Cp. Revised Version at 2 Tim. ii. 26.
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54, Luke viii. 19, or 'disciples' for avroi, Mat. xiii. 51 »
Mark

xvi. 19, and elsewhere in the Curetonian.

Not only is caution required in both these respects, viz. of

additions and omissions, but it must be also remembered that

varieties of rendering do not point necessarily to any variety

in the underlying Greek text. How far it is advisable to try

and keep the same word for the same Greek word was a ques^

tion discussed in reference to the Revised Version. It is

certain that to do so would not always give the best equiva-

lent of the thought of one language in the expressions of

another, though it would enable us to restore the Greek text

much more certainly. An examination of the Versions shows

that they often were content to give the sense regardless of

the actual Greek before them, and so it is that we so fre-

quently find interpretative glosses. Thus in the Peshitto at

Heb, vi. 4 (f)coTi(r9ivT€s becomes o]^s.mj )l^?o.va'v.ND\ [descended

to baptism), at i Peter iii. ig iv <f)vXaKy is rendered '^a*A2> [in

Skeol), at I Cor. iv. 3 avOpcaiTLvr]? rj^ipas is >»j/ i^ '^ ^ {ii/

any man), 3 Tim. iv. 13 (fyeXovrjv is )k:»^-3 l^wo {hooh-case\

and Rev. i. 8 a koi w becomes ol &{ s^} [Olaph and Tau) ;

Acts i. 13 bhov £ra/3/3aTou becomes yo^ao/ ]L:s.aa. {seven stadia).

In the Jerusalem Syriac Adler^ gives an instance from Luke

vii. 45, where ^lATjjua ovk ^bcoKas becomes yoX*. fcssoM V (tkotc

didst not salute)'^.

In the Latin Version this custom of glosses will explain the

variety of readings at Tit. ii. 3, where all are explanations of

(r<a(t)poves I and, were it not for the danger (less perhaps in

this part of the Revelation than elsewhere) of relying on one

authority only for a reading, the temptation would be great

to say that all the epithets in Rev. xxii. 11, some of which

have come through the Vulgate into our text, are glosses

' Loc. cit. p. 152.
*

So, in the Ethiopic, Mat. xxiii. 15, Trotrjffai itpoarjXvrov (va appears as

*to baptize one proselyte'; in the Vulgate, James v. 15, e'^eptt is alleviabit;

cp. ib. V. 3. From the Fathers may be given Chrysostom's custom of making

glosses on the text
; cp. Field, I. c. iii. 48.

VOL. II. P
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explaining avoixos and oiKatos, and that the right reading is

found only in the Viennens. et Liigdmi. Ej)ist. 6 avonos avo^-qaaToa

in Kot 6 biKaLos StKaioi^rjro) In. Not only have we glossematie

corruptions of this kind to take into account, but we have

also to bear in mind that the translators did not keep one

word for the same Greek word. Sometimes a change was

necessitated by the usage of the language, sometimes it is

due to the caprice of the translator. Thus in the Curetonian

Ttoulv is generally translated «a^, but in Mat. xx. 1 2, where it

is used of husbandry u^a is substituted ; kyiv^ro is generally

translated by loo», but in John vi. 21 (where it is used of a

ship drawing neai* to land) we find loot fcs^iij ; (rap^ is

generally ]«^o&3, but in John i. 13, 14, the Curetonian substi-

tutes )*>^. On the other hand no explanation is to be given

of two different words being used for ivbvixa in Mat. xxii. 11,12,

or avdaraa-is in Mat. xxii. 28, 30. Instances from the Vulgate

of St. John's Epistles are given by Dr. Westcott \ thus

T-qpdv in three consecutive verses is observare, custodire, ser-

vare, 1 John ii. 3, 4, 5 ; <^ci)s is lux i. 5, 7, ii. 9, and lumen ii.

7, 10
;
so yLyviaa-KOfMev is scimus, cognoscimMS, intelligimns.

From James iv. 4 may be added the translation of Koa-fMos

by seculnm and mundus.

The number of various readings introduced into the Greek

text, if this last consideration were neglected, would be very

large, so that the first requisite for a safe use of any Version is

an induction, carried over the whole authority to be used ^, in

order to find out how far the evidence of versions may be

available for synonymous words in the Greek, and what, as

Nowack^ puts it, are the '

style of translation,' the '

peculiaiities

'

Introduction, p. xxvii.

*
Lagarde, De N. T. ad fidem, etc. p. 7 : Duahus potius rebus opus est

primum ut singula vocahula per omnes N. T. liJyros, quomodo vertantur,

pirsequamur, deinde ut syntaxin sermonis Graeci cum Unguis Syriaca,

Aethiopica, Aegyptiaca, Armeniaca comparati scribere aggrediamur; ita enim

et de interpretis alicuius constantia et de editionum codicumque nostrorum

fide certiores erimus, et facillime ohservabimus, si quis interpres in suo libra

alia hahuit ac quae Codices Graeci nunc superstites praebeant.
* JDie Bedeutung des Hieronymus, etc.
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of the translator,' and the knowledge of both languages dis-

played by the translator.

It is of the greatest importance that we should examine

these last three points, and also the genius of the language,

i. e. its capability of being used to convey the thought and

expression of the Greek.

The extent to which we can use a Version to recover the

underlying Greek depends very largely on whether it is a

literal or only a sense-translation^. Some Versions aim at

reproducing the letter of the original, sacrificing to that

object the grammatical construction and idiom of their own

language, and even in some cases intelligibility; some aim

only at giving the thought of that which they are translating,

and, so long as they attain that, disregard the letter entirely ^.

From Aquila's Version of the Old Testament we might recover

the Hebrew. From the Harklensian or Old Latin ^ of the New
we can generally be fairly sure of reproducing the Greek

text, though we meet with violations of grammar at every

turn. From the Harklensian, for example, we can often say

where it read the Greek article, and where it did not
;
thus

at Mat. X. 3 we have t*iaLi? oo» (6 cTriKXTj^eij), where the

Peshitto gives simply wJ^ll?. The Curetonian again is even

less literal than the Peshitto *. In relation to the Memphitic
and Thebaic Dr. Lightfoot notices that the latter shows a

greater regard for Egyptian idiom than the former, so that

the connecting particles are observed in the one but not in

the other ^.

'
Kaulen, GescMchte des Vulgata, p. 39 ; Ridley, I. c. pp. 334-9 ; Bleek,

Einleitung, p. 936.
"
Cp. Jerome, ad Pamm. JEp. 57, ad Sun. et Fret. Ep. 106.

'
Cp. Acts xvii. 18, seminiverhius = anipiioK6fos ; 2 Cor. vii. 10, impaeni-

tendus = ainraufXrjTos. This literalness often enables us to argue as to syno-

nyms, e.g. at I Cor. ix. 9 we may be sure d and e reading camum mittes had

KTjfWjaus and not (pifiiiau^.

*
Baethgen, I.e. p. 14. 'In Peschito auf Kosten des syrischen Sprach-

gebrauchs ein engerer Anschluss an das griechische Original erstrebt wird.'

lb. p. 1 2, the Curetonian is a '

sinngemasse nicht buchstabliche Uebersetzung
'

;

cp. ib. p. 2Cjad init.

"
Scrivener, Introduction, pp. 390, 400.

P %
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Of the translators' knowledge of the language little need be

said. Those who have gone carefully into the diflPerent Ver-

sions confirm the a priori probability that they would be well

acquainted with both languages*. The Ethiopic is a striking

exception, unless indeed the mistakes are to be attributed to

careless readings of the Greek. The following instances are

given by Michaelis ^. At Luke viii. 29 there is a confusion

of TreSaty and TraiSes, at Rom. vii. 6 of Karrj^ov/xe^a and Korei-

)(Ofi€da, at Rom. vii. 11 of i^eTTdrrjcre and e^rjiraTrjare. What-

ever the cause, such mistakes have done much to lower

the estimation of the Ethiopic Version for purposes of textual

criticism^.

The other point, to which allusion has been made, is the

necessity of knowing the genius and idioms of the language

before using it for critical purposes. This suggests, as a pre-

liminary consideration, that only those who know the lan-

guage of the Version can use it. Certainly to use its evidence

through the medium of a Latin translation is getting a most

distorted idea of its value. This was the plan adopted by

Mill"*, Beza, and others who inaugurated the use of the

Eastern languages for textual purposes, and many misstate-

ments were the result. Tischendorf ^
again relied absolutely on

Tregelles for Eastern Versions, and the consequences have not

always been good, if one may argue from the different conclu-

sions as to Eastern evidence given by others. Thus Baethgen^
notices that at Luke xvii. 1 1 (and here Westcott and Hort are

also wrong) Tregelles made the Syriac read 'ad Galilaeam,'

not knowing
' that ^^^ . . . k.-o=(Hebr.) b pa =p1 pi=

^ For the Peshitto, see Marsh's Michaelis, ii. 40 ;
for the Curetonian, see

Baethgen, I. c. p. 12.

* Tract. Crit. § 24, p. 24 S.

'
Tregelles, Diet, of the Bible, iii. 1614, gives other instances.

* A number of Mill's errors are given by Michaelis, Tract. Crit. p. 45 and

§ 32, and also by Wetstein.
'
Gregory in Tisch. N. T. pt. iii.

*
Baethgen, I. c. p. 3, note. It is also noticed by Michaelis, Tract. Crit.

§ 73, that the Persian translators misunderstood this Syriac expression.
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8ia [ikcrov . . . naL' In the same way Ridley^ notices that it is the

Syriac idiom to have dcov after a-efSoixcvoi,, and therefore Tisch-

endorf is wrong in quoting this as a varia lectio at Acts xiii. 43,

and not in the other places in the Acts where it occurs. Baeth-

gen^ gives other instances where the evidence is wrongly quoted

for similar reasons at Mat. xiii. 16, and Luke xii. i and xx. i.

It is also important to remember that some of the distinc-

tions of one language are not kept in another : thus Dr. S. C.

Malan points out that there is no distinction of genders

in Armenian; in Arabic also the place of the neuter has

to be supplied. Again, the usage of a language sometimes

causes an ambiguity in the evidence, thus in Syriac ovpavoC

and ovpavos are not distinguished, the plural being always

used. This is also the case with ypa<l>'q and ypafjyat, the

Peshitto always pointing as a plural (but see infra) ;
the absence

of a comparative in Syriac makes its evidence doubtful wher-

ever this is involved in the adverb
;
thus the Syriac affords no

evidence as between evOvixcos and (vdvixorepov at Acts xxiv. 10

(cf. Michaelis, Curae, p. 147), nor is the Latin always careful to

observe the same idiomatic comparative Acts xxiv. aa, 26 ;

XXV. 4, 10^.

An important class of instances to be noticed under this

head are places where the evidence is ambiguous owing to the

system of pointing. Thus at 1 Cor. xiv. 38 ">»w«j il may be

ayvoeiTai, or, as the Erpenian Arabic has taken it, ayvodroi *.

This is particularly to be noticed where the variant in the

Greek is a question of singular and plural. Thus Tischendorf

is wrong in quoting the Syriac at Mat. ii. 23, where that

version (U-ms) may represent according to the pointing bia

Tov •npo(f)'QTov or bia t&v TTpo<f)r]T<iiv. He is wrong also in quot-

ing the Syriac for the plural aTparrjyoC at Acts iv. i, where

juoLOft' may be singular or plural.

^ Loc. cit. p. 331. This does not affect the evidence of the Syriac at i Tim.

iii. 16 as Ridley thought (p. 306).
* Loc. cit. p. 16.

' Additional examples will be found in 0. L. Texts, ii. p. ci.

*
Michaelis, Tract. Crit. § 36.

^
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For a similar reason the evidence is ambiguous at Col. iv. 1 5

as to the reading there ;
nor have the printed editions im-

proved matters, for the Peshitto vocalizes the noun (Nvjui^ai;)

as a feminine and the affix as a masculine ^.

Finally, it should be noticed in reference to Versions that

mistakes in translation may still give evidence as to the

Greek text used. Thus at Luke vi. i, if e reads sabhato

mane, and/ sabbato a primo, it is evidence that bcvrepoiTpiaTia

was found in the Greek text from which they came, though

they convey a poor idea of its meaning. So if k at Mat. xi.

23 (Old Latin Texts, ii. 42) reads ne quomodo in caelum elata

eg, usque ad inferos descendas, it shows the Greek used was

not rj v\}roi)9€l(Ta, but fxi] vylfOiOrja-rj^. Again, neglexit, the

reading of e at Mark v. ^t^ supports TtapaKova-as as against

aKovcras ;
and similarly in the Syriac, ridiculous as is the

translation at Rev. viii. 13 oiix^aovpavrniari )bo?? )ojo?»
)ks:ik^soA

{in the middle of a tail of blood), it is conclusive evidence for

(ji,€(rovpavriixaTL against fxecrovpavicrixaTi, (the reading of i and

Erasmus). From the Latin other instances are given by
Kaulen ^.

When we turn to patristic quotations we are met by quite

a distinct set of phenomena. In the first place we have

to assure ourselves that the Fathers had a manuscript before

them when quoting, and are not quoting from memory.
Griesbach* professes to have given a series of criteria for

determining this, which is undoubtedly the most important

point in reference to patristic quotations. We must first

notice the complications that arise from their quoting from

memory; a thing common enough now, and therefore much

more common when books were more scarce, and the

'

Lightfoot, Colossians, p. 256, Addit. Note. The question is between

Kar oTkov airwv, avrov, avTTJs.
* The reading of k may represent a stage in corruption not in evidence from

Greek MSS., viz. /i^ {Af^wOuaa.
' Loc. cit. pp. 88-9, note.

*
Symbolae Criticae,i. p. cxxxix; cp. his Curae, § 13, p. 27, allegationes

fideliter e codicibus depromptae may be distinguished vagia ad dicta scrip-

turae provocationibus.
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difficulties of verifying- a reference so much greater 1. The

fact of quotations being given from memory explains the

following phenomena in patristic quotations, none of which

therefore substantiate various readings, (i) Combinations

of different passages ; (ii) transpositions ; (iii) sense render-

ings, including changes of syntax, adaptation, use of synony-
mous terms.

Instances of combination are to be found in Barnabas v,

where Ps. cxviii. 20 and Ps. xxi. 1 7 are combined
;

so in

Ignatius acl Philad. vii, John iii. 8 and i Cor. ii. 10, and in

Polycarp ad PJdl. i, Acts ii. 24, i Pet. i. 8, i Pet. i. 12 are

fused into one sentence. Later on, when manuscripts were

more abundant, we have instances from Origen ^, where Acts

xiii. 26, 46 are twice combined as if they were contiguous

verses, and from Chrysostom ^, where Matthew xiii. 55-6 has

a passage from John vi. 42 inserted in the middle.

From the same page in Field we may illustrate the phe-

nomenon of transposition ;
thus John vii. 4 appears as ei yap

TavTa TTotets h^l^ov acavTov r<3 K6(Tp.(o, ovheXs y&p ti ttoicT kv Kpvn-

t£ KaX ^rjret avrb's (f)av€pbs eirat (where (pavepos is also notice-

able) ;
cf. also Iren. v. 10 and v. 13, and iii. 38 and v. 13*.

Sense renderings may be illustrated from Irenaeus, who is

as a rule
' a most careful quoter ^.' Thus we get (a) change of

syntax in the quotation of Luke ix. S7~^} where
(i.

8. 3)

aKo\ov9ri<T0i> croi k.t.X. appears as a question ; ((3) change of

singular to plural, or vice versa, in a reference already given

to John i. 13^; (y) equivalent words in the quotation of

Luke ii. 28 ^vyapi(rTr]cr€v for €vX6yr](r€v ;
Luke xiv. 27 clkoXov-

^
Cornill, I. c. p. 58 ; cp. Porson, Letters to Travis, p. 275.

*
Lonunatzsch, xv. 135, 147, Horn. XV in Jer.

^
Field, Homilies on St. Matthew, i. 558, oix ovros iffriv 6 tow t4ktovos vtos,

ov ^/MfTs ifffiev rbv iraTfpa Kal rijv (irjripa ;
«at ol a^i\<pol avrov ov)(l itap' fjfuv elai

;

* I Cor. XV. 53 is quoted correctly in v. 13, inverted in v. 10 ; i Cor. xv. 55

is kept in v. 13, inverted in iii. 38.
*
Tregelles in Home, iv. 333.

*
Compare Ign, ad Polyc. ii. <pp6vinoi yivov dis o<pii iv anaffiv Kal aKepaios

(Mat. X. 16) ; ad Smyrn. i.0fPairriafxivov vir6 'latdvvov, iVa irKrjpwO^ iraaa Sikoi-

oavvT] air' avrov (Mat. iii. 15).
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^ci \i.oi for ipy^ixai ottiVo) jaov, in Luke xv. 4 imrXairqixivov for

aTToAcoXo's ; (8) change in the order of words in Luke ix. 62

(^contra Ilaer. i. 8. 3), ov8eis ctt' aporpov ttjv X^^P^ e7rt/3aA(oy ;

(f) equivalent of the passage without exact quotation, in

Origen's quotation of Eph. ii. 13^.

In many cases where we should be in doubt from this

cause what reading a Father had, the context makes it clear,

so that even in quotations from memory we may often use

the Fathers' evidence for or against a certain reading.

We may, however, be sure that under certain circumstances

they would have a manuscript before them, and then their

evidence becomes much more valuable. Thus the longer

passages are more correctly quoted than the shorter extracts.

This is true of Justin Martyr's quotations from the Old

Testament^. It is also true of Augustine's quotations^, and

it is easily intelligible that it would be worth while to take

the trouble of verifying a long reference, while a short one

would be left to the memory. Much depends also on the

object for which the quotation is made ; thus for a polemical

purpose close adherence to the letter is necessary, and so in

controversial treatises we find as a rule exactness^, while for a

preacher more freedom would be allowed, and so it is that

Chrysostom's quotations are very often inexact^. A marked

difierence, again, is found to exist, in respect of verbal exact-

ness, between quotations made from historical matter, and

those made from St. Paul's Epistles or our Lord's words.

This is pointed out by Ziegler with reference to Augustine.

The question is further complicated by the possibility of

the Fathers having more than one manuscript before them at

^
Lommatzsch, xx. 170; Contra Celsum, viii. 43 (but cp. ib. viii. 5) tovs

(4yovs Tuv SiaOijKuy rov Qtov Kot dWorpiovi tuv fi/ayyeKiaiv.
^ But Justin's quotations afford in any case precarious evidence, as is seen

from the remarks of Dr. Hatch, Essays in Biblical Greek, p. 186.
'

Ziegler, Z. c. p. 55.
* Von Gebhardt would on this account use only the Contra Marcionem of

all TertuUian's writings.
* r. H. Chase, Chrysostom, etc. p. 86. •
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a time^. This may, in some places, explain the heterogeneous

character of the quotations, and makes conclusions drawn from

them uncertain. It must be remembered again that when

they had manuscripts before them, they did not always use

them, but regarded themselves as free to use their own judg-

ment with reference to a reading. From what has survived

to us of their writings we know that few of them were des-

titute of critical acumen, and that they used not only external

but also internal evidence^. Though we have instances of

the skill with which they handle textual problems, we cannot

but acknowledge that the adoption of such editorial functions

makes them rather judges than witnesses of the text, and that

they would have been more useful in the latter capacity, had

they been more mechanical in transmitting the text. We
have also to take into account the possibility/ of their having

adopted a conjectural reading^, and, when we consider how

dangerous a weapon this may become, it is at once obvious

how suspicious of unsupported readings we must be. Yet

another indeterminate factor is introduced when we remember

that the Fathers often knew more than their own language,

and possibly may have translated for themselves. It is still

an open question in the eyes of some people, how far this may
explain the variations of Tertullian's quotations*, and he is

not the only Father who has been thus accused. The problem

of patristic quotations would be much simplified could we be

sure that any given Father knew only the language in which

he was writing.

Lastly in considering patristic quotations, the question as

to the amount of importance to be attached to the argument
e silentio must not be passed by. The argument is under

^
Wetstein, Animadversiones, etc. p. 89.

* Iren. v. 30. 1. Aug. Contra Faustam, xi. 2; De Doctr. Christ, ii. 21 ;

Retract, i. 7. 2. Cp. Origen as to Mat. viii. 28.

^ R ferences are given in Wetstein, I. c. pp. 26, 37, 49. It must be remem-

bered, on the other side, that there are countless instances in which they
refuse to let MS. evidence be balanced by any considerations.

* Zahn is perhaps the strongest supporter of this view, e.g. cp. GescMchte

des N. T. Kanons, i. 51.
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all cirenmstances precarious^, and a consensus of silence can

alone give weight to it. Thus to argue that Cyprian cannot

have had Qiov at Acts xx. 28, because he makes no reference to

the verse in Test. ii. 6,
' Quod Christus deus,' is by no means

safe
;
because it is easy enough to imagine that, in collecting

proofs of that statement, this, though so obvious, might have

escaped him. On the other hand the concenstis of silence as

to I John v. 7 ^t when such a strong statement of the doc-

trine of the Trinity would have been valuable, and must have

occurred to some among the many Fathers of the first five

centuries, is in itself sufiicient to condemn the passage.

When we are considering the evidence afforded by the argu-

ment with reference to single words, it has to be remembered

that owing to the many possible causes of omission mentioned

above, it can only very rarely be relied on. Even in longer

passages the argument, though convincing to one critic, may
be far from convincing to another^.

It is also not unnecessary in using the evidence of patristic

quotations to accept Tregelles'* caution as to assuring our-

selves that the passage of Scripture in question is really the

one which the Father is quoting. Thus Burgon^ gives an

instance where Athan. {Pasch. Si/r. 11) is said by Westcott

and Hort to be quoting Mat. v. 32, whereas he is really think-

ing of I John iii. 15. Where such ambiguity exists it is well

to adopt Griesbach's method, and give the passages that may
be intended®. There are also to be taken into account the

possibilities of a quotation being referred to a wrong Father"^,

*
Cp. Westcott, Canon, p. xxviii.

' See Westcott and Hort, ii. 104 (Appendix) ad loc. It is found in

PriscilHan.

'
See, for example, Scrivener and Westcott and Hort as to the weight to be

attached to Cyril of Jerusalem's silence about Mark xvi. 9-20.
* Home, iv. 340.

* Revision Bevised, p. 359.
*
Symb, Crit. ii. 62<}, where, quoting Clem. Alex, for Rev. xxii. 12, he gives

as possible references Is. xl. 10, Ixii. 11.

'
Ziegler, I. c. p. 69, note, points out that a quotation of i Cor. iii. 5, attri-

buted by Sabatier to Augustine, is really due to Petilianus, and that Angus-
tine quotes the passage quite differently.
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or of the rejection of the authority on the ground of the work

passing under the name of one who was not its author
; and,

when we get our quotation indirectly, there is always the

chance of the Father being wrongly quoted ^.

On all these grounds the evidence of patristic quotations

merits the severest scrutiny before it is thrown into the

balance on one side or the other.

In using Versions and patristic quotations alike we have to

consider the possibility of many so-called variae lectiones

having come from misreading of the Greek. Here caution is

needed lest we should put on one side (as errors arising from

this cause, not therefore to be counted as various readings)

real differences in the Greek text, and thus unintentionally

defeat our own object.

Such errors may be due to misreading abbreviations. No
doubt the evidence of our earliest manuscripts points to the

rarity of abbreviations, but these were no doubt a kind of

editions de luxe; when manuscripts had to be multiplied

rapidly, abbreviations must have been much used. Several

instances are given by Wetstein^, and they afford plausible

explanations of the phenomena, though for some of his sug-

gested abbreviations other support would be desirable. Thus

in Mark xv. 8 the alternatives ava^ds and avaj3ori<Tas
—the

first read by Vulg. with a, the second by c, f'^
—

mai/ be due to

two interpretations of an abbreviation (so in 3 Kings xxiii. 9

there is a similar confusion of av^(3r]ar€v and ave^6r]a-€v). At

Matthew xiv. 7 a similar abbreviation may explain the read-

ing of the Syriac and B, &ixo(Tev for biiioX6yr)(T€v. It is question-

able whether this explanation should be adopted, as Wetstein

suggests, of the variants 'lepovo-aXTj/x and 'Icrparik at Acts vi. 7,

or of the variants airoa-ToXovs and avOpdiiovs at Acts v. 34.

Another instance, not given by Wetstein, would be the form

in which Isaiah xlv. i appears at Barnabas xii, Tertullian

^ Thus Tregelles (Home, iv. 347) shows how Germanus, quoting Irenaeus'

evidence as to Mat. i. 18, has exactly reversed it.

*
Wetstein, Animadversiones, etc. p. 34 ; cp. Griesbach, Curae, iii. § 6.
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adv. Judaeos 7, and Cyprian Test. i. 31, in all of which the

abbreviation kco for Cyrus is taken for the more familiar

Kvpto), and in M of Cyprian the chang-e has gone so far that

Xpio-TO) of the LXX has dropped out altogether, and we get
Domino Cyro representing kco KUi.

The most interesting variant for which this explanation
has been offered is that of TertuUian* at Heb. vi. 5, where
*
occidente iam aevo

'

is attributed by Semler to a misreading
hvs (for 8uy(ijueis), as an abbreviation of hvarai^. If Ronsch's

explanation that it was due to the Latin translation used by
Tertullian held good, we should expect more widely-spread

authority for this strange reading.

Another class of mistakes comes from the vnrong division

of Greek words ^
(of which we get instances in the MSS. at

Mark xv. 6, Rev. xviii. 8) as in the Curetonian at John iv. 38,

where 6Xkoi is rendered as if it were dW oX, and John vi. 6'^

where 17 crap^ is given instead of rj a-dp^.

Misreadings of the Greek manuscripts due to errors of the

eye must also be taken into consideration. Thus in the

Peshitto avriyj^aOi and avix^a-Oc are confused at 2 Cor. xi. 20,

airetXrjv and ocfxiXrjv at Eph. vi. 9. Other instances are given

by Scholz and Hug. From the Curetonian may be quoted

the confusion of ctre^erai and avdi^erat (where also the Vulg.

teads susf nebit) at Mat. vi. 24, and of KarapTLa-oi) and KaTrjpTLaoi

at Mat. xxi. 16*.

In the Vulgate a somewhat similar case may be the reading

minavit for a7Ti]\a(r€v (Acts xviii. 16, as if from aTTfiXeco) where

^. iol. read alegit^.

^
Ronsch, Das Neue Testament Tertullians, p. 725.

' An exact parallel is quoted by Griesbach, Curae in Text., etc. p. 83, note.

Professor Sanday suggests that it may be most easily explained by the omission

of a line in the MS. : thus Svv[afi(is tov /ji(X\]oyTos aiwvos.

'
Scholz, Einleitung, i. 593, note. Hug, Einleitang, i. 329.

*
Cp. also in the Peshitto : Kar& read as KaOa, i Cor. i. 6 ; and Koi tSl for

Kard. T&, Col. ii. 22. So also, perhaps, we are to explain (raipos for %Ttpoi

(Luke xiv. 31), unless it is a sense reading, as Michaelis {Tract. Crit. § 37)

' But in the Vulgate Exod. iii. I and elsewhere mino is used for ' to drive.'
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Such mistakes are very frequent in the Ethiopia, as has

been noticed above.

In the Fathers we have similar instances, and these cases

are, probably, the strongest evidence for the assertions that

they translated for themselves, to which reference has already

been made. Thus in i Cor. xv. 54 ^^^ vIkq's appears as in con-

tentionem in Tertullian, Cyprian, and Hilary-^; in de Resurr,

23, Tertullian translates Phil. iii. 14 r^y avoa KA.?7(recos (as if it

were aveyKk-qa-^ais) by incriminaiio/iis ^. Augustine's often-

repeated reading of momenti at James i. 17 seems to imply

that he read poirrjs (and not Tpoirrjs) aTtoa-KLaaixa ;
so in Ep.

199. 33 he reads caecati at 3 Tim. iii. 4, clearly showing he

had not reru^co/xevot but TiTvcjiXcoixivoi ^.

There are some cases where it is not possible to say whether

the mistakes are due to misreading the Greek, or to variants

in the Greek, or to corruptions in the language of the Version.

Thus in Mat. ix. ^6, where all printed editions of the Peshitto

after Widmanstadt have ^*j^ [soluti),
is it, as J. D. Michaelis

says, a manifest erratum for ^h*- {projecti) of the Harklensian,

or does it represent a variation in the Greek text between

^K\eXujM/xeVot and ecrKvXfxivoi. ? So in the Curetonian at Luke

XX. 46, is the Syriac reading due to the Greek manuscript

having confused a-roah and oroXaty, or is it a scribe's error as

to ]<SL^i and Jl^/ ? and in John iv. 47, is there a representa-

tion of the various readings tva ibr] and Xva tao-rjrat, or is

there a scribe's confusion of )j--j and )u»)u ? None of these

variants are, however, of any very great importance.

It is quite clear that all these kinds of error, and ambiguity

as to the evidence aflPorded by Versions and patristic quotations,

make it almost an imperative rule that no variant should be

accepted on the authority of either of these kinds of testimony

* This may be due to their use of a common Version.
* In 2 Tim. iv. 6, Ziegler would seem to be wrong in inferring that Ter-

tullian read dveXfiatus, as his reading deversionis may well translate ava-

Kvaecos (Z. c. p. 36).
*
Augustine was not a good Greek scholar; cp. Confess, ii. 23; de Trin.

iii. I.
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without some manuscript support. But before we come to

consider the very difficult question as to the value of the

evidence of Fathers and Versions in comparison with manu-

scripts, we have to compare our Versions tog-ether and see to

what extent their evidence may be regarded as independent,

and what their value is, reg-ardless of the considerations which

have been already referred to as affecting all the evidence

which they give.

In estimating the critical value of our authority, ceteris

paribus, age has the greatest weight. Tertullian's canon,
' id

verius quod prius^,' is, under certain conditions, the first to

apply. We must see then the age of our Versions, and this

can be fixed with less certainty in the case of Versions than

Fathers. The Armenian, Harklensian, Gothic, and Vulgate are

the only early Versions that can be dated with approximate

certainty, on the ground of definite historical facts. In assign-

ing the dates of the Early Syriac, Old Latin, and Egyptian

Versions, we have only internal or inferential evidence. If

the Syriac Old Testament is cited as early as 1 70 a. d. by Melito

of Sardis, it is impossible
^ to identify his quotation with an

existing Version. The same holds good with reference to

Hegesippus (Eus. H. E. iv. 32). When Ephraem quotes from

the Catholic Epistles and Hevelation, this is no evidence that

a Syriac Version existed in his day, unless it can be proved

that he knew no Greek ^. Nor, again, if we could prove the

existence of a Syriac translation of some part or parts of the

New Testament, would that prove that a Version of the whole

existed, because, at any rate, as late as Cyprian {Pref. in Test,
iii),

the different parts of the New Testament were kept separate.

There is, again, as in the case of the LXX and Old Latin, the

question whether the whole translation was the work of one

man, as Bleek^ holds, or several, as Tregelles^ and Hug^ main-

tain. In spite of these difficulties the evidence goes to show

* Contra Marc. iv. 5.

'
Field, Hexapla, p. Ixxviii

; but see Scrivener, Introduction, p. 312, note.

' Diet. Christ. Biogr. iv. 434.
*
Einleitung, p. 931.

' Home, iv. 266. *
Einleitung, i. 326.
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that, if the Syriac tradition that the Version was the work of

Mark is an exaggeration, there was a Syriac Version made

before the end of the second century. This evidence is derived

from (i)
the Canon it implies, (ii) its use by all sects implying

an origin earlier than these sects, (iii)
the evidential value of

the textual corruption, (iv) the translation of such words as

e'TTto-KOTTo?, which is not distinguished from Trpea^vTcpos ^. It

has to be added that by some the date of the Version is

unduly brought down, as by Wetstein, who assigned it to the

seventh century.

The date of the Latin Version is equally uncertain, but it

is generally agreed that this also is prior to the close of the

second century. If we could be sure of the date of Irenaeus'

Latin translation, and assign it to almost the same date as

the Greek as Tischendorf ^ and Massuet do, so as to be able to

say that Irenaeus' Latin, Tertullian, and Cyprian were all one

Version ^, or if we could hold with Weiss * that the agreement

of Tertullian and Irenaeus' Latin showed a 'ziemlich ver-

breitete Uebersetzung,' then we might further infer from the

variations between these Fathers' quotations that the Latin

Version had a long history behind it, reaching back, it may
be, almost to apostolic times ^. We might then afford to

neglect as comparatively unimportant^ the further question

whether it was the work of one or many translators, a question

on which opinion is not as yet unanimous. It must be added

that the oj^inion of Dr. Hort is against assigning an earlier

date than the fourth century to Irenaeus' Latin, and that

others refuse to see, amidst the peculiar renderings of Ter-

tullian, any evidence for a Latin Version then existing ^.

^ This is true so far as that at Phil. i. i, i Tim. iii. 2, Tit. i. 7, the word

is used for tniaKonos. In Acts xx. 17, 28 the words are distinguished as in the

Greek. At Luke xix. 44, i Pet. ii. 25 and v. 2, the colourless word >.'^flp

is used.
* Wann ivurden, etc., U. T. p. 50.

^
Kaulen, l. c. p. 113.

*
Einleitung, p. 631.

*
Kaulen, I. c. p. 141 ; Ziegler, I. c. p. 27 ff.

*
Bleek, Einleitung in das A. T. p. 554, says,

* von grosser practischer

Bedeutung ist iibrigens die ganze Stroitfrage nicht.'

' See supra, p. 217.
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These two points make it more important to settle, if possible,

the question whether there were always many independent

translations, or whether there was originally only one.

The Egyptian Versions are generally referred to almost as

early a date^., and there can be no doubt that these three

Versions represent the earliest efforts to translate the New
Testament into foreign tongues. The evidence of Chrysostom

[Horn, I in Johannem) is generally quoted to show that by his

time there were Versions in most languages.

But though the age of a Version as of a MS. is the first

criterion of value, it is by no means an infallible test. It has

been abundantly proved, and is accepted by all textual critics,

that age only affords a presumption in favour of the authority.

Thus to Burgon's^ instance of the oldest fragment of Euripides

(dating from about 200 b. c), which is also the most value-

less, may be added the already-quoted instance from the Codex

Ambrosianus^ of the Peshitto Old Testament, many illus-

trations from late manuscripts of the LXX, and a striking

example from one of the Vienna Corpus Series, reviewed by

Professor Sanday in the Classical Revieiv for February, 1888*.

And, finally, it must be noticed that it is not always possible

to accept the dates given in the manuscripts, as the scribes

often copied those found in the archetype from which they

transcribed.

To determine the age of a Version or Father is not therefore

a sufficient test, and we must have recourse to others. We
must examine first whether we get any traces of intentional

alteration or doctrinal bias, either of which, if substantiated,

would destroy the value of the authority in which it was

found. Fortunately, though accusations abound from Justin

Martyr onwards ^, the only ground for them very often is the

*
Lightfoot, in Scrivener, Introduction, etc.

^ Revision Revised, pp. 321-2.
' See supra, p. 205.

* lb. p. 19,
' There is this peculiarity about the MSS. of the treatise de Statu

A nimae [of Claudianus Mamertus] that their value is in almost inverse ratio to

their age.'
* Cum TrypJi. § 73, he accuses the Jews of cutting out at Psalm xcvi. 10.
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not unnatural tendency ^, where two readings exist already, to

choose that one which best suits the purpose or views of the

writer. This explanation will hold good of many of the

instances in which Tertullian accuses Mareion or other heretics.

Thus {de Carne Christi 19) he ascribes the plural eyevvrjOrjcrav

(John i. 13) to the Valentinians, while as a matter of fact

the singular which he adopts has absolutely no manuscript

authority, and is most probably derived from Irenaeus^, who,

in adapting the quotation to his purpose, substitutes the sin-

gular for the plural, as is done by Ignatius, ad Folyc. 2, in

a passage already quoted. Of a similar nature is Tertullian's

accusation against Mareion {c. Marc. v. 3) of corrupting the

text of Gal. ii. 5 hy not omitting the negative. Here it is

most Kkely that Marcion's is the right reading ^.

On the ground of intentional falsification, then, it may be

allowed we have small reason to depreciate patristic evidence,

and it is asserted by very many that there are few, if any,

traces of it ^. But we have to take account of the tendency
to adopt the reading which best suited the argument. Ter-

tullian,
' with his forensic and rhetorical standard^,' and Jerome

are perhaps the worst offenders in this respect. Thus, of the

former, Ronsch ^
says that he used one translation ' obschon

die vor den Augen Tertullians, weil sie mitunter seinen

polemischen Schlussfolgerungen im Wege stand, nicht immer

Gnade gefunden hat.' The following illustration may be

given from Jerome '^. In i Tim. ii. 9 he says, writing against

Jovinian, that a(j>(f)po(rvvr] should be translated not sobrietas

but castitas, as better suited to his purpose : when accused of

*
Cp. Coleridge's story of Luther's temptation to alter readings that told

against his views.
^

Ireii. iii. i6. 2
; 19. 2

; 21. 5 ; cp. Griesbach, Ciirae, etc. p. 83, note. The

singular is also found in b {Cod. Veron.).
^ For other so-called instances, cp. John iii. 6 (Arians), i Tim. iii. 16

(Maced.) and Tisch. ad Heb. ii. 9 (Nest.). Pearson on the Creed, p. 526.
*
Westcott, St. John, p. 142 ; Simon, Sutoire des Versions E. T. pp. 2, 3,

126
; Griesbach, Curae, etc. p. 90 ; Porsou, Letters to Travis, pp. 155, 174.

'
Expositor, i. xi. 7.

* Itala und Vulgata, p. 3,
^
Simon, I. c. p. 58.

VOL. II. Q
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this by Rufinus in the Old Testament he can only defend

himself {adv. Bvfn. I) by a reference to commentariolis ubi

lllerias est disserendi !

In the case of Versions there is very little trace. In the

Peshittoat i Cor. v. 8 we have theNestorian reading^ )tooj*»

)Iql*o>> for Iv a(v[jLois dXt-KpiveCas, which, however, is not to be

reg-arded so much as a doctrinal correction, but rather as one

intended to bring the language into conformity with the

general Eastern custom of using leavened and Hot unleavened

bread ^. The Nestorian reading at Heb. ii. 9 {x<*>p^i'S deov),

found in later Syriac Versions, is not found in the Peshitto.

We cannot ignore in this connection the clear tendency of

the Syriac Versions towards encratite views, if not in 1 Cor.

vii. 2, 6, 7 ^, at any rate in reference to the virginity of Mary.
This may be illustrated by the Syriac readings* (which agree

with Tatian's) at Mat. i. 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 25, and Luke ii. 48.

The same tendency is noticed by C. B. Michaelis in the Er-

penian and Polyglot Arabic ^.

The softening down of the force of bd when used of Christ's

Passion (e.g. bet aTTOKTavdjjvaL, etc.) by the use of oojj-.^.^ (else-

where used for fi4KX.€iv),
is also noticed by Baethgen as charac-

teristic of the Curetonian. Ellieott finds a 'slightly Arian

tinge in the Gothic
'

at Phil. ii. 6-8, but it must be remem-

bered that the same charge has been brought against the

Revisers of the English Bible on account of their reading in

Johni. 188.

There would seem then to have been very slight alteration,

for doctrinal purposes, of the Greek text.

We have next to consider how far our authorities are homo-

geneous, and so see whether we are justified in assigning them

^
Adler, I. c. pp. 40-41, says our printed editions following Widmanstadt

are baaed on Nestorian MSS.
^
Adler, I. c. p. 37.

^ So Marsh's Michaelis, ch. vii. § 8.

*
Baethgen, I. c. p. 92 ; Renan {Histoire des Oii<jineg, v. 187) calls the

reading in Mat. i. 17 a ' correction tout apologi^tique.'
* Tract. Crit. § 27,
* F. T. Bassett on Eevised Version, p. 84.
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the same value in separate parts of the New Testament.

Canon Westcott says,
' No authority has an unvarying value,

no authority is ever homogeneous ^.' It is confessedly true of

our manuscript authority ;
thus A ' has one recension in the

Gospels, another in the Pauline Epistles, another in the Acts

and Catholic Epistles ^.' It is also true of the Versions and

patristic quotations. Of the Versions some are primary (or

taken direct from the Greek) in one part of the New Testa-

ment, secondary at another, or even a combination of two

different recensions. Thus the Codex Barsalibaei ^
is in the

Gospels from the Harklensian, in the Acts and Epistles from

the Peshitto. The Arabic Version, called after Erpenius

(1616), is in the Gospels a primary Version, in the Acts and

Epistles derived from the Syriac*. In order to settle the

question of homogeneity, it is further necessary to attempt to

solve the problem as to how far the translations were made

simultaneously, and by one hand. It has already been pointed

out that, owing to our ignorance of the conditions under

which the Versions arose, this is very difficult. It is probably

an open question whether the early Versions, at any rate, were

not the spontaneous outcome of the want, which must have

been early felt, of having the books of the New Testament in

a '

tongue understanded of the people.' If so, these Versions

would be made in different districts, and different books would

be translated as they became known. Later on in the Chm-ch's

history, as organization increased, such translations would be

made under authority ;
but in the second century it is quite

possible that Ridley's
^ account may be right, plures a pluribus

interpretihuB in vulgus effusae sunt explicatius quae tandem col-

lectae et non nunquani refictae in nnum codicem vel editionem

relatae sunt. The same theory w^ould explain Augustine's

numerositas interpretum of the Old Latin. It is obvious that

^ St. Johns Gospel, p. xc. *
Griesbach, N. T. i. Ixxxi.

2
Kidley, I.e. §§ 13-14.

*
Michaelis, Tract. Crit. § 22.

* Loc. cit. p. 334. He says, pp. 284, 291, the Versions were a sort of Targum
intended circamforaneis et vulgatioribus, and tlie glosses were gradually

removed from the text.

Q 2
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an appearance of homogeneity would be given by the redaction

of which Ridley speaks. If this be the true account of its

origin, it will explain the Targum-like additions in the way
of critical or exegetical glosses which we find in the Syriac,

but it will weaken the importance which we might otherwise

attach to Versions as made with the best Manuscripts, and

exhibiting non wiius alteriusve Itominis seel totiiis ecclesiae

interjaretationem et judicium ^.

It is impossible to arrive at very certain conclusions as to

the homogeneity of a Version for the reasons given above,

and accordingly we find great divergence of opinion. Of

the Peshitto it is asserted on the one hand by Bleek that in

the New Testament, at any rate, it is all by one hand
;
while

Hug and Tregelles say it is the work of several, the Acts and

Epistles, for example, showing more signs of revision than the

Gospels 2, Of the four Catholic Epistles and the Apocalypse,

and their relation to the rest of the Peshitto, 'we have already

spoken^. There seems to be some ground for Michaelis'

assertion, based on the evidence of language
—

as, for example,

the use of Jiseao (elsewhere in the New Testament, e.g. Acts

xiv. IQ, for heathen priests) instead of k»op—that the Epistle

to the Hebrews is later, and by a different hand *.

When we turn to the Latin Version the question is equally

difficult, and the earliest evidence we have on the question is

opposed. Do the various fragments which have come down

to us owe their diversity to changes introduced in transcrip-

tion from a common archetype, and are there no differences

other than those which may be traced to vitiosi interpretes,

praesumtores imperiti, and librarii dormitantes^'i Or have

we in our present Old Latin codices the results of what

*

Voigt, de Vers. N. T. Syr. p. 178,
' This revision may, however, have been subsequent to the original trans-

lation.

*
Supra, p. 197.

* Marsh's Michaelis, ii, p. 8. The Erpenian Arabic has the same variation

(»A. p. 5)-
*
Jerome, Pref. ad Dam.
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Augustine, in a well-known passage, calls the Latinorum

interpretum infinita varietas, the interpretum numerositas ?

On this point opinion is still divided ^, though it seems to

be agreed that we have two types of text, African and Euro-

pean, fairly well defined ; and on the further question whether

these were originally distinct, all the available evidence is

not yet assorted, and
'

premature theorizing' to be deprecated ^.

There is no doubt when we come, a little later in the history

of the Latin Version, to Jerome's time, that his work was

anything but homogeneous, and though his statements on

this point do not always agree with the facts as we find

them, probably Ronsch unduly depreciates the critical value

of the Vulgate on this account ^. That further changes have

been introduced into the Vulgate Manuscripts through the

existence and use of the Old Latin side by side with the

Vulgate for three or four centuries, has been already pointed

out^

These illustrations from the Syriac and Latin Versions

show the need of settling where possible the homogeneity
of our authorities. It is not less necessary in reference to

patristic quotations. In the case of Tertullian, whom Ronsch

calls the ' Gewahrsmann
'

of the oldest Latin Bible, it is well

known that his quotations are singularly erratic. It may be

questioned whether it is right to attribute this to the Ish-

maelitish character of the man, or whether, if, as Ronsch

says, there were not only one but several translations extant,

the variety in quotations may not be due to the fact that the

Epistles were not as yet bound up in one volume^, and so

he followed in various parts various types of manuscripts. It

is certainly important in reference to the value of Tertullian's

quotations to settle this point.

* The autliorities on each side may be seen in Holtzmann, £inleituiig, p. 63,

and Herzog, JB. E. viii. 436.
^ Old Latin Texts, ii. p. cclv. ' Itala und Vulgata, p. ii.

* Westcott and Hort, ii. § 114, and supra, p, 198.
'

Ziegler, p. 36, n., quotes to this effect from Miinter, Beprimordio Ecclesiae

Africanae.
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If we pass on to Origen, there is no doubt that (as has

been proved by Griesbach^) in his earlier work, his Com-

mentary on St. John, he used manuscripts of what he called

an Alexandrian character (BCL) ;
in his later, his Com-

mentary on St. Matthew, he used a Western text resembling

D. The question as to the 'Einheit der Augustinischen

Bibel,' is discussed by Ziegler at great length ;
and the im-

portance of such a question, and the difficulties which sur-

round it, are well illustrated there ^.

Before we are in a position to rightly value our authorities

we must, after having examined them individually in reference

to all the points which have been discussed, and assigned them

their proper weight according to the results of the iaductive

process thus carried out, proceed to institute a sort of compa-

rative criticism, with the object of ascertaining their depend-

ence and independence of each other. We shall thus avoid

counting as independent, authorities which examination would

show to be closely related, or neglecting from identity of lan-

guage ^vA primafacie resemblance to notice real distinctions.

On the extent to which this can be done depends the accuracy

of textual criticism as a science. What Professor Sanday has

said of Manuscripts is true of all textual authorities.
'

It is

now generally recognized that what the textual critic has to

deal with is not so much MSS. taken singly as the archetypes

of groups of MSS.' ; i.e. as he has said elsewhere,
'

Authorities

must be weighed, not counted'; and if this process were com-

plete, then it would be easy to throw them into one scale or

the other, and so accept or reject a certain reading. It is,

however, extremely difficult ;
for while authorities, in their

origin locally most remote, are found to be derived from one

source, so, on the other hand, those in the same language are

often found to be independent.

'

Symh. Crit. part ii.

* He decides finally {I. c. p. 76) that, in spite of apparent evidence to the

contrary, there is
' unbestreitbares Zeugniss filr die Einheit der Augustinischen

Schriftcitate.'
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The relation to each other of Versions in the same language

is almost more difficult to define than that of Versions in dif-

ferent languages. Is the Peshitto older than the Curetonian,

or are they related as the Vulgate and Itala? In spite of

Dr. Hort's definition of the Curetonian as Syr^etus^ this must

still be regarded as an open question ^. And, of the later

Syriac Versions, is the Harklensian merely a correction

of the Peshitto (as Ridley and White), or practically a new-

Version (as Gregory Barhebraeus and Bernstein 2)? Is the

mysterious Carcaphensian, as Adler says (/.
c. p. '>,'^,

not

a different Version, but a codex vulgatae S^riacae vei'sionis?

Are the resemblances of the Jerusalem Syriac to the Peshitto

noted by Adler
[I.

c. p. 155, note) due to connection with that

Version, or are they, as Storr says, interpolations from it ?

To the similar questions, in reference to the Old Latin,

allusion has already been made. Are h, e of the same descent

as «, h,f, q, or are they to be regarded as independent wit-

nesses ? It is only possible thus to indicate the nature of the

questions involved in the relationship between Versions of

the same language.

Again, in considering the relationship which exists between

Versions of difierent languages we have to notice, first of all,

the distinction between primary and secondary Versions, i. e.

those made directly from the Greek, and those which come

through the medium of another language. Many of the

Western Versions come through the Latin, as many of the

Eastern bear traces of Syrian influence.

Of the printed Persian Versions one is primary (that edited

by Whelock), while that of Walton's Polyglot, which is the

older Version, was made from the Syriac. So, too, of the

Arabic Versions, while that of the Polyglot was from the

Greek, parts, at any rate, of Ei-penius' edition were from the

Syriac. These considerations will show the inexactness of

^
Cp. Studia Biblica, isfc series, p. 172, and Dr. Salmon's review of it in

the Academy, 1885. Scrivener, p. 324.
'^

Cp. J)ict. Christ. Biogr. iv. 433, 1017.
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quoting the Arabic Versions without distinction, as was done

by Mill and Bengel, or of not distinguishing between the

two Persian Versions. It will be obvious that secondary

authorities are for the most part only useful for correcting

errors that may have come into the original Version sub-

sequent to the date at which the secondary Version was

made. Instances have already been given in which Michaelis

uses the Erpenian Arabic to correct the Syriac, and it is only

in this indirect way that it can be used to establish the

Greek text.

But we have also to examine the relations that exist

between Versions not traceable definitely to the same origin,

and see whether the one has been conformed to the other,

or whether the resemblance is due to derivation from the

same early Greek archetype. What, for example, is to be

said of the connection between the early Syriac and Latin

Versions? Are we, with Wetstein, J. D. Michaelis ^ and

Griesbach ^, to ascribe the resemblances to later interpolations

from the Latin
; or, with Bengel, to assume the use by the

Syriac translator of a Latin Version as well as a Greek Manu-

script ; or, with C. B. Michaelis, to say that one of the Old

Latin Versions was by a Syrian ; or, finally, shall we accept

the somewhat similar suggestion of Professor Sanday, that

the Latin Version may have been made at Antioch or Cae-

sarea ? A settlement of this is obviously preliminary to a

certain and accurate use of both these Versions.

Again, what is to be said of the Origenic readings in the

Curetonian, as, for instance, at John i. 28 ? It is easy to

suppose, seeing that we have only one Manuscript of the

Version, that it may be a later insertion ; but it is equally

possible to use it as an argument for the lateness of the

Curetonian Version.

What, again, is the explanation of the frequent close rela-

tion of the Thebaic with Western readings ?

' Curae in Vers. Syr. Act. Apost.
' Mist. Text. Epp. Paul. i. § la.
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The answers to these and similar questions as to the rela-

tions of the Versions to each other must be given, and on the

probability of the explanation offered, and its agreement with

all the facts of the case, depends the use that can be made of

these materials.

In the same way we must examine the dependence of the

Fathers on each other. From the absence of any canons of

literary usage, plagiarism was not uncommon. This adapta-

tion of a predecessor's language is seen in the way in which

quotations are transmitted in a way that varies from all

Manuscripts, instances of which have been already given.

From the earliest times the Fathers studied each other's

M'ritings. Thus Clement of Alexandria followed Clement of

Rome ^
;
Barnabas ^ was used by Justin Martyr and Clement

of Alexandria ; Irenaeus, as we have already seen, was fol-

lowed by TertuUian and Epiphanius, and Cj^prian was a pupil

and admirer of TertuUian^
;
and from the language used by

Jerome the ' extent to which he leans on others
'

is obvious.

The way in which the patristic evidence on Mark xvi. 9-20

may be traced through Eusebius, possibly to Origen, may be

seen in Burgon's Last Twelve Verses of St. Mark^. It is

obvious, too, that in many eases the Fathers who wrote in

Latin are evidence only for the Latin Version, and are de-

pendent on that for their reading. This may be clearly seen

from the many cases where we have the Latin Fathers and

Versions on one side, and the Greek Fathers on the other.

In such cases the Latin Fathers only count as corroborating

the Versions, and not as independent evidence. Worthy of

notice also is the agreement in error which is found to exist

between Ephraem Syrus and the Peshitto ^.

This would make it almost certain that the evidence of

Fathers, whom we have not in the Greek, is only indirectly

valuable ;
and it is important to bear this in mind with

*
Sanday, Gospels, etc. p. 17.

'
Hilgenfeld, Nov. Test, extra Canonem, pp. 74, 89.

^
Porson, Letters to Travis, 262-3.

*
Pages 509, 512-3.

'
Cornill, I. c. p. 147. Sfudia Biblica, ist series, p. 173.
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reference to the Latin Version of Irenaeus, and also such

parts of Origen as we have only in Rufinus' Latin transla-

tion ^. This last point is clearly proved by the remains we

have of Origen' s Commentaries on the Romans. Of course

under some conditions it is possible to infer from the context

what Greek reading they had, as in the case of Irenaeus'

readings at Mat. i. 18 {contra Haer, iii. 16
al.),

and at Luke

viii. 5 1 [contra Haer. ii. 24) ;
but as a rule what has been said

above holds good, and it may be asserted generally that the

same limitations apply to the use of their evidence as to that

of Versions ^.

It may well be said that, if so many precautions have to

be taken in the use of Versions and patristic quotations, it

is an open question whether they will repay the labour spent

on them. Such is not, however, the opinion of textual critics.

The evidence of patristic quotations is described by Professor

Sanday
^ as

' the Archimedean point on which the lever of

scientific criticism must be laid, and by means of which alone

fixed, precise, and definite conclusions can be reached.' This

is due to three special features of their evidence. Firstly,

they
*

settle the principles on which textual criticism must

proceed, viz. in considering a few old authorities rather than

many late ones*.' Secondly, 'they are to all intents and

purposes dated codices ^.' Thirdly, they determine the district

in which any recension of text was prevalent.

They are useful to fix the locale. This may be seen from

the way in which Cardinal Wiseman ^ used the evidence of

* Diet. Christ. Biogr. iv. n6. Ziegler, I. c. p. 54, draws wrong inferences

as to Origan's readings.
* Thus Irenaeus' evidence as to Acts xx. 28 in iii. 14. 2 is uncertain, though

the Latin has ecclesiam Domini, because, in places where the Greek has sur-

vived as well as the Latin, we find an inexact translation of titles, e. g. i. pref.

§ 2 ;
ii. 26. 1

;
V. 2. 3 ; V. 3. a.

'
E.rpoMor, i. xi. 178.

*
Tregelles, Printed Text, p. 148.

"
Burgon, Revision Revised; cp. Griesbach, Symh. Crit. i. p. cxl, con-

tinent igitur patrum allegationes ipsissima licet disiecta aut laxata eorum

codicum Graecorum membra qiiibus patres illi usi fuerunt.
* Wiseman, Essays, etc, (edit. 1888), p. 291 ff.
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Cyprian and Arnobius to prove the origin of the Latin

Version in Africa, from the resemblance in style and diction,

and also in the substance of the quotations which has been

proved to exist between Cyprian and the African represen-

tatives (as they have been thus found to be) of the Old

Latin h^ e, and also between Augustine and the European

Codices. We may illustrate this also by the way in which

Dr. Field used the quotations of Chrysostom and Theodoret

to localize Lucian's recension of the LXX ^.

They are certainly useful as to date. In the cases of both

Versions and Manuscripts we have as a rule only inferential

evidence on which to proceed ;
and sometimes, as has been seen,

we have statements which are misleading. But when we find

any reading in a patristic quotation, we are able at once to say

approximately the date at which a certain reading was found.

Thus it is important, with reference to the corruptions found

in D, the Old Latin, and Curetonian, to remember that they

are found as early as the second century ^. If this could not

be proved from the evidence of patristic quotations, we should

most probably have assigned these corruptions to a later

period in the history of the text, even if we did not, on the

strength of such corruptions, assert that the authorities which

contained them must be late. But if they have this value it

will not be right with Tregelles^ to use none after 330, for

even if the evidence of their actual quotations may have no

direct value after that time, yet indirectly they will be of

value even down to the seventh and eighth centuries, and

even later. Nor will it be right to confine ourselves to the

Latin Fathers, as Lachmann did, who used no other patristic

evidence than theirs, saving only Origen's. All the Fathers,

whose date and locality we know, will be useful.

*
Hexapla, ProUg. p. Ixxxvii.

^
Nearly all the important interpolations are found in the early Fathers ;

I John V. 7 is an exception.
^
Scrivener, Introduction, p. 397. Cp. Westcott and Hort, ii. p. 102. All

after 320 are ' so many secondary manuscripts, inferior to the better sort of

secondary uncials now existing.'
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The special value of Versions depends on the fact that the

hest "were made from Manuscript authority considerably

earlier than any now extant. They are, under the limita-

tions that have been already discussed, Manuscripts to all

intents and purposes ^, and we shall see that in conjunction

with Manuscript authority they may be used as evidence on

points, on which, without such support, they could not have

been used. Further, it is possible in cases where there is not

the ambiguity which is inherent in the evidence of all Ver-

sions qua Versions, to use their evidence without Manuscript

support, as we could not use that of patristic quotations ;
for

we may, as a rule, be sure that all readings which have the

authority of Versions have Manuscript evidence, whereas

many various readings, derived from patristic sources only,

are, as we have seen, sufficiently explained by the fact of their

being quoted from memory. But the evidence of Versions,

before it can be used, requires to have tests (of the character

described above) applied to it, in order that we may see

whether there is any explanation of the reading they seem

to support. The value of their evidence depends largely on

what we believe to be their origin. If they were autho-

ritative translations, we may be sure they were made from

the best MSS. procurable, and by competent translators;

but the chances of this increase in proportion as we get later

in the history of the Church, and those generally considered

the oldest lack this stamp of authority, as they were probably

made for out-of-the-way congregations, or the illiterate, by

whom the need of them would be first felt ^.

We have now to consider the value of patristic evidence,

and that of Versions ^ when it is opposed to that of the

*
Cp. J. D. Michaelis, I. c. ch. vii. § i. The diflBculties which prevent

our treating Versions as MSS. are given by C. B. Michaelis, Tract. Crit.

§§ 37-48.
^ See supra, pp. 227, 228. Fritzsche (Herzog, viii. 437) says of the trans-

lator of the Old Latin—fiir den Gebrauch der Gemeinde schrieb.

^ As to the opposition of Versions and MSS., see Michaelis, Tract. Crit. § 20
;

Westcott and Hort, ii. § 360; cp. also Aug. de doct. Christ, ii. 15 si quid in

Lalinia codicibus titubat Graecis cedere oportere. Cp. id. de civif. Dei, xv. 13.
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Manuscripts. Under certain circumstances what Walton

said is true, that to correct the Manuscripts by the Versions

was like correcting the sun by clocks, and like drinking- of

the stream when we might drink of the fountain
;
but unfor-

tunately the comparison does not hold good, for in this case

both the sun and the fountain require to be improved. Were

the Manuscripts free from error we might agree with Walton,

but as it is (unless we are prepared with Lachmann to follow

the most ancient Manuscript authority, even when in error)

we must correct our evidence by the best means at our dis-

posal ^. This does not mean that we should, with Wichelhaus,

make the Syriac the standard to which Greek MSS. should

conform, or use the Latin ^ to correct the Greek, as Ambro-

siaster and Helvidius, and in later times Harduin, wished

to do. In the case of Versions it has been noticed that they

always presuppose Manuscript authority, so that it is unlikely

that a Version would support a reading which has no Manu-

script authority.

In the case of patristic evidence for a reading as against

Manuscript authority, it must be remembered that the early

date of a Father is by itself in no way a guarantee for the

value of his evidence, because contemporary with the earliest

Fathers we have a gTcat amount of textual corruption, as has

been already pointed out. Holtzmann ^
upholds the principle

that the quotations of the Fathers are to be taken in evidence

against all Manuscript authority: thus in John vi. 4 he

would omit any reference to the Passover *, and at Mat. xi.

27 and Luke x. 22 he would prefer the Fathers to the Manu-

scripts. Again, at Heb. xi. 4, Westcott and Hort say that

Clement of Alexandria alone has probably preserved the right

^
Q^uid quod versionibns illis quinque integris uti possumus, codiclbus

Graecis etiam mutilis esse contenti dtbemtcs? Lagarde, c?e iV^, T, ad Jidem,

etc. p. 4.
* Home, Introduction, iv. 265 ; Simon, I. c. pp. 44, 47. This is discussed

at length by the author oi Palaeoromaica. Harduin describes the Vulgate as

sola integra et incorrupta.
'
Hinleitung, § 49.

*
Cp. Hort, in N, T. ii. Appendix, ad loc.
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reading, while in Col. ii. 1 Lig-htfoot inserts into his text a

reading" which has only the authority of B and Hilary ^. It

should be noticed that by accepting a reading on the

authority of patristic evidence alone, we suppose that the

MSS. used by the Fathers were the same^ and that they and

all copies derived from them have disappeared. The difficulty

of this supposition becomes greater the later in time the

Father lived. This should make us very loth to accept the

evidence of patristic quotations alone without any other

support^. We have seen enough to make us feel how easy

it was when once a reading had been accepted by a Father,

even as a marginal gloss, for it to be adopted by succeeding

writers; and though we should welcome, if it were attain-

able, 'the consentient voice of Catholic antiquity' to which

Burgon refers, the agreement must be that of independent

witnesses to a reading. A consensus of patristic testimony

may only mean the acceptance of a reading which was ori-

ginally a critical or exegetical gloss, and never had any

Manuscript authority.

Lastly, we must consider the evidence of patristic quotations

and Versions when the readings they imply have Manuscript

authority. Under such circumstances this evidence may be

used for points in which, without such additional support,

they would be valueless for one or other of the reasons given

above. Winer cites cases where the Syriac may be used thus :

at Phil. ii. a6 with ACDE
;
at a Cor. iii. 1 7 to support the

omission of ckcT, because omitted in ABCD
;

at Eph. iii. 3

for the passive, because it has the Manuscript authority of

ABCDFG
;

at i Cor. vii. "^6 for the singular yaixuTta on

similar grounds ^.

Versions and leathers may also be used under such circum-

'
Scrivener, Introdnction, p. 634, is inclined to favour this reading, but

finally adopts one with more MS. authority.
^
Cornill, I. c. p. 59, says they are only useful '

als Anhaltspunkte fiir das

Unterbringen von in Handschriften uberlieferten Recensionen.'
^ Of course at the present time more stress would be laid on the gi'ouping

of MSS. than on the presence or absence of the Syriac.
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stances to support one reading* ag-ainst another of similar

meaning, if (but only if) an inductive examination of the

Version shows that the translator carefully distinguished the

words in question. Thus at Acts xii. 7 Lagarde would read

vv^a<s instead of irara^as, though it is read by D only of the

Manuscripts. He has not, however, here carried out the

inductive process on w hich he himself insists ^
: if so, he

would have found that the Syriac word ^^oo, though used

for h'v^ev again at John xix. 34, is also used for Traracro-co at

Mat. xxvi. 31, Luke xxii. 50, Rev. xix. 15, as well as for other

Greek words of varied meaning, e.g. paTna-fxa tbayKcv, John

xviii. 32 ; Tvirroi, Mat. xxiv. 49, Acts xxiii. 3
; bepds, John

xviii. 33. So that, from a word capable of being used so

widely, it seems impossible to argue as Lagarde
^ would do.

So, again, he would use the evidence of Versions for the

reading of A KaraixapTvpovcnv at Mark xv. 4, as against Karr]-

yopovariv read by B and D.

Lastly, in connection with Manuscripts, Versions may be

used to remove later additions which have come into the

Manuscripts after the point at which the Versions were made.

This use of them Jerome suggested. Speaking of the recen-

sion which went by the name of Lucian and Hesychius, he says

he will not use it cum muUarum gentium Unguis Scriptura ante

translata doceatfalsa esse quae addita sunt.

Without Manuscripts it is impossible to restore the Greek

text from Versions or those patristic quotations which labour

under the same disadvantages as Versions. Of coui'se the

evidence of the Greek Fathers stands on a somewhat different

footing ; and yet we have seen that we might make many
mistakes and be often in doubt as to the form, though no

doubt the substance might be in great measure restored even
' from the works of Origen alone ^.'

How useless is the attempt to restore the Greek text from

*
Cp. especially Winer, /. c. p. 15 ; Baethgen, I. c. p. 21 arf init.; Nowack,

I. c. p. 21.

^ JDe N. T. adjtdem, etc. p. 10.

^ See Michaelis, Tract. Crit. § 19, for the necessity of MSS. as a norma.
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the Versions alone, without any help from Manuscripts, may
be seen from the instance of Crowfoot's labours on the Cure-

tonian, which resulted in the production of a Greek text in

many places agreeing with no Manuscript whatever.

The whole subject is a wide one. Enough will have been

said to show that very useful and important evidence may be

got both from Versions and Patristic quotations, but that

many precautions have to be taken before we can say that we

have clear signs of a varia lectio. The most indispensable

requisite is that the supposed varia lectio should have Manu-

script authority of some kind, and the farther such Manuscript

authority is from the possibility of any intimate relationship

to the witnesses under consideration, the greater does the

value of the evidence become, and the more such independent

authorities for a reading, whether Manuscripts, Versions, or

patristic quotations increase, the nearer may we feel we are

getting to the attainment of the original text of the New
Testament.

NOTE.

In reading the above abundantly illustrated and cautiously

balanced estimate of the use of Versions and Fathers, it will be

well to bear in mind the broad steps in the argument by which

their value is established. It is a cardinal pi-iuciple of modem
textual criticism, that in order to recover the true text of any
ancient document, it is necessary first to know its history.

Especially is this the case with a text so complicated as that of

the New Testament. But to the history of this text Versions

and Fathers give the key. The text of MSS. is perfectly definite,

but it is neither dated nor localized. It is just this dating and

localizing which, in spite of their greater indefiniteness, is sup-

plied by the Versions and Fathers. By their means the ground
is mapped out: the succession of the difi'erent texts in point of

time and their distribution in space are determineJ : and so the

reconstruction of the text proceeds, not upon mere counting of

numbers nor upon a subjective weighing of probabilities, but upon
a firm basis of history. [W. S.]
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YI.

THE AMMONIAN SECTIONS, EUSEBIAN

CANONS, AND HAEMONIZING TABLES IN

THE SYEIAC TETRAEVANGELIUM,
WITH NOTICES OF PESHITTO AND OTHER MSS. WHICH

EXHIBIT THESE ACCESSORIES OF THE TEXT.

[G. H. GWILLIAM.]

It is proposed in the following paper to give an account

of the form in which the (so-called) Ammonian Sections and

the Eusehian Canons are exhibited in MSS. of the Peshitto

Version of the Four Gospels. The Greek form of this system

of division and reference is well known, the symbols being

expressed along the margin of the Greek text in such com-

mon editions as those of Mill, of Lloyd, and of Tischendorf ;

but the Syriac form has never been printed in any edition

of the Syriac text. It was known from J. G. C. Adler's

Versiones Syriacae that Peshitto and Philoxenian (or rather

CTiarcleaii) MSS, frequently exhibit these divisions, and have

tables of Canons prefixed, while some of the facsimiles ap-

pended to his book show a marginal notation of Section and

Canon, like that found in Greek codices. So it has, perhaps,

been assumed that the two systems, which are constructed on

the same principle, differ only in unimportant details : certainly

but little attention has been paid to the Syriac form, although

it derives its origin from a very remote period ^.

The editio princejps of the Peshitto (Widmanstadt, Vienna,

^ The late Dean Burgon claimed to have been the first to direct the atten-

tion of Biblical scholars in general to the Syriac Ammonian Sections and

Eusebian Canons. He has given a brief but clear account of them in his

Last Twelve Verses of St. Mark, App. G. The late P. E. Pusey set them

out on the margins of his Widmanstadt from the MSS. which he had collated

for his projected revision of the text. They will be printed in the edition of

the Peshitto Gospels, now in preparation at the Clarendon Press.

VOL. II. R
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1^^^ may be supposed to imitate on its pages the very form

of the MS. matter from which the type was set up, for such

was the practice of the early printers. So Widmanstadt's

heading's and subscriptions, his inserted liturgical rubrics, and

his marginal ornaments, were doubtless copied from his MSS.

The ordinary division into chapters is indicated by small

figures, placed in the margin so as not to disturb the Syriac

paragraphs. Perhaps he was hardly acquainted with Robert

Stephen's verses. But with all this careful distribution of the

text, there is no indication of the Sections and the Canons.

It must be concluded that the editor's MSS. did not exhibit

them. They are not so frequently found in later Peshitto MSS.

as they are in the earlier copies, and the MSS. employed in

preparing the editio princeps of the Peshitto were certainly of

a late type, whatever their date and origin^. It seems useless

to enquire further about them, nor would their recovery be

of much importance ;
for we can be in no doubt of their cha-

racter. It is patent on the printed pages of Widmanstadt^.

The century and a half which followed the period of the

first editing of the Peshitto gave birth to several other

editions, in part little more than reprints, but in part also

improved by the use of other MS. evidence ^. But as yet no

notice was taken of the Syriac Sections and Canons. Then

in 1742 S. E. Assemani published his Cafalogns Bihltothecae

Mediceae. The first pages of this magnificently printed work

are devoted to a full description of the most ancient MS.

of the Holy Gospels in the Versio Simplex which that

Library contains, the celebrated Codex Florentinus, which is

dated A. Gr. 897, i. e. a. d. 586. He states that the Epistle

of Eusebius to Carpianus is prefixed, but does not print the

text of it, although he sets out in full the Tables of the

^ Inter alia may be mentioned jk^k for jk,*, as the word is spelled in all old

MSS.; ^^f«^., in old MSS. usually '^jt^/, or '^tax^/; the full form

^Imj( very rare
; w paragogic appended to 3rd per. fern, pi., as uo»A.

* See Appendix I.

' Besides the well-known authorities—Wichelhaus, Scrivener's Introduction,

Leusden and Schaafs Pre/fice—see a valuable article on The PrinfedEditions of
the Syriac New Testament in the Church (Quarterly Review, \o\. xxvi, July, 1 888.
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Canons, with their curious ornamentation. No remark is

made on the differences between the Syriac and the Greek

systems, although it would be obvious to any one who should

compare the numbers of the Sections in any table, with those

in the corresponding Greek table, that the systems are by

no means identical. But in describing another codex (Plut. i,

No. 58), Assemani [op. cit. p. 25) speaks of a '

distinctio

Evangeliorum in versiculos, seu parvas sectiones ab Eusebio

editas, quae apud Syros aliae sunt ab iis quae in MSS. Graecis

et Aegyptiacis codicibus conspiciantur ^.'

From the materials collected by the late Mr. P. E. Pusey,

supplemented by my own researches, we can now determine

what were the peculiarities of the Syriac system. The fol-

lowing specimen will suffice to illustrate and explain the

differences between the Greek and the Syriac forms. We select

the first eleven verses of St. Mark, as affording a convenient and

instructive comparison between the two systems. The reader

is also referred to the facsimile which forms the frontispiece to

the present volume, and which is described in Appendix II.

^Apxji Tov €vayye\Lov 'Ijjo-ou XpicrToS, vlov tov ©eoS*

^ *12s yiypa-nTai iv rois TTpo(f)-qTa(,s, ''I8ou, eyw d7rocrreA.\co tov

ayyeXov fiov irpb irpocraTrov crov, os KaracrKcvdcrec Trjv obov (tov

^ixirpoadiv crou.'

jg

*

4>a)yTj ^o&VTos (V TT] eprjixca, 'Erotjucio-aTe Trjv obbv KvpCov'
" evdeias Trotetre tcls TpijSovs avrov.'

y 'EyeVero ^Icadvvrjs (BaTXTi^cov ev
rfj kpr]p.(is,

koX Kr]pv(rcr(t)V ^aTT-
^
TLo-fxa ixiTavoCas eh a(f)€(nv afxapriwy.

Kai i^eiTopeveTo -npos avrbv Tiacra rj 'lovbaia xdipa, kol ol ^Icpo-

(ToXvpuraL' nal k^aTiri^ovTo irdvTcs kv t(5 'lophdvT] 7roraju.(3 vtt

avTov, €^opioXoyovp.€VOL Tas apiapTLas avTcov.

'Hy 8e 'Icodyyi]? evbebvpiivos Tpi^^as KapLrjXov, Koi ^(avr]V beppia-

TLvqv TTcpl Tr}v 6(r(f>vv avTOv, koI eadicav CLKpibas koI /xeAi aypiov.

1 Kai €Kr]pv(Tcre, Xeyoiv, '"Ep^eTat 6 Icryvporepo^ p.ov OTTLo-od p-ov,

° ov ovK elpX iKavos KV\}fas Xvcrai, tov IpidvTa tG>v viTobr]pLdT(ov avTOV.

^ Of the Canons etc. in the former Codex, Assemani says :

' de quibus con-

Bulenda Prolegomena ad Biblia Polyglotta.' The reference must be to Walton's

Folyglott, London, 1657, albeit Walton's description is entirely confined to the

Greek form. Of the Syriac form he was probably ignorant.

E 2
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'Eyw \ikv c^aTTTLo-a v/xay kv vban' avTos be ^aiTTlcrd vjuas €V

IIveviJiaTi. 'Ayift).'

* Kat €y€V€TO kv (Kiivats rals rjix^pais, ^kdev 'Itjo-oCs airo Nafa-

pcT TTJs FoAtXaias, Kat k^aTtTicrOr) vtto 'loodvvov els top ^lopbAvqv.

Kat ivdecos avafSaCvcav cnrb rod vbaros, 6i8e (T)(^LCoixivov9 tovs

ovpavovs, Koi to ITi/eu/xa elxret itepicmpav KaTa(3aivov ctt' avrov'

Kat (f)(ovr] kyivero efc rStv ovpav&v,
' 2v et 6 utos ftov 6 ayairr}-

Toy, ey <u evooK-qa-a.

» >i»o>o\Zr^<>> OQA-io .)^;jAf om*'o/ cir>»^^ .);.a>Nr>^ ],.a; ]1o ^

.y
i .\.i»>0( wJLd yOo».\no .fooM? 'OS o»^ otlo^ loot )j^O ?

<>yOo««oi^.M>d ^fcLiO »a .)fop ^f9cu:d yOo»!^ joot ».^>>Aao

;^jid\o .)L20^ J*-:^>^? )Lqj:i^ ]oot at»7^^ *.

^J-mCu ^«?
oot §*

l^^sciid
loo» om]^( ot^^odjooo .w040-mO )i.a«.aa> ]l^;^ )oot

\j} )aik, Jl? o« .uJ-so
^^.!ii-«*?

wtl^ [1/ lot .;jso|o )oo» Jtajsoo ?

•>U.foj3; Ju*o;a .cxa»,.v^M>j ^f OOI
j

^Vw^.f <^ .11aaA«* w;^ oo( }si( 'lu^OJk. ^ loot Jloo T

QoOjaTiao

.... JL© ,A^ /

o f

t-» .... OM
CU OM JU
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It may be convenient to add the version of the above from

Leusdenand Schaaf
[iVoi;.

Test. 8yr. c. Vers.Lat. 1708], changing
also the Syriac numeral letters for their equivalents in figures.

Principium Euangelii Jesu Christi Filii Dei

1 Sicut scriptum est in Esaia Propheta : Ecce, ego mitto nuncium

meum ante faciem tuam, qm praeparabit viam tuam
2 Vox clamantis in deserto; Parate viam Domini, et exaequate

semitas ejus

3 Johannes in deserto baptizabat, et praedicabat baptismum resi-

piscentiae in remissionem peccatorum
4 Et exibat ad eum universa regio Judaeae, et omnes Hierosoly-

mitae, et baptizabat eos in Jordane flumine, quum confiterentur

peccata sua

5 Ipse autem Johannes indutus erat vestimento pili camelorum, et

cinctus erat zona pellicea in lumbis suis : et cibus ejus erat locustae

et mel sylvestre

6 Et praedicabat, ac dicebat
; Ecce, post me venit qui validior est

me, is cui non sum dignus ut me incurvans solvam corrigias calcea-

7 mentorum ejus. Ego baptizavi vos aqua

Ipse verb baptizabit vos Spiritu sancto

8 Et factum est diebus illis, venit Jesus a Nazareth Galilaeae, et

baptizatus est in Jordane k Johanne

9 Et statim quum ascendisset ex aqua, vidit quod fissi sunt coeli,

et Spiritum tanquam columbam, qui descendit super eum *

o Et vox facta est de caelo : Tu es Filius meus dilectus, in te com-

placitum est mihi

Mabcus
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Syriac Sections are than the Greek. Here the former are

twice as many as the latter; in some other passages the

disproportion is even greater, although usually it is less.

The numbers in each Gospel are respectively, in Matthew,

Syriac 426, Greek ^^^ ;
Mark 390 and 236 ;

Luke 402 and

342; John 271 and 232; in all 1389 in the Syriac, against

1 1 65 in the Greek ^. The latter sought only to place in

harmony those paragraphs in one Gospel which are in his-

torical, or perhaps only verbal agreement with paragraphs

in one or more of the other Evangelists : the Syriac aimed

at a complete tabulation of the more minute resemblances

between the several statements within the compass of such

paragraphs. Thus it often happens that the Syriac section

is but a few words, only half a verse, or less, but it forms

a distinct division, because it bears a resemblance to some

longer or shorter passage in another Gospel, or else it is

noted as being without a parallel in the other Evangelists.

It will be seen that the references in the Syriac text are

very conveniently collected together at the foot of the page.

This was not intended, however, to supersede the Tables of

Harmony, for they are often prefixed to the codex as well ;

but whether they were given or not, Syriac scribes, almost

without exception, collected the references, page by page,

precisely as we have exhibited them above. This is distinctly

a feature of the Syriac system : rarely is a MS., which ex-

hibits the Sections and Canons, unprovided with the Foot-

harmony. The plan was imitated by the scribe of the Cod.

Argenteus, of the Gothic Version, and was not unknown to

* I .am not aware of any variation in the number of Sections in Syi-iac

copies. The scribes performed their work with mechanical accuracy, favoured

by the distinctness of the large Estrangela characters employed in the oldest

MSS. It is not so as regards the Greek scheme. Dean Burgon (op. cit.),

whose intimate acquaintance with Greek MS. Evangelia will be recognised by

all, says that, while the majority of copies have for the sum total 1165, as

above, it is found also to vary between 1181 and 1162. Suidas (s. v. Ki<p6i-

\aiov, or TtrXos) gives the Sections thus :
—Mat. 355, Mark 236, Luke 348, John

232™ 1171. Further details of the sums total in MSS. are given by Tischen-

dorf {Nov. Ted. Or. ed. crit. maj.) at the conclusion of each Gospel.
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some of the Greeks
; yet it is rare in Greek MSS., and ap-

parently borrowed from Syria. This remark applies also to

the Coptic MSS. If the plan of a Foot-harmony had belonged

from the first to the scheme, it is strange indeed that Eusebius

says nothing about it when explaining the notation which the

reader would find on each page. Strange also that scribes

should neglect so convenient an arrangement, so that it now

accompanies the notation on the pages of a few MSS. only ^.

In looking out the references for the Greek in the Eusebian

Tables we frequently find (as in the case of Section 4 above)

that the passage is compared with more than one parallel in

one or more of the other Gospels. In the Syriac only one

parallel is given at the foot of the page ;
the others, if any,

are noted in the Tables at the beginning of the codex. To

these, therefore, we must refer for a complete conspectus of

the Harmonies.

The parallel passages indicated by the different numerals

in the above examples are set out, and combined, in the fol-

lowing Table. The Greek references can be verified from

the Novum Testamentum^ Oxon. 1889^; the Syriac parallels

are derived from the unpublished materials in my hands.

^ It is impossible at present to assign a date for the introduction of the

Foot-harmonies into Greek MSS. They are found, e. g. in E (eighth, perhaps

seventh century), but are not a prima manu in the judgment of some
;
in M

(ninth century) ;
in 262 (tenth century) ; in 199 (twelfth century) ;

in 264

(thirteenth century)
—a MS. ' with Coptic-like letters.' The earliest MS.

which exhibits this arrangement is, I believe, the fragment T**, probably of the

sixth century (Tischendorf, Monumenta sac. ined. 1870 and Froleg. in N. T.).

If its characters (' litterae litterarum in fragg. Borgianis similes,' i. e, tan-

quam a Copto exaratae) are an indication of its origin, it doubtless owes tlie

Foot-harmony to the influence of Syriac Evangelia known to the scribe, for

between the Copts and the Monophysites of Syria there was frequent inter-

course. The Cod. Argenteus is by some assigned to the fifth century. The

scheme is that of Greek MSS. If the Foot-harmony, as seems most probable,

was derived from the same source, we must assign an earlier date than that

suggested by T** for the adoption of this plan in Greek codices. The extant

Coptic MSS, are of much later date. Their sections are Greek, like those of the

Gothic. Of the latter, there is a facsimile illustrating the features under discus-

sion in Andreas Uppstrom's Versionis Gothicae Fragmenta, 1854. An instructive

facsimile from 262 will be found in The Last Twelve Verses (Burgon), p. 305.
* Or Wordsworth's New Testament, where the Tables are rearranged to

facilitate reference.
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An example may be taken from Lord Crawford's MS,, our

No. 3, at St. Mat. xxvi. 6 :
—

;!k.ciz« K'acn .Ta.o .^,^z. ?)'^?>
And when Jesus

^rC I

rdiJL^ o\tn=3 was in Bethany

«..^^J±QLi..t
cnavi.rLa in the house of Simon

But in the Nestorian codex, Add. Brit. Mus. Jie^'j (our No. 11),

the text is not broken up, but the notation is inserted between

the final and initial words of the Sections, in the midst of

long paragraphs ;
and while the Section is marked, as usual,

with red, the Canon is indicated by a green letter placed after,

instead of under, the Section-number^.

In ancient times they were well known in various parts of

the Syrian Church, and are handed down to us by many

witnesses, of whom we may select eleven, all written before

the close of the eighth century, and one dating from the first

half of the sixth.

The MSS. are these :—

1. Vaticanus (S. E. Assemani, Bibl. Vat. Cat. P. i, t. 2, p. 27 seq. ;

Adler, op. cit. pp. 3-10; Wichelhaus, Vers. Syr. Ant. 1850,

p. 141). Written at Edessa, A. Gr. 859=A. D. 548.

The careful collation of this valuable relic of antiquity, which

Adler desired, has now been undertaken by Professors Guidi and

Ugolini, through the liberality of the Delegates of the Clarendon

Press. It exhibits the notation of Sections with their Canons, and

the Foot-harmony. The Epistle to Carpianus and the Tables were

probably at one time prefixed, but at present the original writing

only begins at Mat. i. 12.

2. Tetraevangelium'^ Florentinwm 1 (Plut. i, No. 56).

Assemani's account of this MS. has already (p. 242) been referred

to. It was written in the Monophysite Monastery of St. John, in

Beth Zagba (see Wichelhaus, p. 142 ; Adler, pp. 11-13) in the year

897= A. D. 586. As Adler doubted the genuineness of the epi-

graph, which gives the date, the following in confirmation of its

* See facsimiles in British Museum Catalogues, Forshall and Rosen, 1838,

W.Wright, 1872.

2 ycu^^olt^ (cf. Suiceri Thes.Eccl. II. 1269) often occurs in the titles

of MSS. of this class and age.
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genuineness will be of interest. It is taken from a letter from

Dr. A. Ceriani to myself, March 10, 1882, after an inspection of

the MS. :
— ' Essa e di prima manu, e precisamente come sogliono

i Siri scrivere la data dei codici. Anchfe la scrittura del testo con-

viene all' et^ assegnata nella sottoscrizione.'

3. The Earl of Crawford's Tetraevangelium.

A noble volume, of which, through his lordship's kindness, I

have been able to make a thorough collation. The Sections and

Canons, as well as the Foot-harmony, are in agreement with the

same accessories in the Cod. Florentinus. The text of Mat. i. i

begins on the second quire ;
the first, which is now lost, doubtless

contained the Tables and Epistle to Carpianus.

The late lamented Dr. Wright, after examining this MS., wrote to

Lord Crawford as follows :
— ' There is no date, and no mention of the

person or place to whom or which it originally belonged. Of the age

of the MS. there can, I think, be no doubt. I should call it a fine spe-

cimen of Syriac Estranggla writing of the sixth century of our era.'

4. Oxoniensis (Dawkins 3).

Sections, Canons, Harmony, but wanting the Tables and Epistle.

It is ascribed in the Bodleian Catalogue to the ninth century, but

I understand that Dr. Wright was inclined to give it a very early

date. Richard Jones, who collated it carefully at the beginning of

this century [Text. S.S. Evang. Ver. Simplicis c. duohus MSS. in

Bodl. repositis collatus, etc.), thought it was of nearly the same age

as the Cod. Vat. described above. This is improbable. It is a

carelessly written MS. in comparison with others of its class.

5. Londinensis (Mus. Brit. Add. 14,455).

Four Gospels. Sect., Can., Harm.

Apparently of the same era as Lord Crawford's codex.

6. Add. 14,449.

Four Gospels. Sect., Can., Harm. Sixth or seventh century.

7. Add. 14,458.

Similar to last-named.

8. Add. 14,445.

Sixth or seventh century. Contains St. Matthew and parts of

SS. Mark and Luke, with Sec, Can., Harm, in St. Matthew only,

9. Add. 14,450.

Seventh century. Besides the Sections and Canons it once had the

Tables, similar to those of the Florentine codex, but less ornamented.

The Tables of the 5th, 6th, 7th, and 8th Canons are still extant.
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10. Add. 17,114.

Four Gospels, but with many lacunae, in a Nestorian han(P, of

seventh or perhaps sixth century. Sections and Canons in St.

Matthew only, but no Harmony.
For the last six MSS. see Cat. Syr. MSS. in Brit. Mus. P. i,

W.Wright, 1870.

11. Add.
"J 1^1 {Cat. MSS. Orient. Mus. Brit. P. i, Forshall and

Rosen, 1838, W. "Wright, op. cit. Appendix A, p. 1203).

Written in A. Gr. io79=A. d. 768, at Beth Kuka, a Nestorian

monastery (v. Assem. Bib. Orient, iii. i. 308, 454) near the Lycus,

in Adiabene. Its peculiar method of notation of Sections and

Canons has been already mentioned. But though written under

different influences, their numbers and the arrangement of the

Foot-harmony agree with the same accessories of the other codices.

It is interesting to compare the weight of testinaony which

we have now adduced with the evidence in support of the

Greek scheme. Of the codices anterior to the year a. d. 800,

which exhibit the Greek Sections and Canons, some are only

fragments ;
in some the numerals indicating the Canons of

the Sections are not now legible, if they were ever expressed ;

sometimes (e. g. in the important cod. L, Beg. Par. 62) the

Sections and Canons are so placed as to suggest that the scribe

was not familiar with the use of them
; again, in the Cod.

Basileensis, E, they are deemed by some critics to have been

inserted by a later hand. Thus the evidence for the Greek

scheme, while amply sufficient for practical purposes, is not

so clear and accurate as that for the Syriac scheme, and is not

so abundant. Our observation illustrates what is well known

^ For the different styles of Syriac writing, see Assemani, Bib. Orient, iii.

ii. 377 fceq., the Plates in the British Museum and Bodleian Catalogues, J. P.

N. Land's Anecdota Syriaca, and W. Wright in Preface to B. M. Syr. MSS.
Cat. pp. xxix-xxxii. As early as the close of the sixth century (if not earlier)

a divergence of writing had arisen between Eastern and Western Syrians.

A MS. {Add. 14,460) written among the Nestorians in the neighbourhood of

Naarda, in Babylonia, A. D. 6c30, already exhibits that type of writing which de-

veloped such distinct characteristics in the following centuries. With this

style, the hand of our No. 10 has many affinities : it has also Nestorian vowel-

marks, though these are not pr. m., and altogether may be considered as belong-

ing to the same class as 7157 (
= No. 11) which tells its own story. For

Nestorian MSS. see Wichelhaus, op. cit. lib. iii. c. iv ; Adier, pp. 19-39. For

the computation of dates see Nicolas' Chronology, p. 10.
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to the very few scholars who have devoted their time to the

careful collation of Syriac documents. They were inscribed

with almost mechanical precision, and (speaking- of the Holy

Scriptures) so many accurate copies of very ancient date have

survived, that certainty is secured, and conjecture has no place ;

because the occasional itacism, or other lapsus calami, can al-

most invariably be corrected by diplomatic evidence.

The late Dean Burgon {op. cit.)
raised the question, but

left it to others to decide, whether Eusebius may not himself

have published the more numerous Sections, now extant only

in the Syriac ^. Bishop Lightfoot
^
justly objects that there

are no grounds for such a conclusion, and Dean Burgon once

informed the writer that subsequent study had long since

brought him to the same opinion. That Eusebius should

have put forth a simpler, and a more elaborate, system of

parallels, is most improbable. That the Syriac form is based

upon the Greek scheme no one can doubt after an examina-

tion of even the one example only which we have set out

in extenso above. The more perfect and complete Syriac

scheme is clearly a development of the Greek.

And this reasonable conclusion is confirmed by the ar-

rangement of the Tetraevan. Florent. I. The scribe first

gives a version (in some respects rather a paraphrase) of the

Epistle of Eusebius to Carpianus : then follow the Ten Tables

of Canons, identical with the Greek (the numbering of the

Sections, of course, being changed) except that in Canon VIII

the order is Mark, Luke, instead of Aouxas, Mapnos : then the

Fom' Gospels, divided into Sections on the Syriac plan. There

is no indication that the Greek Sections were different, nor a hint

that the convenient arrangement of the Harmony at the foot of

the page was a Syriac improvement. The reader is left to sup-

pose that these accessories of the Peshitto text were obtained

from Eusebius : he is not informed to what extent the Syriac

critics have improved upon the work of the Greek historian.

^ The date of the Ep. ad Carp, is not known, but about A. D. 330 Eusebius

was multiplying copies of the Scriptures : see Vit. Const, iv. 36, 37.
* Art. ' Eusebius

'

in Dictionary of Christian Biography.
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We cannot adduce the same amount of evidence for the

Bpistle and the Tables which we have for the Sections and

Canons. Many ancient codices which contain the latter ac-

cessories are destitute of the former because they are now

mutilated at the beginning : in their perfect state they pro-

bably exhibited the same matter which is happily still

extant in the Florentine codex. Of the manuscripts described

above (pp. 250-352), the Epistle and Tables are prefixed in

No. 2 and are complete ;
in No. 9, four of the Tables only are

still extant, and not the Epistle.

We have besides :
—

1. Cod. Mus. Brit. Additionalis 17,213.

Probably a fragment of a copy of the Gospels. Contains the

latter half of the Epistle : also Canons i and 2, much mutilated.

Sixth century.

2. Cod. Add. 17,224.

Paper leaf of thirteenth century, containing about as much of

the Epistle as the last-named MS. It also is a fragment of a copy

of the Gospels.

3. Cod. Farisiensis.

Numbered 33 in the Catalogue des MSS. Syr. de la BibliotJieque

Rationale. Partly sixth, partly twelfth century. The older con-

taining the greater part of the Epistle, with the Tables of Canons.

4. Tetraevangelium Florentinum II.

Catalogued aa Plut. i, cod. 58, and, according to Adler (Fer5.

Syr.), written before the ninth century. It exhibits a copy of the

Epistle, apparently identical with that in the more famous Cod.

Flor. already described \

The following is the text of the form in which the Epistle

of Eusebius to Carpianus was known to the early Syrian

Church. It is here printed for the first time, with a literal

Latin translation ^.

* For information about the last two MSS. I am indebted to the courtesy of

M. Samuel Berger, and of Dr. Bruto Teloni.

* The Greek Epistle was published by Robert Stephens (ed. 1550), and

reproduced by Mill
; also, with rarr. lecit. in Tischendorfs Test. Gr. (Proleg.),

1884. The text seems corrupt.
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.)ao<M y^o Amd )f»AL^ ^A.tabkA.f ^a^/ yxm^ *. wOiO*.^** jl^^^l

'^*oo» '^>^.'« -r^? f?-^ Oo*^' ^oO-tiS? ^iOO> ^ Jk^jja^^oJ?

^ »M «^ ''^.^ •. . .v>.»>? jki^:io 1^ ]^( '. )9*ii^ q^oNa, ^0^9
o»\>ftX ^f '.)j/ «Jio/ j»j^ i^Mf ^/ .^o»:^9 )bwo6«^ ).^.mbs^o( 10

*.Ja»9a^ jj^^juso .jl^^'b.. ^ ^
amj t;>:)0( ^^f^? l*^^^ o'ot? oot

tfiDCii9{.>o w]^ .'Jvt.iJ.^ ci-^o.^,A,o a^^.'io )k,^.«aX^o( .oomI^^-^^^'V

<f ^j-mQ^ Jloq^ 15

<>)ki3Q.^ w]^:» .']f«Ji^ OV>\<t, oot ^'If k^^( '.JLaJSOm) .qxo

^u»cu9;j« wl^oo .'Ifftii.^ oNn\», ool ^>l? )iA^( 'Jl^? .oxo

« ^ImCu wl^'A .*)f*iL^ Q>ftNA> ool ^fl} \cu( •. )k.Va».» .oxo

«[i3a2^ ha3CLi3;jao .'jf*^^ cociNa^ ool ^fl? U->( '.juJJiol) .clIA 25

<o^Jmq^ l^Aci^ .*J9*j^ Q,^a^^ ool ^5il? [a-t( '.U^^^if yOLO

.•)^ cY>\^ol? tOo^j^O^w^j)/ ^^<3 *** *-»? l"^-*! •.
J » fft N ? >Q.J-0

«fi0ai9;j» wl^oo .*o]^9( wotof 014^:^.0 oot Y)*-:^ ]P?-^
"^-^ l^t^i-AAM

0**h^l 1]^>A^>^ ^? yOOtl^'^Ai^Jk.l .kOUQXDf 1lO{A '^^.A^Ot oot )^Ot 3°

)*^)o ^«?ft*tff
^IaJJso '.ji^f&llX^olf .oom1^«>:^>:>'( ^^ t^ t^"^? 'J?^

Oot wotCL-aOjCiN. ]l/ «^ .*]]^^lo ^^flo *M ^ ];~iOO .^ •*)«-t)^

**» '^A.r^o .jkol<o9 ot.>f>\oAS> )k.ao«J». .Oj^^X^or o»^a=> '.j^-uuso

ooto .«m^;jxaj99 tO-i-o; )s^q.a.o» wotolcuxl %^l '4 I » I MB
^::« ^^
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35 ^i?o .)>.1>1,N5 Mo» oo» wo>oh>«*( ,£aJQJJ9
) j

'^ *>- ^ luuJLd >o>a.va

.1^.00^ oot .0 I ft ->» ts^«^L/ *.1|Xm,) ^ ./ • ;J«I>J <*J( •4-^( •i-'OI

Uaot .j]^0:^l? yo I cr> jl^^l .|o .^i>Lf
.ciioay ttO^^^l/ ^Hl y[o

&sj^ omJ *.]9«Ji^ a,N:\>».i>. ^00? aOc»»>'^>o» ]&>.Aod9 ^ot •&( ^^?Lo

45 >M>n^>o o»:do .<^cu* >m..»;-Mf>» joft.*,o»9 yOiA U^jls o»^ ]^( V^o

.i*.99 )^r.'iNr)\ .oo»^ 1^/ >ft\I ot]^s:^iA,;,dO .1^/ t^^l? Jcsoa.09 oot

J;jx*)o li^V-aA o»d Qk^w ^*20.AA,99 IluLa \Oj6t ^ h^( jc^f oot

50 tOo»*'\?ia^
^»n:^^i>»

*d *..ooMl^^:^Ai>7 )^flr>\^oD .oo»^ }i-J( «m.aa^o

JL^fiOA^X^ol; yOo»A.^^f ^^).^.Jtt
•. a.ia*jol( laJiiao ^^yoot ^«Xot

|>°>n» 0»^ ^^,2li^]^0 .*]fiM il^d ^^ )«M ^JXO&S]^ ]J yOOM^-^^^^'Y

55 .OoMV>:^^5ii? Ibo? jlo***^? \l*iJD loojo .']?«.i^ )^fn\^o/ y0.j(

» The text is mainly that of the Tetraev. Flor. I of A. d. 586. P. E. Pusey
had transcribed a part : an entire copy has been supplied by Dr. Teloni, to

whom, as well as to other scholars, who have helped me in many ways, I here

express my thanks. The variations exhibited by our other authorities, and in

some cases received, are trivial, and hardly worth mentioning here. I have

ventured to make one emendation. The Florentine MSS. both read (1. 2),

^^^ for ^^>^(, and our other authorities are unfortunately all mutilated

at the commencement of the Epistle. No doubt, from the concurrence of three

{'a, one has fallen out. The later Florentine codex may very likely be a copy

of the earlier one, or of the prototype of both. The mechanical method of the

Syriac professional scribe, although it has tended to preserve the text with

something of the accuracy of printing, yet sometimes favoured the transmission

of errors, for not all copies were subjected to the careful revision which some

received. If instead of ^^«^( intulit, we retain '^.X, we must render—
'

multa, ut videtur, industria et amore laboris multo hoc [opus] ingressus est

et Evangellum,' etc. ;
but the Syriac context does not naturally express the

instrumental ablative, nor does this rendering suit the Greek.
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EpISTOLA QUAM SCRIFSIT EuSEBIUS ad CaRPIANUM DJi

EXPLICATIONE CaNONUM QUOS FECIT,

Eusebius Carpiano fratri et dilecto meo in Domino nostro,

Salutem !

Ammonius Alexandrinus, multam, ut videtur, industriam, et

amorem laboris multum huic [operi] intulit, et Evangelium Diates-

saron nobis reliquit. Operam enim impendit multam in Evange-
lium Mattai

;
et sectionum, quae restabant, Evangelistarum trium

sociorum ejus eas comparavit, quae sibi concordant, secuit, ad

hunc modum coUocavit ^
: ita ut fiat ut necessario perdatur nexus 5

ordinatorum verborum Evangelistarum ex composita eorum [verbo-

rum] lectione per id ipsum quod fecit. Itaque, ut conservetur corpus

totum completum plene, necnon ordo verborum Evangelistarum

quattuor, et ut tu cognoscas loca verborum Illorum, ubicunque
sibi concordaverint, en tibi sunt numeri inscripti, super Evangelistas 10

singulos, in locis idoneis : ut amicus veritatis fateor, nos a labore

viri illius, quem supra diximus, occasionem nactos esse
;

et alia

ratione decem Canones tibi designavi, qui infra inscribuntur.

Canon primus : hoc continentur numeri [locorum] ubi multa

conjuncte quattuor Evangelistae dixerunt, et sibi concordaverunt,

Mattai, Marcus, Lucas, Jucbanan. 15

Canon secundus : ubi tres sibi concordaverunt, Mattai, Marcus,

Lucas.

Canon tertius : ubi item tres sibi concordaverunt, Mattai, Lucas,

Juchanan.

Canon quartus : ubi item tres sibi concordaverunt, Mattai, Mar- 20

cus, Juchanan.

Canon quintus : ubi duo sibi concordaverunt, Mattai, Lucas.

Canon sextus : ubi item duo sibi concordaverunt, Mattai, Marcus.

Canon septimus: ubi item duo sibi concordaverunt, Mattai,

Juchanan.

Canon octavus: ubi duo item sibi concordaverunt, Marcus, Lucas. 25

Canon nonus: ubi duo item sibi concordaverunt, Lucas, Juchanan.

Canon decimus : ubi unusquisque ex Evangelistis quattuor sin-

gulatim, de rebus diversis, ipse solus scripsit, Mattai, Marcus,

Lucas, Juchanan.

Ita se habet res Canonum
;
eorum autem clara expositio haec 30

est:—In unoquoque e quattuor Evangelistis numerorum ordo

ponitur; ab uno incipit, et duobus, et tribus; et usque procedit

^
Vel, hoc modo coUocavit, ita ut fiat. Codex autem interpungit ut supra,

VOL. II. S
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ipse Humerus, per totum Evangelium, ad finem libri. Et unicul-

que e numeris subest signum Canonis, minio depictum : et hoc

35 indicat apud quem e decern Canonibus sit hie numerus ; et ita

quidem, quasi dicat aliquis, [i.
e. exempli gratia] si designetur unus,

liqueat apud Canonem primum esse
;

et si duo, apud Canonem se-

cundum
;
et si tres, apud Canonem tertium : ad hunc modum usque

[exitum] decern Canonum.

Si igitur evolvas unum e quattuor Evangelistis, et tibi sumas

^o prima [capituli] verba, undecunque placeat ;
ut cognoscas quis ex

Evangelistis eadem verba dixerit, utrum quattuor, an tres, an duo
;

atque ut cognoscas loca verbormn Illorum, in quibus sibi concorda-

verint : sume numerum Canonis minio depictum quem ante te habes,

45 ad signum [capituli] quod sumpsisti ; et recurrens ad numeros qui
in principio libri jacent, intra columnas parvas, eundem quaere
in eo Canone quem signum minio depictum tibi ostendit, et inveni

numeros inscriptos [quibus significatur] quis aut quam multi ex

Evangelistis dixerint de eo [loco] cujus signum habes: deinde

statim disces qui sint numeri principii [capituli] quod quaeris, ex

eis numeris qui intra librum ipsum inscripti sunt, in margine
foliorum. Et quum enumerationi versuum cum Canonibus eorum

50 institeris, invenies Evangelistas illos quattuor, in verbis suis sibi

concordantes, Mattai, Marcus, Lucas, Juchanan.

Itaque hi numeri apponuntur ne verba Evangelistarum quattuor
abscindantur a verbis sequentibus, nee perdatur nexus ordinis eorum

;

tantum ut numeri mutentur, alius in alium, quibus indicetur Evan-

55 gelistas sibi concordare, et perstet lectio ordinata verborum quattuor
Illorum Integra, qui sunt Mattai, Marcum, Lucam, Juchanan.

Explicit Epistola Eusebii de explicatione Canonum.

The earlier part of this Syriac version of Eusebius' Epistle

is a fair rendering of the original, but the latter part has

become a paraphrase in the attempt to make the somewhat

obscure Greek intelligible. Two places should be noticed.

The Greek corresponding to 11. 11, 13 is:—tovs oIkclovs

(Kdarov evayyfXia-Tov totiovs, iv 61s Kara t&v avTcav ^vixOrjcrav

<f)i,Xakri9(os dTre'iv. The translator has punctuated after ijye'x-

Orja-av, and joined 0tXaX?7^£o? fhelv to what follows— . . .

Evangelistas singulos, in locis idoneis: ut amicus veritatis

fateor nos a labore illius . . . .
—

Again, and more worthy of

remark, a<f)opfxas is represented by JfcOiwX,
—

. . . nos occasionem
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nactos esse—and the meaning intended is, that Eusebius

worked out his scheme in consequence of what Ammonias

had attempted. This agrees with the rendering 'hint' in

Last Twelve Verses, p. 127^.

Fabricius, writing of the Eusebian Sections and Canons "^^

did not overstate the case when he remarked,
'

frequens illo-

rum usus fuit in Ecclesiis Orientis pariter et Occidentis, ut

ex Codd. MSS. Bib. in variis versionibus notarunt viri docti.'

Although now superseded by the modern marginal references

(which are but a further development and much wider ex-

tension of the same principle), they were considered in former

ages important accessories of the text ^. We have spoken of

the use made of them by the Copts, and in the Gothic

Version. They were derived to the Ethiopic apparently from

an Arabic source — of course in the Greek form *. The

Armenian Evangelia for the most part exhibit them. They
are found in Latin MSS., in a minority of those of the earlier

type ^, and in a majority of those of Jerome's revision. To

some of the latter a version of the Epistle to Carpianus is

prefixed, which is also paraphrased by Jerome in his E^istola

ad Damasum ^.

The case of the Philoxenian, and its Charclean revision, is

more immediately connected with our main subject. Of the

two Codices JRidleiani, in the Library of New College, which

^ For Eusebius, and his relation to the work of Aminonius, see Mill's

Prolegomena (ss. 658-666, 738-744, ed. Kiister, 1723). Other authorities are

cited by Lloyd, Nov. Test. Gr. (ed. 1883, p. xi).
* Bibliotheca Graeca, v. 4. 15. He gives a version of the Epistle, which

Migne {Patrol. Gr.) has reproduced. See also Wordsworth's N. T. i. 6.

^
Taking some fifty Syriac Evangelia, described in Brit. Mus. Syr. Cat. p. i,

as a sample of works of this class, we find that Peshitto MSS. were usually fur-

nished with these accessories during the sixth, seventh, and eighth centuries.

Charclean MSS. exhibit them at a much later period (e.g. the Paris MS.,
written in the Edessene Monastery of Beth Achsenaja, A. D. 121 2), but not,

I think, those of the Peshitto text.

*
Cataloffus Codd. Orient. Mus. Brit. P. iii, ed. A. Dillmann, 1 847.

* Cod. Rhedig. (l), seventh century, has a Foot-Harmony according to

C. R. Gregory in Tisch. Test. Gr. Proleg. p. 144.
* See Bishop Wordsworth's N. T.i. 3 : for details in regard to the Armenian

MSS. I am indebted to Professor Margoliouth.

S 2
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were used for the editio princej^s of the Versio Syriaca Phi-

loxeniana [Oxford, 1778], the older (parchment) MS. does not

contain any of these accessories, except that the text is

divided by red stars into Sections, which seem to correspond

to the (Greek) Ammonian. The later (paper) codex, which

was ascribed by Lee^ to the ninth century, g-ives the

Greek scheme, and, besides, a version of Eusebius' Epistle,

adapted to the archetype in the same way as the text of the

Gospels has been accommodated to the Greek ^. On the other

hp,nd, a Vatican MS. of uncertain date, but certainly ancient

(Vat. 368, formerly Assem. 11—not 9, as Adler), perhaps marks

the custom of the transition period, before the Greek system

>vas wholly adopted in the Grecized Charclean. Its Sections

are on the Syriac plan, and are compared with those of the

great Florentine codex by S. E. Assemani^. Another Floren-

tine MS. of the year 'j^'] exhibits what is apparently a mixed

system, the numbers being Mat. 360, Mark 340, Luke 348,
John 232. In the judgment of Adler*, but not of Bernstein ^
this MS. is a copy of the Ante-Charclean text.

1 See his note in the volume itself ; but in Coxe's Catalogue it is ascribed

to the eleventh centuiy. I agree with Professor Margolioutb that the latter

is the more probable date.
* The Epistle begins thus :

—

The last paragraph is :
—

yCUOt .)^tV> .\^io/ IkSjJk,? yCUCXf l.l.l-V*'^)^ fcof'
ysllO ^9 fD

These passages will suffice for proof of the above statement.
'
Ap. White, Vers. Syr. Philox. Tom. ii. p. 642, Assemani was misled by

the epigraph at the end of St. John, which alludes to the history of this Ver-

Bion, and thought this codex itself was written by Thomas of Charkel. See

Adler, op. cit. p. 63 (he gives a facsimile in his Tab. vi) ; Bernstein, Heil.

Evang. des Johannes, 1853, Krit. Anmerk. p. 2. According to Adler (whom
Tischendorf quotes, N. T., St. Luke, p. 738, ed. 1869), the numbers are Mat. 426,
Marie 200, Luke 402, John 232. Mark 200 is probably a slip for 290. li John

232 be correct, the Greek Sections have been introduced into the last Gospel.
*

Op. cit. p. 55.
»
Op. cit. p. 2.
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The variations in the notation of Sections and Canons in

the above-named MSS. are in marked contrast with the

consistency of those of the Peshitto. From the testimony

of the latter we infer that the Syrian system was universally,

and alone, received, wherever the Peshitto Version was in use,

at least as early as the sixth century. Earlier diplomatic

evidence is lacking: the very few MSS.^ of the Holy Gospels

which can be assigned with any probability to the preceding

century, are not furnished with thefe divisions. Others, how^-

ever, which have perished, might have exhibited them. And

indirect evidence can be adduced.

For it is known that many of the works of Eusebius wer6

translated into Syriac at a very early period. There is a

version of his 'Ecclesiastical History' in a MS. dated 462
of our era, and now preserved in the Imperial Library of

St. Petersburg, In the British Museum, we find in the

Cod. Add. 12,150^, among other translations from Greek

authors, Eusebius' Theophania, History of the Palestinian

Martyrs^ and Panegyric on the Martyrs. This MS. is dated,

according to our era, 411 or 412 ;
but we must go back still

earlier for the date of the first appearance of these writings

of Eusebius in their Syriac dress. The codex is a Collection

of Treatises ; it is not an autograph Tratislation of Eusebius ;

in fact, the text affords in itself evidence of having passed

through the hands of successive scribes ^. It is reasonable to

suppose that the works of Eusebius were in part, if not in

whole, translated into Syriac within the lifetime of the

author*
;
and for the place of such translations we turn, of

^ Such as Cod. Add. Mus. Brit. 14,459 (cf. Studia Biblica, 1885, No. VIII),

Add. 17,117, 'fifth, or beginning of sixth century;' Add. 14,453 and 14,470,
* fifth or sixth century ;

'

Catalogue British Museum.
^ Cat. Syr. MSS. in Brit. Mm. ii. p. 631. Cureton, Festal Letters of

Athanasius, p. xvf.
' See Lightfoot, op. cit.

; Wright, art.
'

Syriac Literature
'

in JEncyclopaedia

Britannica, 9th ed.—'opus plenissimum, 1237 notae marginales,' Nestle,

S^r. Gr.
* See (in reference to tlie Ecclesiastical History) A. Merx, Atti del iv Congr.

intern, degli Orientalisti.
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course, to Edessa, and its famous school. In that city was

written the Cod. Add. 12,150, and here, besides the great

original writers, like Ephrem, flourished such students as

Maanes, the translator of Theodore of Mopsuestia, and Proba,

the Nestorian translator of Aristotle ^. One of the Bishops

of this eminent Syrian See, Rabula, who died in 435, cor-

responded with Cyril of Alexandria ^, and received from him

copies of his works for translation and publication at Edessa '^.

It is not unreasonable to suppose that Eusebius also had a

friend * to undertake a similar office for him in the city, which,

a century before Rabula's time, had already become a chief

centre of Syriac culture and biblical study. We conclude

then that the critical work of Eusebius upon the Tetra-

evangelium was quickly known among the Doctors of the

School of Edessa. And it is reasonable to suppose that their

expansion of Eusebius' scheme was published before the dis-

solution of the school under the Emperor Zeno, towards the

close of the fifth century ;
for we have already seen that

diplomatic evidence shows that the Peshitto text was circu-

lated in copies furnished with the Sections and Canons early

in the sixth century, if not in the fifth.

It is also significant that the majority of the oldest codices

which exhibit the Sections and Canons are of Western, or

Monophysite origin ^. That they are also found in some later

Nestorian MSS. may perhaps indicate that these accessories

were the common property of the Syrian Church, before the

^ See Wright, op, cit. ; Etheridge's Syrian Churches.
-
Overbeck, Opera Selecta (Ephraemi aliorumque), 1865.

* In a seventh century Brit. Mus. MS. {Add. 14,557, fol. 97) we find, amongst
other translations of Greek writings, the Treatise De Jtecta Fide, t. ix. col. 1133

in Patrol. Gr. Ixxvi, with the following inscription :
— ' The Tract on the Hu-

manity of our Lord, which Cyril, Bishop of Alexandria, addressed to the

Emperor Theodosius, and sent a copy thereof to the holy Rabula, Bishop of

Edessa, and he translated it from Greek into Aramaean,' i.e. the Edessene

dialect, cf. Thes. Syr. col. 389.
* Eusebius seems to have known Syriac : certainly he had access to Edessene

writers.—Hint. Eccl. i. 13.
' Our eleven codices (pp. 250-252) are a fair specimen of the different Collec-

tions. Only one. No. 11, is certainly of Nestorian origin. No. 10 I should

class with it, but its notation of Sections, etc., is incomplete.
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rupture of the fifth century, and the establishment of the

Nestorian School at Nisibis^. But, on the other hand, it

is certain that these rival bodies were not unwilling to borrow,

and to imitate each other's critical methods ^. But on either

supposition, it is clear that the exegetical studies necessary

for the elaboration of the Syrian harmonizing system, must

have been pursued at a very early period among the Syriac-

speaking Christians. Their diligence in comparing the ipm-
sima verba of the Tetraevangelium (for their scheme demanded

an independent compilation, although on a borrowed ^
design)

is, perhaps, in favourable contrast with those other character-

istics by which the rival sects of Eastern Christendom are

more commonly known.

The subject investigated, while in itself possibly of minor

importance, has suggested notices and considerations which,

it is believed, are here brought together for the first time.

But besides such points of antiquarian interest, the Syriac

system of Sections and Canons has an absolute critical value,

(I) as a witness to the integrity and antiquity of the Peshitto

text
;
and (II) as showing the estimate in which that text

* For this city, see Thesaurus Syr. (R. Payne Smith), col. 2440. An account

of the *

Syrorum schola in Nisibi
' was given by Junilius Africanus in the sixth

century
—quoted in Westcott's Canon of the N. T., Ap. D, p. 506.

* The M<«*»» {sectiones majores) of which there are in Mat. 22, in Mark 13, in

Luke 23, in John 20, are found a prima manu in the Nestorian codices, Add.

14,460 (a. d. 600), 14,448 (apparently A.D. 699-700); they were added by later

possessors to the Jacobite codices, Add. 14,470, 17,117, and several others. I do

not think they are expressed p. m. in early MSS. of this class. Probably they

were adopted from another school. Both amongst the Eastern and the Western

Syrians critical studies were pursued, resembling those of the Jewish Mas-

soretes. Wiseman {Horae Syriacae) describes a MS. embodying such criticisms,

which is dated A. Gr. 1291 = A.D. 980. This has sometimes been called, but

inappropriately,
' the Karkaphensian Version.' The Nestorian Massoretic MS.

{Add. 12,138) is dated A.D. 899. See the Brit. Mus. Syr. Cat, and various

Tracts by the Abb^ Martin.
^ The Divisions known as rlrXoi were borrowed by the Syriac scribes, but

rearranged, so that each first rirXos begins with the commencement of the

Gospel ;
an improvement on the Greek plan (Mill, ed. Kttster, ss. 354-360).

See a good account of these and other divisions in Syriac MSS. in the American

Journal of the Sac. of Bib. Lit. and Exegesis, paper by J. H. Hall, vol. June-

Dec, 1882. In our No. 11 (p. 252) the jLrfi^k^ {prjuara) are marked.
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was held in the Schools and Monasteries of Syria at a very

remote period.

I. In illustration of the former remark, we may consider

the witness of the system in the following important places :

1. St. Mat. xxviii. 9-end is in the Greek one Section (365),

in the tenth Canon : in the Syriac system it is resolved into five

Sections, of which the words that follow v. 18 of the Greek, )an^io

yCTaS. \jI 9*.*.2o \il »s/ »»»/ i*j9»A.f {and as my Fatlier sent me,

I also send you), form a separate Section in the Syriac, in the

seventh Canon. The parallel Section is, as might he expected, the

latter clause of St. John xx. 21. We have here evidence that this

remarkable addition, which is found in every Peshitto MS., was

known to Syriac critics at a period anterior to the dates of our

earliest copies.

2. St. Mark xvi (of which Tischendorf says^,
' nee Ammonii

sectionibus nee Eusehii canonibus agnoscuntur ultimi versus ')

affords, from vv. 9-20 inclusive, nine Sections in the Syriac system,

some of which are quoted in the harmonies appended to the other

three Evangelists. There can be no doubt Avhatever that these

verses formed an integral part of the Peshitto from the eailiest

times. It will be remembered also that they are found in the

Curetonian which, for other purposes, is of great authority with

those who dispute the genuineness of this passage.

3. St. Luke xxii. 17, i8. These verses are omitted in Widman-

stadt, the passage being one of those to which the editor calls

attention, as exhibiting a remarkable variation between the Greek

and the Syriac. Syriac, to correspond to the Greek, has been in-

troduced into later printed books, and strange to say, is given by
Schaaf without remark, although he was so industrious in collecting

variants. Had the passage been recognised by the Syriac scribes

of the fifth century, it would certainly have obtained a place in

Canon 10, as a Section peculiar to St. Luke. But it is unknown

to the arrangement of Sections, and has no place in Peshitto MSS.

4. But while the witness of the Sections is valuable, because un-

impeachable, where the text is broken into short portions, it will

fail us sometimes as a test of the integrity of the text, on account

of the great length of many Sections, where the matter is peculiar

' Nor. Test. Gr. in loc. This is controverted by Burgon (pp. cit., Ap. G) to

whom C. R. Gregory (Prolegomena in N. T. Tischen., 1884, p. 153) attempts
to make some reply.
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to one Gospel. Thus, as to the disputed passages, St. John v.

3, 4, vii. 53—viii. it, we learn nothing from the Harmony, because

each forms part of a longer capitulum in Canon 10^.

II. And in reference to the second consideration already

indicated, it will be remembered that the authors of the

Syrian system of Sections and Canons were associated with

those who were familiar with Greek writings, and must have

been acquainted with good codices of the Greek New Testa-

ment. They could not have failed to observe that between

their vernacular Bible, and various codices of the Greek text,

there were not inconsiderable differences. The desire for a

more accurate representation of the original induced PhiU

oxenus and Thomas at a later period to attempt a revision

of the Syriae ^. But we have seen that, so far from revision,

those who borrowed Eusebius' Sections and Canons deliberately

devoted their energies to the work of dissecting and harmon-

izing the ancient Syriae text ^. In such, an expenditure of

labour upon the Peshitto, they may have been ill-advised :

ignorant of the means of improving their Bible they cannot

have been. They lived in intercourse * with those to whom
the Greek of the New Testament was still the mother-tongue.

In the hands of their Greek friends and teachers were copies

of the New Testament, of which some must certainly have

been older than any which have survived to our days. If

^ In Greek and Latin Evangelia many variae lectiones are to be traced to the

Harmonists (see Scrivener, Introduction, 2nd ed.,p.i2 ; MUl, Prolegomena, 742),

but Syriae copies have not been affected by this cause to the same extent.
* This is implied in the colophons of Charclean MSS., quoted in Adler and

White (_opp. citt.), and the similar note found in the Cocl. Angelicus (Adler,

p. 59), which MS., though of uncertain age, was believed by Bernstein to

exhibit the Pre Charclean, or true Philoxenian text. See his Heilige Evan,

des Joh. p. 3, and De Charklen. N. T. translat., 1837.
^ The absence of the Sections and Canons from Cureton's MS. {Add. 14,451)

is not evidence for the relatively greater antiquity of the Curetonian Version,

because these accessories are also absent from the coeval Peshitto MS.,
Add. 14,459. The same is true of another, perhaps as old. Cod. Add. 14,470.

The only inference from these facts is a slight presumption against the intro-

duction of the Sectional system before the sixth century.
* Rabula preached at Constantinople : part of the Sermon is in the Cod.

Add. 14,652, and is given by Overbeds, op. cit.
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those codices exhibited a text of the '

Antiochian, or Graeco-

Syrian
'

type ^, and therefore in agreement with the Peshitto

text for the most part, though with important differences 2,

then can that type of text claim the authority of a great

antiquity. But if the students of the Peshitto found on the

contrary that the oldest and best MSS. of their Greek

brethren represented rather what have survived to us as the
*

Apostolic Readings of the Pre-Syrian text,' yet they clung

to their own Bible
; they attempted no alteration of the text ;

and they deliberately assigned to it the very highest value as

the record of the deeds and words of the Lord '^. It may be

said that they were blinded by prejudice, even to the extent

of regarding their Peshitto as inspired*. This is hard to

believe of men of the character and learning of the best

Syriac writers and teachers of the sixth and preceding

centuries. And it is certain, though seldom admitted, that

they had access to information about the antiquity and

authority of the Syriac Versions, to which we cannot at

present refer. For we view through long lapse of ages events

from which those men were not far removed in time. Fresh

discoveries, and better knowledge of what is already available,

are demanded before we can, with reason, set aside their

judgment.

* See Burgon, The Revision Revised, Art. iii. 257 seq., for an account of the

supposed origin and history of the Pre-Syrian and Antiochian texts.

" Such as those we have noticed above : see also Syrus Interpres c.fonte N.

T. Gr. (i.e. the Textus Eeceptus) collatus, J. G. Eeusch, 1742. The Canon

of the Peshitto differed from that of Antioch, and in the opinion of some was

still more limited at an earlier period. Westcott, op. cit. i. iii. 221
; Zahn,

Forschungen (Tatian's Diatessaron), 91,92, and Geschichte des Neutestament-

lichen Kanons, i. 369; Bert, Aphrahafs des Persischen Weisen Homilien ;

Phillips, Doctrine of Addai, p. 46.
' On the importance of the Peshitto in this respect, and on the great critical

value ofancient versions of authors, see the opinion of the learned Dr. S. C. Malan

in St. John translatedfrom the eleven oldest Versions, 1862, p. vii.

* A similar opinion has been held by some modern Syrian Christians, accord-

ing to Buchanan, Christian Researches (loth ed., p. 114 and n.), and authori-

ties quoted in A Translation of the Peshito-St/riac of Hebrews, etc., Norton,

1889. Proof need not here be given that even in St. Matthew the Peshitto is

a translation. On the language used by our Lord, see Dr. Neubauer's im-

portant essay, No. Ill, in the former volume of Stadia Biblica.
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APPENDIX I.

As regards the Four Gosjpels, "Widmanstadt states that they

were printed from two MSS., which in the Preface he calls
' vetus-

tissima,' and in the Colophon
'

singularis fidei exemplaria.' The

Pauline Ujnstles, Acts, and Catholic Epistles he treats as a second

part of the work, and prefixes a different Dedication. Of MS.

authority for th's part he says nothing beyond the following,

appended to the title of the Three Ejnstles :— '

Reliquae S.S.S. Petri,

Johannis, et Judae Epistolae una cum Apocalypsi, etsi extent apud

Syros, tamen in exeraplaribus quae sequuti sumus, defuerunt.'

From statements in the Dedication prefixed to the Gospels it

would appear that Widmanstadt might have had access to the

following authorities :
—

1. The codex belonging to Teseo Ambrogio, whom he met at

Reggio, and which contained the Four Gospels.

2. The Syriac Evangelia which Widmanstadt found in the

Ptolemean Library at Sienna.

3. The New Testament brought by Moses of Mardin.

4. The MS. brought by Post el from Damascus.

It is not quite clear whether Teseo entrusted Widmanstadt with

his MS., or only gave him extracts from it. Something consider-

able is implied by the ' Thesei munus splendidissimum,' and

Widmanstadt does not mention any subsequent occasion on which

he might have received this gift. The small portions
^

published

a few years afterwards by Teseo himself, might well have been

printed from *

copy
'

already prepared before Widmanstadt's visit.

Of No, 2, Widmanstadt says that he made a transcript for himself.

No. 4 is the one afterwards known as the '

Cologne MS.' Its

readings were collected by Rapheleng % and differ so greatly from

the Widmanstadt text, that we may conclude it was not employed
for the editio princeps.

* Mat. vi. 9-13, xxii. 1-14 ; Luke i. 46-55 ; John i. 16, 17.
" See Bihlia Regia, Antwerp, 1572, the Heh. O. T. and Syr. N. T. in 8vo.,

Plantin, 1574, and the List of Variants appended to Schaaf's Syr. N.T.;
also Land's Anecd. Syr. i. p. 6. P. J. Bruns collated this MS., and the Wol-

fenbuttel cod. of A. D. 634, with the printed text. The Cologne MS. shows signs

of having been conformed (itself, or its prototype) to the Greek. '

Bemerkungen,
etc,,' von P. J. Bruns, in Bepertorium fur Bibl. u. Morg. Litt. xv, xvi, 1785.
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It is almost certain therefore that one of the ' duo exemplaria
'

would be the Sienna transcript : the other might be Teseo's MS.,

or that of Moses. The remainder of the New Testament must

have been piunted from Moses' MS., but in the note to the Catholic

Epistles the editor probably refers to the Postel MS. as further

authority for his omissions'.

I had supposed
^ that Widmanstadt's MSS. might be at Vienna,

but an enquiry kindly made by my learned friend, Mr. Reginald

L. Poole, has elicited the information that the only Syriac MS. in

the Imperial Library (and this collection includes those formerly

in the University Library) is a copy made by Moses of Mardin

himself, and left as a present to the Emperor. Some of "Widman-

stadt's MSS. are now in the Royal Library at JVIunich ', but none

connected with the editio princeps of the Syriac N. T.

It is probable that Moses took his own MS. away with him,

after the edition was printed.

Adler* has some remarks on supposed affinities between N"es-

torian copies and the Vienna edition
;
but many resemblances can

also be traced between it and the later Jacobite copies, such as

Lord Crawford's valuable MS. of the whole Syriac New Testament^.

These affinities consist chiefly of those grammatical changes which

were made in the seventh and eighth centuries in MSS, of both

Schools. The Vienna edition has not the famous Nestorian read-

ing at Heb. ii. 9 {]o^^( ^ i.^j»=x«ptf Qeov), and the characters

are Western, or Maronite
;

while the vowel-point system is that

mixture of the Greek and Syriac signs, which is found in Western

copies, but not, I believe, in Eastern. The Jacobite Rubrics may,

of course, be attributed to Moses.

In 1539 Teseo published the poi'tions of the Gospels named

above. This was, apparently, the first Syriac printed from movable

types. The letters and vowel-points greatly resemble those in

Widmanstadt, though far inferior in beauty of execution. The

text of the small portions is substantially the same as Widman-

stadt's, but in Mat. vi. 12 he gives ^o»^o ^*Scu», our debts and

* He says of Postel (Dedic. p. 25), 'minime vulgare nobis attulit adjumen-
tum.'

* Studia Biblica, 1885, P''53) ii- 2.

^ Cat. Munich Library, i, 4.
* Ver. Syr. pp. 39-41 ; but see Wichelhaus, op. cit. p. 217.
' Of which Dr. Gwynn, Reg. Prof., Dublin, is preparing a full account. It

is, of course, a different codex from the Telraevangelium described p. 251 above.
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our sins, for which there seems no other authority. Teseo's

teachers were Maronites ', and I am not aware that he shows any

knowledge of the Nestorian characters, although his pages
^ exhibit

a great variety of alphabets. It may fairly be concluded that

Teseo's Syriac Evangelia were of Western type. The Postel MS.,

brought from Damascus, and that in the hands of the Monophysite

Moses, wherever written, and of whatever age^, could hardly have

been of a different School from Teseo's codex. The Sienna MS. is

alone doubtful, but the probability is great that it also came either

from the Lebanon, or from the Monophysites of Egypt.

^ See authorities in Art. in Ch. Quart. Eev. quoted on p. 242 n.

* Teseo's work is a very rare book, and is interesting as an early attempt to

produce a * Manual of Languages.' But it contains much irrelevant matter,

including a description of a kind of Bagpipes, which belonged to his uncle, and,
mirahile dicta ! an autograph reply by the Devil to an invocation. But alas !

the reader is left in the dark about the signification of the Satanic characters.

The title of the work is, Introductio in Chaldaicam linguam, Syriacam, atqne

Armenicam, et decern alias linguas. Theseo Ambrosio authore. mdxxxix.
^
According to Masius (who in his Jomae Imper. Hist, first applied Syriac

to the criticism of the LXX) Moses' MS. was an old copy, written at Mozul

(Introd. in Gram. Syr.), and it is not likely that he would be misinformed.

The correspondence between Masius and Moses was published by Andrevy

MUller, Berlin, 1673.
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APPENDIX 11.

The frontispiece to this volume represents a page (fol. 9 1 verso)

of the Vatican copy of the Peshitto Gospels, our No. i on p. 250

above. The negative was taken in Rome under the supervision

of Drs. Guidi and Ugolini, whose kind assistance I gratefully

acknowledge, and is as satisfactory a photograph as could reason-

ably be expected considering the condition of the MS.^ It affords

a sufficient illustration of the arrangement of Sections and Canons,

and shows the Foot-harmony below the right-hand column; the

writing at the foot of the other column is illegible. The characters

are in that large and beautiful Estrangelo band* which was in

use in the sixth century, especially for MSS. of the Scriptures. It

would have been easy to have selected from MSS. in England a

page entirely free from the blemishes which disfigure our illus-

tration, but the Roman MS. was chosen as being of special interest

because its origin is known, and its great antiquity is fixed by

exact date.

The passage exhibited is St. Mark xv. 12 ... . will ye tJien, etc.,

to the last word of ver. 22. The commencement of each Section is

indicated by the setting in of the initial word, and by the numeral :

the conclusion, by the mark
[

• v* •
J^

with more or less space,

according to the exigencies of the writing. The Sections indicated

in the specimen are :
—

At ver. 14 ^^^ j middle of same ver.
'^ ;

at ver. 15 ^^^ ;
at ver.

16
*j ;

at ver. 20 ^5
;
same ver.—and led Him out,

—
^^^; at

ver. 21
'2^;

at ver. 22
^^^.

Section 255 begins with the first

word of the next page.

^ Dr. Ugolini writes :
— '

II codice trovasi in cattivo state, ed in ogni pagina
mostra i tristissiini efFetti dell' acque del Nilo.'

'Porro quum codex hie una cum caet('ris Nitriensibus mense Julio, anno

1 707, in coenosis Nili vorticibus submersus aliquandiu delituisset, tsic fuit luto

infectus et humore madefactus, ut de admiranda scripturae venustate raultum

deperierit.' Bihlioth. Vat. Codd. MSS. Catalogm, Assemani, 1758, P. i, t. 2,

P- 35-
" Biancliini in Evangeliarium Quadruplex Lat. Vers. Antiquae, 1748, gave

a specimen page—St. Matt. ix. 18 . . . . Joo» "^S.>f\>Q to f.^Xa&^, ver. 28—
with three facsimiles from other codices

;
but the plate represents very in-

adequately the style and beauty of the handwriting of the Vatican MS.
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At Sect. 254^ a Lesson begins, which is indicated by a mark

[ + ] against the initial word. The other mark
[ifj] appears to

indicate the conclusion of the preceding Lesson. In the margin

we read :
—

, . 1 , _

i. e. Z" of the third hour of Friday.

This, and the majority of the indications of Lessons, are in a

much later hand than the text : a few, however, are inserted in the

text by the first hand. In other MSS. we find some Lessons rubri-

cated in the text, but many more indicated by later hands on the

margins. Indeed in all respects the Vatican MS. bears a remark-

able resemblance to the Syriac Evangelia in the British Museum,

the Earl of Crawford's Tetraevangelium, and others of the same era.

1 In Mus. Brit. Add. 17,113, and in the Crawford Tetraevangelium, the

Lesson begins at ver. 16, the former MS. having in the text Lesson of the

Friday of the Pai^sion at the sijcth (sic) hour. Add. 12,137, Add. 14,462, and

Add. 14,464, mark a paragraph at the end of ver. 19 : the first of these three

codices has at the top of tlie page Of the Friday of the Passion, the last. Of
the sixth hour of the Friday of the Passion. In Widmanstadt the Lesson

begins at ver. 21, with the title Of the third hoar.

Examples of such differences in ' Use
'

might be multiplied from the Syriac

MSS. which we have collated. They indicate the divers circumstances and

conditions under which the copies were produced, and confirm the conclusion

derived from other considerations, that our extant MSS. represent several lines

of independent testimony. Thus they carry back the evidence for the Peshitto

text to a more remote antiquity than the date of the oldest of them, as I pointed

out in Paper No. VIII in the former volume of Studia Biblica.

NOTE.

Since writing this paper, I have seen a work which is scarce in

England, M. I'Abbe Mai'tin's Critique Textuelle (Lefons professees

k I'Ecole de Theologie en 1882-3), ^arfi'e theorique. On pp. 590-

614 he treats the subject of this essay on a different plan, and

gives many interesting particulars. The leai'ned writer's remarks

about the Tables p. 595, and Nestorian MS. evidence p. 610, should

however be compared with what I have stated on p. 254, and on

pp. 252 n. I, 262 n. 5.
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ADDITIONAL NOTE.
The arguments on pp. 265, 266 of the preceding essay are most

temperately stated, and the inferences which they suggest lie near

at hand when the problems of the text are approached from the

side of the Peshitto. But they will perhaps be found to assume

a different aspect when they are seen in connexion with a wider

range of phenomena. It mast not be forgotten that side by side

with the Peshitto there are other versions—the Latin and the

Egyptian
—which compete with it in antiquity ;

and these too

have to be taken into account, together with the texts represented

by quotations in the Ante-Nicene Fathers. If it is argued that the

Peshitto itself was transmitted, with especial care, and that it fell

into a kind of Massoretic tradition like the Massoretic tradition of

the Old Testament, still we should not be justiflted in supposing
that this process was continued backwards in the same manner all

the way to the autographs. MSS. and quotations together carry

back our knowledge of the Peshitto, roughly speaking, to the

beginning of the fourth century. But beyond that point more

direct evidence fails us. And when we take in the indirect

evidence furnished by the authorities above mentioned, we see that

the Ante-Nicene period as a whole was one of rapid change and

development—of change and development which become most

rapid as we approach its beginning. How far the Peshitto

participated in this process must be matter for enquiry; but in

any case there is ample room for both the Syriac text and the

Greek text out of which it sprang to have undergone considerable

modifications before it acquired the shape with which we are

familiar.

Again, though it must certainly be admitted that the Syriac

Christians were strongly attached to their national version, and

though we may well believe that they gave it a deliberate pre-

ference over other forms of text with which they were acquainted,

it is another question what weight that preference will have for

ourselves, and how far we can use it in our own selection of a line

of text to follow. Before this question can be answered we must

know more of the value of ancient criticism in general. And an

inductive examination does not permit us to rate the importance

of this too highly. It is true that the ancients exercised a certain

amount of criticism—more perhaps than they are sometimes credited

with—but even at its best it is not of such a kind that we can

accept their verdicts without revision. [W. S.]
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THE CODEX AMIATINUS AND ITS

BIRTHPLACE.

[H. J. White.]

I.

The visitor in Florence wlio happens to be in the Medieeo-

Laurentian Library when its greatest treasure, the celebrated

Vulgate Codex Amiatinus, is out of its case, will see what

is perhaps the finest book in the world. Wonderful as are

the other treasures of this Library, the Orosius, the Sopho-

cles, the Tacitus, the Virgil, the Pandects, the Codex Amia-

tinus surpasses them all, and, to use the words of Dr. Hort,

impresses the beholder with a feeling not far removed from

awe, as he contemplates this '

prodigy of a manuscript.' The

book measures about 50 X 34 centim. (194 X 13 1 in.) in length

and breadth, and nearly 3o| centim. (7 in.) in thickness

without the binding. It contains the whole Bible according

to the Vulgate version, together with the usual prefaces, &c.

to each book, and a quaternion of very valuable introductory

matter at the commencement
;

it numbers 1029 leaves of

vellum, stout but smooth and white, written in two columns

to a page, and forty-three or forty-four lines to a column.

The text is in a regular and beautiful uncial hand, so carefully

and clearly written that it has needed but few corrections ;

there is no punctuation, as the text is divided into lines of

varying length, technically called cola and commata, or less

correctly sticJii, which represent an ancient system of punc-

tuation perfectly intelligible to the trained eye. The first

lines of each book are written in red, but there is no

VOL. II. T
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illumination in the body of the manuscript, except in the

page before the beginning of the New Testament, and in

the first quaternion, the paintings in which we shall discuss

below.

A manuscript of this size and beauty would naturally

take a high rank amongst authorities for determining the

t-ext of the Vulgate version, and we are not surprised to

learn that during the Sixtine revision it was brought to

Rome for the purpose of collation, by the order of Sixtus V.

Till lately, moreover, it was generally dated by scholars near

the middle of the sixth century, and such an early date

would of course render its text of great value
;
but two

years ago a series of facts was brought to light which

has conclusively fixed the MS. a century and a half later.

The links in this chain it is the purpose of the following

pages to describe, though nothing has been attempted in the

solution of many questions which are still somewhat obscure.

II.

The Dedication Verses.

On the reverse of the first leaf of the Codex appear the

following verses, in a hand slightly larger than the rest of

the writing, and suri'ounded by a thin illuminated border :
—

CENOBIVM AD EXIMII MEllITO

VENERABILE SAIVATOBIS

QVEM CAPVT ECCLESIAE

DEDICAT ALTA FIDES

F^TBVS LANGOBARDOBVM

EXTREMIS DE FINIB. ABBAS

DEVOTI AFFECTVS

PIGNORA MITTO MEI

MEQVE MEOSQ. OPTANS

TANTI INTER GAVDIA PATRIS

IN CAELIS MEMOREM

SEMPER HABERE LOCVM.
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The four words in italics, whicli record the name of the

monastery to which the book was at one time dedicated, and

the name of the donor, are not in the original hand. They
are a substitute for other names which have been carefully

erased, with the exception of the c in cenoiium and the e in

Tetrus
;
the marks of the erasure are plainly visible and the

handwriting is evidently later, while the violation of the

laws of metre would itself betray the work of one who was

using material not his own ^.

But what lurks under this erasure ? The words at present

record the gift of the book to the Convent of Monte Amiata

by a certain Peter, abbat of a Lombard monastery, who

lived at the end of the ninth and beginning of the tenth

centuries
;
but he has made use of the dedication of a pre-

vious donor
;
have we any means of restoring the original

inscription and discovering who that donor was ?

Until lately scholars had accepted the emendation pro-

posed by Bandini, who, in his catalogue of the MSS. of the

Laurentian Library 2, has given a long and able description of

the Codex Amiathms. Tischendorf indeed, who in our own

days published the text of the New Testament ^, did little

more in his prolegomena than abbreviate this description.

Now Bandini proposed to restore the first two lines in

a way which seemed to carry probability, nay certainty, with

it, viz. :
—

CVLMEN AD EXIMII MERITO

VENERABILE PETBI,

a restitution which not only makes the hexameter run

smoothly, but also fits in excellently with the expression

caj)ut ecclesiae, and records the gift of the book to St. Peter's

at Rome, as being the head of the Chm'ch. For the name of

the donor in the fifth line, however, Bandini's suggested

1 The MS. reads langobardokvm not longobardouvm as Bandini erro-

neously transcribed it, and Tischendorf, who copied from Bandini.

2 Bibliotheca Leopoldina Laurentiana, Florentiae, 1791, vol. i. p. 701 ff.

^ Novum Testamentum ex Codice Amiatino, Lipsiae, 1850 and 1854.

T 2
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explanation did not seem so conclusive ;
instead of Petrus

Langohardorum, etc., he proposed to read

SEBVANDVS LATH

EXTREMIS DE FINIB. ABBAS.

This emendation indeed hardly satisfied himself, for he

tells us that at the first glance (cap. vi. p. 706) the Codex

appeared to him to have been written not by an Italian,

but by an English or German abbat—a piece of acuteness

which after-events have strang-ely verified. The name Ser-

vandus was suggested by an inscription in somewhat bar-

barous Greek, by the first hand, at the beginning of the

book of Leviticus, informing us that a scribe of that name

had written at any rate a portion of the Bible extending

so far:—
OKYPIC CEPBANAOC Al nOIHCEN

As Mabillon in his Annates'^ records a Servandus, abbat

of a Benedictine monastery near Alatri, who visited St.

Benedict in the year 541 at Monte Cassino, Bandini con-

cluded that this was the scribe of the book and author of

the dedication verses. Or the book might have been written

by another Servandus, who lived later in the century, and

was among the correspondents of Gregory the Great. A
tradition preserved by Ughelli^ ascribes the writing of the

book to Gregory himself; and such a tradition might easily

have arisen if it had been presented to him by Servandus

(e.g.) upon his election to the Papal chair in 590.

The date of the manuscript then seemed fixed to the

middle, or at the latest to the second half, of the sixth

century ;
and even Tischendorf thought that the expression

extremis de jinihus abbas might be meant to describe the

distance of Servandus' monastery from Rome, though it

certainly seems an exaggerated way of describing a distance

* Annales 0. S. B. torn. i. pp. 85, 86.

" Italia Sacra, iii. p. 623 ;
and for the connection between Servandus and

Pope Gregory, see Gregory's Dialogues, lib. ii. c. xxxv.
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which, as Dr. Ranke remarks, is not greater than that

between Leipzig- and Berlin ^.

As time went on, critics began to grow suspicious of such

an early date; and as early as 1873, Dr. Karl Hamann^

maintained that it was of the eighth, not the sixth century ;

he also doubted whether Servandus was really the scribe of

the book, on the ground that had he been so he would

hardly have put the Greek inscription in the strange place

it occupies
—the beginning of Leviticus ;

nor would he have

been likely to style himself KYPIC
(i.e.

K YPIOC, Dominus).

Nothing more, however, was said in print on the question

till 1883, when Lagarde wrote a letter to the Academy^,

stating that for some time he had felt almost certain— '

for

intrinsic reasons'—that the Codex Amiatinus should be dated

in the ninth century ;
and that an examination of the manu-

script which he had been permitted to make in Florence,

proved the external evidence to be in thorough accord with

his anticipations. He urged that if a MS. of the sixth or

beginning of the seventh century were placed beside the

Codex Amiatinus, the difference between a genuine and an

artificial uncial hand, between old and more modern vellum,

and between the truly antique size of a book and a size

chosen to make the most of the skins at hand, would at

once become apparent : he suggested that the Codex was

written at E-eichenau, on the Lake of Constance, by the same

scribe who wrote the copy of Jerome's Psalterium iuxta

Hebraeos (now at Carlsruhe), there being great similarity in

the handwriting of the two MSS. In his own Miitheilungen*',

^
Theologische Literaturzeitung, 1887, p. 270.

^ Dr. Hamann's criticism occurs in a review of Heyse and Tischendorf s

edition of the Vulgate Old Testament with collation of the Codex Amiatinus

(Leipzig, 1873); see Hilgenfeld's Zeilschvift. f. wissensch. Theologie, 1S73,

PP- 591-594-
*
Academy, Sept. 2, 1882.

*
Mittheilungen, von P. de Lagarde; Goettingen, 1884: see pp. 191-2:

also a review of this by H. Roensch in Hilgenfeld's Zeitschrift, 1885, p. 252:

and Samuel Berger in a review of Dr. Corssen's Epietula ad Galatas, Bulletin

Critique, March, 1886.
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published a little later, Lagarde still keeps to this, as it

proves, too late date for the MS. ;
and urges the same reasons,

—
namely, the difference in the size of the parchment, ink, and

form of the letters, from genuine sixth century MSS. In

addition he remarks that the marginal notes, which are

obviously by the first hand ^, are written in minuscule char-

acter, and that some of the textual errors look as if they

resulted from the careless copying of a minuscule exemplar.

Ill,

It was reserved however for the Commendatore G. B. de

Rossi, the famous Italian epigraphist and historian of the

Catacombs, to make the emendation in the fifth line of the

dedication verses, the verification of which has removed the

later date of the Codex Amiat'mus from the realm of conjec-

ture into that of fact. In the summer of 1886 he published

an essay ^, printed in Rome at the Vatican Press, and ex-

tracted from the first volume of a description of the Palatine

MSS. of the Vatican Library. In the ninth chapter of this

work he drew attention to the very large traffic in manu-

scripts of the sacred Scriptures which was carried on in the

seventh century between Rome and the various churches

in northern Europe, especially that of England. As the

Church spread in more distant lands, the new bishops and

abbats were all anxious to obtain from Rome Bibles for their

respective cathedrals and monasteries ;
and sometimes the

demand proved greater than the supply. Thus we find

Martin I. writing to one bishop. Codices iam exinaniti sunt

a nostra hibliotheca, wide ei (the bearer of the letter) dare

nnllatenus Jiabuimus ; transcribere autem non jtotuit, qnoniam

festinanter de hac civitate egredi properavit ^.

Few, however, of the bishops or abbats have such a claim

on the grateful remembrance of Englishmen as Benedict

^ Dr. Corssen thinks they may be later {Academy, April 7, 1888).
' De Origine Historia Indicihus Scrinii et Bibliotkecae Sedig Apodolicae

Cvmmentatio J. B. de JR., Romae, 1886.
^ Mansi Concil. x. p. 1183, quoted by De Rossi, p. Ixxiii.
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Biscop, the founder of the monasteries of Wearmouth and

Jarrow in Northumberland, and his disciple and successor

Ceolfrid. Students of Bede had long read with admiration

of the untiring- and far-sighted energy with which Benedict,

from his northern cloister, made no less than five journeys

to Rome, partly for devotion, but also to enrich his monastery

with the finest manuscripts and pictures he could obtain, and

to civilise and educate his rough island folloyvers by intro-

ducing to them the arts of France and Italy. Benedict was

a traveller and a collector from his youth ;
after his first

journey (probably about 6^'>^ a.d.) Bede^ tells us that ad

pairiam mox reversus, studiosius ea quae vidit ecclesiasticae vitae

instituta diligere venerari, et quibus potuit praedicare non desiit.

His second journey was made in 658, after which he remained

some time abroad, returning at length in 669. After tw^o

years of monastic life in England, he again in 671 started

on his third journey, lihrosque ornnis divinae eruditionis non

paucos velplacito prelio emptos vel amicorum dono largitos retnlit;

and it was after this journey that he obtained from Ecgfrid

the gift of land which enabled him to found the Wearmouth

monastery of St. Peter. To make the buildings of sufl^cient

beauty he journeyed again to France, and procured from thence

builders and vitrifadores to adorn the windows of the chapel

and refectory with the hitherto unknown luxury of glass,

while the fittings for the chapel, the sacred vessels and

vestments were also obtained from abroad.

Finding, however, that even the resources of Gaul failed

to satisfy all his requirements, the indefatigable abbat in

678 made a fourth journey to Rome, whence he brought

back innumerabilem librorum onmis generis copiam, a large store

of relics, and also obtained the Pope's permission for the

Abbat John, archicantor of St. Peter's, to accompany him to

England, and introduce into the Northumberland monastery

the order of singing and performing Divine Service according

to the Roman use.

^
Bede, Vita quinque Ahbatum ; Migne, Pair. Lat. xciv. p. 714 foil.
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A year later, Benedict founded the sister monastery of

St. Paul at Jarrow, and appointed as its abbat the presbyter

Ceolfrid, his faithful companion, who had accompanied him on

his last journey to Rome to share his devotions and studies.

And in 684 Benedict started yet again on his fifth journey

to Rome, and again returned inniimeriB stent semper ecclesias-

ticorum clonis commodorum locupletatus . . . magna quiclem copia

Doluminum saerorum seel non minori sicut et prius sanctarum

imagimim mmere ditatus.

But soon after, worn out, as we may well believe, not only

by the asceticism of the monastic life, but also by his frequent

and arduous journeys, Benedict grew ill and died
;
and in his

last thoughts and arrangements, the library he had collected

at such trouble and expense naturally occupied a prominent

position : bihliothecam quam de Roma nobilissimam copiosissi-

mamque advexerat ad instructionem ecclesiae neeessariam, solli-

cite servari integram, nee per incuriamfoedari aut passim dissi-

pari praecepit. And so, after appointing Ceolfrid abbat over

the two monasteries, the good man breathed his last.

Ceolfrid proved a worthy successor, and continued the

work of extending the monastic buildings. During his rule

of seven years over Jarrow, and twenty -eight over the

combined monasteries, we read ^ of the altars, the sacred

vessels, and vestments he added to the property of the

church ;
and especially how hibliothecam utriusque monasterii,

qnam Benedictns albas magna coepit instant'm, ipse non minori

geminavit industria ; ita tit tres pandectes novae translationis

ad unum vetustae translationis quern de Roma attulerat, ipse

svper adinngeret ; quorum unum senex Romam rediens secum

inter alia pro munere siimpsit, duos utrique monasterio reliquit.

The pandectes vetustae translationis he must have brought

with him from Rome when accompanying Benedict on his

fourth journey^. After a long and faithful rule over the

monasteries, Ceolfrid determined to visit for the last time

^
Bede, Yita quinque Abbatnm, lib. ii. p. 725 ff.

'^ In 678 probably, see above, p. 279, and also Bede, Eccl. Hist. iv. 18.
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the Apostolic city, and for this purpose left England with

a few followers in 716 ;
he did not live, however, to complete

his journey, getting no further than Langres, where he died

on the 1^^ of September.

Some of his monks went on to Rome, while the rest

returned at once to their monastery.

In his work De temporum ratione ^, c. 66, Bede furnishes us

with some more interesting information about this journey.

We read that Ceolfrid was seventy-four years old at the time

of this last pilgrimage, and that inter alia donaria quae aclferre

disnosuerat, misit eeclesiae sancti Petri jpandectem a heato

Hieronymo in Latinum ex Hehraeo vel Graeco fonte translatum.

After his death at Langres, those of his followers who

proceeded to Rome took with them the Pandect, we must

suppose, and offered it to the chair of St. Peter.

We may now return to the Dedication verses in a position

to understand De Rossi's brilliant emendation of the erased

letters in the fifth line. He had, like Dr. Hamann before

him, remarked that Servandus, were he the scribe or possessor

of the whole book, would not be likely to sign his name

only at the beginning of Leviticus
;
and Dr. Anziani, the

librarian of the Laurentian Library, had remarked to him

that the erasure was too long to be properly filled up by the

words s^EVANDVS LATii
;

the expression also extbemis be

FINIB. ABBAS seemed less applicable to the dwellers in Latium

than to such a people as the toto divisos orle Britannos. Bear-

ing this in mind, together with the incident related in

Bede of the Pandect offered by Ceolfrid to the Church of

Rome, De Rossi conjectured the substitution of oeolfribvs

BRITONVM for SEBVANLVS LATII.

A fresh examination of the erasure in the Dedication

verses in this new light confirmed the conjecture almost to

certainty. The second letter in the fifth line, e, was, as we

saw, not erased but was part of the original inscription, and

'

Migne, Pair. Lat. xc. p. 571.
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of course suited Ceolfridus Britonum quite as well as Servandus
;

in addition to this, the words Ceolfridus Britonum exactly

fill up the space erased
; the first letter has not been entirely

destroj^ed, and shows strong indications of having once been

a c instead of an s
;
the erasure of the fourth letter extends

above the line, which looks as if L had once been there ;
that

of the fifth extends below, which agrees well with an f. All

these points together made the words ceolfridvs bbitonvm

an almost certain emendation of S^BVANBVS lath, and sub-

sequent events have shown this discovery to be one of the

most brilliant perhaps that have ever been m^de in the

history of palaeography.

This much, then, might now be said to have been proved

with regard to the Codex Amiatinus. It was in all proba-

bility the identical manuscript which had been in the posses-

sion of the Abbat Ceolfrid, at Wearmouth, in the beginning

of the eighth century, and had been sent by him as a gift

to the Pope. Whether it was written by him or at his

order, or whether it was an older manuscript procured by

him during his travels was not clear, for Bede's words simply

state that Ceolfrid added to the monastic library three Pan-

dects of the new translation, in addition to the one volume

of the old translation brought from Rome. Still the discovery

at any rate explained the late date which some critics had

wished to give to the book, and rendered it possible, if not

probable, that it was written in Ceolfrid's own days.

Meanwhile a parallel line of argument strongly supporting

De Rossi's conjecture was developing from another quarter.

The Bishop of Salisbury, whilst collating MSS. for his edition

of the Vulgate, had been for some time struck by the resem-

blance in text between the eighth and ninth century British

manuscripts and the Codex Amiatinus, a resemblance for

which there seemed no means of accounting on the prevailing

supposition of the latter having been written in Italy. This

was notably the case with the St. John of the Durham Gospels

(A. II. 16) of the seventh century, the exquisite 8tonyhurst St.
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John (sixth or seventh century) found in the coffin of St. Cuth-

bert, who died in 687, but most of all with the Lmdisfarne

Gospels (Brit. Mus. Nero D. IV.) of the beginning* of the

eighth century ;
in a less degree with the Bushworth Gospels,

an Irish text of the beginning of the ninth century, now in the

Bodleian Library, with the Gospels from St. Augustine s Can-

terbury (sixth or seventh), both at Oxford and at Cambridge,

and the first hand of the Echternach Gospels (Paris, Lat. 9389),

a MS. written in an Anglo-Saxon hand, and placed by M.

Delisle in the eighth or ninth century. The Lindisfartie Gospels

indeed present a text of that puzzling nature which falls

short of being an actual transcript of the Amiatimis, and yet

argues the very closest connection short of this
;

there are

indeed differences between the two MSS., often in spelling,

sometimes in reading ;
but in spite of this the general

agreement between them is most noticeable, and not un-

frequently a reading is shared by them against all other

Vulgate MSS. hitherto examined. The explanation of this

extraordinarily close affinity in text between the two MSS.

is of course simple enough on the supposition that the Codex

Amiatinus itself enjoyed for some years a place of honour in

the library at Wearmouth or Jarrow.

IV.

The conjecture of De Rossi and the evidence in its favour

borne by the texts of the MSS. were brought before English

readers in a letter from the Bishop of Salisbury, published

in the Academy of Feb. 12, 1887, and in the Guardian of

Feb. 9 ;
the correspondence was continued by other writers,

amongst whom Prof. G. F. Browne proposed to read Anglorum

instead of Britonum in the erased line of the Dedication

verses
;

and M. Samuel Berger also suggested the same

correction in a private letter to the Bishop. The last link

in the chain, however, was supplied by Dr. Hort {Academy,

Feb. 26), who contributed the one additional piece of evi-

dence needed to complete the identification. Bede, it is
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DOW g-enerally recognized, drew many of his details respecting

Benedict Biscop and Ceolfrid from a valuable little tract

known as the Anonymous Life of Ceolfrid. This has not

been printed on the continent, but was first published by
J. Stevenson in 1841^, and curiously enough it contains

two passages which supply just the required information.

The first describes Ceolfrid's provision for the furniture and

enrichment of the two monasteries as follows :
—

'

Itaque monasteria quibus praeerat et extrinsecus abundanter

opibus et non minus locupletavit internis. Nam et vasis quae
ad ecclesiae vel altaris officium pertinent copiosissime ditavit et

bibliotliecara quam de Roma vel ipse vel Benedictus attulerat

nobiliter ampliavit, ita ut inter alia tres Pandectes faceret de-

scribi
; quorum duo per totidem sua monasteria posuit in eccle-

siis, ut cunctis qui aliquod capitulum de utrolihet Testamento

legere voluissent in promptu esset invenire quod cuperent, tertium

autem Romam profectunis donum beato Petro apostolorum principi

offerre decrevit.'

The second relates the journey of the monks to Rome after

Ceolfrid's death :
—

*

Sepulto igitur patre quidam ex fratribus qui etun deduxerunt

patriam rediere, narraturi in monasterio ipsius ubi et quando

transiret e corpore ; quidam vero dispositum Piomam iter peregere,

delaturi munera quae miserat. In quibus videlicet muneribus

erat Pandectes, ut diximus, interpretatione beati Hieronymi pres-

byter! ex Hebraeo et Graeco fonte transfusus, babens in capita

tcriptos huiusmodi versus :

Corpus ad eximii merlto venerablle Petri

Dedicat ecclesiae quem caput alta fides

Ceolfridus, Anglorum extimis de finibus abbas,

Devoti afFectus pignora niitto mei,

Meque meosque optans tanti inter gaudia patris

In caelis memorem semper habere locum.'

* Stevenson published it for the English Historical Society in the Appendix
to Bede's historical works from a Harleian MS. (3020) of the 9th or loth cen-

tury ; it was reprinted
' with the correction of a few errors

'

by Giles, in 1843,

in vol. vi. of his Bede (416 fF.) : see Dr. Hort in the Academy; the passages

here cited occur in Giles, p. 423 and 430, Stevenson, p. 325 and 332.
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These verses we at once see are those of the Codex Amia-

tinus
;

for the transposition in the second line, and extwiis

for extremis in the third, are both probably slips made by

the author of the Anonymous Life. As regards the first

erased word, a fresh examination of the Codex shows the

original word to be corpus, not culmen, as Bandini supposed ;

for the second letter, which is only half erased, appears to

have been an rather than an u^
i

in the third line De

Rossi's
' admirable conjecture

'

stares us in the face, and there

is only the slight change, before suggested by Prof. Browne

and M. Berger, oi Anglorum for Britonum {Ceolfrtdus Anglorum^

not CeolfrulUs Britonum), an emendation again which a fresh

examination of the erasure renders more probable. And thus

is proved without the shadow of a doubt the identity of the

Codex Amiatinus with the Pandect, which, amongst others,

Ceolfrid ordered to be written in England at the end of the

seventh or beginning of the eighth century, and sent as a

present to Pope Gregory II.

For the words of the anonymous life, ita ut tres patidedes

faceret describi, show further that this Pandect was not an

old manuscript obtained by Ceolfrid during his ti-avels,

but a new one written at his order, and thus the date

of the writing is fixed a full century and a half later

than Bandini and Tischendorf imagined, and the place is

again fixed, as definitely, to one of the two northern monas-

teries. It is not of course so certain that the hand which

wrote it was English ;
as a Roman musician was brought

over to teach the English monks to sing, so an Italian

scribe may well have come to instruct them in writing, and

the Amiatine Bible may be the work of a foreigner though
written in England. Dr. Hort^ inclines to this opinion,

and Dr. Hamann ^
urges on the ground of orthography, that

^ The left limb of an uncial u has always a slight horizontal stroke to the

left finishing it off; but there is no sign of such a stroke having been erased

here, as the student may observe in the facsimile of the page given in the

Palaeographical Society's Second Series (Plate 65).
*
Academy, Feb. 26, 1887.

^
Academy, May 7.
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either the scribe himself was an Italian, or that at any rate

he copied from an Italian exemplar. To Italy, he says, and

to no other country, are we directed by such orthographical

forms as senes for senex, senia for ccenia, and oplimantium,

gigans, ancxius, unexU, sussaltastis, ammirata, quemanamodum,

clusenmt, hoslia, iophadifis, aguslo, asculiabant, clochm, adtra.c-

taverit, redemet, histriatarum, espendebaf, scandescet, Spaniae,

totum belli impetu, in tantum arrogantiae tumorQ^ incidemm in

mmm Dei et non in manus hominum, etc.

But the handwriting" of this, almost the largest Biblical

MS. in existence, shows, strange to say, a remarkable simi-

larity in form to another which may claim to be nearly

the smallest—the Stonyhurst St. John. The resemblance in

text between the two books has been noted above (p. 283).

Dr. Hort ^ in calling attention to this, suggested that as

the Codex Amiatinus was apparently written by an Italian

scribe in Northumbria, the Stonyhurst St. Johi might have

had a similar origin ;
for more than one sci'ibe may have

been brought from Rome, or the Northern monks may
themselves have proved apt pupils.

If the scribe came back with Benedict in 'W\^fourth journey

in 678, there would be ample time for him, or a pupil, to

write the book and to send it as a present to Cuthbert in

his retirement at Fame, so that we need not reject the

legend (which goes back to the thirteenth century), that it

was found in his coffin, and was therefore in his possession

before 687 ; nor, on the other hand, need we suppose the

book to have been written before the writing- school at

Wearmouth was established 2.

It remains to mention some other specimens of writing

'

Academy, Feb. 26, 1887. The Palaeographical Society's editors indeed

(Series I. pi. 1 7) suppose it to have been written on the continent, but there

seem to be more distinct British characteristics in the hand-writing than in

that of the Codex Amiatinus ;
the F especially

—with its upper horizontal bar

curved, and the lower straight
—seems Anglo-British. See the Bishop of

Salisbury in the Academy, Feb. 26.

* Dr. Sanday in the Academy, Feb. 19, 1887.
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wtich probably came from the same place and at the same

date as the Codex Amiatinus and the Stonyhurst St. John.

Two fragments of manuscripts are bound up at the end of

the famous Utrecht Psalter^, containing prefatory matter

to the Gospels, the capitula to St. Matthew and chapters

i. i-iii. 4 of that Gospel ;
also St. John ii. i-ai. The

greater part of these fragments is written in a hand very

strongly resembling the Amiatinus, though Mr. Thompson
^

does not think it to be actually the same ;
the student,

however, will be especially struck with the peculiar form of

the small capital l which stands for St. Luke in the Ammo-

nian Sections in both manuscripts, and is, I believe, extremely

rare. The capitula after the first three letters are in a hand

which, though larger, seems to be identical with that of

the Stonylmrst St. John. And lastly, there is a fragment of

St. Luke bound up in one of the Durham MSS., which not

only presents the text of Amiatinus almost word for word,

but also strongly resembles it in handwriting, and would

seem to be a sister MS. There was then a large and

flourishing school of calligraphy at Wearmouth or Jarrow in

the seventh and eighth centuries, of which till lately we had

no knowledge at all. It produced manuscripts such as the

Codex Amiatinus, which have never been equalled for grandeur,

and such as the Stonyhurst St. John, which have never been

equalled for delicacy and grace ;
and we have to thank the

Commendatore De Rossi for both fixing a date and a place

to one of the most important Vulgate MSS., and for giving

to England the credit of a writing school which more than

rivals that of Tours.

V.

We have mentioned above that the first quaternion of the

Codex Amiatinus contains some extremely interesting pre-

fatory matter
;

this consists of three arrangements of the

* Dr. Sanday in the Academy, March 5.

*
Academy, March 12, 1887.
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books of the Old and New Testament with separate pro-

legomena, a two-page representation of the Tabernacle, and

another of Ezra working in his study. The order of the

leaves has been twice disturbed ; for that given by Bandini

in his description is evidently not the order in which they

originally stood, while since Bandini's time, probably when

the book was last bound, the order has been again changed.

At present it is as follows ^
:
—

Fol. I is blank
;

i h has the Dedication verses
; 2 is blank

;

2 h and 3 contain a large bird's-eye view of the Tabernacle

(this is usually spoken of as
' Solomon's Temple'), drawn with

great intricacy and painted with deep rich colours
; 3 ^ is

blank ; 4 contains the prologue to the contents of the MS.,

and 4 1 contains a list of these contents
;

this page is stained

on both sides with a fine purple, and the writing, in yellow

pigment, is arranged in tables with a double arch of twisted

rope-pattern ; 5 has an interesting picture of Ezra seated at

work on a stool in front of an open bookcase
; 5 ^ is blank

;

6 contains the Hieronymian division of the Sacred books ;

at the head of the page is represented the Golden Lamb,

from which hang seven tahellae as Bandini calls them, three

of them containing the Old and four the New Testament
;

6 ^ is blank
; 7 has the Hilarian and Epiphanian division

of Scripture, underneath the head of a monk, supposed by

Bandini to be meant for a portrait of Pope Gregory ; 7 ^ is

of vellum stained bright yellow ; the greater part of the

page is occupied by a large circle filled in with purple, and

with a yellow circumference
;
inside this again are five other

circles disposed in the form of a cross, with intertwined

circumference of green, and around these seven other still

smaller circles
;
the colours of this page are not used in the

other three pictures ;
8 contains the Augustinian division

of Scripture ;
here we have again a picture intersected by

a circle ;
a dove has its wings outspread, and is surrounded

by flames ;
two fillets are suspended from its beak, and from

^ Prof. G. F. Browne, Guardian, Apr. 27, and Academy, Apr. 30, 1887.
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these hang- the six divisions of the sacred books, a cross

being' placed at the beginning and end of each division
;

finally, 8 3 is blank, and looks like an outside sheet.

Such is the arrangement of the quaternion at the present

time
;

in Bandini's time it was so far different that the

second leaf of ' Solomon's Temple' stood seventh, the rest of

the leaves standing as now.

We must, however, before discussing the original order of

the leaves consider an important question, to which attention

was drawn in 1883 by Dr. P. Corssen of Jever\ the rela-

tion of the contents of this quaternion to the earlier Bibles

described by Cassiodorus in his Be Institutione Bivinarum

Litterarum. In that treatise Cassiodorus describes at length

his nine MSS., containing the books of the Old and New
Testaments, with commentaries on these books by Jerome

and other fathers. In Chapter XII he describes one volume

which contained the sacred books according to Jerome's

division ;
in the thirteenth chapter the Augustinian division

;

and in the fourteenth that of the Antiqtia Translatio. This

latter was writtien inter alias [divisiones) in a Codex Grandior^

a fine volume containing 95 quaternions or 760 leaves. The

Old Testament was a Latin translation from the LXX, in

44 books, the text being corrected throughout in accordance

with St. Jerome's version.

The three lists in the Amiatine Prolegomena bear a striking

resemblance to those of the Codex Grandior, as we shall see

by printing at length the contents of the first quaternion

of the Codex, and placing in a parallel column those passages

from Cassiodorus which cover the same ground.

The first sheet, after the Dedication verses, which contains

writing, is fol. 4 h
;

this has the Prologue to the contents

of the MS. It is as follows :—
* Si diuino ut dignum est amore flammati ad ueram cupimus

sapientiam peruenire et in hac uita fragili aetemi saeculi deside-

^ Die Biheln des Cassiodorius und der Codex Amiatinus, in the Jahrhiicher

fur protesfantische Theologie, Leipzig, 1883.

VOL. II. U
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ramus imaginem contueri Patrem luminum deprecemur ut nobis

cor mundum tribuat actionem bonae uoluntatis inpertiat' perse-

uerantiam sua uirtute concedat, ut Scripturarum diuinarum palatia,

ipsius misericordia largiente possimus fiducialiter introire, ne nobis

dicatur Quare tu enarras iustitias meas et adsumis testamentum

meum per os tuum sed inuitati illud potius audiamus Uenite

ad me oranes qui laboratis et onerati estis et ego uos reficiam.

Magnum munus inaestimabile beneficium, audire hominem secreta

dei et quemadmodum ad ipsum ueniatur institui. Festinemus

itaque fratres ad animarum fontem uiuum salutaria remedia ius-

sionum. Quisquis enim in terris Scripturis talibus occupatur

paene caelestis iam regni suauitate perfruitur. Nee nos moueat

quod pater Augustinus in septuaginta unum libros testamentum

uetus nouumque diuisit
; doctissimus autem Hieronymus idem uetus

nouumque testamentum XLViiii sectionibus comprehendit. In hoc

autem corpore utrumque testamentum septuagenario numero proba-
tur impletum, in ilia palmarum quantitate forsitan praesagatus {sic)

quas in mansione Helim inuenit populus Hebraeorum. Nam licet

haec calculo disparia uideantur, doctrina tamen patrum ad instruc-

tionem caelestis ecclesiae concorditer uniuersa perducunt. Amen.'

4 b contains the Amiatine list arranged in two columns

with the hexameter lines at the bottom of the page as

follows :
—

' In hoc codice continentur ueteris et noui testamenti Libri fJ"

LXXI.
'

Genesis, Exodus, Leuiticus, Numeri, Deuteronomium, losue,

ludicum, Euth, Samuhel, Malachias ^ Paralypomenon, Lib. Psalmo-

rum, Prouerbia, Ecclesiastes, Cantica Canticorum, Lib. Sapientiae,

Ecclesiasticum, Esaias, Hieremias ^ Hiezechiel, Danihel, Osee,

lohel, Amos, Abdias, lonas, Michas, Naum, Habacuc, Soffonias,

Aggeus, Zaccharias, Malachias, lob, Thobias, ludith, Hester,

Ezras *, Machabeorum lib. duo.

Euangelium secundum Mattheum, secundum Marcum, secundum

'

inpertiat, Cod.
; impertiat, Bandini : see Corssen, p. 625.

* An obvious mistake for Malachim, i.e. Regum. Malachim is frequently
found in Latin lists, cf. Isidore of Seville, Johannes Sarisburiensis, Hugo de

S. Caro, in Hody, De bihl. text. etc. pp. 653, 656.
'
Containing also Lamentations and the prayer of Jeremiah; cf. Bandini,

p. 720.
•

Including Nehemiah; Bandini, p. 721,
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Lucam, secundum lohannem, Actus Apostolorum, Epistulae PauUi

Apost., ad Romanos I, ad Corintheos II, ad Galatas I, ad Ephesios

I, ad Philippenses I, ad Colosenses I, ad Thessalon. II, ad Timo-

theum. II, ad Titum I, ad Philimon I, ad Hebreos I, Epist. lacobi I,

Petri I
', lohannis III, ludae I, Apocalypsis lohan. Amen.

Hieronyme interpres uariis doctissime Unguis

Te bethlem celebrat te totus personat orbis

Te quoque nostra tuis promet bibliotheca libris

Qua noua cum priscis condis donaria gazis.'

Fol. 5 contains the Ezra picture, with the couplet over

his head, possibly added later :

' Codicibus sacris hostili clade perustis I

Ezra dec feruens hoc reparauit opus.'

In the open book-case by which he is sitting-, are arranged

various volumes of Scripture, entitled ^ oct. lib.—reg. lib.—
HEST. LIB.^PSAL. LIB.—SAL. . . . PROP. . . • EVANGEL. IIII.—
EPIST. AP. XXI.—ACT. AP. APOCA. Here the coincidences with

Cassiodorus begin, for these titles, as Dr. Corssen notes, cor-

respond with only one exception to the nine MSS. described by
Cassiodorus in the earlier chapters of the Institutio

;
these were

'
c. i. Primus scripturarum diuinarum codex est Octateuchus.

c. ii. In secundo Regum codice. c. iii. Ex omni igitur Prophet-

arum codice tertio. c. iv. Sequitur Psalterium codex quartus.

c. V. Quintus codex est Salomonis. c. vi. Sequitur Hagiogra2)1iorum

codex sextus. c. vii. Septimus igitur codex . . . quattuor Euan-

gelistarum superna luce resplendet. c. yiii. Octauus codex Cano-

nicas Ejnstolas continet Apostolorum. c. ix. Nonus igitur codex

Actus Apostolorum et Aj)ocaly2mn noscitur continere.'

Fol. 6 contains, in tables depending from the Lamb, the

Hieronymian division of the sacred books
;
and the likeness

between this and the Hieronymian division of the Institutio

c. xii, will be seen by printing them side by side. It is

indeed far closer than Corssen imagined, for he had only

^
Only one Epistle of Peter is noticed in this list ;

the Codex itself of course

contains the second as well.

"^

Academy, Apr. 7, 1888.
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the printed text of Cassiodorus to go by, which is known

to be in a wretched state. Dr. Westcott collated the British

Museum MSS. of the Institutio for c. xiv. in his History

of the Canon, ed. 5, p. 573 ; and a comparison of the text

thus amended with the Amiatine Epiphanian and Hilarian

list (see next page) showed the two to be so near to each

other that I have thought it worth while to collate these

MSS. for the other lists also. They are Reg. 13 A. xxi. 7 (a) ;

Cotton Vesp. (not Claud, as Westcott cites) B. 13. 8
(j3) ;

Reg. 10 B. XV. 2 (y) ; Reg. 5 B. viii. 6
(8).

I have formed the text throughout from a, which seems

the closest to the Amiatine text
; giving the variants of the

other MSS. and of the printed texts, except in cases of mere

orthography, below.

Cass, de Inst. div. Litt. c. xii.

Auctoritas diuina secundum

ganctum Iheronimum in testa-

mentis ^ duobus ita diuiditur id

est in uetus et nouum. In lege
"^

id est in^ Genesim, Exodum,

Leuiticum, Numerorum, Deut-

ronomium. In prophetis
* lesu

Naue, ludicum, Ruth, Samuel,

Ysayas, Iheremias, Ezechiel®,

libri duodecim prophetarum. In

agyographis^ lob, Dauid, Salo-

mon, Prouerbia, Ecclesiastes
'',

Canticum Canticorum, Uerba

dierum, id est Paralipomenon,

Ezras, Hester. In Euangeliis*,

Matheus, Marcus, Lucas, lo-

hannes ®. Epistole Apostolorum,
Petri due, Pauli quatuordecira,

lohannis tres, lacobi una, lude

Amiatinus, p. 6.

Auctoritas diuina continetur

in testamenta duo id est in uetus

et in nouum.

In lege : Genesis, Exodum,

Leuiticum, Numerorum, Deute-

ronomium.

In prophetis : lesu Naue,

ludicum et Ruth, Samuhel, Ma-

lachian, Esaias, Hieremias, Hi-

ezecihel. Liber duodecim pro-

phetarum. In agiographis : lob,

Dauid, Salom., Prouerbia, Ec-

clesiastes, Cantica Canticorum,

Danihel, Uerba dierum id est

Paralip., Esras, Hester. In

Euangeliis : Matheus, Marcus,

Lucas, lohannes. Epist. Apost. :

Pauli Apostoli xiiii, Petri Apost.

ii, lohann. Apost. iii, lacobi Ap.
* testamenta duo eM. *

legem J878 edd. ' om. in /SyS edd. *
pro-

phetas ;375 edd. ; + qui sunt edd. ' + Daniel edd. *
Hagiographos

+ qui sunt edd. ''

Ecclesiasticuro. PyS, Ecclesiasticus edd.
*
Euangelistas + qui sunt edd. » + post hos sequuntur edd.
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una. In Actibus Apostolorum ^

In Apocalipsi Jolianuis '^. . . .

Huic (i.e. to the Old Testa-

ment, which Jerome divided into

twenty-two books, the number

of the letters of the Hebrew

Alphabet) etiam adiecti sunt

Noui Testamenti Ubri uiginti

septem, qui colliguntur simul

quadraginta nouem. Quo
^ nu-

mero adde omnipotentem et in-

diuisibilem Trinitatem, per quam
hec facta et propter quam ista

praedicta sunt, et quincquagen-

arius numerus indubitanter effi-

citur, quia
* ad instar iubilei

anni magna pietate beneficii de-

bita relaxat et pure peniten-

tium peccata dissoluit.

i, ludae Ap. i. Act Apost. :

Actus Apostolorum Liber unus.

Apocalypsi : Apocalypsiu Liber

Sic fiunt ueteris nouique tes-

tamenti secundum Hieronymum
libri quadraginta nouem quibus

adde dominum Christum de quo
et per quern ista conscripta sunt

fit quinquagenarius numerus qui

ad instar iobelei anni debita re-

mittit et paenitentium peccata

dissoluit.

FoL 7 contains the Hilarian and Epiphanian divisions,

written under the human or quasi-human head
;
here again

we may compare Cassiodorus :
—

Cassiodoeus' antiqua trans- Amiatinus, p. 7.

LATIO, C. xiv.

Scriptura sancta secundum

antiquam translationem in tes-

tamenta duo ita diuiditur id est

in uetus et in ^ nouum. In Ge-

nesim, Exodum, Leuiticum, Nu-

merorum, Deutronomium, lesu

Naue, ludicum, Ruth, Regum
libri

^

quatuor, Paralipomenon
''

duo, Psalterii ^ Salomonis libri

quincque id est Prouerbia,

Scriptura sancta diuiditur in

testamenta duo id est in uetus

et in nouum. Genesi, Exodum,

Leuiticum, Numerorum, Deute-

ronomium, lesu Naue, ludicum,

Ruth, Regum libri iiii, Paralipo-

menon libri ii, Psalraorum lib. v,

Salom. lib. v id est Prouerbia,

Sapientia, Ecclesiasticum, Eccle-

siastes, Cantica Canticorum, Pro-

* Actuum Apostolorum edd. ; + Lucae liber unus 78 edd.
;
+ Lucae unus

liber )3.
* In Apocalypsin Johannis liber unus ^'{h ;

et Apocalypsis Joannis

liber unus edd. ^ cui edd. *

qui edd. ^ om. in edd. * libros

edd. et infra.
'' libros duos edd.

* + unus J875 ; + librum unum edd.
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phetae id est Esaias, Hieremias,

Ezecihel, Danihel, Osee, Amos,

Micheas, lohel, Abdias, lonas,

Naum, Ambacum, Sofonias, Ag-

geuB, Zacharias, Malachim qui

et Angelus, lob, Tobis, Hester,

ludith, Esdrae libri duo, Ma-

chabeorum libri duo. Euangelia

iiii id est Matheus, Marcus,

Lucas, lohannes, Actus Aposto-

lorum, Epist. Petri ad Gentes,

Tacobi, lohannis ad Parthos,

Epist. Pauli apost. id est ad

Rom. i, ad Corint. ii, ad Galatas

i, ad Piiilip. i, ad Colos. i, ad

Ephesios i, ad Thessalonicenses

ii, ad Timotheum ii, ad Titum

i, ad Ploilemonem i, Apocalypsim
lohannis euangelistae.

Sapientie, Ecclesiasticum, Ec-

clesiastes, Canticum canticorum.

Prophete id est Ysayas, Ihere-

mias, Ezechiel, Daniel, Osee,

Amos, Micheas, lohel, Abdias,

lonas, Naum, Abacuc, Sopho-

nias, Aggeus, Zacharias, Mala-

chim qui et angelus, lob, Tobi,

Hester, ludith, Ezre duo, Ma-

cabeorum duo.

Euuangelia quatuor id est

Mathei ', Marci, Luce, lo-

hannis, Actus apostolorum ;

epistole Petri ad Gentes "^

;

lacobi^, lohannis ad Parthos,

epistole Pauli ad Romauos

una, ad Chorinthios due, ad

Galathas una, ad Philipenses

una, ad Ephesios una *, ad Colo-

senses una, ad Hebreos una, ad

Thesalonicenses due, ad Timo-

theum due, ad Titum una", ad

Philemonem una, Apocalipsin

lohannis . . . Translatio ueteris

Testamenti in libris quadraginta

quatuor continetur. Cui sub-

iuncti* sunt noui Testamenti

libri uiginti sex, fiuntque simul

libri septuaginta ;
in illo palma-

rum numero fortasse presagati

quas in mansione Helim inuenit

populus Hebreorum . . . nos om-

nia tria genera diuisionum iu-

dicauimus affigenda ut inspecta

diligenter atque tractata, non in-

pugnare sed inuicem se potius

exponere uideantur. Unde licet

'

Euangelium quatuor id est matheus /375 ; Post haec sequuntur euangelistae

quatuor i. e. m. edd. ; deinde marcus lucas iohannes 0yS edd. " + iudsie

fdd. ' + ad duodecim tribus edd. * ad Ephesios duae 8
; orn. edd.

'
tr. ad Tit. una ad Tim. due /3.

• subiecti ^78.

Sic fiunt ueteris nouique Tes-

tamenti sicut diuidit sanctus Hi-

larus (Hilarius m. p.) Romanae

urbis antistes et Epiphanius

Cyprius, quem latino feciraus

sermoni transferri Libri Ixx in

illo palmarum numerum fortasse

praesagati quas in mansione He-

lim inuenit populus Hebreorum.
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inulti patres, id est Sanctus Hy-
larius Pictauensis urbis antistes,

et Rufinus presbiter Aquilei-

ensis, et Epiphanius episcopus

Cipri, et sinodus Nicena uel [et

edd?\ Calcedonensis non contraria

dixerunt sed diuersa
;
omnes ta-

men per diuisiones suas libros

diuinos sacramentis competenti-

bus aptauerunt.

Cf. c. V. Epiphanius antistes

Cyprius totum libmm graeco

sermone uno volumine sub bre-

uitate complexus est. Hunc nos

ut alios in Latinam linguam per

amicum nostrum uirum diser-

tissimum Epiphanium fecimus,

Domino iuuante, transferri.

Fol. 7 ^ contains the Pentateuch circles described above

(p. 16). In these circles is disposed the following

writing :
—

ist circle. Manifestissima est Genesis in qua de creatura mundi,

de exordio humani generis, et gente usque ad

Aegyptum scribitur Hebr.

2nd circle. Patet Exodus cum decem plagis, decalogo, cum mys-
ticis Scripturis, diuinisque praeceptis.

3rd circle. In promptu est Leuiticus Lib. in quo singula sacrificia

et uestes Aaron et totus ordo Leuiticus spirant

caelestia sacram.

4th circle. Numeri uero nonne totius arithmeticae et mensura

terrae, et xl duarum per heremum mansion, mysteria

continent.

5th circle. Deuteronomium quoque secunda Lex et euangelicae

legis praefiguratio, nonne sic ea habet quae propria

sunt ut tamen noua sint omnia de ueteribus.

Fol. 8 contains the Augustinian division of Holy Scripture

(under the Dove) ;
here again we may compare with Cas-

siodorus :
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Cass. C. XUl.

Scriptura diuina secundum

beatum Augustinum in Testa-

menta ' duo ita diuiditur, id est

in uetus et in nouum '^. In hys-

teria' libri uiginti duo id est

Moysy libri quincque, lesu Naue

liber unus, ludicum liber unus,

Euth liber unus, Regum libri

quatuor, Paralipomenon libri

duo, Job liber unus, Tobi * liber

unus, Hester ° liber unus, ludith

liber unus, Ezre^ libri duo^,

Machabeorum libri duo. In

Prophetis libri uiginti duo, Dauid

Psalterium *
liber unus, Salomon

libri tres ®, lesu filii Sirach libri

duo^", Prophete maiores quatuor,

id estYsayas, Iheremias, Daniel ",

Ezechiel
;

et minores duodecim,

id est Osee, lohel, Amos, Ab-

dias, lonas, Micheas, Naum,

Abacuc, Sophonias, Zacharias,

Aggeus, Malachim.

In epistolis Apostolorum
'^ id

est Pauli apostoli ad Romanes

una, ad Corinthios due, ad Ga-

lathas una, ad Ephesios una,

ad Philipenses una, ad Thessa-

lonicenses due, ad Colosenses

una, ad Timotheum due, ad

Titum una, ad Philemonem una,

ad Hebreos una, Petri due,

loannis tres, lude una, la-

cobi una. In Euangeliis qua-

tuor, id est secundum Matheum,

Amiatinus, p. 8.

Scriptura sancta diuiditur in

uetus in nouum. In Historia

libri N. xxii id est Mosi lib. v,

Ihesu Naue lib. i, ludic. lib. i,

Ruth lib. i, Reg. lib. iiii, Paral.

lib. ii, lob lib. i, Tobi lib. i,

Hester lib. i, ludith lib. i,

Esdrae lib. ii, Machabeor. lib.

In prophetiam libri N. xxii,

id est Dauid Psalm, lib. i, Sal.

lib. iii, lesu filii Sirach lib. ii,

Prophetarum id est Osee, lohel,

Amos, Abdiae, lonae, Micheae,

Naum, Habacuc, Sofon., Zach.,

Agg., Mai., Esaiae, Hier., Dan.

et Hez. lib. N. xvi.

In euangelia quattuor secun-

dum Mattheum, secundum Mar-

cum, secundum Lucam, secun-

dum lobannem. In Epistolas

Apostolorum xxi, id est Pauli

Apost. ad Rom. i, ad Cor. ii, ad

Gal. i, ad Efes. i, ad Phil, i, ad

Thessal. ii, ad Col. i, ad Tim. ii,

ad Tit. i, ad Fil. i, ad Heb. i,

Petri duae, loh. iii, ludae i,

lac. i. In Actus Apostolorum

lib.i. In Apocalypsinlohan.lib. i.

* Testamentum /3.
* in uetus et nouum edd. ' + sunt edd.

* Tobiae edd. » Esther edd. • Esdre ^yS ; Esdrae edd.
''

liber

unus a^fiyS.
»
psalmorum edd. '

quatuor edd. ^^ liber unus edd.
" ezechiel daniel edd. ** + uiginti una edd.
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secundum Marcum, secundum Sic fiunt ueteris nouique Tes-

Lucam, secundum lohannem. tamenti sicut pater Augustinus

In Actibus Apostolorum liber in Libris de doctrina Christiana

unus. In Apocalipsin^ liber complexus est simul libri N.

unus. Beatus igitur Augustinus Ixxi quibus adde unitatem di-

secundum praefatos nouem co- uinara per quam ista completa

dices, quos sancta meditatur Ec- sunt fit totius Librae competens

clesia, secundo libro de doctrina et gloriosa perfectio ; ipsa est

Christiana, Scripturas diuinas enim rerum conditrix et uitalis

septuaginta unius librorum cal- omnium plenitudo uirtutum.

culo comprehendit : quibus cum At the top of the page :
—

sancte Trinitatis addideris uni- Eloquium domini quaecum-
tatem fit totius libre^ competens que uolumina pandunt
et gloriosa perfectio. Spiritus hoc sancto fudit ab

ore deus.

The reader will not fail to notice the striking similarity

between the lists of Cassiodorus and those of the Amiatinus*

In the Hieronymian division the differences are only of the

smallest nature
;

Cassiodorus has ludicum Ruth instead of

ludicum et Ruth, omits Mahchian and Danihel^ and in the

New Testament places St. Peter's Epistles after, instead of

before, St. Paul's
;
he obtains the required total of forty-nine

then by counting- ludicum and Ruth as two books, while

Amiatinus takes them as one
;

his real total however is

forty-eight. Amiatinus, by the addition of Banihel and

Malachian, obtains the fall total of forty-nine. In both

cases Salom. (whether Salomon or Salomonis) appears to be an

introductory title, covering Prov. Eccl. Cant.

In the Augustinian division, which Cassiodorus tells us

he took from the De doctrina Christiana ii. 13, he places the

four greater prophets before, instead of after, the lesser

(here the Amiatinus agrees with the order of the De doctrina) ;

and in the New Testament he has the Evangelists after the

Epistles.

In the third division, tlie Hilarian and Epiphanian of

the Amiatinus, the antiqua uersio of Cassiodorus, the differ-

^
apocalypsi edd. * libri edd.
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ences are more noticeable. Cassiodorus counts one, not five,

books of the Psalms; and in the New Testament places

Ephesians before Colossians, and inserts the Epistle to the

Hebrews, which the Codex omits. Both the lists, Dr. Corssen

notes, have lohamiis ad Parthos, without any intimation of

the number of St. John's Epistles; and as in this list the

numbers are usually added, where more than one Epistle

is reckoned, it would seem probable that this canon included

only one Epistle of St. John, especially as the expression

Hpistula ad Parthos is frequently used for the first Epistle,

but does not seem known as a title for all three. Both

lists emphasise the number seventy as the sum of the books

of the Old and New Testaments, but we must add them up

on different principles in each case, to obtain the required

total. Cassiodorus gives us forty-four books in the Old

Testament, counting the Psalms as one book
;
the remaining

twenty-six in the New Testament being obtainable only by

counting three epistles of St. John. Amiatinus, on the other

hand, counts five books of the Psalms, making forty-eight

books in the Old Testament ; to bring the total down to

seventy then we must reduce four books in the New
;
this

can only be done by counting one Epistle of St. John, and

one of St. Peter (Episf. Petri ad Genfes having no number

added), which with the omission of the Hebrews enables us

to obtain the required number. Cassiodorus indeed was

aware of the five-fold division of the Psalter, as he states

it was known to Jerome, though Epiphanius preferred to

speak of the book of the Psalms as one ^.

Even more marked are the variations in the explanatory

matter. The Amiatinus refers the list to the combined au-

thority of Hilary andEpiphanius ;
Cassiodorus does not state his

* Cass, in Psalterium c. xii. Dr. Corssen notes that the reference is in-

correct, for Jerome, Praef. in Lihr. Psalm, ad Sophronium, rejects the five-

fold division on the authority of the Hebrew, and of the Apostles, who in the

New Testament speak of it as one book ; similarly Hilary, Prol. in Lihr.

Psalm., mentions the five-fold division only to reject it : Nos secundum

apostolicam auctoiitatem ' Lihium Psalmorum* et nuncupamtis et scribimzi».
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source, and introduces the two fathers in a somewhat different

connection, hinting that each had his own method of dividing

the sacred books, though these were non contraria sed diuersa.

The Amiatine citation of Hilary and Epiphanius again does

not agree with its omission of the Epistle to the Hebrews,

which Hilary held to be of Pauline authorship, nor would

its Psalmorum lib. v., commend itself to his views as to the

Psalter ^
; while Epiphanius adhered to the Canon of Athana-

asius, and in the order of books in the New Testament agreed

with Jerome's list ad Paulintim ^.

What can be then the relation of these lists to each other ?

Their agreement shows it to be a close one, their variations

would seem to prevent it being that of direct copying. But

we have at any rate shown that Cassiodorus possessed a

Codex Grandior, which must certainly have been a Latin

Bible, for the whole context of c. xiv. of the Institidio ^

shows this, and distinguishes it from the Graecus Pandectes

mentioned later; this Latin Codex Grandior possessed three

lists of the sacred books, and the Codex Amiafinns presents

also three lists, almost, if not precisely, similar.

We have, however, to notice yet another mark of affinity

between the two books. Folios 2, b and 3 of the Amiatinus

contain a carefully-drawn view of the Tabernacle
; Cassio-

dorus in the Institutio, c. v., mentions a certain blind man
named Eusebius, who, as a compensation for his loss of sight,

was gifted with a wonderfully retentive memory; this Eusebius

commonuit etiam tabernaculum templumqiie Domini ad instar

caeli fuisse formatum quae depicta subtiliter lineamentis propriis

in ' Pandecte Latino corporis grandioris
'

competenter aptaui ;

so that Cassiodorus' Codex Grandior also contained a page
with the Tabernacle, for it would seem to be almost certain

that the Codex thus mentioned is identical with that in

* See note on last page.
*
Epiph. adv. Haeres. iii. torn, i, haer. 76, conf. 5; Jerome, JEpAm; cf.

Westcott, Canon, pp. 554, 567 ff.

^ Dr. Hort in Academy, Feb. 26, 1887.
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c. xiv ^. Here again another link between this book and the

Codex Amiatinus is supplied us by Bede. Dr. Hort ^
quotes

two passages from Bede's minor works
;
in his tract on the

Tabernacle ^
: Quomodo in pictura Cassiodori senaioris, cuius ijose

in expositione Psalmorum meminif, expressum uidimus ; and again

in his tract on Solomon's temple
*

: Has ueroporticus Cassiodorus

senator in Patidectis, ut ipse Psalmorum expositione commemorate

triplici ordine distinxit, adding below Haec ut in pictura Cas-

siodori reperimus distiticta. Dr. Hort justly remarks that

this is the language of a man who had seen with his own

eyes the identical representation of the Tabernacle and the

Temple which Cassiodorus inserted in his Pandect
;

and

there is no evidence that Biede was ever in Italy, or indeed

further south than York. The conclusion would therefore

seem to follow that the Codex Grandior of Cassiodorus must

have been brought to England and to the library of Wear-

mouth or of Jarrow, and there possibly have been placed on

the same shelf with the Codex Atniatinus.

A still further supposition seemed at one time possible

both to Dr. Hort and Dr. Corssen ^
; might not the first

quaternion of the Amiatinus be not a transcript but actually

a part of Cassiodorus' Codex Grandior/' There is much

which strikes one at first sight in favom* of such a view
;
the

parchment is not quite so tall as that of the other gatherings,

and certainly seems somewhat darker and thicker ;
the

gathering is not signed, and the second quaternion beginning

the Bible is marked I
;
and the writing of the lists and pre-

fatory matter is in a difierent hand from that of the body of

the book. Further, there is only one other page in the book

which contains pictorial representation ;
this is fol. yg6 6,

the page which divides the Old from the New Testament,

and the picture is that of our Lord with the Evangelists and

*
Cf. Expos, in Psalm, xiv: Dei tdbetnaculum . . . quod no«fecimus pingi

et in pandectis maioris capite collocari.
*
Academy, Feb. 26, 18S7,

^
ii. 12 (vii. 307 Giles).

*
c. 16 (viii. 314 f. Giles) ;

the references are in the first instance from De
BoBsi. »

Academy, Jnne 11, 1887.
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their symbols ;
this is in the judgment of Prof. Browne^ quite

different in style from those in the first quaternion^ and looks

like a late and poor copy of earlier work, the drawing" being

inferior and the colours bad. The ornamentation, too, of the

first quaternion, and especially the Ezra picture, could not

at any rate have been designed in England. If Dr. Hamann

is sure from the general orthography of the MS. that it

was copied directly from an Italian, not a North-British

exemplar, Prof. Browne is equally convinced that the draughts-

man of the Ezra picture shows in his peculiar ornamentation

the immediate influence of Ravenna or Rome. ' It seems

fairly certain,' he says,
' that the Ezra picture was drawn in

Ravenna, the home of Cassiodorus for so many years ;

'

and

he suggests that a mosaic in the Mausoleum of Galla Placidia

supplied the features, the book-case, and the stool on which

Ezra is sitting :

'
it seems impossible to doubt that Ezra's

book-case was copied from this.'

If we examine the contents of the Prologue also, and the

Amiatine list of books, we find that here too they do not

agree with the actual books of the Manuscript ; the Prologue

(p. 290) lays stress on the mystic number 70 as being the

total of the books of the Bible, but the next page (3 h) begins

the Amiatine division with In hoc codice continentur ceteris et

noui Testamenti Libri No. Ixxi
;

the list itself, if we count

Samuel, Kings, Chronicles, and Esdras as two books each,

gives us a total of 70, and in the Codex itself, which inserts

the Second Epistle of Peter, omitted in the list, we have again

71^; thus the list and Prologue agree neither with them-

selves nor with the actual contents, and may well be as truly

Cassiodorian as the other lists : Corssen, indeed, noted long

ago^ that the Prologue seemed to have nothing to do

with the present Codex Amiatinus, and might well be

a piece of true Cassiodorian work, and the reference to

^
Academy, April 30, 1887.

' Ranke, in Theol. Lileraturz., 1887, p. 272.
' Die Bibeln des Cass. p. 625.
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the palm-trees at Elim seems certainly to be a reference to

the Institutio, c. xiv.

Here certainly is much which makes for the view that the

first quaternion was bodily transferred from the Codex Grandior

to its present place. The Codex Grandior was certainly in North

Britain, for Bede saw it there. It may well have been the

Pandectes uetustae translationis which Benedict Biscop or

Ceolfrid brought from Rome
;

and it would be quite in

keeping with the times had Ceolfrid, in presenting his mag-
nificent new Pandect to the Holy See, tacked into it the

quaternion, which had hitherto stood at the beginning of

Cassiodorus' own Old-Latin Pandect.

Difficulties however meet us as we examine this hypothesis

closely. The first indeed which suggested itself to Dr. Corssen

was a chronological one
;

it was that Bede's language shows

him to have seen the Cassiodorian Pandect himself, while the

Codex Amiatimis left England in 7 1 5 ;
but as Bede was bom in

674, he would have had ample time to have seen the pictures in

their original place and to have described them, before they left

England. But the other arguments in favour of the identity

are not really so strong as they seem ; though the parchment

of the first quaternion struck Prof Browne ^ as looking some-

what darker and older than that of the rest of the MS., this,

as Dr. Hort remarks^, is but a trifling matter, and it can

hardly be expected that in such a large MS. as this, it would

be of the same quality throughout. The fact of the gathering

being without a sigjiature proves nothing, as in other MSS.

the gatherings are sometimes without signatures for the

prefatory matter ^. A more important point is the difference

of writing. That the handwriting in the first quaternion

is different from the body of the work is certain
;
whether it

be earlier is not quite so sure a point ; and Dr. Corssen is of

* And also the present writer when he examined the MS. in May, 1887.
*
Academy, Jan. 19, 1889.

' As in the Echternach GospeU, Parifl Lat. 9389, where the first signature

is on f. 24 at the beginning of the Gospel, the prefatory matter being written

on unsigned gatherings.
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opinion that the three bibKcal lists resemble in their style the

writing of the corrections and marginal notes of the text. Of

course if they can be proved to be in the same hand the ques-

tion is settled, and the preliminary quaternion may be later, or

possibly contemporary, but certainly not earlier than the rest

of the book
;
but on this point we still await the judgment

of a skilled palaeographer.

The inferiority, again, of the picture in the middle of the

book to those in the first quaternion is no argument for

dating the latter a century earlier ;
it only suggests that two

scribes were at work on the volume, and that the second,

who may have been at work only a few months after

the first, was a less skilful artist. The argument from the

Italian character of the ornamentation is somewhat stronger,

as British scribes were not often in the habit of slavishly

copying foreign work
;

still a Roman scribe may have copied

this ornamentation, as we saw reason above to suppose he

may possibly have written the rest of the book (p. 285). At

any rate all that the ornamentation proves is that it was

designed in Italy ; it may have been copied in England.

If we examine the contents of the quaternion, especially

the Prologue and Amiatine list, we find that if they do not

suit well with the actual present MS., neither would they suit

the Codex Grandior. The first quaternion gives us, we must

remember, /(3?/r divisions of Scripture; Amiatine, Hieronymian,

Hilarian and Epiphanian, and Augustinian ;
the Codex

Grandior, according to the Institutio, c. xiv, would seem

to have contained only three, and the actual books of the

Bible followed the order of the antiqua translatio. In any

case, then, the Prologue and Amiatitie list must have been

added later, and could not have formed part of the original

Codex Grandior.

A still further difficulty awaits us as we examine Bede's

words and those of Cassiodorus with regard to the Taber-

nacle and the Temple. Fols. 1 and 3 i of the Amiatinus

contain, as we saw, a carefully drawn bird's-eye view of the
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Tabernacle, but there is no representation in the quateniion
as we now have it of Solomon's Temple ; Cassiodorus, how-

ever, in the Institutio, c. v, speaks very distinctly of the

Tabernacnlum Templumque Domini, though in the treatise on

the Psalms he speaks only of the Tabernacle.

Bede, in describing (see above, p. 300) the Temple, referred

to, as he says, in Cassiodorus' Exposition of the Psalms, men-

tions some features—the triple portico
—which are not found

in the Amiatine picture ^. De Rossi's explanation of this dif-

ference seems all that could be desired, but it proves, at any

rate, that the first quaternion of the Codex Amiatinus cannot

have been '

bodily transferred,' as was at first supposed, from

the Codex Grandior. Bede, he supposes, is citing from

memory, and so confuses together the two distinct passages

of Cassiodorus, that in the Institutio, mentioning the Taber-

nacle and Temple, and that in the Psalms, mentioning only

the Tabernacle. It would appear that the Codex Grandior ori-

ginally possessed the two pictures ;
but what has become of the

Temple sheet if, or when, it was transferred to the Amiatinus ?

The loss of such a valuable sheet is a serious difiiculty in the

way of the identity of the two quaternions. Bede's descrip-

tion of the Tabernacle, again [Be Tabernaculo, c. xii), does not

quite, though it does very nearly, suit the Amiatine picture.

He says :
—

*Erat contra arulam ostium in pariete altaris orientalis unde

uel ligna ad alendum ignem immitti uel carbones et cineres possent

egeri ; quomodo in pictura Cassiodori Senatoris, cuius ipse in

expositione psalmorum meminit, expressum uidimus {or uidemus) ;

in qua etiam utrique altari, et holocausti uidelicet et incensi, pedes

quattuor fecit. Quod utrumque eum, sicut et tabernaculi et

templi positionem, a doctoribus Judaeorum didicisse putamus.'

Here, as De Rossi remarks, the description of Bede agrees

with the Amiatine picture, with the exception of the ostium

in the side of the altar, which is omitted in the picture.

* De Rossi, La Bibhia Offerta, etc., Roma 1887, p. 19 f., and De Orujine,

etc., B9il. Sedw Apogt. p. Ixxviii.
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This certainly is a difficulty, but we must remember that

there may be two solutions of it : one, that the picture de-

scribed by Bede was neither the Amiatine nor its immediate

exemplar ; another, that Bede was describing* from memory
in this passage, and consequently was not perfectly accurate.

This is indeed likely if Bede was writing" towards the end

of his life, and the Codex with the picture of the Tabernacle

had left England in 71.5; and it is just possible, as Prof.

Browne suggests, that the missing Temple sheet was taken

out of the quaternion in order to make room for the sheet

with the Amiatine Prologue and list of contents, and re-

mained at Wearmouth and Jarrow : there it would be often

seen afterwards by Bede, and his curious difference of ex-

pression reperimus distincta of the Temple, expressum uidimus

of the Tabernacle, would meet with an explanation ^. The

language of Bede, then, would seem to leave us in doubt

as to the identity of the Cassiodorian and Amiatine picture ;

the question must be solved on other grounds.

We now have to consider the last and most intricate point

of all, the original order of leaves in the quaternion, though

this again, however interesting as an exercise in reconstruc-

tion, cannot have, I venture to think, the decisive influence

imagined by some writers, on its relation to the Codex

Grandior. The order of leaves, as we saw (p. 288), has

been twice disturbed. At present it is Fol. i blank, Fol. i h

Dedication verses ;
2 blank, % h and 3 Tabernacle picture ;

3 h blank ; 4 Prologue and 4 h contents (purple sheet) ; 5

Ezra picture, 5 ^ blank
;
6 Hieronymian division (Lamb), 6 h

blank
; 7 Hilarian and Epiphanian division (Man), 7 h Pen-

tateuch -circles
;

8 Augustinian division (Dove), 8 h blank ^.

Fols. I and 8 are one piece ;
2 and 3 are one piece, mounted

^ Dr. Corssen (Academy, Apr. 7 and May 26, 1888) doubts the existence of

the two pictures, and is convinced, from the language of Cassiodorus, that the

Tabernacle and Temple are identical
;
I am bound to say, however, that De

Rossi's explanation seems to me the more natural.
*
Academy—Prof. Browne, Apr. 30, 1887, Dr. Hort, June 11, 1887, Dr.

Corssen, April 7, 1888, Prof. Browne, May 5, 1888, Dr. Hort, Jan. 19, 18S9.

VOL. II. X
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on a guard not sewn in ; 4 is a single page on a guard with

7 mounted on the same guard and pasted on to the heel of 4 ;

5 and 6 are one piece, and the sewing is here ;
6 b has at

one time stood next to 8, for part of the couplet on the top

of 8, Eloquium domini etc., has been impressed backwards

on 6 i
; as a consequence of this, 5 must have also come

after i
;

the Tabernacle sheet a and 3 must have stood 4

and 5, as the middle sheet of the quaternion is the only-

position in which the picture could have been seen. We
are certain, then, of the exact position of fols. 2 and 3, and of

the relative positions of i and 8, 5 and 6
;
and if i and 8

originally stood outside, as the condition of 8 5 suggests,

then 5 and 6 stood 3 and 7, and the remaining two leaves,

separate but sewn together again, 4 and 7, must have stood

3 and 6. Such was the order proposed at first by Prof.

Browne, and partly agreed to by Dr. Hort, who argued

however that the Pentateuch circle (7 b) would have come

more naturally after, not between, the lists, and that the

Hilarian list (7) is placed last in Cassiodorus ;
he then

placed 4 and 7 at i and 8, and the present i and 8 at 2

and 7, 5 and 6 going 3 and 6, and 2 and 3 as before, at 4 and 5.

He imagined the Pentateuch circles to be later than the rest

of the quaternion, except of course the Donation verses and

contents. Dr. Corssen, however, maintained the writing of

the Prologue to be the same as that of the Contents, and the

Pentateuch circles the same as that of the Hilarian division,

founding on this an argument for the post-Cassiodoriau

origin of the whole quaternion ; for if 4 and 7 were originally

the same sheet, cut in two and sewn together again, as he

imagined, by the last binder of the book^, it would follow

that the writing of the Prologue, lists, and Pentateuch

circles was the same as that of the contents, that is, not

earlier than that of the rest of the MS.
;
he agreed, however,

* Prof. Browne, in horror at the bare idea of Buch barbarism, exclaims,
' the

modern binder still lives, and is still allowed to visit the Laurentiana !

'

{Academy, May 5, 1888.)
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with Prof. Browne that i and 8 were probably still in

their original places.

The final disquisition on the original order was given
in the Academy of Jan. 18, 1889, by Dr. Hort, beyond
which perhaps no one can attempt to go. We can hardly

do more than give outlines of it in this Essay, which

has already grown too long. Following a suggestion of

Corssen's that the human head over the Hilarian division

might be possibly intended for a representation of the first

Person in the Trinity, he proposed to place that list first,

the Hieronymian division with the Lamb, or symbol of the

Second Person, coming next, and lastly, the Augustinian

with the Dove, the symbol of the Holy Spirit : this will

again make the order of the lists the same as that originally

suggested by Prof. Browne ;
the difiiculties of the Pentateuch

circles on 7 h, and the single purple sheet 4 he would resolve

by supposing that they were transposed by the North-British

scribe when he copied the Cassiodorian MS. Prof. Browne's

supposition here seems more probable, that 4 and 7 were not

originally the same sheet, but two separate sheets sewn

together, the purple sheet being substituted by Ceolfrid for

the lost Temple sheet. Dr. Hort, however, thinks the

arrangement to have been a deliberate transposition by

Ceolfrid, when he was obtaining a direct copy (for such he

would seem to think it) of the Cassiodorian matter for his

own Bible. The Cassiodorian quaternion was as follows :—
I and I h blank

; 2 Ezra, 2 h blank
; 3 Prologue, 3 h blank

;

4 and 5 Tabernacle
;

6 Hilarian list, 6 h blank
; 7 Hierony-

mian list, 7 h blank
;

8 Augustinian list, 8 h blank. Now
Ceolfrid in a Vulgate Bible would naturally wish to place

the Hieronymian list first, and in this endeavour would alter

the arrangement as follows. The first row of numerals repre-

sent the present position of the leaves, the second their sup-

posed original order :
—

4 Prologue, (i) I blank. (2)

46 Contents. (i6) \h Donation verses. (26)

X 2
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5 Ezra. (3) 6 Hieronyraian list. (6)

56 blank. (36) 66 blank. (66)

2 blank (4) 8 Augustiiiian list. (7)

26 Tabernacle. (46) 86 blank. (76)

3 Tabernacle. (5) 7 Hilarian list. (8)

36 blank. (56) 76 Pentateuch Circles. (86)

And with this arrangement we may rest satisfied. It

seems to suggest that the first quaternion was at any rate

a direct copy of the lost Codex Grandior of Cassiodorus ;
but

the difficulties of the lost Temple sheet, and of the present

state of fols. 4 and 7, do not seem entirely answered by it,

and perhaps never can be.
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APPENDIX

ON THE ITALIAN ORIGIN OF THE CODEX AMIA-
TINUS AND THE LOCALIZING OF ITALIAN MSS.

[W. Sanday.]

The tests put forward by Dr. Hamann (p. 286 supra) in proof of

the Italian origin of the Codex Amiatinus possess an importance

which extends beyond the history of this particular MS. If they

should be found to hold good, they would supply us with a welcome

means of identifying other MSS. as Italian, and would so contribute

to a process which is likely to be characteristic of the stage of

textual criticism on which we are now entering.

It is coming to be realised more and more that in order to

restore the text of an ancient document, especially of one with

wide difiFusion and attestation, much copied and therefore much

corrupted, it is necessary first to know its history. And it is

coming also to be realised that the external history of a text

and its internal history must go hand in hand. They mutually

strengthen and support each other. By pursuing both at once,

relations are often suggested which would otherwise pass un-

perceived. Thus the first thing that we need to know about

a MS. is when it was written, where it was written, and where

its ancestors were written. Anything which helps us to find out

this is of value.

We have several means at our command for ascertaining the

birthplace of a MS. The most obvious is the occurrence of notes

connecting it with a particular library or owner. These, however,

far more often apply only to the later stages of its history, which

are of less importance. A larger step is gained when an extant

MS. can be identified with one of those in the ancient lists, e. g. in

Becker's Catalogi Bihliothecarum Antiqui. The palaeographical

test is more delicate, and it is probable that as our knowledge of

the different shades of handwriting increases, more use will be

made of this than has been made hitherto. The last test is that
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which is supplied by the occurrence of forms either of grammar
or spelling which can be traced to some definite locality. This

test, however, greatly needs more exact definition than it has yet

received
;
and it is this which constitutes the interest of any fresh

contribution to it.

These points of grammar and orthography are clearly a branch

of the larger question of provincial Latin in general. In regard

to this there may be said to be two schools : one, of which

Schuchardt may be taken as the representative, admits indeed

the distinction between literary Latin or the Latin of cultivated

society and the vernacular Latin of common speech, but regards

the latter as generally diffused throughout the whole of the Roman

Empire, and not dialectically varied—or at least with no recog-

nisable variations—in different localities
'

; the other maintains

and lays stress upon these peculiarities. The only book with

which I am acquainted directly dealing with the subject, Sittl's

Die lokalen Verschiedenheiten der lateinischen SpracTie (Erlangen,

1882) takes this line.

It is much to have opened the subject and attacked it syste-

matically, and Sittl deserves credit for bringing together a quantity

of useful material
;
but any one who reads his book will, I think,

rise from it with the sense that there is still a great deal to be

done, and that stricter logic will have to be applied before assured

conclusions can be arrived at.

The one great caution which seems to me to be most often forgotten

is the difficulty of proving the negative side of the propositions

involved. It is comparatively easy to prove that a certain usage

existed in a certain locality ;
but then, before it can be said to be

characteristic of that locality, it must be also proved that it did not

exist or existed only sparingly in other localities. Nor is it

enough simply to say that we have no evidence of it. That

absence of evidence may be due to nothing more than the defects

of our knowledge and scantiness of our materials. For instance,

it is constantly asserted that such and such a usage is African

because it occurs in Fronto or Apuleius or Tertullian or Cyprian
or Arnobius. But how much of this turns upon a bare argu-
vientum ex silentio, where the witnesses moreover are of necessity

silent for the simple reason that they do not exist 1 For the two

^ ' Dieses (das rustike Latein) erscheint auf den Denkmalem aller Gegenden

eigentlich immer als ein und dasselbe* (Vokalismus des Vulgarlateing, i. 92 ;

quoted by Sittl, p. 44).
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centuries, roughly speaking, from the year 120 A. d. to the year

320 A. B., the great mass of the extant Latin literature is African.

How easily might the balance be altered if we had as much

literature from Italy or Gaul or Spain as we have from Africa !

This is a consideration for which I do not think that nearly

enough allowance is made.

On the other hand, there is a caution which must be observed

on the opposite side. Isolated examples of a particular form or of

a particular usage are consistent with the hypothesis that they are

really foreign to the district in which they are found. To take

a clear case : no inference can be drawn from the Latin inscrip-

tions found in the East. These must proceed from travellers or

immigrants who would bring with them the customs of their own

homes
; and, so far as we can tell, their homes might be anywhere

in the Latin-speaking half of the Empire, So, too, there would be

Italian settlers in Gaul or Spain, and African legionaries might
find their way into Illyricum or Britain. In like manner we may
know for certain that a MS. is Irish, English, or Merovingian, and

yet it may contain forms which belong neither to France nor to

any part of the British Islands, but which have been perpetuated

from some other MS. of an altogether different and distant origin.

The evidence is hedged about with drawbacks and qualifications of

all kinds ; and all that we can do is to bear these well in mind

and discount our inferences accordingly.

The materials at our disposal are accumulating daily. First

and foremost is the splendid Corpus Inscri2)tionum Latinarum,

backed by other collections, such as those of Le Blant for Gaul

and De Rossi for Christian Rome. Then come the critical editions

with an apparatus ample enough for the purpose, such as would

be preeminently the Monumenta Germaniae Historica and the

Corjms Scrijptorum Ecclesiasticorum Latinorum. Many single

works would of course have to be added—notably Ribbeck's

Virgil
—and a most important contribution to this side of the

subject is made by the appearance of the first fasciculus of Bishop
Wordsworth's Vulgate. Some relevant statements of value may be

extracted from the grammarians, but these must not at once be

assumed to be trustworthy, because the range of observation on

which they depend was often limited. And lastly, the Romance

scholar will have an important voice in the matter, because he will

be able to determine from existing forms the older forms which

must have preceded them.
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I very much hope that the subject may be systematically taken

up. It is one to which, as it seems to me, a young scholar might
devote himself both with interest and profit. The result of his

work would be to furnish criteria which would be useful in many
directions, and in the process of forming them he would acquire

a great variety of knowledge. On a subject which lies somewhat

outside my own department I may perhaps be forgiven for going

to the more accessible sources, and for collecting some of my data

in a rather desultory fashion. I confine myself for the present to

testing the points put forward by Dr. Hamann.

The points so put forward as proving that Godex Amiatinua

was either itself written in Italy, or at least copied from an Italian

exemplar, are as follows :
—

S = X: homo senes, Jud. xix. i6, 17; senia (^ma), Ecclus.

XX. 31.

N inserted : gigaws, Job xvi. 15 ; optimawtium, Jer. xxv. 36.

C inserted before X : ancxius, Ps. cxlii. 4 ; uncxit, i Reg. x. i.

Sub assimilated before S : sussaltastis, Ps. cxiii. 6.

Ad assimilated before M : ammirata, Apoc. xiii. 3 ; quem-

ammodum, Luc. viii. 47.

A = AU: ogusto, 2 Par. xv. 16 ; ascultabant. Act. viii. 10.

O = AU : clodum, Matt, xviii. 8:

U = AU : clwserunt, 2 Par. xxix. 7.

A = E : adtractaverit. Gen. xxvii. 1 2.

E = I : redemet, Ps. liv. 19.

Vowel prefixed to S impure : histriatarum, 3 Reg. vii. 24.

S = EX : 1 espendebat, Judith xiii. 8
; «candescet, Sap. v. 23.

Vowel dropped before S impure : Spaniae, i Mace. viii. 3.

PH = P, DI = Z : iophadins (topazus), Ezech. xxviii. 13.

Dropping of final M : totum belli impettt, 2 Par. xxxii. 2 ;

in tantum arrogantiae tumore, Esth. xvi. 1 2
;
incidemus in manw

Dei et non in manus hominum, Ecclus. ii. 22.

We will take tliese points in order.

S = X. From Campania, Bruttium and Lucania there are three

examples of visit (= vixit); from Calabria and the Eastern side of

the peninsula four examples; from Latium four examples (two
each of visit and bisit) ;

from Cisalpine Gaul two examples, conius

and sestum
;
from Sardinia three examples, coins twice and visit.

From Spain we get only one extremely doubtful example of es

(= 603) ;
but from Gallia Narbonensis there are several, coiics,

Santij)fa, sesta (from a Christian inscription ascribed by Le Blant
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to the sixth century), supples (also Christian) viset, bisit. In

Africa, too, there are six examples (two each of conius and visit),

besides the proper name Estricata five times ^.

Turning to MSS. there are two or three examples in Eibbeck's

MSS. of Virgil
^ which may be presumed to be Italian. There are

also two examples {senes and senis), which appear to be original in

the text of Jordanes, who wrote in Italy. Many MSS. of Sedulius,

including the oldest, the famous Turin MS. in capitals of the

seventh century (Zangemeister and Wattenbach, Exemp. Codd.

Lot. pi. 16), in Pasch. Carm. iv. 2 read maestum, one MS. of the

eighth century mestum. Huemer has printed mixtwn, on much

inferior authority, because of the parallel passage of Juvencus ;

but it does not follow that because Juvencus in Spain wrote

mixtus before 337 A. d. therefore Sedulius may not have written

mistus or maestus in a different region and more than a century

later. Sedulius may be taken to represent Italian usage. One

group of MSS. has a note to the effect that he taught philosophy
in Italy, but wrote his heroics in Achaia : and there is more reason

to believe than to doubt the first part of this statement. I have

not been able to find another instance of this interchange in his

works, but I will not say that there are none. The one writer of

whom it seems clear that he habitually wrote senes or senis is

Venantius Fortunatus. These forms occur no less than twelve times

in his poetical works, with a strong preponderance of MS. authority.

There is a more even balance between senes and senis, but senes

throughout seems to have been rightly admitted into the text. If

Venantius Fortunatus had stood alone there might have been a

doubt whether the tradition which he represented was Italian or

Gallican. He was born in North Italy, near Treviso, but spent

the greater part of his life in a monastery at Poitiers. We have,

however, already had the evidence of inscriptions for the neigh-

bouring province of Gallia Narbonensis. There is also at least

one well attested example of senes in Gregory of Tours
;

senes

* Corssen {Aussprache, i. 297) remarks on the tendency for the guttural"

element in x to be lost before c and t : Estricatus and Estricata are among his

instances : he gives a number of others, most of which appear to be derived

from Italy or Africa.
" The true Latin form is of course Vergilim, but in English it seems best to

keep the familiar '

Virgil.' Besides the objections to innovating in such a matter,

to write '

Vergil
' would be to obscure the history of the name and to make it

appear as if it had been introduced into our literature at a different period and

by a different method from that by which it was really introduced into it.
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also occurs in a French MS. of the Vulgate {G) at Luke i. 18
;

and the tenth century MS. G of the Heptateuch of Cyprian, bishop of

Toulon, has three instances of hestemus for extemus, and one of

sescentos (ed. Mayor, p. xlviii). It does not appear that this poem
ever passed through Italian hands. The Codex Trivultianus of

Corippus, an African writer of the age of Justinian, has as many
as seven examples. The MS. itself is of the fourteenth century,

but it may very well have been made from an ancient archetype,

as the work does not seem to have been much copied.

There is also decisive evidence for the writing of s for x in

Spain. A ninth century MS. of Cassian, which Petschenig, the

editor, calls
'

Lombardic,' but which is really Visigothic from the

monastery of Silos, near Burgos *, is characterized by the forms

ansietaa, av^ilium, justa, series *.

The Appendix to Probus ', among its directions as to orthography,

says that senes is to be written and not senis (ed. Keil, iv. 198).

On the whole, though we have thus sufficient evidence of the

prevalence of this corruption in Italy, there is also reason to think

that it existed in Africa, and satisfactory proof of its existence in

Gaul.

N inserted. We may dismiss the many instances of words in

which the insertion of n is both correct in itself, and supported by
a large amount of early authority, though it has dropped out of

common use. Such would be totiens, quotiens, vicensimus, con-

junx, and we might add also formonsus, which is spelt thus both in

MSS. and inscriptions. Here the n appears to be etymologically

right, and similar to that which has dropped out of x^P'-^'-^ {^^^

XapifVTs)*. Not so correct in itself, though equally well attested

by early and good MSS., is the form thensaurus : it is more assured

in MSS. of the Old Latin than in those of the Vulgate. On much

the same footing as this would be the form cccansio, which has

also a large amount of early attestation. It is found in Codex

^ The MS. is described by M. Delisle in Melanges de PaUographie, &c.

p. 78f.
' loh. Cassiani 0pp. ed. Petschenig, p. xxxvii (Vienna, 1888). I was con-

vinced from the orthography that this MS. was Visigothic, and had little

diflBcuIty in identifying it.

* Sittl originally held that this was a compilation which did not represent

any particular province {Die lok. Verschied. p. 35 n.), but he has recently ex-

pressed the opinion, on what seem to be good grounds, that it belongs to

Africa (Archivf. lat. LexiJcog. vi. p. 557).
* Virosus is said to = vironsus, from a root-form viro-uensso- — viro-uent-to-

(V. Henry, Pricis de Grammaire comparie, p. 169).
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Vercellensis (a), which palaeography and tradition alike refer to

the fourth century ^, and in Codex Veronensis (h), which is said to

be not more than a century later. Both of these are probably

Italian MSS. The form occurs no less than nine times in Codex

Fuldensis of the Vulgate (Bp. Wordsworth's F), which we know to

have been written in Campania just before the year 546. It occurs

even more often in Codex Claromontanus {D Paul.), for which Dr.

Corssen has recently claimed an Italian origin. This may very

possibly be right, though the arguments made use of point rather

against Africa than definitely for Italy as compared with other

localities where a Graeco-Latin MS. might be written. The common

view is that the companion MS., Codex Bezae {D Evv.), was written

in Southern Gaul. The place of origin of these early Graeco-Latin

MSS. is an interesting subject of enquiry that has not yet been

brought to any settled conclusion. Occansio does not occur in the

N. T. portion of Codex Amiatinus. It occurs in a v. I. of the French

MS, E at Mat. xxvi. 16. It is found once, with three other in-

stances of n inserted, though not before s, in Jordanes.

Some curious examples occur sporadically in the inscriptions :

herens in Macedonia and Southern Gaul, sciantis (= sciatis) in

Calabria, sujje stens in proconsular Asia, memoriens= memoriae in

Dalmatia, and the proper name Crenscens, which is found repeatedly,

but, strange to say, is the only example except coniunx in Africa.

Very remarkable is the form Monse, which is characteristic of the

sole existing fragmentary MS. of the Assumjptio Moyseos which is

assigned to the sixth century, or possibly earlier (Fritzsche, Lihr.

Apoc. p. xxxiii., after Ceriani), The nearest parallel to this with

which I am acquainted is Heronde in the Lichfield or St. Chad's

Gospels (Bp. Wordsworth's L) in Matt. ii. 22. Less anomalous than

these are the vernacular ioxm&finctus [=Jictus), which is found in

Priscillian (ed. Schepss, p. 21. 1. 16), and ^nctiosv^ {=Jicticius),

which is rightly restored by Miodonski in the text of the Be Aleato-

ribus, c. 7. Also nearer to the beaten track are the two examples

from Cod. Amiatinus, gigans and 02)timans. Plenty of parallels

may be found for the first of these. The Calabrian inscriptions

have Atlans and Thoans. Allans is found generally in the MSS.

of Virgil, while single MSS. have Acragans, Pallans : superstens,

increpitans (for increpitas) and Jlectens, praemens as futures are also

found. It is in this latter class that we must look for analogies to

^ M. Berger questions this early date, but I believe it to be on the whole

probable.
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optimans. We note that redundans for redundas occurs in MSS.

of Venantius Fortunatus (iii. 24. 15), though in a group which

appears to avoid the form senes. In Gregory of Tours there are

several examples of n inserted before s like accensus {=:accessus),

perhaps from confusion with ascensus. The only identical examples

that I have found of gigans are quoted by Georges in his Lex. d.

lat. Wortformen, both from the Amplonian Glossaries. These

are important for the point directly at issue. So far there

would seem to be a preponderance of evidence for Italy as the

centre from which these forms had radiated. These glossaries,

liowever, in the form in which they have come down to us, would

seem to be widely removed from Italy. The MSS. of both

glossaries are said to contain notes in Anglo-Saxon ^. Still, if we

went far enough back, the forms might have come in upon Italian

soil. With no great centre were the first English scholars in such

frequent communication as with Rome. On the whole the view

that this inserted n favours an Italian origin seems to me, if not

proved, yet perhaps rather more probable than not.

CX=X. For this there are nine examples in Cisalpine Gaul, ten

in the rest of Italy outside Rome
;
but the same number in Gallia

Narbonensis, three in Sardinia, three in Spain, and many (about

thirty-six) in Africa. The like phenomenon occurs several times in

Jordanes and in the MSS. of Paulus' Historia Langobardorum, at

least once in Orientius (Mr. Ellis prints extincocit in Comm. i. 356),

once (sancxit) in Gregory of Tours, once, if not more, in an

Anglo-Saxon MS. of Sedulius dating from the eighth century, and

several times, not to say frequently, in the group of Irish MSS.

published by Prof. T. K. Abbott {Ev. Vers. Antehieron. pp. vi, xxi).

In Matt. xi. 1 7 ^flancxisti occurs in E (Irish), and 2>lancxisti8 in £

(French with Irish affinities). I imagine that the wide diffusion

of this usage will not be disputed. There is hardly one of the

Latin-speaking provinces from which there is not evidence for it.

Sub assimilated before S and Ad before M. The assimi-

lation of prepositions is a subject on which it is dangerous

to generalise. Each word must be taken by itself, because

a writer will assimilate one word and not another which seems

to be exactly analogous to it. Instances of the assimilation

of sub before s are comparatively rare. Those that I have been

able to find are all Italian : suscriptione from Tusculum, suscripsi

from Cannae (both quoted by Sittl, p. 71), and suscriiitum from

^
Loewe, Prodromus Glogsariorutn, p. 114 f.
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the Calabrian volume (CIL. ix. 5420). So far as it goes this

evidence would favour Dr. Hamann's conclusion, but it is too

slight to build an induction upon. The assimilation both of suh

and ad before m is more common. Yet neither is found in the

Campanian volume, and only ammissus in the Calabrian, along with

numerous instances of non-assimilation. Non-assimilation appears

to be also the rule in Latium : there are no examples of either sub

or ad assimilated. In the province of Asia im memoriam, occurs

twice, in Dalmatia once, with im hello, im jyraeiorio : in Africa

there is one example of amministrare dating from the fourth

century. In the MSS. of Virgil, where we should rather expect to

find it, there is only one imperfect example of ad assimilated before

m: A MORsb Cod. Med. Georg. ii. 379. Assimilation of suh and in

before m is much more frequent {ommutuit, summersum, summit-

tere, summovere, im mngnum, im, mare, im, me, im medium, &c.).

Similar assimilations appear to be characteristic of the Vatican

MS. (F), which dates from the seventh century, of the Excerpts of

Eugippius ;
and they are still more marked in two ninth century

French MSS. P and T of the same author. They would, in fact,

seem to be carried back, if not to Eugippius himself, to the original

copy of the Excerjpts. So large a work, consisting merely of

extracts from St. Augustine, would probably not be written out

by the abbot ^
himself, but by some of his monks. In the Vita

Severini, which we may suppose that Eugippius would write with

his own hand, there are no very striking examples until we come

to Cod. N, a MS. of the tenth or eleventh century, which has

quemammodum throughout. There is strong evidence for the

usage in Victor Vitensis, where Petschenig reads ammoneret,

ammonere, ammissi—in all six times. In Jordanes it occurs

twelve times. In Sedulius it is probably not original but

characteristic of two MSS. M T, both probably Italian.

Arndt has admitted amminiculo once into the text of Gregory
of Tours (p. 166. 1. 4). Assimilation is common in Cod. Casi-

nensis [A^) of this writer, a MS. of the eleventh or twelfth

century in broken Lombardic, said to show signs of having been

copied from a Merovingian exemplar. It is however probable that

forms like ammirahilis are really Italian. Gregory adopts the

commoner forms of assimilation, but he more often does not assimi-

* There is mucli to be said for the spelling
'

abbat,' which has had a con-

tinuous existence in our literature from the twelfth century onwards (' abbad
'

occurs c. 889), but as ' abbot
'
is also perfectly legitimate (see Dr. Murray's

Dictionary s. v.) the usage of the majority may decide.
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late. Assimilation is rare in Alcimus Avitus and Venantius

Fortunatus (there are no instances of m,ss- or amm-) : it is very-

slight in the specimens of Visigotliic writing : and, speaking gener-

ally, it may be said that it is avoided by the writers of the Caroline

period as represented in the two volumes of Poetae Medii Aevi. The
same would hold good for the two books of the Historia Ecclesiastica,

which are all that has been critically edited of the works of Bede.

In the Vulgate ammirahantur seems to be assured in Matt. vii.

28 : it occurs in eleven of Bishop Wordsworth's MSS. (in one case

as a correction) of very varied origin : summiserunt is also deci-

sively attested in Mark ii. 4. There is a division of authorities in

Acts ix. 25, X. II : in the first of these places the Campanian MS.
^does not assimilate.

In the grammatical treatise of Cassiodorius assimilation is dis-

tinctly recognised : ammonet and ammimculo are given as examples,
also summovit and sumministrat (ed. Keil, p. 162

f.).
In this part

of his treatise Cassiodorius is quoting from an earlier writer,

Papirianus; but he himself wrote in the same manner (e.g.

ammonui, p. 146).

Taking all the evidence together, a better case appears to be

made out than we have as yet had. There is, I think, a presump-
tion that the less usual forms of assimilation are Italian.

A = AIT. Corssen would confine this usage during the early

centuries to proper names [Aussprache, i. 663 f.) According to him
it begins in Greek inscriptions of century I (KAAAIOY, AroYSTE),
then in Latin. It is found most frequently in De Rossi's Roman

inscriptions ;
but it also occurs three times in Cisalpine Gaul, once

at Puteoli, once in Sardinia
;
also twice in Spain {Cladius, Glacus),

and three times for the name of the month (id. and kal. Agust.).

in Africa. Besides Agusto, atem also occurs in Codex Monacensia.

(q), a Freising MS. of the seventh century, which is thought to have

been written in the eastern half of the Merovingian dominions
;

and two instances of agurior for auguror are given by Caspari,

Horn, de Sacril. p. 53 (Christiania, 1886). Knoell notes a single

instance in the Vatican MS. {saec. vii) of the Excerpts of Eugippius.
He remarks upon this (p. vii), as he says that the confusion is very
common in some of his MSS. Unfortunately he does not tell ua

which
;
but we may infer from the specimen given on p. xxv. that

Q was one of them. As a near ancestor of Q was written at

Naples in the year 581, it is possible that the peculiarity may
be Italian. When however we turn to the Vulgate of Luke ii. i
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we find that agusto is read in DLQRTY, of which DQR are Irish,

LY English, and T Spanish. Not only agusti, aguste, but also

agures {bis)
occur in specimens of Visigothic writing of the eighth

century (Ewald and Loewe, tabb. viii, xi). Similar forms appear

both in French and English MSS. (Pal. Soc. ii. 35 ; Cat. Anc.

MSS., pp. 60, 61
; Arndt, Schrifttafeln, tab. 16). Agustus,

Agustidunum are the common forms in Gregory of Tours. The

grammarian Caper lays down ausculta non asculta (ed. Keil,

vii. 108), which shows that both forms were current. And if

turning to modern usage it is argued that the Italian form is

'

AgostinOj' it may be replied that the Spanish is also
'

Agustin.'

O = AU. Clodus is no doubt the vernacular spelling. We are

reminded of the story about Vespasian's pronunciation of jplaustra

as ^Zos^ra (Sueton. Vesf. 22), which was apparently a provincialism

derived from his Sabine birthplace. Clodus is widely attested in

MSS. of the Old-Latin Version, in both its forms, African and

European. This, however, would not be decisive, as the form

which is called African need not have been African in its origin,

circulated outside Africa, and is extant in MSS. which are probably

not African. Yet there can be no doubt that clodus was really

current in Africa : it has an assured place in the text of Cyprian,

Clodus and claudus are found side by side in Irish MSS. of the

seventh or eighth centuries. Gregory of Tours certainly wrote

clodus : so too Venantius Fortunatus : the majority of the Vulgate
MSS. have it in Matt. xv. 30, 31.

U = AU. The forms clusi for clausi, clusum for clausum are

also very widely diffused. They are found in MSS. of all kinds,

both of the Old Latin and of the Vulgate (e.g. Luke xiii. 25

clauserit c f ff^ ^> cluserit b d e i I q ;
Matt. vi. 6 clauso codd.

plur. ;
cluso a'F0JL*MO*QRZ ; Matt, xiii 15 clauserunt BKM

TVWXZ*, cluserunt ACFH0JMO*Y). Examples like these show

the presence of the w-forms in every region where the Bible was

copied. They also occur in Apuleius, Tertullian, Cyprian, Lucifer

Calaritanus (several instances in each), also once in Salvian of

Marseilles, though not apparently in Claudianus Mamertus,

Eugippius, Orientius, or Sedulius.

A = E. Not uncommon in inscriptions in the word consacrare ;

but a more exact parallel to the adtractaverit of Codex Amiatinus

is supplied by Gregory of Tours, where three of the oldest and

best MSS. (two of the seventh century and one of the eighth) read

contractans. I see too that Mr. Ellis reads detractans in Avienus,
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xxviii. 19, with Jeep in Claud. Ra'pt. Pros. i. 156, observing that

retractare is invariable. We might also point to Cyprian, Ejj.

Ixvii. 9, where all Hartel's MSS. have detractores or detractatores.

E = I. The single example of this redemet (= redimet) need

not detain us. Numbers of such cases might be quoted from the

inscriptions or MSS. of every region. It is so frequent in the

British MSS. of the Vulgate as almost to be regarded as a charac-

teristic of these islands
;
but it is too clearly attested elsewhere. I

pass over for the same reason the aspirate in Iwstium.

Vowel prefixed to S impure. More interesting than the last

examples is the form histriatarum {= striatarum in 3 Eeg. vii. 24).

The prefixing of a vowel to s impure is of course not rare in the

Romance countries. In the Spanish inscriptions there are four

examples like Ischolasticus
;

in Africa four examples, and many

proper names
;
in Calabria one example of i prefixed and two of e

{espiritum, ex2>lendidus). Le Blant quotes a number of examples

{Inscr. Chret. de la Gaule, p. cxviii). Jordanes has ex2)ectaculum

(which is also found in Priscillian) and ex2)oliaiam ;
and there are

similar examples in Gregory of Tours. Some curious forms occur

in the single extant MS. of Arnobius, Codex Parisinus, saec. ix. in.,

copied from a Lombardic (] Merovingian) original, where a is pre-

fixed in this way (e.g. aspiritu, ascawroa, adscrihuntur for

scribuntur\ ed. Reifferscheid, p. x), and what I suppose is still

more peculiar, instructwm for structum, inscientia for scientia,

insj)ecitaU for spectaculi, &c., in all five examples, and yet others.

Nearer to the particular form in question would be hispatii, which

occurs on p. 53 of the Peregrinatio ad Loca Sancta ^, which is

thought to be work of an Aquitanian lady named Sylvia, and

appears to have been written in 385-388 A. D. The MS. in which

the form occurs is Lombardic of the tenth century. We have,

however, a still more exact parallel in the form histriaturis for

atriaturis, which is common to all the six leading MSS. of

Apollinaris Sidonius {Ep. iv. ix. 4 ; p. 60. 1. 6, ed. Luetjohann). It

would thus go back at least to the archetj'pe of these MSS., and

perhaps even to Sidonius himself or the scribe whom he employed.

In any case the form must have been in use in Gaul as well as in

Italy.

The converse case of Spania for His2)ania, on which Dr.

Hamann also tries to base an argument, is of frequent occurrence.

* Ed. Gamurrini
;

cf. WolfHin, Archivf. lat. Lejcilcog. iv. 260.
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It is found in Spanish inscriptions, and in the specimens of Visi-

gothic writing (Ewald and Loewe, tab. xiv) : it occurs in the

Muratorian Fragment (which is probably Italian) and in the MS.

of Arnobius (once) : it is well authenticated in Gregory of Tours

and is the constant spelling (thirty-six times) in Jordanes.

S=EX. I hardly know whether we need seek a parallel for

espendehat which Dr. Hamann quotes from Judith xiii. 8. In the

MS. both the intrusive letters are marked for omission. They

might possibly represent a reading expendebat. The Clementine

text has pendebat, which is doubtless right.

The form scandescet for excandescet in Sap. v. 23 has many

analogies in that remarkable MS. God. Bezae {D Ew.). The forms

which occur so frequently as to be characteristic of this MS.,

sconspectu, scoruscatio, scoruscus, appear to mark a still further

stage of development. They must, I suppose, have arisen from

ex conspectu, excoiruscatio, though the preposition has entirely lost

its force (the reading in Acts vii. 46 is in sconspectudi). It were

much to be wished that we knew where Cod. Bezae itself was

written. The common view, as we have seen, assigns it to the

South of France. In favour of this would be the curious form

sonium (= /x/pi/xwi, Luke xxi. 34), which is naturally compared with
'
soin *.'

PH=P, and DI=Z. The gpelling tophadius is another inter-

esting point. The aspiration of p is not very common and does

not seem, so far as I can judge, to be local. The spelling topadium
occurs in the leading MS. (M) of the genuine Sjieculum of St.

Augustine (ed. Weihrich, p. iii) : this MS. is of the ninth century

and came from St. Emmeran's at Eatisbon. Cod. Bobiensis {k) of

the Old Latin has baptidiator in Matt. xi. 1 1 (baptiziator five times

elsewhere). Mr. Maunde Thompson believes that k was written in

Italy ; but, however this may be, baptidiare occurs four times in

the Peregrinatio (WolflSin, Archiv, iv. 260), and we have also

rdbidiare (Ronsch, It. u. V. p. i^i),exorcidiare (ib. p. 458), catomt-

diare (Georges). And even though we should suppose, what

would be difficult to prove, that all the MSS. in which these forms

occurred were Italian, there would still remain other instances

which could not be thus accounted for. The corresponding change
of z for di (especially in the form zahulus) is very widely distributed

^
See, however, especially Ducange s. v.

*

soniare,' which appears to be found

in glossaries on the Leges Langohardorum, but was also current in France.

Ducange's glossaries have somnium, (ppovris, iSiaiTiKws : somnior, fitpinvw.

VOL. II. Y
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—from Commodian (in Palestine 1) to the Irish Books of Kells and

Durrow.

The dropping of M is the last of Dr. Hamann's instances. It

is, however, too common to furnish any criterion. There are many

examples in the Spanish and African inscriptions besides those in

Italy ;
and instances similar to those quoted from Cod. Amiatinus

are plentiful enough in other MSS.

To sum up. The results of this enquiry must be confessed to

be disappointing ; they are for the most part negative rather than

positive. Many of the points which we have been discussing (c

inserted before x, u=:au, a=e, e=i, 2>h=:h, dropping of final m)
hardly seem to have even a prima facie case in their favour. We
should add to these o-= au in clodus, but for the story about

Vespasian, It is possible that this form may have been Italian in

its origin, but at least from the third century onwards it is common

in other provinces. Perhaps the same may be said of a = aw in

Agustinus, &c. This too may have come originally from Italy, but

it is also firmly established in Spain and found its way frequently

into the North. The accretion or suppression of vowels before s

impure, and the substitution of s for x are not so much character-

istic of Italy as of the Komance countries in general. There remain

the epenthesis of n, as in gigans, assimilation of prepositions, and

di = z. In regard to these, the evidence collected has been of

course far from exhaustive : its proportions might easily be altered

by wider enquiry : there is also some uncertainty as to the localities

to which the difierent items of evidence are to be referred. It is a

delicate question of the weighing of evidence on which I am by no

means sure that my own impression is right : still I am inclined to

think that there is some ground for Dr. Hamann's contention, and

that the examples are strewn more thickly as we approach Italian

soil.

It must not be thought that all the branches of this kind of

enquiry are equally inconclusive. The type of Visigothic writing

stands out very distinctly. Extreme examples of it may be seen

in Cod. Cavensis (C) of the Vulgate, and in the Paris MS. (0)

above referred to of loh. Cassianus. More normal examples would

be the common readings of GTq in the Vulgate, and some of the

specimens of writing in Ewald and Loewe's collection. Nowhere

but in Spanish MSS. have I found mici = mihi, and the substitu-

tion of qu for c (as in quur) is more common than elsewhere.
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Some characteristics also come out in the Irish MSS. Extreme

examples of these would be the Book of Armagh and Dr. T. K.

Abbott's Cod. Usserianus II, more normal examples the Books of

Kells and Durrow and the Eushworth Gospels. There is a very

common tendency in Irish MSS. to the doubling especially of s in

forms like possitus, nissi. Nowhere but in the Booh of Armagh
have I found the curious form anguelus (= angdus): forms like

diciens, vidiens are marked in Cod. Usserianus, and it is a curious

coincidence that diciens occurs also in Cod. Bobiensis (k), which,

although it belonged to St. Columban's monastery, is possibly older

than St. Columban himself, and at least not Irish (0. L. B. T. ii.

pp. clxi, clxv.). The Visigothic MS. of Cassian, however, has con-

cupiscientia, injpvdiens.

I rather believe that the doubling of consonants in the penulti-

mate, as in oUullit, is characteristic of Northern France, including

the Valley of the Loire.

A few more facts of some interest may be adduced in regard to

the assimilation of d before m. This is not original in the writings

of Cassian. The form quemadmodum occurs frequently in both

the Institutions and the Conferences without variant. Assimilation

is characteristic of a particular MS. N (Cod. 483 of the Arsenal at

Paris of the loth or nth century) of the iresii\&& Contra Nestorium.

It is equally characteristic of the archetype of all the extant

MSS. of Sidonius (cf the preface by Leo to Luetjohann's edition,

p. xxxi). This archetype appears to have been written in the

eighth century {ibid. p. xxvii). It does not follow that Sidonius

himself assimilated, and to judge from his text the editor appears

to think that he did not. Arguing from Cassian on the one hand,

and from Gregory of Tours on the other, the presumption might

be thought to be in this direction
;
but we might, on the other

hand, suppose that Sidonius derived a tendency to assimilate from

his Italian connexions. An interesting MS. of Primasius on the

Apocalypse (Bodl. Douce 140) repeatedly has quemammodum.
This MS. was probably written in England in the eighth or

ninth century, but there is some reason to think that it was copied

from a Merovingian exemplar. It is possible that Primasius him-
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self may have written quemammodMm. If so, his evidence would

hold good for Africa in the time of Justinian. The practice of

assimilating in this way might have been brought over from Italy.

But the instances just quoted might suggest the conclusion that it

was introduced into some French centre not later than the eighth

century. I believe that quemammodum is a good test word, and

that a fairly clear generalisation might be made out about it
;
but

more material must be collected.

THE END.
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Hussey. Rise of the Papal
Power, traced in three Lectures. By
Robert Hussey, B.D. Second Edition.

Fcap. Svo. 4s. 6rf.

John, Bishop ofEphesus. The
Third Part of his Ecclesiastical History.

[In Syriac] Now first edited by
William Cureton, M.A. 4to. il. 12s.

The same, translated by
R. Payne Smith, M.A. Svo. los.

Le Neve's Fasti Ecclesiae

Anglicanae. Corrected and continued

from 1715 to 1853 by T. Duffus

Hardy. 3 vols. Svo, iL is.

Noelli (A.) Catechismus sive

prima insHtutio disdplinaque Pietatis

Christianas Latins explicaia. Editio

nova cura Guil. Jacobson, A, M. Svo.

5s. 6d.

ilecords of the Beformation.
TTie Dirorce, 1527-1533. Mostly now
for the first time printed from MSS.
in the British Museum and other

Libraries. Collected and arranged
by N. Pocock, M.A. 2 vols. Svo.

II. 1 6s.

Reformatio Legum Ecclesias-
ticarum. The Reformation of Eccle-

siastical Laws, as attempted in the

reigns of Henry VIII, Edward VI,
and Elizabeth. Edited by E. Card-

well, D.D. Svo. 6s. 6d.

Shirley. Soiiie Account of the
Church in the Apostolic Age. By W.W.
Shirley, D.D. Second Editio^i. Fcap.
Svo. 3s. 6rf.

Stillingfleet's Origines Bri-

tannicae, with Lloyd's Historical

Account of Church Government.
Edited by T. P. Pantin, M.A. 2

vols. Svo. I OS.

Stubbs. Registrumi Sao^m
Anglicanum.. An attempt to exhibit

the course of Episcopal Succession

in England. By W. Stubbs, D.D.
Small 4to. 8s. 6d.

4. ENGLISH THEOLOGY.

Bradley. Lectures on the

Book of Job. By George Granville

Bradley, D.D., Dean of Westmin-
ster. Crown Svo. 7s. 6d.

Lectures on Ecclesiastes.

By G. G. Bradley, D.D., Dean of

Westminster. Crown Svo. 4s. 6d.

Bull's Works, with Nelson's

Life. Edited by E. Burton, D.D.

8 vols, Svo. 2l. gs.

Burnet's Exposition of the

XXXIX Articles. Svo. 7s.

Butler's Works. 2 vols. 8vo.

Oxford : Clarendon Press.
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Gomber's Cornpanion to the

Temple; or a Help to Devotion in

the use of the Common Prayer.

7 vols. 8vo. il. lis. 6d.

Cramner's Wo7'k8. Collected
and arranged by H. Jenkyns, M.A.,
Fellow of Oriel College. 4 vols.

8vo. il. los.

Enchiridion Theologicum
Anti-Ro7nanum.

Vol. I. Jeremy Taylor's Dissua-

sive from Popery, and IVeatise

on the Real Presence. 8vo. 8s.

Vol. II. Barrow on the Suprem-
acy of the Pope, with his Dis-

course on the Unity of the

Church. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Vol. III. Tracts selected from

Wake, Patrick, Stillingfleet,

Clagett, and others. 8vo. lis.

Greswell's Harmonia Evan-
gelica. Fifth Edition. 8vo. 9s. 6d.

Hall's Works. Edited by P.

Wynter, D.D. 10 vols. 8vo. 3?. 3s.

Heurtley. Harmonia Sym-
bolica : Creeds of the Western Church.

By C. Heurtley, D.D. 8vo. 6s. 6d.

Homilies appointed to he read
in Churches. Edited by J. GriflBths,

M.A. 8vo. 7s. 6d.

Hooker's Works, with his Life

by Walton, arranged by John Keble,
M.A. Seventh Edition. Revised by
R. W. Church, M.A., Dean of St.

Paul's, and F. Paget, D.D. 3 vols.

medium 8vo. \l. i6s.

the Text as arranged by
J. Keble, M.A. 2 vols. 8vo. lis.

Jackson's (Dr. Thomas) Works'
12 vols. 8vo. 3?. 6s.

Jewel's Works. Edited by R.
W. Jelf, D.D. 8 vols. 8vo. i?. los.

Martineau. A Study of Re-
ligion : its Sources and Contents. By
James Martineau, D. D. 2 vols. 8vo.

il. 4s.

Patrick's Theological Works.

9 vols. 8vo. il. IS.

Pearson's Exposition of the

Creed. Revised and corrected by
E. Burton, D.D. Sixth Edition. 8vo.

1 OS. 6d.

Minor Theological Works.
Edited with a Memoir, by Edward

Churton, M.A. 2 vols. 8vo. los.

Sanderson's Works. Edited

by W. Jacobson, D.D. 6 vols. 8vo.

ll. I OS.

Stillingfleet's Origines Sacrae.
2 vols. 8vo. 9s.

Rational Account of the

Grounds of Protestant Religion ; being
a vindication of Archbishop Laud's

Relation of a Conference, etc. 2

vols. 8vo. I OS.

Wall's History ofInfant Bap-
tism. Edited by H. Cotton, D.C.L.
2 vols. 8vo. ll. IS.

Waterland's Works, with Life,

by Bp. Van Mildert. A new Edition,

with copious Indexes. 6 vols. 8vo.

2l. lis.

Review of the Doctrine

of the Eucharist, with a Preface by
the late Bishop of London. Crown
8vo. 6s. 6d.

London : Henry Frowde, Amen Corner, B.C.
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Wheatly's Illustration of the

Book of Common Prayer. 8vo. 5s.

Wyclif. A Catalogue of the

Original Works of John Wyclif. By
W. W. Shirley, D.D, 8vo. 3s. 6d.

Wyclif. Select English Works.
By T. Arnold, M.A. 3 vols. 8vo.

ll. IS.

Trialogus. With the

Supplement now first edited. By
Gotthard Lechler. 8vo. 7s.

5. LITURGIOLOGY.

Cardwell's Two Books of Com-
mon Pn

."'r,
set forth by authority

in the E«ign of King Edward VI,

compared with each other. Third

Edition. 8vo. 7s.

Jlistory of Conferences
on the Book of Common Prayer from
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1690. Third Edition. 8vo.

7s. 6'(

Hammond. Liturgies, Eastern
and Western. Edited, with Intro-

ductic 1. Notes, and a Liturgical

Glossary, by C. E. Hammond, M.A.
Cro\ ' 8vo. 10s. 6d.

All Appendix to the above, crown
S'so. paper covers, is, 6d.

Leofric Missal, The, as used
in tho Cathedral of Exeter during
the Episcopate of its first Bishop,
A.D. 1050-1072 ; together with some
Ace I

.
at of the Red Book of Derby,

the Missdl of Robert of Jumifeges,

and a few other early MS. Service

Books of the English Church.

Edited, with Introduction and

Notes, by F. E. Warren, B.D., F.S.A.

4to. half morocco, 1/. 15s.

Maskell. Ancient Liturgy of
the Church of England, according to

the uses of Sarum, York, Hereford,
and Bangor, and the Roman Liturgy
arranged in parallel columns, with

preface and notes. By W. Maskell,
M.A. Third Edition. 8vo. 15s.

Monumenta Ritualia
Ecclesiac Anglicanae. The occasional

Offices of the Church of England
according to the old use of Salisbury,
the Prymer in English, and other

prayers and forms, Avith disserta-

tions and notas. Second Edition.

3 vols. 8vo. 2I I OS.

Warren. The Liturgy and
Ritual of the Celtic Church. By F. E.

Warren, B.D. 8vo. 14s.
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